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PREFJ-CE . 

It is appar ent f r om this research that we need to develop a 

sociology of building in the same way that we ar e a ssembling a sociology 

of medicine , education , r eligion and of knowladge itself and that in the 

t ask 0f creating a sociology of building we should pay particular att ention 

t o the r elevance of sociological theory . 

This dissertation does not clairn to set out a sociology of build

ing, but it can be r egar ded as a pr elirninary study perhaps useful t o 

that end . 

~n aim in this r esearch has been t o concentrate on method , the 

collection of data, classification and categorisation , ther eby attempt

ing to shape an outline which later work may be able to fill in . Value 

judgments have therefore been used sparingly and only when they can 

serve some clear and specific purpose . 

I gratefully acknowledge the patient help and guidance which 

I have received over a period of several years fr om Pr of essor P. H. 

Connell of the School of Jirchitectur e , and fr om Professor Leo Kuper 

of t he Departrr ent of Sociol ogy and Social ~·lork , both of the University 

of Natal. 

Wh er e assistance has been given by others in specific aspects 

of the r esearch acknowledgments are made in the f ootnotes . Full 

r eferenc es to all quotations are also made in t he f ootnot es . 

I wish to thank ~~s . H. T. McGr oarty for t yping the final 

document of this dissertation . 

This dissertation is for academic pur poses only , and no quo

tations may be made from it without the author 's per missi on . 

The writing of this di ssertation was completed in Toronto, 

Canada, on the 12th . August , 1960 . 
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CHAPTER 1 

ORIGIN Al'-lD AIM OF THIS STUDY, VlEl'HOD AND EXAI"iPLE 

This chapter describes how the need for a sociological study of this 

kind came to be realised; formulates the aim of the research; explains the 

methods adopted, and sets out the data of the building used for the purposes 

of general illustration. 

1. Origin 

A realisation of the need for research into the sociology of building 

first arose from the intractability of problems presenting themselves in the 

course of everyday planning and architectural work. Daily the practitioner 

is forced to deal with data impinging upon him from the world of action: 

he must heed the established usages of custom and law, the hard facts of 

economics; he must resist the pressures of political expediency; he must 

grapple with idealism unrelated to fact and with r ealism uninformed by ideal; 

he must negotiate rationalised explanation and arbitrary intention, and in 

the last analysis he must come to terms with the urgent necessity of arriving 

at a decision having same semblance of justification and some hope of 

acceptance. 

The first impetus to initiating r esearch was therefore born of the 

problems of action. Why is a decision difficult? Why do we find it hard to 

formulate the problem? Why do we not dare to take the rational decision? As 

a matter of common observation many decisions are seen to be difficult because 

of a lack of systematic background knowledge, and it is clear that in practice 

secondary and tertiary decisions are commonly made without benefit of the 

primary decisions on which they logically depend. 

To be specific, the dif ficulties connected with building and planning 

appeared t entatively attributable to factors in the following broad categories: 

(a) The difficulty of comprehending building as a product of the total 

culture (1). 

(b) The lack of systematic background for any holistic study of the techniques 

of planning and building. 

(1) 'Culture' is used in its scientific sense to mean the whole on-going 
pattern of a. society's behaviour. It is not used to indicate a high 
development ~n the arts, unless specifically stated. 



2. 
(c) Lack of adequate sci~ntific investigation into the exact origins of 

building forms and the sociological influences affecting them. 

(d) The piecemeal nature of the administration of the t echniques of building 

and planning . 

These can be brought to focus by asking the single basic question: 

why precisely does the building take the form it does - in all its aspec.ts? 

Very briefly stated, this is the essential question that this research 
sets out to examine . Such an examination can only be undertaken by having as 

a general background , or terms of reference, the nature of our society and 
culture as a whole. It is therefore fundamental to this study that both 

methods and findings will tend to have a sociological rather than a technical 
emphasis. Building and planning are techniques but no technique can be under-
stodd unless it is comprehended as both moulder of its culture and at the same 

time product of it. 

2. Problem of the Total Cultural Configuration. 

From this first tentative thinking emerged the idea of using as a 

research approach the concept of the total cultural configuration. This, it 
appeared, might form a framework to be filled in progressively wi~h detail so 

that eventually building might be seen in all its aspects as a product of its 
cultural matrix (2). Preliminary investigations quickly showed, however, that 
in spite of its attractions this approach would be both over-ambitious as an 

aim and of poor precision as a tool . 

Fart of the difficulty may be attributed to the broadness of handling 

which such a treatment demands . Whilst breadth of treatment has the attraction 
of allowing an overall impression to be conveyed, it has several serious, .. 

dangers which are virtually unavoidable in the course of protracted research. 
The most notorious of these is the descent into broad generalisation in which 
the restraining influence of fact progressively diminishes . A second difficul-
ty is the danger of the treatment becoming so broad that there emerges only a 
statement of the obvious. Those whose chief preoccupation is with action 

often complain that the findings of the social scientists contribute little 

more than this. A third danger is to be found in arguing from a few 

arbitrarily selected and minor particul ars to a major generalisation, which, 

( 21 Similar, but not identical, in method to that used by Ruth Benedict in 'Patterns of Culture' . 



3. 
unverified by other checks, becomes incorporated as an important part of an 

overall picture. 

Aspects of the difficulty may be very briefly illustrated by taking 

the conventional historical observation that the increased desire for privacy 
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in Europe caused new domestic plan-
types to appear . Such an 'explanation' juxtaposes the two facts of increased 
privacy and new plan-types so that they are presented as cause and effect (3). 
If examined, the evidence taken may be found to have been little more than a 
noting of a move from ensuite to corridor planning with the result that the 
'explanation' is really little more than a 5eneralisation based on the spurious 

reciprocity of an isolated observation (increase in corridors) and an attri-
buted idea (desire for more privacy). All that could be said scientifically 
is: the confi5~ration of the culture included, among a thousand other things, 

an increased use of corridors and increased domestic privacy. To attribute 
cause and effect , or desire, is an altogether more complicated matter , re- : ~: ,:, . 

quiring serious scientific investigation of an order quite different from the 

conventional approaches to the history of building . 

There is, therefore , great difficulty in finding an adequate research 

technique which could be used successfully within terms of r eference implying 
such a wide scope, unless some basic frrulework of fact is first brought into 
existence. Only with the help of some such framework could building appear 

to be approached as a product of the total cultural configuration, with some 

hope of arriving at a factual and balanced assessment . 

In spite of the difficulties of using the concept of the total con-
figuration as a basic tool and in spite of the need at this stage to set it 

aside, it will nevertheless be necessary to bear it in mind constantly in the 
course of research, and to remember that any cultural configuration has certain 
major characteristics which will be of significance to any aspect of the society 
under review. Certain elements in our own culture must therefore be mentioned . 
The world-wide diffusion of basic democratic beliefs in political and intel
lectual life, an accelerating process of individualisation, the industrialisa~-
ti~n and consequent urbanisation of world society, the rapid rate of social, 
cultural and technical change , and perhaps there should be included a trend in 
the direction of breaking down the formal barriers between individuals - these 
are relevant major influences in all our thinking and acting . 

(3) It is in fact more likely that both are effects of some other factor such as an increase in wealth •. 
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In consideringthe diffusion of basic democratic attitudes we should 

remember that we are in the process of passing from authoritarian to demo-
cratically motivated societies, and that , for the purposes of the sociology of 
building, there are certain important differences between cultures founded on 
these two basic premises. The first is that authoritarian (roughly identi-

fiable with conservative) thinking tends to be in undifferentiated wholes, 
with an emphasis on morphology rather than on constituent parts and detail . 

This can clearly be seen in pre-industrial European architecture: the 

building is a product of a tightly prescribed traditional process . In a 

society with a democratic configuration, however, thinking has an analytical 
and rational emphasis and there is preference for justification by abstract 

proof . The present general approach to building by architects in the western 
world provides good evidence of this (4) . Two relevant reasons for this dif-
ference between authoritarian and democratic cultures may be offered . One , 

that in the democratic society the individual has Hore freedom of choice to 
form his own attitudes and is less dependent on a special social elite; and 

two , the mass democratic society in spite of radio, television and the press 
has difficulties of communication in that the small elite group , which is a 
closed coterie of agreed attitudes and points of view, cannot be expanded to 

embrace the nation-wide group, since the intimate relationships of the small 
group simply cannot survive the mass-media of conununication . In a mass demo-

cracy the face-to-face method of fornung opinion and attitude is physically 

impossible and therefore formalisation and abstraction become essential for 

successful communication (5) . 

A second important difference is to be found in the attitude toward 
the hero and the genius . As generally understood these are products of the 

elite group in authoritarian society; they are , in fact, highly characteristic 
manifestations of the authoritarian system and they also cannot be carried 
over into an egalitarian democratic society demanding symbols of a different 
kind . Apart from his intrinsic ability or worth , the hero or genius is made by 
his elite group and he is useful as a justification for the authoritarian 

(4) Witness the emphasis on function and abstraction . Perhaps abstraction of form i~ architecture , sculpture and painting is a predictable result of the Shlf~ to mass democracy . The confusion of thought which attaches to the archltect ' s use of the word 'functionalism' should be noted . 
(5 ) The mass -media allow communication in one direction only . 



5. 
social structure in general and for the existence of the elite group in 

particul ar . With the dethroning of the elite group the hero will tend to 

disappear and the genius will tend to appear more 'human' . The mass of the 

nation-wide group will not so willingly 'distance' th.emselves from hero and 

genius as in the past , but will regard him more as one of themselves, accoun

ting for his differences in terms of environment and opportunity. 

The concept of the hero-genius affects vitally society's view of the 

architect . We still carry with us the artist -genius image of the architect 

handed down from a now decayed authoritarian society in which the architect 

in that image was the product of an elite group . As the authoritarian elites 

have disappeared so logically must the artist-genius concept of the architect . 

We may, therefore , expect the authoritarian-democratic swing to 

minimise the power of the elite groups , to eliminate 'sacred' knowledge and 

special languages of communication, in favour of an emphasis on analysis , 

formalisation , abstraction and anonymity. We may al so expect the decline and 

eventual elimination of the artist -genius image of the architect . These 

changes will be accompanied by the final collapse of the idea of revealed 

truth , whose place will come to be taken by i deas of process and relativity. 

Industrialisation and its attendant urbanisation are psychologically 

linked with the process of democratisation . The links are many and complicated 

but the overall connection can perhaps be stated as the sequence : increase 

in the scale of industrial production due to general growth of horsepower ; 

coming together of larger masses of people as a r esult; breaking up of old 

face-to-face groups in favour of a system in which the individual is anonymous, 

with human contacts limited and formalised; emergence of a mass society urban 

in outlook with atomised individuals who cannot f eel themselves part of the 

greater society . Parallel with this and supporting it , is the gr owth of 

scientific method and the increasing application of the r esults of science to 

industry, business and indeed almost all aspects of life . 

In bUilding , this group of trends leads toward mass production and 

therefore anonymity and abstraction . Design tends to leave the control of the 

older architect-artist and to find its way on to the drawing board of the 

~actory draughtsman , the architect being r estricted to a selection , often 

very limited , of machine-made types whose design he cannot influence in their 

basic elements. This situation now applies to more building components than 

is worth enumerating . Curtain walling , however , is important enough to warrant 



special mention . 
6. . d The curtain wall is an outstanding example of democratlse 

anonymity and very clearly highlights the enormity of the problem which pre

sents itself to the individualistically trained and motivated architect . 

Buildings of curtain wall look anonymous and presumably this quality will be 

accepted by a mass public in the same way that motor-cars are acceptable as 

standardised product s of the current socio-economic system. The real diffi-

culty in this regard arises with the architects who see their role in the 

light of the self-expression of an individual personality within the frame

work of attitudes of a fast disappearing cultural configuration . This leads 

to the problem of the r elationship between the individualism of the architect 

and the sharpened individuality of the citizen of the democratic society . The 

citizen feels his individuality as compensation for the loss of the general 

support of society. This is not in protest necessarily, but is a complementary 

process . The architect, in contrast, tends to encourage his own individualism 

as a reaction to the mass society. He resists , and is , to same extent in 

protest and opposition. 

A notable characteristic of the democratic configuration to be 

m8ntioned is the lessening of the social distance between the various groups of 

society and between individuals . The leading groups whether political , social 

or intellectual , no longer inspire in the rank and file the awe that they once 

did . Institutions and associations do not command the r espect and traditional 

assent that they did under an authoritarian configuration . Consequently 

bundings , vmich are one of the physical manifestations of these institutions, 

also lose their power of 'distancing' the observer . Here again we see the 

shedding of the her. and genius : they are dropping from the configuration . 

With this process of reducing distance out go greatness , genius , 

romantic passions , the pompous , the grandioS8 and the ideal , taking with them 

monumental wor ks in the arts . In their stead come anonymity , abstraction , 

teamwork , and emphasis on science, suspicion of the artist and the eccentric 

and a fear of the individual who will not conform to the agreed deviations . 

\fuether th 0 diminution of distance is brought about by the dissolution of the 

old cultural configuration or whether it is a special attribute of the demo-

crati c society is of minor importance . What is significant is that a major 

change in our system of values has taken place and this change is being re 

flected in building in all its asp8cts . 

The trend toward the increasing spread of the cultural base of our 
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society seems likely to continue for the foreseeable future particularly in 

view of events in many of the underdeveloped countries of the world . The 

French and American revolutions werE:; clear indications of a social process 

which has produced mass democratic societies throughout the western world. 

In Britain the post-war period has seen a substantial, if unglamorous, spread

ing of the cultural base to include virtually the entire society. The 

Scandinavian countries show similar cultural chan[,es. In some continents , 

notably Africa, these changes have yet to came . White ~frica is still an 

elite denying to black Africa t he broad benefits of western culture: a 

society authoritarian as far a s the majority of human beings in it are con-

cerned . bven t his situation , however, is changing rapidly and the first 

beginnings of a democratised attitude to bui lding are being seen in the re

search work now being done into the problems of building for Africans . ~s the 

cultural base is spreag, by force or otherwise, it is likely to be in this 

field that many significant developments in building will emerge . 

Authoritarian societies have a tendency toward the rigid and the re-

gular . This applies to building . The new , the unusual, the experimental are 

discouraged : the irregular is excluded . In a period , however , in which 

distance is being dimi nished the opposites flourish . So we see a gr eat deal 

of bold experiment in building in certain count ries . 'l'he aim in building is 

not now to ' di stru1ce l the observer by inspiring awe . At best t he aim may now 

be to give the observer aesthetic satisfaction . As the cultural base is 

spread this can only be done by basic simple forms of an abstract kind . The 

complicated geometry and dynamics of Gothic are not communicable and the 

rigidity of the Classical is unacceptable because its impact depends on 

creating distance - the very characteristic that democratic society is least 

able to tolerate . The building may, therefore , be predictably non-regular 

and in this sense informal. At the same time its forms will become abstract 

and in terms of the older culture , de-humanised . As distance is diminished 

and the building is r vleased f r om the straight j acket of the older aesthetics 

a new creative opportunity i s offered . Thi s may well be an historic moment . 

Over and above the characteristics of the configuration of our emergimg 

society mentioned already, the significance of change must be emphasised . The 

rate of change in all aspects of our society is acc elerating and we are be

coming more used to it and more r eady to accept it as inevitable and desirable. 

Th" t' 1 
1S 1S par 1CU arly true of the technologies as invention succeeds invention 
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and the material standard of living is progressively lifted . The rate of 

change in our values system, our social behaviour , our legislation and govern

mental development is , however, also being increased because of a variety of 

factors present in the society as a whole . 

Perhaps the most important aspect of change for t his study is the fact 

of innovation . By this is meant the specific act of setting out to bring about 

purposeful change . It i s therefore to be dlstinguished frolll both discovery 

and invention . The basic intention in innovating is the wish to shape some-

thing to a deslred end . Innovation ITlay therefore cover the whole fi eld of 

human activity, and may range from making an atomic bomb to organising a 

national health service . Tradition-orientated societies are so structured 

that innovation is likely to be infr equent and difficult . Even in our own 

society it does not meet with equal favour in all s8ctors . In medicine it is 

selcomed and encouraged; in religion hardly at all . In the past resistance 

to innovation and slowness of change have acted as stabilisers and perpetuators 

of the culture . 

The vital importance of innovation to our time becomes apparent when 

it is coupled with an accelerating rate of chanEe and an increasing willingness 

to accept change . Given great powers of innovation and given willingness to 

change our environment , our social structure , our institutions and our ways 

of life, it become s a question of deciding what it is we want to achieve : of 

writing the specification of the future . On the one hand we are better equi p

ped intellectually than ever before : and on the other we are potentially 

freer f rom the incubus of traditional imperatives than any society has ever 

been . The configuration of the culture is no longer to be regarded as fixed : 

it is to be seen as capable of being altered by innovation: by purposefully 

acting to achieve desired goals (6) . 

For building this means immense possibilities . In terms of materials 

it could mean that we could specify what we want with the expectation that 

science will produce it . In terms of the form of the building in relation m 

use it means that we should examine conscious social aims and attempt to 

tailor the building to physical needs which would arise from the achievement 

of those aims . 

The most interesting feature of this new possible orientation is the 

(6 ) This is a descr iption of our situation: not a value judgment . 
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fact that it is characteristically qualitative and not quantitative . We are 

not concer ned primari ly with r educing costs in building or erecting more 

buildings faster. We are concerned with values and judgments : concerned to 

innovat e in the dir ection of those things which seem desirable . Therefore, 

interesting as are cost analysis , economy of design and efficiency of manage

ment in building t hey are not of gr eat concern to the sociology of building 

i n the pr esent context , except inasmuch as they are th e tools of qualitative 

progress in terms of the common good of society. It is therefore essential to 

grasp that we cannot solve building problems solely on the basis of applying 

scientific method to t he mechanical aspects of burtling since this can only 

be useful within t he limits of the accepted value system of an existing given 

culture. To find ways and me&ns of r educing the cost of the traditional house 

is only useful if t he value system suggest s that the t raditional house is go

ing to survive . If survival is not likely, or more significantly, is not de

sirable, the work involved in cost r eduction is largely misapplied . Cost 

analysis in building is analogous to work study in industry . Work study can 

cut the cost of manufacturing a r efrigerator. It cannot help us with the 

decision whether or not to make one , or show us how to make a better one. 

The last analysis in the sociQ~ogy of building is a matter af value 

judgments . Scientific method and analytical thinking are indispensible tools 

to help us define t he limits within which the value judgments must be made , 

but they ccnnot unaided make the decisions . They can, however , provide us 

wi th data v-ii thout which we cannot hope to predict th8 futur e development of 

the value system . This i~wer of pr ediction is t he fundamental need if adequate 

desi gn of building and town is to be achieved. 

3 . Aim of t he Study 

The aim of t he r esearch may be stated : to i ndicate a methodological 

framework by means of which building may be investigated in its total sociolo

gical context as a product of the cultural configuration of our society, and to 

exarr~ne the r el ationship of the archi tect t o this framework . 

It should be noted that the word 'building' is ased in its widest 

possible sense and includes such things as the law of building, the processes 

which go to make the buil ding and the individuals who are t he instruments of 

those prosesses . 

It was originally hoped that the study would include special reference 
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to the planner as well as to the architect . As t he r esearch proceeded, 
however , it became clear that to attempt both would be to make the research 
unwieldy, particularly in vi ew of th~ special difficulties of the planner

1

s 

r elationship to his society . It was therefor e necessary to restrict this 
part of the study to the architect only and to omit special reference to the 

planner . This , however, do as not mean the: t the planner and planning matters 

have been ignored . Both are dealt with as is appropriate in the course of 
the research . The sociology of both planning and the planner offer scope for 

research on their o~~ merits and should therefore be made the subject of a 

special study . 

Although building and planning are for convenience often treated as 

independent sub jects , it is obvious that they come together in the physical 
environment of towns . It is frequently impossible , therefore , to make a 

sharp distinction between what is strictly the material of the architect and 
what is proper to the planner . Nor is it perhaps desirable to be too precise 

in such distinctions (7) . 

The research has been titled as the sociology of building in the 

interests of brevity . In it s totality the subject would be as vast and complex 

as the sociology of knowledge and probably a good deal larger than the sociology 
of , say, medicine . No claim is therefore made of offering a complete sociology 

of buil ding, as such a study would b~ necessity be on a far larger scale and 

would be compelled to cover many areas as yet inaccessible because of lack of 
fundamental research . The most that can be claimed is that building will be 

looked at systematically with the help of certain tools of sociology and social 

anthropology so that the way society builds can be illuminated . 

4 . Method 

The chief difficulty in dealing with the sociology of building is the 
complexity 01' the subject . This complexity arises first fr om the complexity 
of building itself - it requires t he sustained work of many individuals over ~ 
relatively long time to produce even a small bui l ding - and secondly , f r om the 
fact that very many human activities are in some way involved with building . 
A thir d reason, if perhaps less important , is that 'human society has been 

making buildings over a period of several rnillennia , and therefore , views th~n 
somewhat differently f r om the way it r egards more recent inventions like the 

(7) Some mater ial is proper to the planner only . 
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motorcar and the aeroplane . The absence, relatively speaking , of cultural 
lag in the design of these compar ed with the stylistic and even functional 

lag in building is a fair indication of this difference in attitude (8) . These 

r easons f or the complexity of building - many kinds of work requir ed to pro 
duce the building, most human activities r elat ed to the building and the long 
tradition of building - give an indication of the field which a sociological 

study must take into account . 

Ih terms of background knowledge and skill there appear to be two 

basic possible approaches to method . The fir st is to examine the building 
proc ess with the background of sociology and as a sociologist . The second 

is for a member of the building t erun , say, the architect , to attempt to use 
the tools of sociology to approach the subject scientifically, being careful 
to avoid the t r aditional techniques of thinking which belong to the common 

practice of buil ding . 

The first method has the great advantage that the subject is 

treated by a mind trained in scientific method , caming to the material without 

the preconceived ideas which those working habitually inside a subject must 
inevitably harbour . The sociologist is also at great advantage in that he 

is not emotionally involved iJither from the point of view of professional 
activity or from th e aspect of the per sonality problems which ar e part of the 

present cultural context of the architect' s behaviour patterns . 

The difficulties likely to be set the sociologist arise from this 

question of the complexity of the building process . The external observer, 

inexperienced in the problems of designing buildings and unversed in the skills 

r equired for decision-making r uns the very serious risk of attributing wrong 
r easons and explanations . It is easy t o find examples of buil ding design which 

are patently def ective from, say, a use point of view. To find the r eal 
r easons f or the defects means going back to the decisions and the factors which 
conditioned them. The sociologist can question the designers , but this will 

rarely give a t r uthful r eason or explanat i on : the r eality of the decision-
making pr ocess is likely to escape him. Wit hout the facts and factors which 

lie behind the decision, the data for analysis can be so deceptive as to be 

(8) Motorcars and planes are never designed in architectural period styles , but buildings and ships still oft en are . There are of course in build-. ' , ~ng many other lags besides stylistic lag . 
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dangerous . The precise conditions of all decisions must be known before any 
deduction can be made about any specific aspect of a building . This makes 

the colle ction of data extremely difficult for the sociologist , since in the 
nature of things he is most likely to appear on the scene after the building 
has been er ected and when r easons for action have been forgotten , distorted 

and r ationalised .( 9). 

The architect, on t he other hand, has the advantage that he knows 

precisely what decisions are t aken , how they are taken and the factors which 
determined the eventual choiee . He is i n the position of r esponsibility and 
can r ecord the facts . In this way , provided that an adequate system of r e-

cording is used , the archit ect can provide t he basic data of the all- important 
decision -making process . He can guarantee the authenticity of the data and by 

that means post facto explanations , assumptions, and falsely-based theories 

can be avoided . 

The archit ect has, however , certain very severe handicaps. If prac-

tising , he has very little time for the car eful r ecording that is requir ed 
and still less time for reflection on the data when r ecorded . His training 

is relatively wide and touches many subjects , but' i s not highly concentrated 
in any particular field . He is taught to approach problems rat ionally and 

with scientific method , yet he is also taught aesthetic expression , and is 

generally inclined to r egard the aesthetic as the mor e important . In practice 
his aim is to achieve buildings . For this end he quickl y l earns a professional 

expertise and becomes skilled in compromise and tends to think and act along 
lines laid down by the habits and outlook of the society which gives him his 

livelihood . These factors - whether t hey cause him to became a good architect 

or not is beside the point - certainl y make it extremely difficult for him 
to see t he building as anything more than the product of his professional 

abilities . His very succ ess in playing his allotted role will further assist 
in confining his view of building to the conventional . He is not , ther efor e , 
particularly well suit ed either by training , or day to day work , to thinking 

anal ytically about the r el ationship of building to the total cultural configura
tion . 

These thoughts suggest that the sociology of building needs to be 
tackled from the architectts side by way of the r ecording , assembly and 

(9) The appearance of the sociologist post facto is an unfortunate situation . He would be most useful at the stages of preparation when the major decisions are being taken . Even then, however he would not be the individual r esponsible for actually deciding . ' 
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classification of the data of the decision making process and from the 

sociologist 1 s side by way of using the concepts of the social sciences to 
relate the material to gener al theory, and thereby build up a body of syste-

matic knowledge . 

The r esearch method will therefore need to satisfy the following 

r equirements : -

Ca) 

(b) 

Concepts must be selected from the social sciences, particularly from sociology and social anthropology, to serve as tools to 
examine the building process . 

Data must b8 collected concerning actual buildings in such a way 
t hat its authenticity is above question •. 

Of the accepted major concepts of sociology the following appear to 

offer possibilities as tools : -

(1) Associations . 
(2) Institutions . 
(3) Community. 
(4) Customs, folkways and mores . 
(5) Social process : change . 
(6) Status . 
(7) Role . 

On examination , associations, community, customs, folkways and mores 

present serious difficulties a s major tools . Associations, that is the groups 
in which individuals act together, are rej ected because of their instability 
and liability to change and because of their not being an adequately abstract 
concept . Community and customs are unsatisfactory for much the same reasons 

as the total cultural configuration concept . A further difficulty presents 

itself with these concepts in that the rapidity of change in our society is 
one of its chief characteristics, and that the concept of change must itself 

be used as a tool . 

The r asearch uses, therefore, three basic tools from sociology : 

institutions (in the strict sociological meaning) , change, and status and ~e 

used together . 

The first stage of the r esearch consists of a theoretical examinationaf 

building using the concept of institutions. This allows a theoretical frame work 
to be created in which every aspect of building can be accounted for in socio-
logical terms (10) . 

The second stage consists of the detailed recording of the design 

process of several buildings.. This r ecording was carried out simultaneously 

with the actual designing and was done by means of chronological logs . This 

(10) The description of these stages follows the precise chronological order in which it was found necessary to carry out the research .• 
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technique was applied to seven projects of various types and sizes (11) . 

It is very important to r ecord here that the problem of getting firm 

information about the precise reasons for a decision proved extremely dif
ficult to solve . The f act that the difficulty was encountered is in itself 

highly significant and is a major finding of the study . If the architect for 
the building (or any other major actor) is asked ~ the completion of the 
building to give his reasons f or any particular decision, it is already too 

late to ensure that the explanation given will be reliable . Authenticity of 

data is absolutely essential if r esearch based on it is to have any value . 

In this study, therefore, onl y buildings for which the author has himself 
taken the decisions or for which the author has been continuously present in 
the decision stages have been used as data-sources •. It was also discovered 

that the process of logging the data had to be done immediately after each 
dacision and before other decisions coming after it could damage its recordigg. 

If time elapses between the decision and the logging of it , lapses of memory 
occur , rationalisation takes place , attempts are made to save face and post 
facto justifications are liable to obscure the real nature of the decision . 

When there is danger of these troubles the data immediately becomes suspect 
and unacceptable (12) . The immediate , detailed and faithful recording of the 

decisions is to be regarded as the only way of safeguarding against the risks 

of spurious data . 

In the third stage the logs of the buildings are examined and submitted 
to analysis using the theoretical framework developed during the first stage 
when the institutions were examined . To complete this phase the findings ar e 

then f ed back into the first stage lnaterial . In this way the theoretical frame-

work is illuminated and corrected by data from the practical world . 

The fourth stage examines the significance of change, social , cultural 
and technological . This part of the study is in contrast with the institutional 
part since institution and change may be regarded as antithetical elements in 
the social process , the first being the basis of a society's stability and 
permanence, and the second being the way in which a society allows for 

(11) !ac~ory ~d Offices (£83 , 000) . Hospital Block (£53 , 000) . Wing to ~nglneerlng School (£15 , 000) . Warehouse and Offices (£11 , 000) . Nurses Ho~e (£39 , 000) . Cricket Club (£~,OOO) . Block of Shops . Only the Crlcket Club is given in detail : Appendix 1 . 

(12) Rationalisation and justification are , of course , useful as data in themselves , provided they are recognised for what they are and are not mistaken for the basic information . 
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variations and development (13) . 

The fifth stage consists 01 an examination of the architect . This is 
carried out in the light of the r esearch that has gone before but using status 
and role as the specific tools. After trial and error attempts to tackle the 
architect, t hese proved to be the mo st satisfactory because they permitted 
the subject to be held within definable lirnits . In dealing with the architect 
sociologically the main problem again turns out to be the need to limit the 
terms of reference. The architect was at first approached as seen against the 
background of his society. This pr oved to be imprecise as a method and too 
broad a treatment to bring out major charact eristics except on the basis of 
arbitrarily selecting a series of aspects of the architect in his society. 
The danger lay in the possibility of making a serious omission unwittingly and 
therefore presenting a biased point of view. Status and role were, therefore, 
used because they offered a clearly defined reference frame capable of bringing 
out the characteristics of the architect with r easonable prospects of good 
balance and overall ooverage with generally accepted sociological concepts. 
The architect needs to be seen primarily as an actor in his society. For this 
purpose status and role taken together offer themselves as the most precise 
tool . They also feed back into the institutions . 

The last phase covers conclusions to be drawn from the study. These 
concern methods of r esearch, the theory of the subject and practical application 
of the findings . Although the conclusions have a special chapter devoted to 
them, the conclusions arising directly out of each chapter have also been re-
corded separately . 

From the Table of Contents it will be s een that the example of the 
logging of a building and its analysis has been placed in the Appendix and not 
in the main body of the text . The r eason for this is that both log and analYJis 
make very tedious r eading due to the degree of detail that is necessary. It 
is essential , however , to give the log and analysis in full as a matter of 
record and also because certain major findings have to do with the question of 
method of thi s part of the r esearch . 

It should also be explained that the full log and analysis are given 
for a building which is small in size and simple in design so that this part 
of the material can be kept down to a minimum and a bulky r ecord avoided . 

(13) No valu~ judgme~t is.implie~ here : variations resulting from change may be ln the dlrectlon of lffiprovement or deterioration or may be neutral according to a selected value system . 
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The principles can be shown as effectively in a small as in a large building 

and a small building has the important advantage that its totality can be more 

readily grasped . 

5. Selected Building Example . 

The selected example, which is shown in Figures 1 to 4 serves the 

purpose of a rE:servoir from which illustrations of specific points can be 

drawn . Although examples ar e taken as appropriat e from many situations in 

building, th ere is considerable advantage in having a single example to il

lustrate many points . 

In theory it would have been possible to have analysed this example 

complet ely and to have used it as the sole example . The exanlple , however , 

since it consists of three separate buildings, would have produced a far too 

builky and unreadable analysis and yet would not have provided all the illus

trations that would be requi r ed . The total result would have been unweildy 

and would not have given adequate coverage . No attempt, therefore , is made, 

in recording the r esearch , to log and analyse fully the buildings of the 

selected example . Instead , the example is used chiefly to illustrate prin

ciples. 

This t r eatment allows the dissertation to be very simply presented 

in the following groups :-

Origin , Aim, Method and Example 

Institutional Analysis 

Change 

The Architect 

Conclusions 

Appendices 

A brief description of the example follows . The group of buildings 

was constructed in 1958 - 59 in England for the purpose of manufacturing , pack

ing and distributing self-raising flour . The group comprises thr ee blocks . 

Factory Block : 

This consists of a tower accommodating the pr ocessing machinery and 

the raw flour in builk . The process of converting raw flour into 

self-raising flour is vertical and is fully automated , there being no 

workers at all in this part of the plant . Attached to the base of the 

tower are a packing hall, storage area and loading bay, and a staff 

wing. 
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Office Building; 

This has three parts: directors' suite , administrative offices, can-

t een and demonstration room. 

Workshop: 

This is for servicing the delivery vehicles and doing small Inaintenance 

jobs . 

Cost : 

Appr oximately £83 , 000 excluding equipment . 

Construction: 

Factory - R.C. frarrLe, walls of brick infill and aluminium sheet 

backed with Thermalite , floors of R~C . beams infilled with sandwich 

timber const ruction , roofs hollow tile and precast prestressed R. C., 

driven pile foundations . Office: R.C. frrune and brick weight

bearing walls , hollww tile and R.C. roofs, driven pile foundations . 

Workshop: Steel frame sheeted with asbestos . R.C. mat foundation . 

Time for Construction : 

Approximately 18 months. 

Design Method: 

Architects, structural consulting engineers, quantity surveyors . 
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CHAPTER 11 

INSTITUTIOt-JAL COi~iPLEXES AND BUILDING TYPES 

1 . General Appr oach 

Before beginning this chapter , the r~ader will find it helpful to 

glance at t he 'Log and Brief Co~nent' of the Case Study which is given in 

Appendix 1. Here he will see how the data has been collected, and he will 

appr eciate how the degr ee of det ail necessary in r ecording make.S· it t,eo L,t:, 

cumbersome for incor poration in the main body of the t ext . This material is, 

therefore , placed in the appendix only for reasons of convenience and not 

because it is of secondary importance . It is vital that the detailed practi

cal approach to the sociology of building be continually borne in mind during 

the process of dealing with the theory . 

In using the sociological concept of the institution to examine the 

building there ar e two main approaches : (a) analysis relating groups or com

plexes of institutions to buildings by way of building uses , and (b) analysis 

by relating certain complexes of institutions to all building types . This 

chapt er deals with t he first of these . 

The ar ea covered by this chapter therefore includes the adaptation of 

the building to the needs of the society . This is r eferred to by architects 

as t he functional re~uir ements of buildings . Vast as th~s subject is , it r e

presents only a small part of the field to be covered by this study and there 

fore not more than one chapter can be allotted to it. The importance , however , 

of t he need f or sustained scientific work in this area of the sociology of 

building can scarcely be over esti mated . It is interesting t o see t hat some 

serious work along this line is now being done . 

2 . Social Institutions . 

Definition : Ther e is no short and compr ehensive definition of the concept 

"institution" . Thi s is perhaps because the concept has many aspects which 

have to be viewed simult aneously: its place in the whole body of social phe

nomena , its nature , its purpose or function in the social process, and its 

make -up or constitution . In spite, however , of variations in the definitions 

given by sociologists it is possible to extract the salient features . Kingsley 

Davis gives this definition : "An institution can be defined as a set of inter

woven folkways, mores , and laws built around one or mor e functions . It is a 

part of the social st ructure, set off by t he closeness of its organisation and 
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the distinctness of its functions . It is therefore inclusive rather than 
exclusive of the concepts previously defined; for without folkways and mores 

there could be no institutions. 11(1) • 

MacIver and Page give this short definition : "Institution (means) the 

established forms or conditions of procedure characteri stic of group 

activity" . (2) . 

Talcott Parsons gives this emphasis : "A pattern governing action in a 
social system will be called "institutionalised" insofar as it defines t he main 
modes of t he legitimately expected behaviour of t he persons acting in the rele-

vant social roles , and insofar as conformity with these expectations is of 
strategic structural significance to the social syste~m . An institutional pat -

tern is thus a cultural pattern to which a certain structural complex of moti-

vations and social sanctions has become attached •.••. An institution is a 

complex of such institutional patterns which it is convenient to treat as a 

structural unit in the social system" . (3) . 
From these definitions it will be appreciated that institutions are 

to be found in all departments of the life of any culture, whether simple or 

complex . Examples of institutions are: momogamy , polygamy (polygyny and 

polyandry), payment of inter est on borrowed money , the joint stock company, 

yee tendering system in building, collective bargaining , the examination 

system, control by by-laws, monopolistic practices , kingship, Zulu lobola . It 

would be an impossible task to list them exhaustively . 

Institutions are easily confused with corporate bodies or groups of 

individuals . Such groups are the physical embodiment of groups of institutions 

and thay are essentially associations through which tha institutions act . Thus , 
the R. I . B.A. is not a social institution in this sense, but is an association 

through which institutions such as the professional code of practice , having a 
president, entry by examination , expUlsion for misbehaviour and grouped pro

f essional action , are able to operate . The R.I .B.h . is only an institution in 
the sense that the having of such an association has become institutionalised . 

In building , the entering into a contract by builder and owner is an 

institution . It embraces certain leg~l sanctions such as enforcement of the 

(1) !(inglsey Davis. Human Society 1950 p.7l. 
(2) R. M. MacIver and C. H. Page . Society . p .15 . 
(3) Talcott Parsons . Essays in Sociological Theory Pure and Applied. p .14 . 
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conditio! s , certain mores such as acting in accordance with the spirit of the 

contract and certain folkways such as the holding of signed documents by both 

parties . 

Institutions Preferred to Associations: In this study it is the institutions 

rather than the associations that are used a s a tool to exandne buildings . It 

would be possible to use th~ associati ons for the same purpose , and buildings 

could be examined in relation to the groups of human beings who design , build , 

own and use them. The association , however, has the disadv~ntages that it is 

luore liable to ch~ge than the institution , and that it is of derived origin 

since without institutions there could be no associations . Taking the house 

for example , it is not the association called the family which is useful for 

the present purpose , but the institutions which operate thr ough the life of 

the family or , put in another way, it is the institutionalised roles (patterns 

of behaviour) of the members of the fa~mily which are significant . Associations 

may be ephemeral; institutions are the enduring structure of society. The 

local cricket club may pass out of existence, but that institution which is 

called the g@ne of cricket continues , and in this sense it is a system of roles . 

Institutions Classified: The number of il lsti tutions:is legion . In order , 

therefore , that they can be conveniently hnndled it is usual to classify them ~ 

Classifications vary from writer to writ er , but institutions are generally 

put into functional groups based on the various segments of human activity . 

There is a fair measure of agreement for the content or scope of these gr oups , 

since of eight classifications exrunined , the marital , familial , economic , 

educational, religious and governnental complexes are fairly generally accepted . 

Panunzio gives as major compl exes : - the marital , familial , economic , educa-

tional , recreational, religious , scientific and governmental clusters (4) . 

Hertzler gives : - the economic , marital and familial , governmental (including 

legal and military) , religious and ethical , educational and scientific , eKpre9-

sional and aesthetic complexes . She adds as nascent systems : - r ecreational , 

health , and social work clusters (5) . 

For the purpose of examining buildings a group classification based on 

Hertzler's and Panunzio's lists appears satisfactory; the following complexes , 

listed alphabetically and not in order of importance will be used: -

(4) C. Panunzio . ~1ajor Social Institutions . P. 7 . 

(5) J . o. Hertzler . Social Institutions . 1946 . P.94 . 



Ameliorative (corrective) 
Economic 
Educational 
Expressional 
Familial 

Goverrunental 
Health 
Recreational 
Religious 
Scientific 
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There are other methods of forming categories or complexes . For 

example, the \vebbs group institutions by their origins: animal instincts , 

religious emotions , humanistic ideals , and deliberate planning (6) . Le 

Corbusier 1s four functions of town planning are in the nature of institutional 

clusters ; habiter , travailler , cultiver le corps et l l esprit , and circuler (7) . 

Classifications of this kind are however , rather too broad for the present 

purpose . 

Institutions may also be classified in the broad groupings of (a) 

overt and covert , and (b) crescive and enacted . 

Other definitions and classifications are given in Appendix 11 (1)&(2) . 

Functions and Functioning - If a community is to have staBility as a social 

group the behaviour of individuals must be clearly defined and gener ally 

agr eed upon . The institutions are the defined and accepted major patter ns of 

behaviour which have social approval and to which society legitimately expects 

the individual to conform . The institutions therefore serve as a sort of 

skeleton or structural armature of group behaviour on to which each person 

must hang the variations and deviations of his own individual behaviour . ~he 

institutions are , then , the structural element of the social system, operating 

to ensure the following:-

(1) Satisfaction of basic individual biological psychological and 
social needs in a cooperative way . 

(2) Provision of operative bases for the social order . 

(3) Act as the major instrument s of social contr ol. 

(4) Formation of patterns of social behaviour in the individual and 
the group . 

(5) Preservation and transmission of the culture (8) . 

Talcott Parsons emphasises that one of the fundamental functions of 

institutions is to define the situation so th<.. t the individual can act (9) . 

This idea may be briefly stated as l1actor - situationl1 . The institution tells 

the actor what the situation is and determines for him the limits within which 

(6) S . & B. ~vebb . Methods of Social Study . P . 22 . 

($) LeCorbusier 1938-1946 . P .149 . 
(8) Hertzler. Op . cit . P.40 . 
(9) Op . cit . P.38 . 
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he will be expect ed to act . Put in this way the operations of institutions 

ar e r eadily seen t o have a bearing on buildings , because whether we consider 

the designer, the owner, the contractor , the government official passing the 

plans , or the user of the building , it is cl ear that any action taken will be 

within t he f r ame of r efer ence of the appropriate institutionalised patterns 

of behaviour . The archit~ct in designing will so arrange the parts of the 

building that the user will be able to live out his institutionalised roles . 

The owner in the course of financing the building will conform to such insti

t utions as the rate of interest . And so on . It is perhaps this idea of actor 

situation which is most r ewarding for the architect as a way of thi nking of 

instituti ons in their r elationship with buildings . 

The operation of institutions is very l argely through the associations . 

In the South African building industry such institutions as collective bargain

ing and different wage levels for various racial groups are maintained by 

associations like t he trade unions . 

3 . BUilding Types . 

Differ ent types, or sorts, of buildings exist in our society and in 

any society with a certain leve+ of material cultur e . There ar e houses , 

temples or churches, shops , factories , schools and theatres to mention a f ew. 

These are cl early different from each other in that each has its own charac 

teristics of arrangement and appearance by which it can be recognised . Al

though a church designed in a modern style may be derisively described as a 

f actory, no one in r eality acts on the impression that it is . The common use , 

therefore, of design elements for chur ch and factory does not reduce them t o a 

common building type . 

The basic r eason that there are different types of building is that 

they are created to suit different kinds of human behaviour . The church is an 

ext ensive covered area for seating a l arge number of' people for devotion . The 

school is a system of cells in which instruction can be given to small groups . 

The building type is , therefore , accommodated to the pattern of behaviour of 

its occupants , and can be said to be institutionally defined . In designing the 

school the architect must understand the behaviour patterns of th8 children at 

all ages and in all aspects of their education physical , social , and intel 

lectual etc . , and he must also understand the patterns of the teachers , distin

guishing between the behaviours of headmaster and a ssistant master . In the 
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same way, when designing an office block fo r a cmrnmercial firm, the designer 

must comprehend the behaviour patterns of everyone from office boy to the 

chairman of the organisation . To attribute the behaviour of the one to the 

other is to make serious mistakes in the design of the building . 

These behaviour patterns, or r oles , are institutionally defined . The 

institutional complexes and buildings ar e therefor e intimately connected when 

considered f r om the point of view of the uses of buildings . The occupants of 

buildings behave in certain way s because institutions impose that behaviour on 

them . The buildings are designed , at l east in some degree , to make the be

haviour possible , or to put it in another way, to permit the playing of the 

culturally pr escribed roles . 

The above r easoning does not imply causation . The existence of a be

haviour pattern mayor may not be par alleled by a characteristic building type . 

Further , the building not only follows the behaviour patter n but also has 

some influence upon it . This is one of the problems of architectural function

alism . ~e may say at this stage that there are behaviour patterns charact eris

tic of institutional complexes , that there ar e buitling types which can be 

clearly differentiated , and that the two can be correlated . 

In our society the complexity of behaviour patterns, which might be 

described as the intensive differ entiation of roles , is related to our high 

degr ee of division and specialisation of labour . In a pr lllutive cultur e there 

may be little division of labour and practically no specialisation . Among the 

primitive Zulus every household was its own food pr oduction and consumption 

unit . But in our society division and specialisation have been carried so far 

that even farming families ar e not self-sufficient in food . This division and 

specialisation means new groupings of individuals , and these new gr oupings 

bring social change and new patterns of both individual and group behaviour . 

As specialisation is pushed further subgr:oups emerge with new variations in 

behaviour patterns . These highly specialised activities have individual be

haviour patterns , and these new variations do eventually appear to some exten t 

reflected in the organisation and form of the building in which the roles ar e 

played . An airport building is a good example of a lay-out designed to meet a 

new specialisation - air travel . 

Our culture is characterised on its material side by the multiplicity 

of its building tyPes . Societies having a less complex material culture appear 
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to have a lesser degr ee of differ entiation in building types . The Zulus , for 

example , appear to have had only the hut and the cattle kraal . Pompeii , as a 

typical small Italian town of the early Roman Empire enjoyed a r elatively high 

standard of living with the following building types : houses , barracks , shop, 

inn , service industr ial buildings l ike bakery and granary, school, baths , 

theatre , brothel , temple , basilica, curiae , senate , customs house , pr ison (10) . 

Donn's 1773 map of bristol marks : churches, chapels , poor house , 

infirmary, almshouscs, schools , taylors' hall , Guild Hall , Council House , 

guard house , corn market , gaol, hospital , fish market , post office , exchange , 

market , merchants ' hall, library, theatre , coopers' hall , ass~lbley room (11) . 

There would also be shops, warehouses , some industrial buildings and inns . 

There is , therefore , no easy correlation between the complexity of a culture and 

the number of building types , since both Zulu and Roman lived in anything but 

simple cultur es . It may be concl uded that a close examination of the r elation 

betWeen the degree of division and specialisation of labour ( coupled with the 

level of the naterial culture) and the differentiation of building types would 

be a rewar ding field for r esearch, particular ly in its practical applicati on 

to the problems of use zoning in planning . 

4 . Correlation of Institutional 

Complexes and Building Types . 

We shall now proceed to a detailed correlation of the institutional 

complexes with the bui lding types . It is difficult to list the complexes 

;,; ccording to any very clear system of evaluation and yet some order of r anking 

other than the alphabetical is necessary. The seyuence used here is a very 

r ough order of diminishing significance , and while it may be scarcely disputed 

that the economic is the most prominent aspect of our culture , the order in 

which the other complexes are given should be regarded as merely a matter of 

convenience~ 

(1) Economic: Commercial - shop, showroom, departmental store , kiosk , 
markets wholesale and r~tail , auction r ooms , banks , offices 
office block, post office, stock exchange , cafe, r estaur ant ' 
filling station, warehouse, wholesale co-o~erative , servi ce ' 
workshop , parking gar agcl , t r ade exhibition building , pr ofes
sional or business organisation building , business club, hot el 
~otel, hostel , public house , farm buildings other than domestic. 

Industr ial - factory , workshop, abattoir , br ewer y, destr uctor, 
mine bUildings , power production buildings . 

(10) 
(11) 

T. H. Dyer . Pompeii : Its Buildings and Antiquities . Gener al Map . 
Anon . English City . P·37 . 
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Service Buildings - buildings for production and distri 
bution of water , gas , electricity; telephone buildings , sewage 
and garbage di sposal pl ants , crematorium , cemet~ry chapel! 
transport buildings : air and sea ter minals , rallway sta~l?nS 
and wor kshops , bus stations and garages; r adio and t elevlslon 
studio and transmission buildings , r oads and br idges . 

Any building may be r~garded , of course , from the vi ewpoint of its 

economic r ol e : a cinema may be cla ssed as economic on the grounds that it 

sells enter tainment . Although t his emphnsis hE..s been avoided in these lists 

and the cinema will be found listed under the r ecreational complex, this 

possibility serves to underline the fact that classificati on is merely a tool 

to understanding the r elati onships of various concepts . 

(2) Familial : House (detached , semi -detached and terrace ) , naisonett e (S .A. 
meaning of a block of two flat s, one above the ), block 
of flats (or rrLai sonette in U.K. meaning of apartment with two 
floors) , old people ' s home, communal wash -house , group of l ock
up gar ages , hotel (When used by farrQlies) , palace . 

Governmental : Central goverr~ent offices , house of assembly , local govern 
ment offices , city hall , law courts , labour exchange , workhouse , 
military offices and barracks , specialised military buildings , 
archives , fire station, police station and barracks . 

Educational : Schools , nurs ery, primary, secondary and for defectives ; 
col leges , university, t echnical and business ; libr aries , public, 
cOIILdercial J t echnical , pr ofessi onal and national ; museum , 
ar t galleries . 

(5) Sci entific: Laboratory , special r esearch building , observator y . 

(6) Health : Hospitals, gener al and specialised ; sanatorium, nur sing home , 
clinic , health centre, consulting r ooms , building for special 
t r eat ment like physi other apy . 

(7) Recr eational : Amusement hall, swi~ning bath , billiard saloon , club 
buil ding , community centr e , social centre , dance hall , 
exhibition hall , concer t hall , cinema , theatre , stadium, race
track , ice- rink , fives and squash courts , gymnasium, boathouse, 
amusement park , night club . 

(8) Religious : Chur ch, chapel , church hall , t emple , meeting house , monast r y , 
convent , theological college , building of the type of the 
Voortrekker Monument at Pretoria , shrine . 

(9) Amelior ative : Gaol , reformator y . 

(10) Expressionnl and Aesthetic : Commemor ative structur e like Nelson ' s column , 
war memorial , tombstone , non- commemor ative sculture or st r ucture . 

It will be seen that some building type s could be placed under two 

institutional headings : mu seums could be allocated to both the educational 

and the scientific , theological colleges could be placed under the educational 

as well as the r el igious heading, and some service buildings , here listed under 

econom~ic , could be placed under governmental . The r eason for this difficulty 

appears to be that overlapping of t he institutional groups occurs . The 

scientific and the educati onal , f or exarrlple , are int6r meshed , although the 
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essential difference between the two is clear (12) . This overlapping is r e-

flected in the building so that the museWH can be r epresentative of both the 

eeucational and t he scientific complex according to the use made of it by th e 

particular individual . No difficulty is encountered in understanding the 

effects of overlapping if the building is tested against the behaviour patterns 

and their attendant attitudes of mind . The cOITUilunity centre is recreational 

if the dominant behaviour pattern of the individual is playing games there . 

If, however, it is a question of lectures on household management the building 

will, to that extent , be classified educational . 

The question of overlapping emphasises both the complexity of institu-

tion as a concept and the need when using it to look for all possible classifi-

cations . Certain building types do not fit very comfortab~y into the classifi -

cation given. Buildings connected with transport have been classified as eco-

nomic . It would be equally possible to make a speCial class called IIcommuni-

cational" . This has the difficulty that nertzler has used this idea to cover 

essentially institutions like language and writing . (13) . 

Difficulties of classification of this kind do not invalidate the use-

fulness of the correlation between institutions and building types . The 

essential idea that behaviour patterns are substantially of the srune order in 

all buildings of the same complex r emains a valuable tool with which to examine 

buildings . The f amily patterns as laid down by the institutions are the same 

in both flat and house . The basic behaviour patterns of education are all of 

the same order whether stenographers are l earning to type or engineers are 

being taught the three moment t heoren. 

Buildings are sometimes d~scribed by sociologists as "instruments of 

institutions" (14). The house or black of flats might therefor e be called the 

instrument of the f amilial institutional complex. This idea of instrumentality 

is useful because it makes clear this first r elationship between the institu-

tional complexes and the building types , thereby separating this correlation 

from others which will be examined later . It is , however, necessary at this 

stage to decide upon a phase which will conveniently express the correlation 

that has just been made . For thi s purpose lIown complex" appears satisfactory 

and will be used . This will mean that aspe ct of the relationship institution 

building which signifies to which complex a buil ding belongs by virtue of the 

(12) The characteristic ideas of the institutional complexes are given in 
Appendix 11 (3) . 

(13) J . o. Hertzler. Social Institutions 1929 . P.62 . 
(14) C. Pannunzio . Major Social Institutions . P.19 . 
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behaviour patterns of its users .. Thus , "own con plex" for the house is the 

familial complex; for the shop it is the economic . The value of t his 

phraseology will be appreciated when other relationships between the insti

tutions and the building types come under r eview. 

5. Illustrations of Building Types and 

O\..Jn Institutional Complexes. 

The f ollowing illust r at ions are given t o show t he general principle 

of correlat i on between the institutional complexes and the building types . 

It must again be stressed that t his correlation does not imply, far less 

prove , causation . The institutions grouped into complexes , have obviously 

some effect in determining the form the building takes . But , equally, the 

building when in existence and in use has some effect in deter mining the r ate 

and direction of change in the institutions . Furthermore ther e is an inertia 

in building design , as in institutions (possibly the iner tia in institutions 

makes it inevitable that there shall be inertia in design) , and i nstitutions 

and buildings must clearly exert reciprocal pressures on each other . At this 

stage of the analysis , however, these ar e side issues . The fundamental point 

now is to illustrate how the building types and the institutions can be r elated 

in a useful way . 

The first i l lustration is the Zulu family village or umuzi. This has 

been chosen because it be~ongs to a society in which there is no gr eat division 

and specialisation of labour and theref ore no differ entiation of building types . 

Basically the Zulu in his primitive days had only one building type - the 

circular hut . This was the unit element of all kraals , whether consisting of 

a handful of huts or of t he 1400 huts of the royal kraal of Shaka at Bulawayo , 

Zulu land (15) . 

Figure 5 (16) shows the plan of an WllUZi. It consists essent i a lly of 

huts grouped r ound a circular cattle-fold, or kraal . The huts ar e ar ranged in 

clusters in a way suitable to the workings of a polygamous household . Standing 

in the entrance of the outer f ence and looking toward the cattle kr aal one 

faces the hut of the chief wife, shown 1 on plan . This is called the indlun-

kulu and is both the most impor tant hut of the whole village and the chief hut 

of the group of huts mar ked with this name . The chief wife (inkosikasi) i s 

supported by subsidiary wives in the group of huts , which also acco~nodate her 

(15 ) 
(16 ) 

A. T. Bryant . The Zulu People . P.473 . 
Based on E. J . Krige . Social System of the Zulus . P.43 . 
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her married sons and their wives . The indlunkulu group thus forms the basic 

household in the polygamous f amily and is controlled by the patriarch's chief 

wife . 

On the right of the indlunkulu gr oup is the right-hand wife's group. 

This is called ingqadi . This wi f e is also supported by subsidiary wives and 

her married sons . This group r anks second t o the i ndlunkulu and constitutes 

in a .sb lilar way a compact household based on patrilineal relatives . 

On the l eft of t he indlunkulu is t he ikhohlwa, or Left-hand wife, 

together with her group. Thi s group is in all r espects similar to the other 

two but ranks l ast . The huts on t he right and l eft of the entrance acconmodate 

adult sons and r et ainers r espectively . 

Clearly such a l ay-out is designed t o suit t he institution of polygyny 

(one husband, several wives) and to allow its resultant behav.bur patterns to 

be followed . Each principal wife is r esponsible f or her own household , having 

fi elds, cattle and grain of her own, and t he househola is made as self-contained 

as possible . This is expressed in the way the huts of each principal wife are 

grouped together . The institution of seniority of wives and their subsidiaries 

and dependents is expr essed in the way in which the groups of huts are disposed 

about the axis of the entrance . A third institution which is expressed in the 

lay-out of the village is the cattle compl ex . In t he life of the Zulu 6attle 

have st r ong economic, f amilial and r eligious significance, and the ownership 

of cattle confers prestige . Cattle are handed over on marriage (lobola) 

and they are sacrificed . The importance of cattle in Zulu life is matched by 

the central sit ing of the cattle kraal in their villages; the human beings 

cluster round t he animals . 

The i nstitution of the ikundla is also inter esting for our purpose . 

This is the courtyard lying between the indlunkulu group and the cattle kraal. 

This is the .far;lily's place of ass embly and seat of government . Women ar e for

bidden to cross it . 

In a gener al way it n~y be observed t hat the arrangement of the 

physical environment of the Zulu umuzi conveniently allows the inhabitants to 

f ollow those institutionalised patterns of behaviour r equi red by the familial 

complex in Zulu cultur e . 

In our own society t he Natal European small house is a good example 

of the workings of the f amilial cOITlpl ex . A typical example is shown in Fig . 6. 

Such a house is suitable f or a monogamous household . Only three (often two) 
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bedrooms are provided and there is no provision for the various different', 

groups of children which would be characteristic of a polygynous household . 

Another institution in evidence is bathroom privacy . There is bathing space 

for only one person at a time and there is a lock on the door because our so

ciety has institutionalised privacy for body'.,washing ,after 'a certain age . d , 

In contrast, the Finns have institutionalised communal steam bathing (17) . 

The institution of non-Eur opean domestic service is allowed for by 

r egarding the kit chen strictly as a workshop and not as an eating place as 

well , which is corrunon in Britain and the U. S .A. The servant's room, or kia, 

usually built in conjunction with th e garage at the end of the garden , has been 

developed to allow for the operation of this institution . 

In Natal home-ownership is a very vigorous institution . This is not 

only a frunilial but also a strongly economic institution . For our purpose 

its most important aspect is its repressive effect on change in the house . 

The home-owner is doubly under pr essure to build a "normal" house . First , he 

must usually raise a loan and lending agencies have very strong leanings towards 

the "normal"; and secondly t he owner must remember his possible need to sell. 

And so the "normal" is reinforced . Another aspect of home-ownership is a 

failure to produce houses of planptype differentiated to the detailed needs 

of the frunily in its various age-phases . 

The fireplace is an inter esting institution in Natal. Life round 

the fireside in Britain and round the stove in various Eur opean countries is 

institutionalised and fe~ly life is focused round the source of heat . When 

this institution is translat8d to a hot clirrlate its usefulness can be called 

into question . ~ffiny houses in Durvan are still being built with fireplaces 

~s t he focus of the living room, and yet this f ocus is used but rarely . This 

is an example of the persistence of an institution which has ceased to perform 

its primary function . This illustration serves to give a hint that we do not 

build "logically" . In planning the house and arranging its parts we are aiming 

to rnake it convenient t o carry out our institutionalised patterns of living . 

Such patterns are not necessarily logic~l, although our individual approval of 

th~n may be a striving toward t he rational . The house , therefore, is not a 

logical design and efficiency can only be achieved within the limits set for 

us by the institutions . 

(17) Attitude to the human body influences building design . 
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Le Corbusier ' s l iving units at Stuttgart (Weissenhof Siedlung , 1927) 

show how Cl new de:sign for r esidential accorrunodation can be achieved if modi-

fications in the institutional familial complex can be assumed . In this 

1 F ' 7 the standard of privacy between living -room and bedrooms , examp e , ~g . , 

and between bedr oom and bedroom was so r educed .... s to make it virtually 

unacceptable to ~ny class of western Eur opean at that date . As a living unit 

it failed because it could not provid the privacy institutionally expected (18) . 

The European house in Natal is a highly differ entiated building type . 

It serves almost exclusively the familial complex only, meeting the mar ital , 

child -rearing and r ecreational needs of the farr~ly . Its degr ee of diff er cn-

tiation is r eadily observable if this type of modern house is compared with 

the mediaeval feudal house or e r-ut.d.£; which was designed to fit behaviour 

patter ns in the f amilial , econorr~c , governmental and' religious complexes 

(Fig . 8) . 

Th e moder n Br itish secondary school is an eXc~nple of how a school is 

designed to allow for cer tain institutions i n education , and it is used here 

t o correlate the building type and the educational complex . The par ticular 

example chosen is the Wor thing Technical High School (19) , shown diagr arnrrlatical-

11 on plan in Fig . 9. Refer ence t o the plan will show special ac commodation 

f or the following institutionalised activities : science , wo~d and metal work-

ing, housecraft, arts and crafts, physical culture , drama, garden studies , com-

munal meals , corrmunal assembly (prayers, prize-givings et c ) , private study 

(library) , and staff activities . Educ&tion at t echnical high school level 

has ~owto take account of all these inter ests , and new building mutations 

ar e being called into being . 30me institutions involved here are : the class 

of a certain size, practical demonstrations and practic~l work by the scholars 

themselves, stat e- paid teachers , headmast er, the institutions of the various 

subjects and the institution of collecting all these activities into one 

building type . It is clear that these institutions , which form par t of the ed-

ucational complex , are bor ne in mind by the persons r esponsible for the creation 

of the building and are in the minds of those, both teachers and scholars , who 

us e the building . The buil ding is a technical high school just because the 

institutionalised behaviour connected with t hat type of education can be 

car ried on conveni ently in it . 

(18) 
(19) 

LeCorbusier and P. Jeanneret . 
Architects ' Jour nal . 4-8-55 

Oeuvre Complet e 1910-1929 . P.154 . 
P.144-160. 
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In contrast with a conlplex school like the Worthing example , the 

mid-nineteenth century nucleus of Bristol Grammar School lnay be cited . This 

consist ed essentially of a huge hall r ound the walls of which mast ers' seats 

and desks wer e built in at intervals . Bef or e each desk was an ar ea of floor 

space large enough t o acconunodat e perhaps 30 to 40 boys at their desks . A 

small gangway separ at ed the flank of one class from t he next . Masters shouted 

in competition and no doubt who shoutod l oudest w<.:s the best teacher simply 

because he could be heard . Undernt ath t ha hall wer e a few classrooms , as yet 

undiff er entiat ed sinc e scienc e , woodwork , arts and crafts, physical training 

were still in the f ut ur e . The inter est ing thing i s t hat open school in the 

large hall was an institution, and the shape and fornl of the building was 

arranged to suit its wor kings (Fig . 10) . 

As with the f amilial and th8 educational complexes so with the econonuc, 

governmental , scientific , r eligious, recr eational , health, aTIleliorative and 

expressional . Each complex has building types which in their characteristic 

for m can be recognised a s belonging t o this or that complex, because their 

form is such that it conf orms to the inst itutioBs of that complex and fits 

the institutionalised behaviour patterns . Building type and institutional 

complex may thus be r egarded as two halves of a whole , and this should be 

thought of as the primary r elationship : the building in r elation to its own 

institutional complex . 

6. Institutional Complexes and Planner' s Use Zones . 

In arranging the grouping of building types the planner uses categor ies 

which cor respond to a large extent with the institutional complexes selected 

for this analysis . He will have special and general residential zones which are 

concerned exclusively with the familial complex. He will have bUsiness and 

industrial zones , both of which may be split up into sub-groups like light , 

general and special industry . These zones cor respond t o the economic institu

tional complex. Thewe may be a governmental zone, a hospital zone and an educa 

tional zone . Recreation (including open space) may be separately zoned . The 

important point is that the institutional complex is not only related to the 

building , but is also in evidence in the way in which we are use- zoning our 

t owns and cities . 

In considering the use zoning of buildings there are two aspects which 

are relevant to the present study . The first is that in very general terms the 
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us~ zones can be correlated with the institutional complexes. This means 

t hat in ef fect the planner in defining his zones is defining areas in which 

speci fic patterns of behavi our may, or may not, be followed . Furthermore , 

he is saying in pr actice that we must all ct out our various r ol es (familial , 

economic, etc . ) in gr oups t ogether : we must all work in the industrial or 

comnercial zone and we must live our f amily lives in the r esidential zone . 

It should be noted that this is a statement of observed f act and not an expla~ 

nation of why the planner zones i n this way • . 

The second aspect is that use-zoning has itself bec~ e institutionalised : it 

is expect ed of the planner that he will use-zone his town in accordance with 

t he accepted standards of the day . He must keep industry out of residential 

areas . Retail and wholesale commercial activi ty must be separated . And so 

on . This is a f or m of use segregation into institutional complexes which may 

now be itself so heavily institutionalised as to inhibit constructive thought 

on the desirable ecology of cities . 

We must note, therefor e, that not only is the building itself an 

institutional pattern in terms of its design f or use, but also that its placing 

in the town or city in r el ation to other buildings is arranged in accordance 

with the r equi r ements of an institutionalised pattern of t own layout . 

The use zoning s chemes examined ar e given in Appendix 11(4) . 

From a planning-institutions point of view r esearch into the walled 

clan villages of China would be useful ( 20) . 

7. Conclusi ons . 

(1) The concept of i nstitutions is useful in examining t he building, and is 

superior to certain ot her concepts . 

(2) Institutions can be arranged in sociologically functional groups . These 

groups and building types can be correlated so that every kind of building 

can be put into a cat egor y . 

(3) All building types can be regarded as institutionally patterned : that is , 

t he building is ar ranged to make possible the pl aying of t he r ol es r e

quired by the institutional complexes . 

(4) The details of the r elati onship between the building and its institutional 

compl ex is a matt er for special study . 

(5) The multiplicity of building types in our society is a r eflection of our 

(20 ) I am indebted t o M. Hugo- Brunt for drawing my attention t o these . 
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high degree of specialisation and division of labour . This will lead 

progressively to new building types. 

(6) The first r el ationship between a building and its institutional complex 

must be clearly differ entiated as signifying the complex to which it 

belongs by virtue of the behaviour patterns of its users . This is to be 

called the ' own complex' r elati onship . 

(7) Correlation of building types and institutional complexes does not imply 

causation . But it is clear that a reciprocal relation exists . 

(8) Specific institutional elements in buildi ng may continue after their 

utility value has disappeared . Persi st ence indicates that we do not 

build ~ogically' • 

(9) The planner's use-zones can be correlated in general terms with the 

institutional complexes . 

(10) The employment of the use-zone as a t ool of planning is itself an 

institution . 

(11) When applying the principles of use-zoning the planner is defining 

territorially the areas wher ein the roles fixed by the institutional 

complexes are to be played . This does not explain why the planner employs 

the use-zone tool: it merely describes the effects of the use of the tool . 



CHAPTER ill 

RELATIONSHIP OF CERTAIN iNSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXES 

TO ALL BUI LDING TYPES: (1) ECOlIjOMIC COMPLEX 

1. Distinction between this Analysis and the Own Complexes. 

The first anaysis of instituti onal complexes and building types given 

in the previous chapter consisted of a simple correlation between the two on 

the basis of the purpose of the building-type. The shop, offic'e and factory 

were seen to belong to the economic complex; the school and college to the 

educational; and t he house and block of flats to the familial. Each building

type was thus shown to belong to its own institutional complex by. virtue of the 

behaviour patterns of its occupants. 

A ~eview of the institutional complexes at once suggests that some of 

them may be related, by a different process of classification, to !!! building

types. This classification is dependent not on the behaviour patterns of those 

who use the building, but on the patterns of those who bring the building into 

being, and those who own it (as opposed to use it) or control it when it has 

been created. The complexes which have a relationship with all building-types 

concern the desinging, financing, erecting, controlling and owning of the 

buildings. This relationship, therefore, is in addition. to, and quiteinqapend-

ent of, the 'own' complex correl ation. 

2. Complexes Related to All Building-Types. 

The institutional complexes with which a relationship to all building-

types can be traced are:-

Economic 
Scientific 
Educational 

Governmental 
Expressional 

The way in which these complexes relate to all buildings will be very 

briefly sketched at this point in order to indicate the extent of the field. 

The relationships will be dealt with in detail in the chapters which follow. 

The basic reason why all buildings are related to the economic complex 

of institutions is that this is the dominant group of institutions in our 

culture at the present time(l). This implies that all the institutions of the 

economic sector are liable to be involved in building, since without them a 

building could not be created in our society. The achievement of a building 

(1) See Appendix 111 (1). 
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involves business firms to contract, ~o lend money, to design and supervise, 

to insure etc. Onl y those very few bui ldings which could be created by 

methods outside the normal processes of business could be excluded from this 

aspect of the economic complex, and to be truly outside no products of the 

normal business and manufacturing world could be used. All buildings are 

involved in the economic complex al so by virtue of existing as property as 

a commodity having value and a market price. 

Similarly the scientific and educational complexes have a relationship 

with all buil ding-types. The insti tutions of science, which make possible 

applied science, chiefly exert their influence in building by way of technical 

advance. It is the institutional complex of science which makes it possible 

for industry to produce new products, and for engineers to invent new methods 

of calculation for both old and new materials. Scientific research is a vital 

element in the development of building design and technique, and it is the 

institutions of science which make research and the application of its results 

possible. 

Education is related to bui lding through the individuals who are resp-

onsible for designing, erecting, financing, controlling and owning buildings. 

The education of the architect has a bearing on the way he designs his buildings. 

The education of the bricklayer has an influence on the cost of a building. 

The general standard of education of the public has a bearing: what sort of 

accommodation will they expect? What limitat ions will deficiencies in their 

education impose on the building? 

The governmental institutions control many aspects of building. Again, 

most buildings are affected, although some controls may be evaded. A house 

built in the country, for instance, may not have to comply with by-laws. Few 

buildings, however, evade all legal control and most are in fact designed to 

meet the requirenents of by-laws dealing with the sizes of rooms, structure, 

materials, siting on plot; laws dealing with health, finance, land subdivision, 

planning and labour; and government controls of various sorts. This institu

tional complex has a very strong influence on building-types, and it is unique 

in that its edicts are backed by force. 

The expressional complex is related to all buildings except those which 

have no aesthetic or symbolic content. Most constructions above ground, however, 

have some content of aesthetic intention - some improvement not for utility 
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but for appearance - which indicates the presence of the expressional com

plex. In some buildings the expressional complex may be very conspicuous 

in its influence, as in the Gothic cathedral, where there is high aesthetic and 

symbolic content. In creating a building, same thought is usually given to 

appearance, to make it more pleasing to the eye or to make it more satisfac-

tory as a symbol. The town hall is given a visual content thought to accord 

with its civic importance so that it can act as a visible focus of civic 

pride; the house is designed to conform to the aesthetic standards of its 

culture. 

The subsequent detailed analysis will therefore show how these insti-

tutional complexes are intimately connected with all building-types quite 

independently of the 'own' complex correlation. 

3. Economic Complex Relates to All Building-Types. 

Every building-type may be analysed in its relationship with the 

complex of economic institutions by regarding it from two separate points of 

view:-

(a) Considering the building as a consumer of material, labour, and capital 

during the process of erection. This heading includes the design stage 

during which professional services are used. 

(b) Considering the building, when constructed , as an economic good which can 

be bought , sold, bequeathed, inherited , mortgaged and transferred. That 

is, as a material opjed . in which individuals, or groups, have rights 

vested (2): essentially the institution of fixed property. 

In order to illustrate these two points of view and the 'own( complex 

the shop will now be briefly examined under the three headings. 

Own Complex: 
(Economic) 

The Retail Shop. 

The shop differentiates itself from other building-types 

by having large windows for the display of goods, counters, 

racks for stock, a storeroom, a goods entrance, a name 

fascia. It has these things because it is to be used as a 

shop - that is, a place wher e the roles of retail shop

keeper and of customer buying goods in retail will be played. 
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From the moment its design is started on the drawing 

board the shop consumes economic value : the services of 

architect, estate agent, engineer, lawyer, financier, 

manufacturer , contractor, sub-contractor, workman, govern-

ment official etc. In making the shop these all follow 

institutionalised patterns of behaviour and playing these 

roles they help to make the economic system work . Under 

this heading the economic process of "pump-priming", which 

frequently concerns buildings, should be included . 

The shop is a property . It can be used according to the 

institutionalised ways in which such a building is permit-

ted to be used as an economic asset. Money may be invest -

ed in it to produce rent . It may be bought and sold by 

individuals or groups in accordance with the institutions 

governing such transactions. It is also an economic good 

of the community at large: it is part of the communityls 

apparatus for carrying on the economic side of the cul-

ture . The essential aspect here is the building seen as 

an object in which the rights of property are vested. 

4. Ca) Building as Consumption Unit while being Built . 

This section deals with some of the economic institutional factors 

which may be observed during the process of creating the building, the lists 

being indicative, r.ot exhaustive : -

Professional Services - Codes of professional behaviour, including scales of 

fees for architect, engineer , quantity surveyor , 

lawyer, estate agent etc. The set patterns of be-

haviour for carrying out the work: having offices with 

staff and equipment , preparation of sketches and work-

ing drawings, measurement of quantities, bills and 

final measurement . Methods of dealing with money : 

issuing of certificates with r etention amounts and 

penalties . The use of consul tants. 

Sociologically perhaps the most significant factor of the professions in re

gard to the economic complex is the difference obtaining in our society be

tween business and the professions . Fundamentally this difference is to be 
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found in the fact that the avowed motivation of business is to make a profit 

and social approval is forthcoming when it does , whilst the professions may 

not overtly admit this motivation . 

There are good historical reasons for this difference of ethos and 

no doubt society benefits fron having a group of individuals whose opinions 

can be disinterested and whose standard of behaviour is not , in theory at 

least , dedicated to the proposition that the gaining of profit is adequate 

justification for action . 

Evidence can be adduced , however , to show that the existing situation 

of the professions does not accord with the avowed intentions . The architect 

in private ~racti ce J for example , is in an institutionalised position in which 

working for a profit as an overt motive is not socially approved . In reality, 

however, the architect is in much the same situation as the businessman : he 

has set up an organisation to perform a service from the doing of which he 

must make a profit or at least not make a loss . Now i t is very difficult to 

see how in the present cultural configuration with prominence given to the 

economic sector, a differ ent set of conditions can be imposed on the profes-

sional man to those applying to the non -professional . The architect cannot 

advertise in order to attract work when he has surplus production capacity as 

can the businessman . He cannot openly compete with his rivals , although in 

the nature of the situation he must do so covertly . 

AS a r esult of the application of different standards in r oughly the 

same situation the architect has developed behaviour patterns which , whilst 

appearing to accord with the existing lastitutions , in fact find ways of cir-

cumventing them and of allowing him to use similar t echniques to those openly 

permitted to the busines~lan . Instead of advertising in the press and on 

hoardings the architect uses groups like golf clubs and business clubs ; he 

serves on committees and in general uses the occasions of social contact to 

serve him as an advertising agency . It is here that he competes with his 

rivals . 

The hollowness of the institutional position has two effects on the 

economics of the building in the process of its being created . First , it 

separates the architect complet ely from r eal knowledge of the business process 

of getting the building erected . There is a sharp ~viding line between the 

professional who designs it and the builder who erects it . This line is also 

a status line, the architect being on the upper side and the contractor , 
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theoretically, on the lower . The positions are apt to be r eversed, however, 

if the contractor is wealthy. This division has an effect on building econo

mics since the architect finds it very difficult to acquire expert knowledge 

in the economics of building . There is considerable evidence to show that 

economy of building can be successfully achieved by the close co-operation of 

the architect and the contractor from the earliest design stage . The present 

distinction between the pr ofessional and the businessman whilst not the only 

factor making this kind of collaboration difficult , is at least very important 

in its inhibiting effect. 

Th e second matter concerns the efficiency of the architect. From the 

point of view of the society at large t he question must be posed of whether 

the largely social method of selecting an architect for a given project is 

likely to ensure that t he best architect available gets the commission. 

It must be obvious that in many cases the ~c~k is placed not on the basis of 

ability to design and erect buildings but on such fortuitous factors as personal 

contact and club membership . 

It seems clear th&t there is an area here which would be rewarding for 

r esearch; it seems inescapable that unless the archltects take steps to under

stand their position in this matter that they will be overtaken by agenCies, 

such as building contractors offering the packaged deal, who are not hamstrung 

by an institutional situation which no longer accords with the r eal conditions. 

The stipulat i on of the architect's fees by professional associations 

has a bearing on the economics of building and this fixing of fees must be con

sidered a r elevant institution . In many countries the architect's general fee 

is 6% of the value of t he contract (3) . Under current conditions there is con

siderable doubt whether this is a satisfactory method of determining the archi

tect ' s r eward and this matter is under review by such bodies as the R.I.B.A. 

It may be that more buildings would be archi tect-designed if a degr ee of flexi

bility could be introduced, and this might well have r epercussions on the cost 

of the bUllding. 

Site Acquisition and Finance : Institutions connect ed with financing the build

ing proj ect: valuation , land market , rate of 

i nter est, security, mortgage , l oan return, lease

hold , freehold . 

(3) R.I.B.A. and S.A.I.A. have higher f ees f or slnall contracts. 
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The institutionalised r elationships between land, money and credit are the 

essential element here . An important ljnk between these is the valuation sys

tem, which includes such methods of arriving at a cash value as the years! 

purchase tachnique . Expectations of r et urns from land and buil ding are insti

tutionalised and the methods of valuation ar e designed to support those expec-

tations . Methods of mortgaging , of arranging security and of land tenure work 

on an institutional basis and the individuals and groups operating those methods 

follow set patterns of behaviour whose continued existence is part of the 

stability of the general economic syst em . Economic stability depends , in part 

on the stability of the rat e of interest , land values , the permanence of secu

rities , buildings , and the way in which these are stabilised in r elation to 

each other is of significance to the creation of the building . High land values 

make necessary a high return on the building . This in turn makes for an in

creased intensity of building use , which flleans incr eased height of building . 

The phenomenon of land value pyramiding in tee centre of towns could , therefore , 

be r egarded as an institutional element influencing the cost of building(4) . 

Production of Materials: Division and specialisation of labour . Mass produc

tion and machine methods . Dynamic economy . The 

market . Advertising . Pat ents . Monopoly . Inven

tion . The manufacturing firm. 

The most important characteristic of these institutions is that the building 

is geared to the industrial production processes of our society through the 

materials with whi ch it is built . Althcugh the building differs from products 

like the motor car in that it is part produced by our normal factory methods 

and part by individual work on the site , it is clear that the building depends , 

generally speaking, on the support of i ndustr ial production . For example , 

bricks, building clocks , cement , aggregate, fabricated steel , plaster , joinery, 

building boards, most roofing materials , sanitary ware , ironmongery , electrical 

equipment and paints ar e direct products of manufacturing industry and without 

these the modern building could not be created . As the conditions obtaining 

in all manufacture in our society apply also to the making of building luaterials , 

it is evident that these conditions must have their characteristic effect also 

on building . Such institution s as completition, mass production and manufacture 

f or t he marKet make themselves felt in the building by way of the increasing 

(4) See Appendix 111 (2) . .'.' 
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availability of new fabricated goods like plasterboard , softboard and asbes~os 

ffianufactures, by way of the ubiquitousness of the manufactured article, for 

example corrugated iron , and by way 01 competitive price (5) . On the restric

tive side , patent and monopoly tend to have a retarding effect on the influence 

of production methods on buildings, and may prevent the application of improve

ments which are technically possible . On the one hand manufactured materials 

appear to increase in number and in influence, the local material giving place 

to the universal material - the world market ; on the other hand certain insti-

tutions seerrl to inhibit this process or to impede technical change. The U.K. 

Commission on f.'Ionopolies and Rest rictive Practices fround evidence of r estric-

tion in the supplying of at least thirty-two cOlIUllodities (6) . Monopoly is to 

be r egarded as a form of protection for the supplier or manufacturer, and in 

many cases it is likely to be protection against the possible r esults of tech-

nological progress . There is, therefore, the possibility that the technological 

progress in the production of building materials and equipnent may be less 

rapid than it might be without r estr ictive practices . This ~ppears to be a 

most significant aspect of economic institutions in relation to building . 

In general it is clear that progress in building is in a great measure 

dependent on the application of Inethods of production made possible by the 

advances of technology . Site work follows manufacture , not vice versa, and 

new site techniques are to a large extent dependent on new materials and new 

building. equipment . The cost of a house built by European labour in South 

Africa is ap._roximately equally divided between labour and materials (7). As 

most of t he llaterials are products of manufacturing industry the influence of 

the building of those institutions which are concerned with production must be 

very considerable . Furthermore , i t may safely be predicted that this influence 

(6) 

( 7) 

The diffusion and cultural significance of such hUInble materials as 
corrugated iron and barbed wire would be a valuable study . 

Baths , bricks, cement , chain-link fencing , copper cylinders and boiler s 
curt~n ra~ls , certain electrical goods, fibre guilding board, flat gla~s , 
flush~ng c1sterns, galvanised tanks , glazed and floor tiles , hand tools 
heating boilers and radiator s , l ead sheets and pipes , lime linoleum ' 
mem?rials ,.paint , paper , plasterboard, refrigerators , sanitary earth~nware, 
s~n1tary f1reclay, 3eel rilesh r einforc ement, steel wire , wallpapers and 
W1re rope. Monopolies and Restrictive f'ractices Connnission Report . Var ious. 

If no~-~uropea~ l~bour ' is use? the figure? are approx. 25% labo~ and 
mater1als . Th1s 1ncreases st111 further the sway of production over 
t he building. 

.. 
75% 
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will increase as the tempoof invention and technical skill advances. In this 

connection it may be noted that our society puts a premi~ on invention by 

means of the patent system thereby making technological advance both inevi

table and progressively r apid . The United States has issu0d patents in the 

following numbers : -

(in 000 ' 5) 
1860-9 77 1900- 9 259 
1870-9 138 1910-19 319 
1880-9 182 1920-9 432 
1890-9 216 1930-9 488 ( 8) 

The influence of this institutional factor is now very much in evidence in 

t he rapidly incr~asing number of manufactured articles that tDe architect has 

to choose f r om . This is presenting the architect with major difficulties of 

such magnitude that his traditional attitudes to materials must be regarded as 

no longer appr opriate for the design pr ocess . 

In r ecent years prefabrication has been heard of a great deal . At pre-

sent it seems doubtful whether in any of its sever al meanings it can be re-

garded as an institutional element in the building industry, except in its 

basic meaning of the creation of building components by the normal processes 

of industrial production . In this sense prefabri cation is not new. Nor is 

pr efabr ication new when used to mean that whole sections of the buil ding are 

factory made , fixing only being done on th0 site . An early building of this 

type was the Tipton Gr een No . 1 Lock House the fi r st house made of iron 

panels and buil t before 1830 (9) . Paxton' s Crystal Palace (1851) was prefabri-

cated in t his sense . Yet such methods have never become stand2.rd practice 

and even in post-war Europe could not be r egarded as institutionalised . Far 

l ess institutionalis~d is the totally factory-made and mounted building , as 

for example the AIROH house which is erected on the site in four sections only, 

each 22 ft . 6 in . X 7 ft . 6 in . (10) . It is to be noted , however, that ternpo-

rary buildings of &nall size have long been prefabricated in timber and metal . 

In t his type of building prefabrication , meaning either the total building or 

its br~akdown into a few elements, has been practised for some time and might 

r easonably be said to be institutionalised. 

(8) w. F. Ogborn & M. F . Nimkoff . A Handbook of Sociology. P. 538, quoting 
United States Putent Office Report s 1868-1939 . 

(9) J . Y~dge . Tomorrow's Houses . P. l14 . 
(10) Idem . P.207 . 
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If , therefore, by prefabrication i s meant the factory production of 

standardised parts , such as wall and floor panels , plumbing units and roof 

elements, institutionalisation is r ecognisable and is covered by the basic 

institutions of factory production , like specialisation and division of labour 

and mass production . If , however, it is used to mean the factory production 

of whole sections or ro oms of buildings, it can scarcely be said to be institu-

tionalised yet . Progr ess in this direct i on is noticeable in houses and mor e 

r ecently parti cularly in schools , and i t ITlay be that thi s will become a ma jor 

building institution in the future (11) . If this happens , we shall have an 

inter esting i llustration of how a r elatively unimportant institutionalised 

f eature (the total pref abrication of ~ll~ ll er ections like gar ages and chicken 

houses) can develop intcama"jor i nstitution . Certain pressures the incr eas-

ing cost of l abour , the decline of the crafts and t he potential economies of 

all- factory production appear to be already present and seem likely to in-

duce this institutional shift . 

A not unimportant aspect of the economic institutions connected with 

building is t he use of building for 'pump- priming! in a time of depression . 

BUilding work is specifically set in r.lOtion by the government in order to 

vitalise the economy . This sets up . ~ der.and f or building IT~t rials , which 

increases the tem}X)of all those inaustries which manufacture for the buil ding 

(12) . 

Contracting:- System of tenderi ng in competition, contract and subcontract . 

COl petitio 1 . Oper ati on in rings . Hiring of labour . Bonus 

system . Rat e of profit . Building for speculation . Normal 

business institution s: joint stock company directorate and 

shareholders , absentee ownership, paid management , credit , audit , 

profit -making . 

"Building has undergone a fundamental change in the half century between 1900 and 

1955 . In 1900, building was almost entirely a craft industn" (13) . In spite 

of this change, however , the typical buil di ng finn is still small and commands 

only a small amount of capital. In Britain ther e ar e about 120,000 building 

firms , more than a t hir d of which are one-man businesses . Forty per cent employ 

less than 5 operatives . There are about 150 firms employing each roughly 500, 

(ll) 
(12) 
(13) 

See Appendix 111 (4) . 
See Appendix 111 (3) . 
T. Bennett . Paper at British Architects' Confer ence 1955 . 
Journal 9 .6 . 55 . P. 781 . Archlt ects ' 



t otalling about 15% of the industry (14) . A great deal of building , ther efore , 

is outside the orbit of big business and is carri ~d out by &nall contracting 

firms unlikely to be able t o make t he hl0st of the benefits of large-scale opera-

ting . Never t hel ess, Lea 0stimat es th~t in Britain new construction accounts 

f or n~arly on~ half of t he country's annual f ixed capital investmvnt (15) . 

In vidw of t he fact th~t big busi ness i s such an i mportant el ement in our 

present economic patter n, i t is r crl arkable t hat such a large percentage of 

buil dinb firms are of such &lall size . 1h~re is pr esumabl y a l ag here and we 

may expect extensive ahlalgailation in the next f ew decades, since there is no 

r eason to suppose that contracting can long r dsi st the general trend of business 

toward l arger and f ew units. Such amalgahation would have the effect of 

creating more large contracti ng organisations capable not only of benefi tting 

from large scale production but also capable of providing the ' packaged service ' 

which is a developing f eature of the major contrLcting firms in many countries . 

It seems likely t hat t he r -:; lative backwardness manifest by contracting 

firms in Britain may be connected with the institutional naturp. of building as 

a whole , and that change in one ar ~a may be accompanied by change in another . 

It would be intcr 0sting t o assess the degr~c to which building as a site opera-

tion has had a r etarding effect on th~ devel oPliient of t he buil ding firm . vve 

might also enquire whether the independent professional status of the architect 

has had a bearing . Ther e is a large f ield for r es8arch her e t he r vlation-

ship betw60n the size and efficiency of t he buiiding firm and other institutions 

like factory production and prof es sional services . 

The contracting firm, a s t he instrmfient through which t he bui lding is 

r ealised, holds a strat egic position in th whole process of building . A 

building is normal l y designad with r egard t o th0 way it is going to be construc-

t ed . It is financed on the assumption t hat t he contractor will in fact build 

it according to th customs of building of the day . Labour is trained by the 

contracting firm and empl oyed by it . Substi tutes could b8 found for most of the 

professional services and building would continue , but without the contracting 

firm ther e would be no building . It i the eff ect ive instrument of construction . 

Gi ven this strategic position, it is obviou s that the institutions 

which have t o do \.'Ti t h t he contracting firm ar e of vi t al signifi cance . Ferhaps 

no other single gr oup of i nsti t uti ons is quite as important , and cultural lag 

(15) 

F . 14 . Lea . Research on t he Economics of Buil ding Operations. Architect 
and Building News . 3.2.55. P. 160 . (paper at D.S.I.R . Confer ence on 
Research and Industrial Productivity) . 
P¥~uct . t~~itI~~)~uilding industry produces 6-7% of the gross national 
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in these institutior.s nmy have a depr essive effect on the whole economy of ~ 

country . The potential danger of cultural lag in t he U.S.A. may be exempli 

fied by this quotation from a study by ~ . J . Demerath & G. ~i. Baker : - IIHouse 

building labour is predominantly craft - oriented , highly organised i n powerful 

unions , and in a strategic r ole position to accept , reject or sabotage pro 

posed changes in organisation and method ll (16) . The sociological emphasis 

here is inescapable: human r elations ana not technological improverntillt may 

be the factor which decides for or against a proposed change . 

Some brief illustratio s will now be given t o suggest the extent to 

which institutionalised elements enter into the working of the contracting 

firm. 

Competitive tendering, whet her open or s~lect ed , is the institution 

commonly used to det ermine wh i ch firm shall carry out a given job . The theory 

behind this method is that it ensures th~t the client is getting t he work done 

at the lowest price compatible with his r equirements . To make certain that all 

tenderers ar e pricing for pr ecisely the same work the architect prepares 

drawings and specification and the quantity surveyor draws up bills of quanti-

ties . The l owest pender price r epresents , in theory, the most efficient buy-

ing of bulk mater ials , shop f abrication , managen ent of labour , etc . that can 

be obtained . Thi s institution has grown up in order to serve the client ' s 

need and is , in its theoretical background , a bequest from the days when the 

western world believed in laissez- fair e . 

Today in Drit&in and elsewhere , the competitive t ender is often no 

longer competitive at all . It may be t otally non- eff ective as a pr otection 

to the client if the firms tendering work a ring system whereby they agr ee 

amongst t hemselves who is going to submit the lowest t ender . This compl etely 

defeats the whol e purpose of the institution . This is an example of succession 

in institutions : the facad e of competition r emains; behind it of erates the 

new insti t ut i on of t he r ing . 

In Britain , the institution of subcont r acting has now r eached propor

tions wh l Ch also threaten to nullify thG benefits of the competitive tender. 

IIVle have now r eache~ the poiLt where sub-contractor s ' and suppliers ' work often 
t: · :v ·. · ~ r . 

accounts for 60% or mor e of the contr act sum, the majority of it being nomi-

nated and much of it not cornpetl' tl' ve . Th e 1 tt' d genera con r ac or , ln eed, is 

(16) Journal of Social Issues Vll 1 & 2 (1951) 
The Social Organisation of Housebuilding . f .96. 
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rapidly becoming a job organiser with his organising ability being the com

petitive element in the contract'! (17) . This is an interesting example of 

institutional cannibalism. 

Decay in th~ i nstitution of competitive tendering is being matched 

by new emergent methods of procedure . In one of the case studies examined 

(food warehouse and offices) the sequence was as follows: the client asked 

the architect to pr epar e a sketch scheme with estimate of cost; the cost came 

out too high and the architect was asked t o prepare a second scheme and esti 

mate . The client then apj.ir oached several contractors used to this kind and 

scale of work and eventually carne to an agreement with one of them that the 

building should be done for an agreed amoubt . This amount had in it an element 

of bargaining . \fuen this stage had been reached the client r eturned to the 

architect, informed him of the ~Iount of the contract and instructed him to 

prepare the working drawings. \Vhen they were completed , together with a speci -

fication , a contr act was drawn up and signed in the usual way. Advantages : 

costs w~re determin~d accurately before the working drawings were begun, the 

cost of a quantity surveyor's services were eliminated, the time taken to 

measure and bill (done by the builder) was much less than a quantity surveyor 

would have r equired , and a certain competitive element was retained . It is 

possible that here we have the emergence of a new procedure which in its turn 

may become duly institutionalised. wnat emerges clearly fr om this illustration 

and fran other evidence taken is that the institution of competitive tendering 

in its traditional form is not meeting the requirements of the actual situation . 

AS a result we see a new pattern bell1g worked out. 

The hiring (and firing) of labour is a charact eristic institution of 

the building trade. The ~abour force f loats from job to job with a degree of 

mobility unequalled in any other industry. This institutionalised shifting of 

labour holds back output in a variety of ways . The good team is broken up; 

the workman is conditioned to the easy r elinquishing of a job ; the foreman of 

to-day may be the bricklayer to-morrow, so he will not over-press the men 

under him for fear of later r etaliation ; general insecurity is not conducive 

to a stable personal and family life and this has rpercussions on the quality 

of work and the ability of the individual to be integrated satisfactorily into 

the team . 

(17) T. Bennett . Paper at British Architects' Conference 1955 . 
Architects' Journal 906055 P. 783 . 
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Speculative building by building contractors has long been institu

tionalised . Nowadays this is done ailnost exclusively by firms (18), but in 
earlier days craftsmen built speculatively . The arch-speculator of Charles ll's 

time, Nicholas Barbon, is r~ corded as having described the houses being built 
after the gr8at fir 0 in these words: "Some being set out with fine brickwork 

rubbed and gaged, were the Issue of a master bricklayer . If stone-coyned, 
jamb'd and fascia'd, of a stone mason . If full of windoe with much .glass in 

compass , and r eliev , a Glazier'S; if full of balcone and balustrading , a car-

penter , and so others • •. "(19) . 

This is very interesting in the way it shows the strength of the 

craft tradition and influence . This differentiation has now disappeared 
from the speculative housing scene because such houses are built to-day by a 
single firm having unified control of the craftsrilen. The tradition , however, 

of building first and selling afterwards i s still with us and carries certain 
characteristics of inter0st . One of thes8 is the value judgment that mock 

Elizabethan or Georgian houses are satisfactory as status symbols . This is 
in the process of changing but the speculative tradition will doubtless con-
tinue although the appearance of its product may be different . The denial of 

the validity of the value judgment is summed up in the word 'Tudorbethan' . 

From the institutional point of view speculative building is also of 

interest because of the institutions like home-ownership and building finance 
which interlock with it and because it is the only section of the building 

industry which puts a corrunodity on the rnar '<::et under competitive conditions . 

In all other building the contractor is assured of payment on completion of 
the work he has contracted to do . In speculative work he do es the work first 

and hopes that the price he will r eceive will allow him adequate profit (the 
socially approved purpose of business organisations) . Intimately bound up 
with speculative house production is the institution of financing the manu
facture of the product by means of consumer's credit : a mortgLge on the land 
and on successive stages of the building is the essential means of financing 

the speculative house , whether the builder is paid during or after the process 
of erection. The controller of t he loan money is therefore an influential 

element in this type of building (20) . 

(18) In Natal speculative building of houses and small blocks of flats is carried on by individuals who organise the labour themselves and even undertake some of the tenders themselves . 
(19) J . Summerson . Georgian London . P.43 , quoting R. North . (20 ) Demerath & Baker . Op .Cit . P .91 . 
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It has long been fashionable to sneer at the speculative builder. It 

would be more profitable to enquir e why this form of building has becollle insti

tionalised and to try to define its function . It must be r emembered that the 

speculative builder i s an initiator : he star ts an economi c chain reaction 

which creates houses . Such initiators exist throughout our society and are 

of the very stuff of our dynamic economy. A fruitful way of r egarding the 

speculative builder might be to ask in what r espects would the industry be 

differ ent if he di d not exist? Holford has pointed out that one of our planning 

problems is to get the speculative element back into city centres. Although 

he does not mean the house-builder, but is thinking in t erms of the function 

of the initiator (21), his comment is r levant to t his analysis . 

A charge brought against t he speculator is that his motive is profit. 

This is not a very intelligent comment on his activities since profit is the 

socially approved motive of all business effort. From a sociological point 

'oT view t he inter est lies in the suspicion that although our avowed aim in 

business is profit, this ethos no longer fits the facts of our culture. In 

sociological terms, a very i mportant purpose of the institution 'business' 

is to maintain our high standard of living . Business is a way of life , 

not primarily a system of monetar y r ewards. \1e carmot exist as a society with-

out the activities of business , whether or not it makes a profit (some 

businesses do not make a profit , but continue) . If the speculative builder 

still believes that pr ofit is his sole motive we might usefull y consi der 

what other motivations can be found for him. Homo ecomomicus di ed some time 

ago (22) . 

Building, like all economic activity, "takes place within the insti-

tutional framework of society; economic behaviour is concretely a phase of 

institutional behaviour" (T. Parsons ) (23). The normal business institutions , 

ther efor e, operate in the building industry, but because these are the typical 

(21) \'1 . Holford. T.P.I . Sw.mer School ~953 . Lecture: Central areas: Some 
Abstracts of Size, Function and Design . Report p.3 . 

(22) J . A. C. Brown . Social Psychology of Industry . F .186 et seq • 
(23) Op . Cit . P.203 . 
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institutions of business in our society they will not be mentioned in detail 

here . This , however , does not mean that such institutions as t he joint stock 

company, absente .... owner ship, paid management and the audit may not have special 

and specific effect s on building . 

Very brief mention may also be made of the human relations side of the 

building f i rm. As in all other br anches of production such matters as the 

institutionalised goals of the individual, t he institutions f or dealing with 

disput es and t he institutions governing the contacts between individuals have 

a dir 8ct bearing on the quality and quantity of output . Institutions such 

as t he se affect , perhaps determine , the will to work and pride in workmanship . 

Presumably, it is possible that lack of pride in workmanship can become 

institutionalised, although i t would seffil probabl~ that this danger is less 

likely in the building trade because it still r etains its craft tradition 

more str ongly than f,lany other branch of production . Nevertheless the t r ade 

union is not the guild . The guild , a now extinct institution , concerned itself 

more with standard of wor k than standard of pay . The modern union r ever ses 

these , and new institutions like c&sh bonuses and incentives , and welfare 

services ar e developed to make tolerabl the cash goal: stones instead of 

br ead . J . A. C. Br own has pointed out how the l aw of diminishing retur ns 

applies to material incentives (24) . The investigation of motives , attitudes , 

intentions, goals and values of all individuals concerned with building is of 

gr eat importance if th e output of the industry is to be raised . Recent i'lor k 

in industrial psychology has thi s emphasis , in contrast with the older pr e-

occupation with physical condit ions, and Elton Mayo's Hawthorne exper iment 

has implications of tremendous importance to t he building industr y . That this 

is being r ealised may be concluded from the interest being shown in improved 

techniques of management , sit e organisat i on and productivity r esearch (25) . 

The human r elations aspect of building has been placed under this 

heading and not under "Site \vor k" because of the following fact str essed by 

Brown: lilt is management which has the power to set the situation and create 

a good or bad at mo spher e , wher eas the employees have no such power or only 

ver y limited power t o do SOli (26) . 

(24) 
(25) 
(26) 

Op e Cit . 
Op e Cit . 

P .202 . 
p .166 . 

See Appendix 111 (5 ) . 
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Trades Unions with me chanisms for applying pr essure such as the 

strike , collective bargaining, restriction of output , exclusion 

of non-union members, union dues . I nstitutions connected with 

wages . Institutions of group structure: f or eman , craftsman , 

semi - skilled and unskilled . Clerk of works, apprenticeship 

syst~n . Speciul holidays and the r oof -wetting (in S.A.). 

Tradeunionism is an institution which has been developed to protect the 

interests of the worker . I t is the counter -institution to the professional 
and business patterns of behaviour of the employing groups . The union itself 

is an association applying social pressure against change on the part of the 
employer and deviation on t he part of the empl oyee . Thus efforts by an 

employer to increase the number of bricks laid per day would provoke collective 

opposition , possibly in the form of a strike , which is the most formidable 
weapon of unionism . The oper ative who decided independently to lay more than 

the 'normal' number of bricks would also have pr essure brought to bear on 
him (27). Although group solidarity has been instrumental in increasing 

labour's share of the national incomE: a price has been exacted . This price 

is a certain rigidity' in the labour force . The rigidity serves to allay fears 
that hard-won gains may be lost . In Britain the idea that working too hard 

may mean wor king oneself out of a job still appears to survive , even into 

th~ days of full ~ployment, and the hardships of the depression would appear 

to have had permanent effect on the institutions clustering round unionism. 

The chief effect on building appears to be an emphasis on tradition 
or conservatism and an unwillingness to i ncrease output . Such factors have to 

be steered round by the designer and the contr actor and it may be expected that 
their best efforts are to some extent diminished by their having to allow for 
the tradition of the j ob . It is an important characteristic of building that 
th~ individual work er on the site has a good deal of freedom of acti on , usually 
more than his opposite number in a factory . This fr eedom of action essen-
tially freedom of decision is likely to be jealously guarded and methods 
of speeding up the proc ess will undoubtedly meet with institutional opposition . 

Demerath and BaKer have summed up the institutional situation of 

unionism in the building industr y: "For their members the unions have consti-
tuted a security system, r eassuring ' 'ld fu ~tional to social-relational needs . 

(27) Research in the Bristol area showed that t he union c1o.es. ncit categorically 
lay down the number of bricks which shall not be exceeded . Restriction 'happens' informally . 
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By means of working rules and bogeys, craft gradation, autonomous unity of 

the local and the brotherhood , and identity with the Federation , the human 

needs of house-building craftsmen have been served . These devices have at 

the same time oper ated to per petuate the unions as going conceras ••• We see 

the conflict between the two "logics" - efficiency and costs versus human 

organisation" (28) . 

The wage system is an institution . This is so in any industry and 

is not peculiar to buil ding . Two quotations f r om Maxwell Fry ( 29) on wages 

are illuminating having institutions in mind . First: "A s wages rise the 

rougher materials , such as brick and stone , and with them bricklayers and 

masons , move into th luxury class, and ar e r placed wher ever possible by 

machine-made products and f actory conditions o. work . " Second: "The most 

important (pressur e on building) is the constant r ise in wages unaccompanied 
by increase in out put ; it is this that l eads Aner ica to mechanise building 
to the limit, in an att empt to keep output constant and drives us (Britain) 

in the same direction . This mechanism take s the form of car eful site organi-
sation , helped by machines wherever t hey pay their way, and where they do 

not by transferring as much as pos sible t o the factory and bringing the ready-
made parts on to the building site" . 

The hierarchy of labour : clerk of works, general for eman, trade f ore 
man , skilled workman , semi-skilled workman, unskilled labourer , is institution-
alised and all bui ldings have to be erected through the operation of the roles 

in this hierarchy . In South Africa it is also institutionalised that the 

lower roles belong t o the non-European , and an industrial colour-bar operates 

to pr vent his rising t o the upper rungs of the ladder . 
The position of each job in the hier archy depends on an evaluat i on of 

skill . 'l'he position of bricklayer is r ated higher than that of the labourer 

'who brings him the br icks because of superior skill . Thi s leads to a very 
pertinent question i n modern building : how ski llful does t he skilled worker 
need t o be? Bennett thinks that in futur e a ver y large amount of the craft 

vlOrk of a building will be done by workers of only moderate skill . He points 
out that much brickwork, for exampl:l, i s very simple today , vJithout quoins or 

r eveals . The br icklayer do es not , t her efor 0, need the variety of skill that 

(28) Op . Cit . P.97 . 
( 29 ) B. B. C. talk. Printed in Listener . 2L~ . 2 . 5 5 . P.331. 
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he previously did . Similarly the j oiner is largely superseded by the factory. 

production of doors, cupboards, window frwnes etc . , only fixing r en~ining to 

the craftsman . He points out in this r espect that in Britain the industry needs 

7, 000 - 8, 000 more men annually t han it trains (30) . This suggests that an 

investigation of craft sman training in r elation t o the j ob the craftsman 

actually does would bring out insti tutional factor s which no longer have any 

useful purpose . Thi s is no shlall matt er when it is consider ed that "from 25 

to 45 kinds of skilled work may be identified in t he construction of detached 

houses, r ow houses, or small wal k-up flats" (31) . If status depends on skill , 

which in turn depends on training, it must be deduced that status depends on 

training basically. If so, training wi ll be maintain d in order to bolster 

status, irrespective of whether t he training is suitable f or the j ob . The 

training is functional , in the sociol ogical sense , t o the status : it reinforces 

it . Status , r ol e and training in r elation t o the j ob actually perfor med would 

be r ewarding subject of r esearch . 

6. (b) The Building as an Economic Good . 

The fol lowing are some of t he major i nst itutions concerned when the 

building is consider ed as a PQssession or economic good: property , contract , 

inheritance , the money and credit sys-gem, home-ownership . 

Thi s a spect of t he building i s not conc erned with t he use to which 

the building is put, nor with t he buil ding in construction. It simply conc erns 

the building as an economic asset: t he building as an obj ect in which society 

has agreed t o concentrate rights of ownership, possession (use) , transmission 

to another person, destruction, disposal by sale , r econstruction, expectation 

that t he buil ding will not be adversely aff ucted by the action of other indi-

viduals or the community . Kingsl~y Davis describes property as " .•• essentially 

the distributive (economic) system in its static aspuct . It consists of the 

rights and duties of onc person or group - the:; owner - as against all other 

persons and groups with r espect to some scarce good ... so ingrained in human 

thought is t ha fallacy of misplaced concret eness that property is often r egarded 

as the t hing owned rather than the rights whi ch constitute the ownership" (32) . 

(30 ) Op . Cit . P.798 . 
(31) Demerath & Baker . Op . Cit . F.93 . 
(32) Hmnan Society. P.452 . 
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In our society production and property are closely allied , since most 

economic goods are man-made . Thus the product of the building industry be 

come s property - that is a physical focus of rights and obligations . This 

has its ef f0ct on buildings since the buildings must be made in such a way 

that the rights and obligations can be observed . If , for example , the right 
of transferability to another person is not t o be squandered the building 

must be designed and built so t hat another person would be r eady to buy it ; 

that is , he would admit that it could be used according to our institutions . 

Thls expectation of transf er ability is natur ally reflected in the market price , 

a part of which r epr esents just this factor of capacity t o meet the insti

tutionalised uses of the buil ding . The Goetheanum at Basle , the building of 
a cult started by Rudolph Steiner , shows how this elenent can be ignor ed . For 
ideological reasons the use of t he right angle in thls building has been avoided 
as mueh as possible . As a r esult , do or and window heads are not level , but 

are tilted, giving an abnor mal appaaranoe to the building as a whole , and 

w~king it l ess fitt ed to the normal expectations for this building- type . 

Davis points out that there is an ambivalence in our view of proflerty. 

He says : " .•. all property is social in character , being a part of , and de -

pendent upon the social syst enl ••••• all property is exclusive preventing 

others from enjoying the same rights in the same object . This dual character 

its sociality and its exclusiveness sets a fundamental conflict . II
( :; 

This conflict , and our differenc es of attitude to the duality, can be cons
tantly observed in the building . The whole problem of town planning is this . 

The building is the reault of the social process of production , but it is the 
individual , or group of individuals , who usual ly deternines the for m and appear

ance of the building . The cOlllffiunity acts only negatively by r estr icting such 

facto r s as use , height, bulk and appearance . This aspect of building is per 
haps only a r efle ction of the general question of our time : wh ere shall the 

line between the individual and the community be drawn? 

A building may be brought into existence chi efly because it is an op

por tunity f or investment or profit . Its use may be incidental and accidental. 
It is clearly naive to i magine that a bUl lding comes into being only because 

a shopkeeper wants a shop or a corrpany a suite of offices . Demand must , of 

course , exist but its mere existence does not guarantee th e necessary supply, 

(33) Op . Cit . P.456-7. 
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for if investment and profit are bett er in another direction it is there that 

development will go . Thi s can be seen clearly in t he Durban area, where in 

the post-war period ther e has been a high demand f or l iving accommodati on . 

The general opini on is t hat f or t he most part t his demand should be met by 
houses .• In f act it is being m&t t o a very large extent by flats pr esumably 

they ar e a nor e favour able avenue of property investment t han houses to the 

promotors , although not necessarily t o t he eventual owners . 
A very maj or f actor in th e prop~rty aspect of the economic complex 

is the influenc e of the runorti sat i on periods of loans f or buildings . This i s 

a large subject and requir es detailed r esear ch but it can be said here that 

the relationship betvJeGn the degree of per manence of a structure and the 

l ength of t~ne t hat is taken to pay f or it i s not technologically determined 

but is chiefly a matter of social values , a l though in a given context such 

things as a rise in land value may be consider ed as a technical r eason why 
a building should be derr~lished and another , l arger should be built . 

We must also l ook briefly at the modern institution of home ownership . 
This has supplanted the instituticn of rent ed housing in most western countries . 
It is regarded generally by the public at l arge as a desir able thing : it 

makes for stability and so f orth . Researcli , however , suggests tha t it is not 

quite the benevol ent i nstitution t hat i t is thought t o be . 

Ther e is ruapl e evidenc e t o suggest t hat on8 of the major brakes on 

progress in hous e-building is t o be founQ in the conservati~l and fear s of 

the agenci es which finance it . It is not unknown for t he r epr esentative of 

the lending or ganisation to have a considerable say in the detailed design of 
the house . The organisat i on needs t o f eel that the s ecurity which it is going 

to hold is 'nornlal ' and is an easily r oalisable a sset . The new and the unusual 

ar e th erefore discouraged . 

J . P. Dean , dealing vlith t h working of this institution in the U.S.A. 

says ther e is some evidenc e to fI ••• suggest that two ghosts of the 18th . century 
haunt the home-ownership patt ern : (1) the middle class Protestant ethic , and 
(2) cl a ssical economic s fl (34) . And f urther : fI ••• suggests that the persistent 

survival of these two 18th . century ghosts l eads many working class frullilies 
into home purchase und er circumstanc ds that may j eopardise their economic wel
far e . 11 (35) • 

Journal of Social Issue s . 
Idem . P . 59 . 

Vol . Vll, 1&2 . The Ghost of Home Ownership . P.59 
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A quotation from the Lynds may suggest why home- ownership is prevalent as a 

goa.l : IIMiddletown clearly operat es on the assumption that the r oots of its 

living lie in the acquisition of f: oney .. .. the goodness of hard work in the 

acquisition of prop0rtyll . (36) . 

I n considering home owner ship we should also have r egard to such 

failures as its inability t o al l ow f or t he geographi cal mobility of famili es 
so essential t o industr ial life , t o i nelasticity of aoaptation to the various 

age- phases of the family and to its excessive conservativism of design and 

construction . 

The possibility that artificial obsolescence may appear as a f eature 
of the house-building industr y should not be ignor ed . It is alr eady very 
prominent in the automobile and r adio industries in both Br itain and North 

Amer i ca . Ther e ar e indications that the house is again becoming the leading 
status symbol in the U. S .A. , and if this t r end incr eases we JIlay expect sales 

pr essure aimed at inducing the home- buyer t o change his house with gr eater 

f r equency . This might have SOlne very interesting r esults in changing our 

uttitudes t o both land and the accepted and financed life of buildings . 

The prestige aspect of pr operty is very closely connected with the 

institution of hOIli8- ownership . The fact of being a pr operty-owner confers 
standing and pr estige in our society: t he fact of pos session is highly rated 

and aspiration is toward the acquisition of pr operty . This should not be 
confused with t he type or quality of building - that l S the building' s 

expressional val ue , but here is meant slinply t he property , or owning , aspect . 

Viewed in t hi s way the building is akin t o the coppers of the Kwakiutl (37) , 
or pigs! tusks among t he New Hebridians : they are simply mater ial objects 

in which pr estige-conferring r ights are held t o r eside . 

7. Building Exall ~ple 

Th e example of the flour factor y (Figs . 1 to 4) as an i ndustrial 

under taking belongs to the economic compl ex of institutions . Its overt 

pur pose is to pr epare and sell a marketable co~nodity and th e aim of the or ga
nisation whi ch i t accommodat es is monetary profit . 

As an industr ial building it illustr ates several major institutions 

(36) R. s . Lynd & H. lvi . Lynd . Middlet own . P. 242 . (37) A str ongly pr operty- conscious Indian people of the Northwest Pacific coast . 
A. Goldenweiser : Anthr opology . P.153 et seq . 
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characteristic of t he economic complex . 

It is sited in an industrial trading estate along with other industrial 

buildings . This siting together of buildings of the economic complex is now 

a major institutional f eature of our society . This manufacturing process , 

however , is in no way offensi ve and t he question of what benefits arise f r om 

this grouping (or segregation fron; other uses) needs t o be answered . 

The off ic0s are separ ated from the I';anufactur ing part . This was 

done not merely as a matter of convenience of site access, but as a specific 

indication of status . \Vhat is institutionalised her e is the ranking dis 

tinction between f actory hands and office staff . Factory hands have no cause 

to visit the office block, with the exception of the foreman who has a special 

status . This distinction between the two buildings is a reflection of the 

class structure of t he society . It is interesting to not e that the social 

distance between factory hand and office staff is being rapidly diminished 

by the improving conditions in factories and by the mechanisation of offices . 

Th er e is evidence suggesting that the two will move closer together and that 

the ma jor separation between the classes will increasingly be seen to occur 

between management and those bel ow th em (38) . 

RanKing order of status among i ndividuals is apparent within the 

organisation of the office bl ock: large offic e f or lower ranks , cubicles 

f or junior management and a self -contained suite of offices f or the directors . 

This kind of space differ entiation to acco~nodate status is institutionalised 

in gen eral in offic e layout and is again a reflection of the larger society. 

In this connection it is also inter esting t rat privacy and quietness are 

institutionally used to indicat e status , and conf er prestige . 

There are minor indicators of status also typical of the economic 

co_plex: position of parking car , separation of t oilet acco~nodation , separa

tion of canteen faciliti es, aspect of office, decorations and furniture , open 

corridor to \'iork ers' canteen etc ., and t he variations in appearance between 

t he parts of t he bui l dings . 

The social association which the firm r eprvsents is the joir,t stock 

company . Typically, this group of buildings is of the kind that such associa

tions devel op for their operations . The share-holder s , however, in practice 

have little say in the policy and r unning of the firm and the effective associa

tion is t he dir ectors and t heir salaried advisors . The building, therefore , 

(38) P8ter Drucker and Vance Packard hold this vi ew . 
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in theory is evidence of one institution (the democratic joint stock company), 

but in practice r epr esents an as sociation ,,,hich is oligarchical in f orm . A 

second factor of importanc e is that the firm i s ostensibly local to its area 

(it was originally), but is in fact part of a large national undertaking . The 

building itself gives no hint of this, and t his fact is also institutionalised 

in our society in connection with builQings in the econoT,iic compl ex : big bus

iness can be extrer,lely reticent . 

8 . Summary . 

The creation of t he building can be r 8garded as a function of t he 

economic compl ex both during the process of er 0cticn \ or becoming) and in its 

use (or being) . The building may not, therefore , be regarded simply as having 

the 'purpose ' of pr oviding a physical shelter for its occupants . It has, other , 

equally valid, 'purposes!, and its multipl e economic functions in thG entire 

social nexus should be simultaneously held in mind: physical shelter , oppor 

tunity for investment , avenue f or the employment of labour when being built ,. a 

store of economic value conferring prestige , a national a sset . All these 

could be called the social ' needs ' wh ich the building must 'satisfy' in the 

aconomic sphere . All t h8se ' needs' ar - very clos ely intermeshed, and )' ecipro

cal in acti m . 

9 . Conclusions . 

(1) The economic , scientific , educational, governmental and exprassional com

plexes of institutions have a deterministic effect on all types of build

ing : institutional f~ct ors in those groups influence all bUilding, helping 

to shape form, influencing . plan , structure and materials . 

(2) 'rh economic complex of iastitutions is particularly significant f or 

building because of the predominantly economic emphasis of our cultural 

configuration . Profit , however, i s not an adequate explanation of 

motive . 

(3) Consider ed from the viewpoint of the oconor, ic compl ex all buildings can be 

analysed as : (a) 

erection , and (b) 

a consumer of labour , materials and capital during 

an economic good when erected •. In the latter category 

the building must be r egarded as the institution of fixed property . This 

institution should be looked at as an institutionalised structure of r ights 

\ .i L. :~ .:. .:~ , , ~ . ',/ 
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and duties for which the building is the instrument . It is the rights 

and duties which are important t o society; not the building . The 

architect i s interested in the buildings . 

(4) The fact that the rights in property run usually in favour of anfndtvi

duali. or private group in our culture is a nBjor problem of planning . 

Such institutio(lal structuring of the ' ownership ' of property is not 

universal and is only one of the many ways in which a society can deal 

with immovable physical equipment . Research is required into the insti-

tutional structuring to find ways in which it would be acceptably modi-

fied in the dir ection of making more of the institutional pattern a 

matter of public rights and duties : how can it be r estructured bearing 

in mind that a l arge sector of society contributes to the making of the 

building . 

(5) When a building proposal is initiated a social process is brought into 

action . Various agencies in the society go into operation f ollowing 

institutionalised patterns of behaviour . These patterns are related 

to each other and must interlock with r easonable efficiency if the 

building is t o be achieved . It is the expectation of society that this 

will happen and that the pr oduct of this activity following institutional 

norns will be the creatior. of the building as predicted . Whilst the 

building is being produced architect , engineer, planner , financier , 

contractor, goverrunent official etc . will be playing their r oles as r e

quired by t .he institutions of the economic complex. The' result' is the 

building , but also whilst playing their roles the actors are contributing 

to the continuous cr ativn of t he society and cultur e in which they live . 

Society and culture ar e in this sense as much a product of the building 

as the building is of them. 

(6) In (a) the institutional patterns ar e organised to produce a building . 

In (b) different patter ns are or ganised for dealing with the physical 

object in ways which will accord with the societal structure . 

(7) The economic motivation of building Jlay also be divided into : (a) to 

initiate action in the patterns of institutional behaviour connected with 

creating the building, and (b) to obtain a physical object in which rights 

can be vested . In (a) we have government action in depression using 
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building operations as a ! pump- primer !; or the contracting firm develo

ping speculative const ruction to keep going . Speculative building de

pends entirely on this set of patter ns f or existence . In (b) we have 

investment as the invitation for building . 

(8) In the econoJ ic compl ex ! need ! i n the own C Ol plex is not adequate moti 

vation . The fact that thera is a shortage of houses will not necessarily 

produc e houses . The idea of the equilibriating process of the market 

held by some economists is inadequate by itself t o meet !need ! in this 

sense . The reason f or t his is that !need ! involves value judgments which 

cannot ba taken into account in the ~quilibriating theory. A shortage 

of housas may well evoke a market r esponse of increased pr oduction of 

apartment blocks , because they are financially a better investment than 

houses . Economic motivation and !need! are not , t her efore, t o be dove

tailed, far less r egarded in the light of supply and demand . 

(9) !Need! may be seen as (a) building requir ed in terms of a system of 

values held not by society at large but by individuals or groups thinking 

ahead of the society, or (b) building r equired for r easons emer ging from 

the on-going pr ocess of society . "'le do not, therefor e , build what we 

need in sense (a); inst ead we buil d what the structure and working of 

society make nec essary to bui ld f or the continued existence of society 

in it s present f or II . Many buildings have come into being and exist not 

primarily as objects of convenient use but as r esidual products of 

society! s on-going process and repositories of rights . The next stage 

of thinking along this line concerns change , which is dealt with in the 

appropriate chapters . 

(10) Buildings constitute a large part of the mat erial culture . Equally, 

that part of the institutional structure of society which consists of the 

economic complex is concer ned with building to a large extent : the cultur e 

is heavily dependent on building . The sociological background of building 

economics is ther efore of gr eat importance and perhaps would be more 

pr oductive as a r esearch field than furth er elaboration of r esearch in 

derivative studies like cost analysis and or ganisational efficiency. 

(11) The acquisition of property rights by the individual is a goal structured 

into our culture . It is a question of value judgment whether this goal 
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is given too great an importance . Home ownership in particular is an 

economic institution requiring r evaluation in the light of the increased 

physical and social mobility of the individual . This is especially 

important in view of t he power of the economic associations which have 

been developed on this institutional base and their consequent influence 

over the whole economy . A value judgment - the desirability of each 

family owning its own house - has become the foundation of major finan

cial associations . 

(12) In considering thE: r elationship of the building t o the economic complex 

of institutions, the f ollowing must be borne in mind simultaneously : -

physical shelter , opportunity for investment, avenue for the employment 

of labour during the process of building, a store of economic value con

ferring pr estige , a national asset, and a major contribution to the on

going social process . Only in such wide terms can the building be ob

served sociologically in r elation t o the economic complex . 

(13) Research into status , role' and training :in the building industry in relation 

to the j ob actually performed would be illuminating . 

(14) Research is needed into th e way in which the present institutional fixa

tions in the economic side of building are acting against the trends of 

physical and social mobility of our society . 

(15) Research is r aquired t o show the differential degree to which technical 

advance is inhibited by sociol ogical difficulties in the economic insti

tions . 

(16) Because the building is not built to the r eqUirements of the users only, 

but also to llieet the needs of investment etc . , research is necessary t o 

establish the extent and nature of such 'distortion ' . 

(17) There is a serious difference in the efficiency of the professional and 

the business institutional situation . New patterns of behaviour are 

appearing as a result of strain in the archit ect' s situation . This r e 

quires r esearch, since the hollowness of the institutions has an adverse 

effect on the design of buil dings . 

(18) The r elative backwardness of building in Britain is connected with the 
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heavy institutionalisation of building . This r equir es r esearch in r ela-

ti0n t o the pr ofessi onal status of t he architect . Since the contracting 

firm is pivotal to th e building process this r esearch would need t o be 

approached fr um the angle of t he contractor . 

(19) Decay in the instituti0n of competitive tendering is a matter f or re

search . From such r esearch might come a Hhole new approach to the pro

cedur e of getting a building designed, priced and er ected . 

(20) ~tificial obsolescence may appear as a major f eature of the house

building industry . This should be investigated in the light of the 

house a s a status symbol . 



CHAPTER lV 

RELATIONSHIP OF 

TO ALL BUILDING TYPES : (2) GOVERNHENTAL COMPLEX 

1 . Political ~uthority Institutionalised 

AS a method of social contr ol political authority is a major institu-

tion of our society. It. s for m i s government; its functional associations are 

legislatures , judiciaries and executive bodies; its essential substance is 

the "spontaneous systematisation of life pr oduced by human interaction"(l) . 

In our society political institutions are highly differentiated . This is so 

marked a characteristic that the governmental complex must be ranked a domi-

nant i nst.itutional feature of our time . 

The purposes of government are to classify the mores of society into 

standards, to enforce conformity to those standards, to arbit rate between con-

flj cting interests , to plan for society' s future, and to protect it against 

damage by internal and external conflict . The fir st three of these purposes 

ambrace the majority of laws and r egul at.ions under which building must be 

carried out , since the control of the physical envi r onment - and in an urban 

society that means largely buildings - is a major interest. of all governments 

in the western world . The r eason for this i nterest is clearly put by Parsons : 

"On the one hand it (government) is the primary focus ••. of the integra-

tion of the national social system as a whole ..• on t.he other hand, for 

the same reasons , it pr ovides the most important single strategic vantage 

point for implementing any deliber ate policy of contr ol" (2) . Government is 

thus t he only institution with the function of for mulating and promulgating 

law, by whi ch in turn r ights , r estrictions and duties are made clear to the 

individual . It carries out its function by creating and enforci ng fiats , 

decr ees , lCi.wS and regulat.ions , the oper ation of which may be seen as eit.her 

restrictions or benefits according to the viewpoint t aken . The building 

developer may see the planning control of a maxinlum number of three floors as 

a r estriction on the investment potential of his site . But his neighbour, 

living in a detached house , may see the restriction as a benefit) 

(1) C. Panunzio . Major Social Institutions . P.351 . 
W. J . H. Sprott in Science & Social Action quotes B. Malinowski : 
"La\'1 and order arise out of the very pr ocesses which they govern . " P. 79 . 
Tal cott Parsons . Essays in Sociological Theory Pure and Applied . P.299. (2) 
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preventing depreciation caused by adjacent over - development . This dual aspect 

of legal contr ol is of the very substance of town planning in the context of 

our existing towns . The Zulu arranged his real estate and building matters 

by custom: we do so by law . The difference i s one of method , not of ainl , 

for with both the aim is a ' right ' solution within the social conditions . 

"Law is an institution . It is based on the cor cepts justice and equity" (3) . 

Customs , on the other hand , need have no such . r ational foundation . The dif-

ference is a rneasure of the value of the governmental institution to building . 

The stat e and the society should not be confused . Benedict says: " • • • 

in our civilisation the r egulative activities of society are singled out , and 

we tend to identify society w~th the restrictions t he law inlposes upon us 

Society is only incidentally, and in certain situations , regulative, and law 

is not equivalent to the social order . In the simpler homogeneous cultures 

collective habit or custom may quite supersede the necessity for any develop-

ment of formal legal authority"(4) . I n 0iIU' society the power of the state 

has risen in relation to other i nstitutions . This change has coincided with 

loss of influence by the fami l y, private industry and the chur ch , whi ch have 

surrendered such functions as personal prot6ction , unemploynlent pr otection 

and formal education . This type of change appears in building as (a) the 

falling away of established characteristic elements like moats and battle-

ments in t he later ~liddle Ages , and (b) emergence of new and highly differ enti -

ated building types like the bureaucratic office building in the nineteenth 

centur y (5) . 

2 . Gover nmental Institutions Concerned with BUilding 

The design , erection and use of buildings are controlled by laws under 

these headings :-

By-Laws 
Room sizes 
Lighting 
Ventilation 
Constr uction 
Mater ials 
Drainage 

A system of law enforced at municipal level . It deals with the 

control of buildings by means of minimum standards to ensure 

health , structur al stability, durability and appearance . The 

stipulated standards are enforced by the threat or use of for ce . 

(3) f . V. Young . Scientifi c Social Surveys & Research . P.440 . 
v'i • G. SUInner . Folkways . P. 53 : "An institution is a concept plus a 

structure" . 
(4) R. Benedict . Patterns of Culture . P.252 . 
(5) See A.ppendix lV (1) . 



Planning Law . 
Use of BuL .. dings 
Eulk 
Height 
Site Coverage 
Siting 
Building Lines 
Parking 
Appearance 
Rehabilitation 
Redevelopment 

Public Health Law . 
Sewerage 
Dangerous Buildings 
Delapidated 

Buildings 
Slum Demolition 
Nuisance Prevention 
Water Supply 
Disease Prevention 
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The bui lding by-laws of the normal town are typical (6) . 

In North America the use zoning of land and buildings is 

often done through the by-law system . 

Law enacted at central government level, or in some 

countries l i ke South Africa and Canada, at provincial or 

second t ier l evel, delegating or making available planning 

power s t o local authorities or larger administrative units . 

The chief difference between by- law and planning control 

is that planning cont rol is thought to be more flexible 

and conprehensive . The Eritish Town and Country Planning 

Act of 1947, whi ch i s a recent notable attempt at planning 

control was especially dir ected at achieving these two 

charact eristics . 

Law enacted at central government level to protect the 

public's health . Under t his heading legislation dealing 

with slum clearance and minimum standards of floor space 

and cube space is of importance to building . Housing law 

is not included in this group for reasons explained later . 

The South Af r i can Slums Act No . 53 of 1934 and the British 

Health Act of 1936 are t ypical examples . 

Land Law . Into t his category of law fall such matters affecting 
Survey 
Registration building as the minimwn sizes of lots, minimum frontages, 
Transfer 
Layout permits to subdivide and develop, control of land use by 
Lot Size 
Frontage Length means of restri ction of title, and road access . In South 
Use Restriction 
Haterials Africa the control of occupation by the various races 

bd ' Eestriction 
Su lV1Slon must be added since, owing to the vdde differences of 

Permission 
Racial Groups culture and economic status between the social groups 

(European, Col oured, I ndian and African) , the operation 

of t he Group Ar eas Act will be a determining factor in 

how land is t o be subdivided . The South African Survey 

Act No . 9 of 1927 and the Natal Ordlllance No . 27 of 1949 

are typical. 

(6) See Appendix lV (2) . 



Finance Law . 
Mortgage Control 
Loans 
Valuation 
Capital Assets 
Credit 
Liability 

Labour Law . 
Hiring 
Firing 
V1 age Rat es 
Insurance 
Apprenticeship 
Unions 

The most characteristic influence on building in terms of 
finance is par liamentary law controlling such things as 

the raising and lending of funds by such agenci es as building 

societies and insurance interests and the raising and use 

of loans by local authorities . In South Africa the BUildir!g 

Societies Act , No . 62 m' 1934 very' rigidly controls how 

building societies may invest their funds . This in turn 

Dnping s on the desi gn of the building affecting cost , size , 
s election of materials for durabi l ity, arrangement of plan 

(it must not be unorthodox), location and appearanc e . The 

legal obligation of annual budgetting affects t he building 

progrrurunes of both public and private bodies . 

Usuall y enacted by central government with the aim of regu-

lating the use of labour on the one hand and pr otecting it 

on the other . Und~r this heading comes law dealing with 
trade unions . The chief influence of such law on the 

building is its effect on the cost of labour (7) . Under 

this heading the control of labour ' s environment, embodie~ 

in factories acts , should be included . 

Mercantile La"l . Thi s may have a bearing on bui lding through the effects COl! pany Law. 
tJionopoly Control it has on COITulerce . For ~xample , t he r estriction of monopoly Business Structure . 
Tender and the cont r ol of cart els may make easier the emergence of Contract 

new n~t erials and encourage alternatives . The law control-

ling joint stock companies affects contracting fi r ms . The 
details of how investment allo\lJances work have an influence 

on the scale and tDning of building projects . Law enacted 

by central government t o control members of the professioos. 

The Briti sh Architectsl Registration Acts of 1931-38 and 
The South African Architects and Quantity Surveyer s ( Private ) 

Act No . 18 of 1927 ar e typical examples . Both these acts 

r estr ict the use of the word I architect I to those who ar e 

on t he legal r egist ~r . Under r egulations these bodi8s con-
J . . 

(7) ~~'a[ e rates , E.axir; unl output , status~ of th () worker in r elatiun to oth e:r workers , cOllpcn.:>atiol'l. ,. in'suranc"c , paid hol idays ar c typicc:: l..institutiona1.i sed factors the rigi dity' of whi ch has an inportant bearing on the cost of building , a,nd particularly of innovation . 
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trol such things as professional conduct, scales of fees, 

and education . The architect thus operates within a fairly 

rigid framework . The compl ementary control compelling all 

buildings to be archit8ct-designed is not very comrron, 

although eXalTLples can be found (8) . 

This list of laws is indicative only and is not intended to be exhau6-

rive . Mention must also be made of laws whi ch impose the duty of providing 

a service involving a building; for eXBIr.pl e the British Education Act of 1875 

made the erection of schools a statutory duty, and the Housing Act of 1936 

and the U.S .A. Housing Act of 1949 charged the local authorities with the 

duty of r edeveloping slmfi areas . The differences between buildings so moti -

vated and others requir es examination . Some buildings , such as nineteenth 

century tenements in London , have perhaps suffered because of their statutory 

origin, but others like r ecent schools in Britain have probably benefitt ea . 

In addition to the la'-J-types listed there is also law restricting 

r ent , maximum floor extent , maxim1.Ul. cost and the uSc of materials . Law of 

this type , used in many countrie s in the linmediate post -war period and in 

Britain r eferr ed to a ' building control' , appear s generally r egarded with 

disfavour and does not seem likel y to win a permanent place in legislation . 

It does not , however , perhaps deserve to be di smissed solely as a stopgap if 

only because of the stimulus it gives to finding n8W !naterials and methods of 

construction , and new plan arrangenlents , and fro a r esearch point of view it 

mer its careful attention in t he direction of substitut materials (9) . 

3. Some ExaJ lples of Government Control 

Building By-laws . In general the effoct of by-law control on building seems 

to be the ~nergence of a degr ee of standardisation of construction and materials, 

and an emphasis on permanence. The aim i s to prevent buildings falling below 

standards; the method is to prescribe materials , thickness of walls , sizes of 

timbers for given spans, minirrL1.Ull floor areas and cubic contents , minimum 

window sizes (and their opening portions) , and air space . This r esults in 

many details of control to which th(~ building designer must conform . The 

compulsion to conform constitutes one of the.: traditional element s in building : 

( 8) E.G. State of vvashington . A local ordinance in Seattle r equir es the 
appointment of an archi t ect for all work costing more than ~500 . 00 (1956) . 
The pejorative use of t he "lOrd I substitut e ' is alnlost an institution . 
It l eads to l!i i sconception s and rtis-val uat i ons . 
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what is prescribed becomes the normal, and departures outside the prescribed 
details are automatically difficult because the by-laws have been drawn up 
in tarms of normal buil "ing pract ice . Consider external walls . The by-laws 

may stipulate: 11th", external and party walls to be constructed as a 

solid wall of good whole bricks or stone or solid blocks of concrete 

or other good hard and suitable incornbust ible mater ial properly and solidly 

put togethi;:;rll (10) . This is a by-law framed in terms of the traditional 

welght -bearing "wall; it is qUit E; unsuited to the point - support system and skin 

( e . g . gla~s ) walls of modern design . Or, again, those who draw up by-laws may 
be so obsessed with the stability aspect of control , that they may insist on 

special precautions for stabil ity if t he openings in a wall exc eed , for example , 

one half of the total wall area (11) - precaut ions quite unnecessary if the 

wall is not weight -b0aring . Another control which has its effect on walls is 

that which prescribes a maximUIii distance from the ceiling to the soffit of the 
window lintel. Such a by- law pr vents the use of "windows with lower heads , 

thus ruling out the useful elevational possibility of a window with a substan-

tial depth of wall above it . 

In spite of t he use of waivers, amendI1lents and frequent rewriting of 

by- laws it Seel"S likely they will al ways la€; behind the practical possibilities 

of building , particularly in a per iod of technical change . What we urgently 

need t o know is not just ho,,/ much the by-laws put a brake on the individual 

building, although that would be extremely" useful, but wha t is the total 

effe ct of by- law contr ols as a whole on all building . Is it onE: of the 1 ajor 

causes of the lal:. e entry of building into industr y? Alrf,ost all by-laws con-

ceive the building as made on its site . To _"hat extent does this continue to 

be the c ' se simply because of by-law control? If it is thought that by- laws 

ar e unavoidable, the motorcar might be examined as an instructive comparison(12) . 

Planning Law. Building is influenced by land valul; , which is a major concern 
of planning . The building may ther efore be material ly affected by the use and 
density control of planning law . Given our economic system, the higher the cost 
of land the gr eat er densi ty of building it will tend to attract , particularly 

in central ar eas . This may seem self - evident , but i t i s quite easy to imagine 

a state of affairs wher e pr estigo rrQght override payability, so that the r eturn 

(10) Br ist ol . By- laws : NEW Streets, Buil dings & Drainage . By- law 18 . 
(11) Idem 31 . 
(12) See Appen ix lV (3) . 
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on a central property mi ght not be as great as that on , say, an out er ring 
property, although the land cost might be higher . Pric e need not be exclusive

ly determined by earning capacity, and t he situation we have nOV'J in r esiden

tial ar eas where price and pr stige value and not price and payabili ty are 
fairly directly equated , might concei vably be made to operate in non-r esiden-

tial areas under a modified economic syst em (13) . 

The attempt has been made under some planning law to r educ e the 

pyramiding of values in t he central areas of towns (14) . If successful, in 

some degree repercussions would be f elt throughout the whole city structur e . 
Other types of planning law may produc e an enhanc~lent of land value by 

restricting areas for uses f or whi ch ther e is competition . Use zoning unmodi -
fied by oth~r controls may then create an artificial scarcity or even , by 

bringing certainty of futur e use, may both shift and increase value . 

Stein makes t his conunent about planning l egislation : "To fill in the 

form, the body, the r eality of th e town , city planning proceeds not by posi -

tive action but by negations . It r estrict s and r egulates and li~mits use , 
height and bulk by zoni ng laws . Th ese regulations ar e usually comraonplace 

generalisations . They r ~sult in monotonous similarity of use , height , cover-
age and outline of neighbouring buildings" (15) . The r econstr ucted central 

shopping centre , Bristol , illustrates well this point of how similarity of 

height llrrposed by a regulation has very little effect on improving the 

appearance of the str c8t . It seems to sharpen the differ ences between the 

individual buildings r ather than t o weld them into a coherent design (Fig . 12) . 

Public Health Law. HOUSlng policy, as expr essed in housing acts , has an 

obvious effect on r esidential and eVbn other buildings (16) . The local author-
ity housing estates which are co~spicuou s in all Br iti sh towns are evidence of 

housing legislation . From the governmental aspect of such housing there have 

sprung local gov rnment department s to carry out th policy and f rom the mass 
housing developed by these agencies have emerged special vi sual characteristics: 

large ar ~as with buildi ngs of uniform height , plan , appearance and site ar 
r angement , uniformity of variety, and a widespread bondage of Arlington Row 
(Fig . 16) . On the oth I' hand it seems likel y that mass state housing has 

(13) 
(14) 

(15 ) 
(16) 

Slum r esidential property is noted for high payability. British Town and Country Planning Act 1947 by means of the development char ge . Now abandoned . 
C. S. St ein . Towards New Towns for A terica . P. 200 . 
J . Rumney in liThe Social Cost of Sl ums ll • Jour nal of Social Issues Vll 1 & 2 points out that t he U.S.h . Housing Act "aims at stabilising and raising central property values ..• " P . 83 . 



produced houses of better structure and material s than would have been created 

by private enterprise and in many eX8nlples t he quality of estat e lay-out has 

been better than might otherwise have been achieved . In a similar way it is 

the situation in South Afr ica that housi ng developnlent fo r non -Europeans fre-

guently gets t he benefit of mor e r esearch and better technical skill than does 

t hat f or the Eur opean , because it is a governmental r esponsibil ity (17 ) . 

Land Law . Traditional survey techniques giving r ectangular plots and 

st raight -line boundaries have had the effect in t he past of making the grid-

iron lay-out for towns and estates very comnon . This "Tas a cheap method be-

cause additional blocks could be surveyed and t he individual lots laid out as 

the demand arose . If there were no buyers the developer had not '-lasted survey 

f ees . The defects of such development are that r oads were designed irrespec-

tive of contours thus causing difficult ies of gradient and later of sewerage; 

all roads wer e st raight, and sinrilar in appear ance and of the same impor tance 

being of equal widths ; and lots were f r equent ly of the same size and frontage . 

These defects are characteri stic of many towns in Natal , Eastern Canada and 

elsewhere and appear to be a r esult of the survey method in the context of the 

economics of the per iod . Survey i n South ~frica is more ac curat e than neces-

sary (2 places of decimals in urban and 1 place in r ural areas) : an excessive 

accuracy which has to be paid f or by t he developer (18), and Biesheuval consid-

ers t hat hlgh survey costs may actually prevent development of small pieces of 

land in urban areas (19) . 

The law contr olling subdivi sion of land, as opposed to t he law control-

ling the machinery of subdivision, may have a consider able influence on build-

ing . I n Natal , f or example , the occasion of subdivision is used to r estrict 

lot size , f r ontage , use , cover age and floor area ratio . These ar e cont rols 

whi ch mi ght r easonably be expectud to f all within the scope of town planning 

rathvr t han land law . Such r 0strictions are imposed on subdivision although 

t he lot may have been originally f r ee of r estriction . This method of control 

l eads to some lots havi ng r estrictions and others not . Thus one o\·mer may be 

able to er ect a factor y but another may not be permitted mor e than a block of 

f lats . 

(17 ) 

( 18) 
(19) 

It seems clear that however administrativel y convenient it Illay be to 

Basic r0st:~rch for_Af~ica.n Housing is in "C osts of Urban Bantu Housing" 
by _ the.N~tlonal BU1~dlng Research Institute . (oouth African Council fo r 
SClentlfl c & Industr ial Research) . 
Land Survey Act No . 9 of 1927 , Sec . 43 of the Regulations . 
H. Biesheuvel. Faps & Land Use . P.u . 
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attempt to control building by i mposlng restr ictions at the tline the land is 

subdivided or re- subdivided, homogeneous development is not likely to r esult 

because building control is made contingent on the voluntary act of subdivi-

sion. The two matters are not in r eality r elated ( 20) . 

In the U. S.A. and Ontario , Canada, an inter esting aspect of land and 

building control is to be found in the way in which many towns have powers to 

contr ol subdivision for 5 ni.Les beyond their boundaries . This has the effect 

of bringing development outside t he city limits into r easonable accord with 

that inside (21) . 

Labour Law . The labour lavJs of a country contribute to the process , des-

cribed by Maxwell Fry and quot ed in the last chapter, whereby in building we 

have a situation in which we find a continual rise in wages without a corpes-

ponding r ise in output (22) . vve are therefor e under continuous pr essure to 

find ways of increasing the wor ker ' s output by means of luechanizat ion . The 

l egal point of significance is that the law per nits collective bargaining . The 

labour laws in their financial aspects r eflect how society has decided to dis-

tribute the national wealth . This decision affects building inasnruch as the 

building operative ' s valuu is thereby determined pr oportionately to the values 

of other member s of society. If this value is relatively high that amount of 

t he cost of the building which is labour will be high and there will be pres-

sure to economize labour. Such pressur e will have to be met by increasing the 

skill of the operative and by making gr eater horse- power available to him . 

4 . Examples of Problems Arising from Law. 

The effects of legal control can be seen obliquely in a pungent way by 

looking at examples which cause difficulty . The following is a random selec-

tion : 

(1) Durban ' s planning sch elr.e defines a dwelling house : - "a building construet -

8d or adapted to be us ed as a r esidence by one family , together with such 

outbuildings as are or dinar ily used ther ewith . tt But whos e family? The 

polygamous Indian family has many more members than the monogamous 

European . The r egulati on was fr~led with the background of planning 

(20) Recent developmont in Isipingo Rail, Natal , illustrates this miscon
ception . 

(21) funeric~n City . April 1953 , P.10l . In State of Tennessee 25 municipal
ities had this power by 1953 . 

(22) The Architect's Dilenlf,la 11. Listener 24- 2- 55 . P .331. 
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ter minology from Europe and the f act that ther e are two distinct types 

of f amily in Durban , each with its own requir ements , was missed because 

the pl anners were planning with knowledge of their own culture only . 

The ambiguity lying in the wor d ' family ' was brought out very forcibly 

when an Indian , having a house in an ar ea zon8d f or singl e family dwel 

lings , applied for permission t o make major additions to his house on 

the grounds that he was now about to take his s econd wif e . He was r e

fus ed permission . 

(2) What is the differ ence between a f l at block and a t enement? A legal 

distinction is somet imes made by insisting on a conunon entrance for the 

f lat block . It is at least curious to find conditions of title allowing 

flats but not t enements to be erect d : a distinction made in Natal 

conditions of title wher eby terrace houses are classed as t enements 

because they do not have a common entrance . Under these titles terrace 

houses ar e not permitted . 

(3) The L.C. C. was prevented from building 15-16 stor ey flats at Ackroydon 

because ection 51 of the London Building Act allows appeal by adjoining 

owners if the proposo.jd building is to exceed 100 ft . in height . Thi s is 

a virtual devolution of power of contr ol to the lccal group , who cannot 

be expected to apprecia.t e the problems of height in t erms of overall 

densities . 

(4) Attempts to insist on a minimum cubage or cost of dwelling are efforts 

to create or maintain ' desir ability ' in a r esidential ar ea . But, a 

' dasirable ' prop~rty can soon become vary undesirable if it has occupants 

whos e standard of behaviour is less r eserved t han that of its neighbours . 

Is there any r elation betwGen the cost of a house and its occupants ' 

behaviour? 

(5) J~ll efforts at contr olling a.ppear ance of buildings are likely to meet 

ciifficulties . oJ.'he prohibition of flat or flattish r oofs may be a bone 

of contention, and may pr event r easonable i mprovement in house design . 

(6) The delightful case of t he designer of a block of flats in Durban , who 

was for ced to move the front entrance on to anoth er side of t he building 

in order t hat the building could COl pl y with the r ear space requir e

Inents of t he by- law - since t he r ear of t he building must by implication 

be opposite the f r ont - must not go unrecorded . 

These i]J.1lstrations serve to highlight t he fact that building is a 
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social activity, and is intimately connected wit h the values to which society 

subscribes . Many planning controls are woolly because these values are not 

clearly defined by thos e who make the contr ols . The difficultie s of planning 

are social difficulties ; t hey can only be r esolved by understanding the social 

eontext . The planner may nai vely t ry to solve social problems by a purely 

physical solution - the idea of intermingling social classes in housing es

tates in order to produce a var ied cOllununity typifies thi s point of view -

but such att ~lpts can only be passed off as soluti ons in the sociological 

dark a s Kuperts r esearch at Coventry shows (23) . 

5. Interaction of Control s . 

The quest ion of th~ interconnection between t he various governmental 

controls on building is important and will be briefly examined . 

~ very sDnpl e exampl e is to b ' found in the effect of by-laws governing 

construction and material s on th e planning cont rols affecting the height and 

appearance of buildirlgs . 'l'he arrival ana 1 galisation of the: framed structure 

has made it possible to build t o a very much greater height than was possible 

a f ow decades ago . This ability, and t h,3 fact that the t echniques involved 

have r eceived legal sanction through the by- laws of Inost towns and cities , has 

made it necessary to cont r ol heights very strictly, becaus e incr eased height 

means increased density of population , gr eat er concentration of vehicles , 

gr eater obstruction of light and air, and new pr oblems of land values, fire-

fighting and civic contr ol in general . The control of height has , therefore , 

attract ed increasing attent ion because of the l egalisation of framed methods 

of building constr uction . 

Turning to the appear ance of buildings, it would be interesting to 

eX~line how many of our controls dealing with appearance ar e the r esult of 

previously enacted law controlling methods and materials of const ruction . I n 

general, by-laws have tend~d to insist on per manenc e and durability of struc 

ture (24) and solid incombustible materials have usu~lly been progressively 

insisted upon in the hlstory of building control . Thus brick and stone have 

come to be accepted as the t normal t materials of building and because that is 

so the appearance of buildings has traditionally come to be largely identified 

(23 ) L. Kuper . Living i n TmvTls . General P.176- l80 . 
Specific P.179 . 

(24) Th e effect of improved fir e-fighting met hods on the need to have dense 
materials needs investigating . 
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with the appearance of t hose materials. So we expect a house to havG brick 

walls . In the same way t he tiled roof may become a normal expectation because 

of the prohibition of other naterials (25 ) . ~ ow t h8 si gnificant t hing here is 

not the effect of law on t he appearance of buildings , but the effect of law on 

the law governing t he appearance of buil dings . Because a pitched roof is ex-

pected, a planning, SCher.i8 may make i t impossible to have any t YPE:: of roof but 

the orthodox pitched tiled roof , ~nd both by-l aw and the planning law control 

ling the appearance of buildings lllay conspir~ to maintain the status quo (26 ) . 

Some exarrlples of the inter action of laws whilst appearing to be mutual 

r elationships are not in fact so, and it i s necessary to beware of attributing 

A to B, when they both st~n f r om C. For examplE:: , th e stipulation of minimun 

room sizes in houses might appear to have E::ff ect on the minimum plot size 

allowed by l aw. This i s not a likely explanation; nuch mor e probably is the 

explanation that econoTIlic and other cultural forces have simultaneously caused 

minimum room (and ther efore house) sizes and plot sizes to crystallise , This 

agaln underlines the extreme difficulty of making an accurate diagnosis of 

causation . 

Sorr e buildings may escape a large measur e of contr ol by being sited in 

areas where no local authority exists and wher e control by the next tier of 

government is weak . The peri -urban areas of some South African towns illustrate 

this point . In this instance t he inter action of laws is still evident , although 

t he oper ative f actor is not the presence, but the absence , of by- laws . As 

urban control does not exist , attel.lpts are made t o· pr event urban-type develop

ment by r.C 3.llS of the law controlling t h" subdivision of"land . The precise 

method is t o r estrict the l ot size to a minimum of lO ' or 20 acr es , a safeguard 

not used in an urb~n ar ea , and one which is not effective in controlling the 

emergence of incipient urbanisation . 

6. Causation . 

The question of the causal r el ation between the institutional complexes 

and the forms of buildings and tOrms is of particular int er est in the govern

mental corr,plex . It 'would seem t hat wher e i. inima or maxima are exactly adher d 

( 25) E.G. Durban North wher e t ho by- laws state t hat t he roof IIshal l be 
cover~d on the out er surface with tiles or other approved durable 
lnater~als other than corrugated asbestos, corrugated iron malthoid 
or similar mat erials ••• 1I Building By- laws of Durban No . i03 
(1) . 1946. 

(26) E.G. Westville, Natal , Also see Appendix IV (4) . 
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to causation is possibly attributable . For example , if a building r eaches 

th~ maximwn height , cover age and floor area ratio permitt ed under a planning 

scheme the fact that the amount of building developed under all three cont rols , . 

is at the maximur. would seem to argue t hat the designer has allowed them to 

determine these elements in the building's design . This may seen very simple, 

but the simplicity is perhaps apparent only, for causation must not be assumed . 

Consider the comnlon by-law stipulation that the external walls of a dwelling 

house shall be not less than 9 inches thlCk . Examination of houses built 

under this by-law will sho'w that the exter nal walls are never less than 9 

inches, and. it might be deduced that the by- law has caused the walls to be 

that thickness . This is superficially true . At a deeper level however, it 

is tru~ to say that the by-law has been framed to meet the structural and 

other characteristic s of the commonest material in the area for building walls: 

the normal brick. Causation is , therefor e , not attributable in any very 

straightforward sense: in the sense that f ire causes smoke . Rather, it is 

better t o say that t he existence and use of the corrmon brick has had a strong 

influence in determining the thickness required by the by-law and that once 

the by-law was promulgated all external walls of houses wer e under compulsion 

to conform. Now if the example of the height , coverage and bulk control 

given above is r econsidered in this light it will be seen t hat the control of , 

say, beight is not a ~ of t he building reaching t he maximum height per

mitted . If there is anything in the shape of a cause it is whatever (or 

whoever) determined the maximum . Is the maximum height prescribed simply the 

habitual maximum which methods of construction and economic opportunity etc . 

have made the accepted limit befor e it was made t he legal limit? Or was it 

the guess of works committee , councillors or technicians? And on what was 

the guess (or calculation) based? These factors might be considered more 

r ealistically to be t he cause of the particular building being limited in 

height . The presence of t he r egulation lliniting height is itself not an 

adequate causal factor: it is merely evidence that causal factor s are to 

be sought at deeper levels . 

7. Principl e of Reciprocity. 

The foregoing sections bring out in several ways the idea of mutual 

interaction . The by- law ' determines' the wall thickness , but the mater i al of 

the wall Ideternline s l th~ by-law. The planning scheme lays down that in the 
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special r esidential zone only the house designed for the monogamous house

hold shall be permitted, but it is the institution of monog~llY which has 

'caused' the planning scheme to lay down this r estriction . 

Throughout this stwiy the principle of reciprucity will be found 

valuable as a tool to eXMaine r elationships between institutions and insti-

tutions , and beh/een institutions and their instruments . If the principle 

of r eciprocity is borne in lI ina, purely as a tool , the fatal error of the 

facile attribution of cause can be avoided, ::,nd such questions as: I Do insti -

tutions cause buildings? I A.re seGn to be wrongly framed and impossible to 

answer . The use of thi s tool consists first in asking whether the apparent 

effect can be consider ed as a factor conditioning the apparent cause . If so, 

this can be followed by an attempt to evaluate the degree of mutual influence 

of each of the symbiotic elements . Lastly the time sequence should be examined 

~~hen t his stage is r eached 'interest in simple cause and effect gives way to 

the more complex concept~ of a pr0COSS of interaction . The application of 

the principle of reciprocity frequently brings out the significance of the 

time sequence . The example of the 9 inch external wall illustrates this 

n6atly . Any new wall must be built to a minimum of 9 inches because the by-

law stipUlates it . This by-law was promulgated as a r esult of the building 

habi ts of a period whose conditions may be quite different from those under 

which the wall is actually built . The moment of promUlgation is a moment of 

crystallisation, when habit beco es enforc1bl " by bw. 

8 . Coercion 

Th~ authority and power to coerce is a characteristic of the govern-

mental institutional complex. No other complex has any comparable power and 

in no other corrplex is systematic and organised punishment to be found as a 

method of compelling conformity . Davis says that "political control includes 

not authority but ultimate authority, backed at some point by the us e of force" 

(27) . 

Thi s unique characteri stic of the gover nmental complex is significant 

for building in many ways : standar ds of building construction must be adher ed 

to, such minima as may be prescribed for ventilation and floor areas must be 

reached, ! aximum heights and floor ar~a r atios must not be exceeded or serious 

consequences , such as the prohibition of the bUilding, may r esult . In the 

use zoning of cities penalties are imposed for putting buildings to uses not 

(27) K. Davis . Human Society . P.493 . 
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permitted under the planning scheme . Clearly such strong sanctions as by-laws 

and town planning scheries t end to eliminate the element of risk-taking which! 

n~y exist in operations concerned with the other i stitutional complexes . For 

example , the I penalty I for starting a nursery school where there i s no demand 

is simply i'iDancial fai lur e . But the penalty for opening the school without 

adequat e sanitary equipuent may be a fine and the closing of the school . The 

significant point is that the first I penalty I may legitimately be risked: the 

second may not . 

9. Government Enforces Confor mity 
to Oth0r Institutions . 

All the legal and coercive control of our society is perfor med by 

government , and it has a bearing to gr~attr or less degree on all the institu-

tional complexes . The law deals with correction and punishment , economic mat -

ters, education , family life, health , recreation , religion , science and even 

with ar t and symbol . It deals with all the se on the basis of the ultir. ate 

threat of force , and the individual disobeys those dictates of all institu-

tional complexes which are backed by law at his own risk . This risk may have 

a dir ect b~aring on building . If , for example , a new method of financing 

building is found it may be itself illegal or lead to a situation which Ca.nRot 

be legalized . This may deter developers from using it and a useful invention 

may be lost simply because the curront 186al code forbids it . Something of 

this kind has happened in the Durban area in recent years . A new method has 

been I discovered I for financing the building of blocks of flats ; it consist s 

in essence of I selling I the flat to the tenant (28) . In r eality the t enant -

owner cannot have title to the flat - t hClt is not l egally possible - but he 

holds a group of shares in the company having l~gal titl~ to the block of flats . 

No doubt the law will be changed in due sourse to meet t he new situation , making 

possible t he transfer of the flat title . 

The question of alt~ration of the law must be r, entioned in order to 

give th6 other half of the picture . The law is altered by pressur e arising 

f r om change . Such pressure is slow in operation, particularly when it is 

caused by utual inter action between goverruaental and other institutions. 

Panunzio describes this int r action process : 11 •••• government evinces a high 

degree of organisation and organisational interpenetr ation . : 

Not only does it control the other institutions , but in turn the other insti 

(28) New in t er rl s of t he Durban context , but used elsewhere . 
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tutions exercise a cer talll amount of control over gover nment , now preserving , 

now changing its forms and funct i ons" (29) . '£h(, goverrullE::ntal institutions 

are th~refore in a speci al po sition because it is through t hem that a good 

deal of the r egulating of society is done , and because of the particular sig

nificance of the mutual inter action between them and other instituti ons (Fig .13) . 

10 . The State May Control Rrchitectur al Style . 

Mer t on points out that thE:: extension of th~ state into matters with 

which it did not previously conc orn its~lf indi cat as that institutional norms 

CJ.r e in conflict , and that a r esult nay be the direction of aesthetic expr ession 

by the state . Wh~n this happens the aesthetic aspect of buildings is used as 

a propaganda medium for the state (30) . Totali tar ian forms of government ar e 

more given to this form of state control than are d6nocratic , per haps because 

they have one fo cus of author ity (at 18ast in aspir ation ) while in a democratic 

society author ity is pluralistic . Whatever th& causes , it is clear t hat the 

r egimes of Soviet Russia , Nazi Ger nany and Fascist +taly have paid consider able 
"1 

attention to architectur al style . The \Telinar town hall , built under the Nazi 

regime in 1936 and the r ecent Smolenskaya Syuare building in Moscow give some 

measure of the Gffe<it of state emphasis on style ( figs . 14 & 15) . The effort 

to express the impor t ance of the state can be seen in much Fascist archit ecture 

which is often notable for excessive height of intornal cube- space and a bom-

bastic use of form . 

11 . General Influence of the State . 

The problem of t he extent to which the stat e influences the: general 

design of building in t erms of both plan and elevation is less obvious , but 

its influence nay be quite strong, if rathbr mor e subtle than the simple natter 

of pr opaganda . ~fuat , for exrunple , is the r elation between the gover nmental 

palace of the Vor sail16s type and the ~nglish eighteenth century country 

house , taking into ac count the political aspect of the society wr~ch each s er ved? 

Or , again , in a western derrlocratic society do es the form of governmental 

administration building differ f r om that in the totalitarian society? And does 

t he form of government and lts building influence t he form of business and its 

building? Many questions of this sort r equi r e examinati on . It seems likely 

( 29) Op . Cit . P.363 . 
(30) R. K. Mer ton . Social Tneor y and Social Str uctur e . Chap . Xl. 
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that if they could be answered we should be able to understand our building 

r equir ements in much clear er t er ms , for building in the last analysis is a 

reflection of human values and attitudes . 

A further aspect of gover runental institutions emerges when the struc-

ture of government is considered , and penetrating more deeply,when the ideas 

which make and support that structur~ are considered. Wnat , for example , is 

the significance to buil ding of t he three tier structure of local, provincial 

and central government in South Africa? What is the effect on building of the 

annual budget system and dO GS the annual budgetting have a retarding effect on 

the r ate of building development, particularly on the production of schools, 

hospitals and roads? Or again, is the bureaucratic system of pyramidal organ-

isation of government departments an efficient for m of organisation where 

original thought and t he rapid gr asping of new possibiliti es are necessary if 

goverrunent is to avoid acting below the threshold of accepted achievement':· 

Such questions ar e closely bound up with th8 motivational ideas of our time . 

In terms of building no doubt one of the most important of these is the belief 

that the individual is very strongly influenced by his environment and that 

therefore the moulding of t he physical environment into socially approved 

forms is a major social task (31) . The question of the r elative emphasis 

placed by socic:ty on the indi vi duo. 1 and on the conununi ty has significanc e here . 

Bui lding lr~ght be expected to r eflGct various characteristics according to 

which is given the greater emphasis . A rewarding line of thought for building 

is that in a culture wh8re liberty and fr eedom are· prominent in the idealogy, 

r estriction will be judged irksome , wher eas if the ideological emphasis is on 

the corrm unal good r estriction will be readily embraced, although with possible 

inhibiting effects in some directions (32) . 

12 . Limitations of Designer's Choice , 

It is obvious that an important effect of law is to lDnit the choices 

open to the building designer . This limitation may cut across current econanic , 
structural and expr essional trends as in Westville , Natal, wher e a flat or 

(31) Progress is an institution in the D. S.A. Improvement in schools 
houses, hospitals, factories and offices is not due only to technical 
advance, but also to the will to find and use new methods and materials . 
The operative force is t he will , not the results . 

(32) K. Davis . Op . Cit . P.479 . 
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mono- pitch r oof is prohibited in certain areas thus preventing the 

designer from enjoying those benefits in the planning of the house which 

r esult from a flat r oof and forcing upon him designs largely t r aditional in 

plan and elevation (33 ); or the 1inutation may go with the trend, as when J 

Dance and Tay10r in f r aming t he 1774 Building ~ ct (London) r educed the amount 

of ext er na1 ' ornament possible on buildings by virtually banishing wood from 

the facade in conformity with the ~lergent taste for more sever e elevations , 

and therefor e the 1774 ~ct was not initially felt as a handicap to design , 

although later it came to be called liThe Black Act of 177411 (34) . Height 

limitation under a planning scheme is not r esponded to as a burden in the 

early days of the appli cati on of the scheme provided that there is a margin 

betw8~n the current maximum height achieved on a voluntary basis and t he 

sch~fie 's maximmn. It become s oner ous only when the current maximum is t end-

ing to overpass the scheme height . At this point the scheme control becomes 

a limitat i on . It should be noted t hat this i s a limitation differer.t , in 

kind from limit at ion r esulting from changed conditions and cultural 1ag . The 

1774 Act becomes oner ous because building needs , habits and fashions have 

moved away from those it was frarltcd to control or guide and a 1ag exists 

between what is 1e6a11y r equir ed and what owners and designers would like to 

do . The height limitation is not , however , an exrunp1e of lag . It is pr ecisely 

at the point when it becones onerous that it begins to do its intended work : 

r estr i ct height . 

In general , legal contr ol over building seems to act for the most 

part as a r~striction or limitat i on . Our society appears to be emphasising 

this aspect of government to an increasing extent, and building does not 

escape its shar 8 of controls . We ar e accustomed to this situation and as 

designers we are used to fitting our buildings into the control limits ; we 

have come to think of such control as inevitable , although we may acknowledge 

that the detailed control of the momcnt is not incapable of being changed . 

Our acceptance of legal forms of control of building would perhaps 

appear less foreordained if examined in t he light of Benedict's observation: 

IIYet the dominant t r aits of our civilisation need special scrut iny . vie need 

to r ealise that thay ar e compUlsive , not in proportion as they are basic and 

(33) Low pitches are not mer ely an aesthetic fad : th ,y off er new plan pos
sibilities . 

(34) J . Sunwerson . Georgian London . P. llO-ll1 . 
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essential in human behaviour but r ather in the de r ee to which the are 

local and overgrown in our own culture ... • the importance of an institution 

in a culture gives no direct indication of its usefulness or its inevitability" 

(35) . It might be well before we reach for yet one more rigid by-law or cast

iron planning clause to look at building law in its cultural setting a s an 

anthropologist would see it. Is it overgrown in our culture? 

The essential practical question seems to be . are we right in assuming 

that the increasing complexity of tha material culture must inevitably bring 

in its train incref~ sing differ entiation, pervasiveness and power of govern

m ntal institutions? Are we doomed to an ever -increasing degr e0 of l egal 

contr ol? Benedict 's comment suggests that inevitability is by no means proved 

and that our emphasis on control by l egal means might be r egarded for pur-

poses of analysis as one of our exaggerations . 

If a diminution of t hu power of the governmental institutions over 

building is contemplat ed, other methods of control need to be found . Here 

we might perhaps fi nd a hint in thd stateless societies of the Nuer and Bantu 

Kavirondo (36) . These people have vi rtually no governmental institutions: 

there ar e no laws and there i s no gover nment in the sense of leaders occupying 

offices and wielding power . Murder, f or example , is not punished by courts . 

It is dealt with by ostracising the individual from his clan . That is to say 

those institutions which oper ate normally to prot ect the clan member are not 

permitted to operate for the murderer . The ultimat e effect of ostracism is 

that he hlinself may be l egitimately killed by any other member of the clan in 

t he permitted circumstances . In other words control of punishment is not 

through the governro.ental complex , but through the familial and the economic . 

Essentially the control is social; the whole social system operates to redr ess 

th wrong . The question is whether we can find methods of social control 

for building that would overcome the rigidity and t endency to lag of th e pre-

sent governmental control. There have been, in t he past , situations where the 

control of building has been largely social . For example , most of classical 

Bath was built with virtuaLly no by-law control . The control was in the 

expressional complex; public taste d~nanded classical elevations and the fusion 

of individual buildings into a coher ent whole (37) . 

(35) Op . Cit . P.250 . 
(36) M. Fortes & E. E. Evans-fritchard . African Political Syst~ns . P. 296 & 235 . 
(37) I am indebted to the Town Clerk of Bath , J . E. Nixon , for ll1form~tion 

on this point . 
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Part of our difficult is p r haps that the increasing degr ee of the 

complexity of our society , with its increasing differentiation and interde

pendence, forces upon us an extension of stat~ control in order to ensure 

that society may continue as a going concern . We should not , however, r egard 

this as an inevitable developr ant but r ather as a 1 solution 1 which our culture 

happens to have taken . If Vie can show t hat the present legal control of build

ing is unduly rigid and is stultifying improvement that is technologically 

possible , we need to scrutinize both existing and proposed controls wlth a 

view to modifying them . 

In our own time , the idea of adding th scientific to the expr essional 

complex suggests itself . The scientific complex rr~y eventually provide a non

legal social control. through advisory standards on the lines of the work being 

done by the South African Bureau of Standards . Social pressure could con-

ceivably go to the l ength of mor ally compelling compliance with a system of 

minimum standards , including a minDn~l standard of appearance . The difference 

between this and compliance with the law is that the ultDnate threat of force 

is not present in advisory minliaurn standards and therefore not everybody will 

adopt tham . There seems to be here a most r ewar ding line fo r r esearch , par 

ticularly since emancipation fro.l legalistic thinking light help to solve the 

very pressing problem of who is to undertake large-scale building development. 

This is now l argely in the hands of either govermnental agencies or isolated 

private interests . Nyles v\fright suggests that the bUllding societies would be 

the most suitable groups for large- sca le development and redevelopment , but if 

so , the problems of their institutional barnacles would need considerable 

attention as they ar e geared essential ly to safe investment (38) . 

It may, ther efor~ , be said when considering the governnlental insti -

tutions that they are r estr i cti ve of bUllding and that therefore policies , 

advisory standards and example may in the long run prove mor~ valuable as 

building contr ols , because they oper ate through the general social system 

i nstead of by Tlleans of the exclusive channel of law; the par adox of law seems 

to be that , being brought into existence in the inter ests of improvanent, it 

eventually ends by stultifying those rational solutions which are the next 

stage of development . 

(38) Town Planning Review . XXVi No . 2 . P .90 . 
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13 • Bui Iding Example 

The flour factory has several poi nts of interest in connection with 

th e governmental complex of institutions : 

(1) The planning t echnique of r eserving land for a future road was applied to 

the site by the local planning authority . In effect this meant that a 

considerable ar a of t he site was sterilized to the owners for building 

Furposes . From t h point of view of the local planning authority, however , 

thi s is a very satisfactory way of avoiding the costs of future compen

sation . Neverthel ess the cost of this manoeuvre has to be paid for , and 

this is done, of cour se , by whoever owns the land. 

(2) Since the western side of the site fl rnks on to countryside, the city ' s 

greenbelt and a dormitory village , and since the height of the top of the 

tower was to be SOJile 70 feet above t he existing land level, the planning 

authority made it a condition of the granting of planning permission 

(although the area is zoned fo r industry) that the clients would plant 

trees as a screen along the west ern side of the site . In spit e of the 

obvious ineffectiveness of such a screen to conceal, or ENen break up , 

such a large mass as the tower , it was nevertheless insisted upon . This 

seems to b0 an exanple of the ritualistic application of a planning tech-

nique: it was possible to satisfy ever ybody by saying that something 

had been done . 

(3) Although the local authority was in effect applying the provisions of 

model by- laws in the nat t er of const ruction, it was clear that in such 

things as prestr essed concrete and the timber sandwich flooring of the 

tower it was out of its technical depth . 

(4) The fact that the end walls and part of the front wall of the tower were 

clad in brick rather than being done in the same alurnirnlli~ panelling as the 

front and back walls may be r egarded as a residual effect of building 

by-laws . We have been conditi oned to seeing buil dings made of brick 

this has entered into our ae sth~tic view. Th e brick walls are a concession 

to this fact (Fi g . 1 :3). 

(5) The design of the ancillary wing of th e factory block was strongly influ

enced by the need to nleet the r0guirements of the various acts covering 

the safety and welfare of employees . The fact that the corridor was 

originally left open-sided was not becaus e of legal reasons but because 
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of the desire to be able to see the movements of the \'Prker n from the 

office block . There was also t he vestige of the idea that factory workers 

do not need to be protected frorr the waather . 

(6) The pow8r of an advisory board of archit ects to veto the elevation of a 

building subnut ted for planning consent was in evidence . The board com

plained that thd buff - colour ed bricks and the alununium panelling of the 

tower w r e of too sin°ilar a t one . The arcn itects counterE;d this by r e

plying that with t h passage of tine the alUIlLinium would oxidize to a 

darker tone and when that had happened adequate tonal differ ence would 

be achieved . This was accepted ana the desired result has occurr ed . The 

point of value here is that drawings only ar e not adequate data for com

mittees even of experts : they should be ~l plified by written descriptions 

and stat ements of intention . 

(?) The owners of the building were r efused permission under the regulations 

controlling advertisement to llOunt an illuminated sigh reading "Feathery 

Flake Self-Raising Fl our" on the panel of brickwork designed for the pur

pose at the top of the tower. Appeal was made to the Minist er of Housing 

and Local Government, and he upheld the r ef usal . It appears , however, 

that a similar sigh mer ely stating t he name of the firm would have been 

likely to have r eceived permission . Reason: the first is advertisement; 

the second is merely identification l 

14 . SW1unary . 

The governmental complex of insti tutl ons has a bearing on virtually 

all buildings, impinging upon them through by-laws , planning , health , labour, 

land , financial and J lercantile laws and regulations . Laws governing the indi

viduals who design bui ldirlgs also have some effect , indir ectly, on the building . 

The outstanding characteristics of legal control are that it is unique 

in being backed by force , it is rigid and that it f r equently lags behind pre

sent needs . Governmental control perhaps has an over-large place in our society 

and ther fore the idea of encouraging social, as opposed to legal , control of 

b~ilding is worth examination . 

This quotation from Tugwell sums up this institutional complex well : 

"At the heart of the nat ion is government . This centre is where accorrunodation 

is r eached among conflicting social gr oups with their claims . It r ecognises 

rights so far as they are allowable ; and it imposes duties . This accommodating 
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pr ocess can be carried out as a chaotic conflict first one claimant , then 

another getting an advantage; or it can be made orderly ... by institutional
ising the public inter~st , pr oviding r egular means for discovery and maint en

ance, and putting those who would infringe its integrity on the defeneive"(39) . 

15 . Conclusions . 

(1) The out standing conclusion in t his group is that the strategic position 

of the governmental complex is extr emely important . The r easons for its 
importance are (a) it can cOlnpel obedience by l egal enforc ement (b) it 

can initiat e and compel implenientation of deliberate policy in building 

and planning , and (c) it is in a dominant position in the pattern of our 
culture , so that governmental action appears to the individual to be the 

I natural I means for achieving desir ed social ends . 

(2) Precisely because it compels compliance the governmental complex may 
operate to inhibit impr ovement and tie development too closely to insti
tutional norms t hus r einf orcing the tendency f or building to r ely on 

traditional approaches and techniques even when scientific knowledge is 

known t o 8xi st . 

(3 ) What is pr escribed by l aw becomes th<.J normal practice . This leads to a 

uniformity of pl an, str ucture , materials and appearance, in sharp contrast 
with the rich var i ety made theoretically avai l able by contemporary tech
nology . V.Jher e minimum standards are used they tend t o become the normal 

because of their compulsory char act er . This is particularly so if trends 

in the cultur e ar e r unning against the dir vct i on of the minimum standards . 
~ inimum and maximum standards ar e often compl ementary . Th t sociology of 

such standards ur gently requir es r esearch . 

(4) Bodies drawing up by- laws may give undue weight to certain aspects of 

control : e . g . fi r e matter s (aft er a fi r e or war ) . This will unduly r e
str ict the building oper ations of the succeeding period . Control by per-

formance standards is an improvement . 

(5) Compliance by legal enforcement appears to the private developer as a re
striction or negation , vthi ch tends to dr<1w out his latent r esistance . 

(39) R. G. Tugwell . The Place of Planning in Society . P. 85 . 
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From the public1s point of vi ew the r estriction may be positive and bene -

fic ial . The r elationship bet ween these two is more complicated than 

m8rely drawing t he line between private and public good , since the entir e 

situation is dominat ed by t he fact of l egal enforoement . This whole 

matter is closely bound up with t he value system of the society, and the 

important question r equiri ng investigation is the extent to \vhich the 

goverrunental compl ex , in its oper ation , is inhibiting the devel opment of 

the value system. The quest i on to be a sked is whether the controls we 

are currently using ar c likely to produce r esults in accor d with the 

way we should like the value system to develop? There is much evidence 

. to suggest that our by-l aw and plcmning controls do not necessarily pr o

duce on the envi rorunent those effects that we desir e now or ought to be 

working toward in the futur e . Research is required into this whole area . 

(6) As the gover nmental complex is able to enforce compliance with the re

quirements of both its own and other compleZBs (economic , educational , 

scientific) it is essential to be on the alert for occasions when 

inhibition of i mprovGlnent becomes so heavily institutionalised that the 

opportunity is likely t o be permanently lost . The t r end toward multi 

plying building and planning controls needs , therefor e , to be carefully 

watched on this score . Additi onal controls t hat appear to be improve

ments may very vlell be t he opposite . 

(7) Law llini t s the designer1s choice and r duces t he possibilities of exper i

ment . This limitation may be quit e contrary to other trends in the 

soci ety , Cultural lag may t her efore appear in building and planning 

t echniques . 

(8) Building work being done under the requirements of statutory enactments _ 

flats, schools , hospitals and Inunicipal housing - forms a special category. 

Because of the background of the legislation such buildings have in the 

past often been r ated low in status . But as the state (an institution 

itself and not to be equated with society as a whole ) has interested it= 

self progressively with those matter~, a rise in status rating may be 

found . Vlith an increase in society l s wealth , however , this trend may 

well be r eversed and the statutory powers concerned may r equire major 

modification . This matter r equi r es research : particularly interesting 
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woul d be r esearch into Jl uni ci pal housing in Britain in the context of a 

society of rising affluence . 

(9 ) Planning l egislation i s compulsory in many countries in the sense that 

statutory bodies ar e compel l ed t o prepar e and operate planning sch emes . 

I t, t her E::f or e , carries wi th it t he characteri st i cs of COIllpulsion already 

described . Planning syst ems need constant surveillance to ensure that 

t hey ar e not preventing, by being heavily institutionalised, the good 

planning at \.Thich t hey aim . 

(10) It can be shown that t he r equirement s of land law have had a strong 

influence on t he form of town layouts . I n their t urn the laws control-

ling l and ha ve been promulgat ed having r egard to the nature of the l and 

and t he measurement t echniques available . Law and technique can have 

such a strong i nfluenc e on l aYout t hat pl anning in the sense of con

venience of use , r elationship of parts to whole and economy of services 

is rar ely attempted, and town layout in t h8 past has in many societies 

not been done rationally in th~ sense of planning for th e total life of 

the town , but logically only within t he narrow l imits of law and t echnique . 

In this context law and t echnique , closely interlocked and well insti

t utionalised , are highly r esistant to change . 

(11) In general, law is pronrulgat ed having r egard to t echniques of application . 

It i s t herefore very i mportant t h--t the l aw-giver should be well informed 

concerning the t echniques availabl e : particularly so in building tech

niques in a p riod of r apid advanc e in t echnology . 

(l?) A l egal instrument can be wrongfully us ed for purposes other than those 

for which it was intended . It i s unsatisfactory to use the occasion of 

the subdivision of land for the imposition of controls such as ase of 

buildings, type size and cost of buildings , etc . Th e inefficiency of 

t his m .... t hod can be clearly seen when it is applied to a small number of 

lots . The principle i s equally suspect when large ar eas are subdivided, 

but the unsatisfactory r e5ult s are not easily seen . A r eason for its use 

is t hat thi s kind of control ha s been more firmly institutionalised than 

has cont rol by planning l egislation . This situation can make the esta

blishment of planning l aw very difficult , and in an institutional context 

of this kind special r e search is required to find ways of changing the 
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institutional situation . 

(13) AS a r esult of collecti ve bargaining the labour laws of a society in 

sonle measure r eflect how the society wishes to distribute the national 

income . This affects the cost of the labour content in building . If 

labour costs increase disproportionat ely to material costs changes will 

appear in building to counteract t his new str ain . If labour becomes 

rapidly n'ore expensive thv building industry v/ill compensate by changing 

methods so as to r educ e labour cost s . The nature of building is there

for e closely tied to society's assessment of th E> rewards building 

operatives should r eceive . In this respect building r eflects the value 

syst em . 

(14) Law interacts with law . This can have restrictive r esults by l eading 

to a rigidity of ideas about the appropriateness of structure , mater ials 

and forms for specific purposes . A set for mula of building may be 

perpetuated irrespective of its suitability to the cultural context . 

(15) Some apparent inter actions of laws are not in f act mutual r elationships , 

but are collateral independent manifestations . Although th E; attr ibution 

of cause to instituti ons in the governnlental complex is particularly 

illuminating, great care is r cquired when attributing any building or 

planning effect to any particular institutional cause in this context . 

(16) The principle of r eciprocity is useful as a tool for examining the 

influence of one group of facts on anoth er; particularly in the govern 

mental complex the apjJ1icati on of t he idea of recipr ocal effect can be 

valuable by enfor cing examination of f acts from different vi ewpoints . 

It should be noted that this principle is not the same as attr ibuting 

mutual cause and eff~ct and can be usefuliy ~lployed as a tool without 

involving the attribution of cause . It should be thought of as a pro

cess of interaction . The principle of recipr ocity can also be applied 

as between the governmental complex and other complexes of i nstitutions . 

(17) Law may be changed by pressure frrnl other institutions . If it is desired 

to change a piece of building law the total institutional situation must 

first be understood . 
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(18) Dir ection of the expr essional aspect of building by the state may be an 

indication that institutional norms ar e in confli ct . 

(19) The r elationship between the form of gov 'r nment. and the accepted form of 

building r equir es r esearch . 

(20) Gover nmental control is a motivational idea in our cultur e , and is a 

much-favoured way of deallng with str ain in instituti onal situations . 

(21) Although governmental contr ol of building and planning (Le . of environ 

ment ) is a major char acteristic of our cul tur e, this is not the only 

form of cor t rol avai lable . It is possiblE; to contr ol without l egal 

compulsion . This can be done thr ough other institutional compl~s , 

notably the scient i fic , expr essional and educational complexes . Controls 

of this kind may b8 mor e sensitive to change and can be a more subtle 

form of social action than gover nmental control . This matter is de

serving of r vs0arch specifically dir ected at the question of how such 

an alt ernative form of control of building and planning could be intro 

duced into our culture . 

(22) The l egal control of building is of gr eat importance for the archit ect . 

In many instances it decides for hiln the gen eral form of the building 

and sever ely limits his creative scope . Quantitative r esearch here 

is r equi r ed to discover t o what extdnt and with what fr equency the 

gen6r al outllne of the building in th~ urban context is defined outpight 

f or the archit8ct either by the law or by the operation of advisory or 

discretionary power s by officials . 



CHAPTER V 

RELATIONSHIP OF CERTAIN INSTITUTIONAL CO~~LEXES TO ALL 

BUILDIl~G TYPES: (3) SCIENTIFIC CO!JJPLEX 

1 . Science : Definition . 

The word 'science', meaning radically 'knowledge', is no longer very 

satisfactory because it has at least two major connotations in our society . 

It is used to describe on the one hand a body of knowledge, and on the other 

an approach to the world, a method of thought and a point of view especially 

characteristic of our society . Further confusion is caused by the frequent 

failure to distinguish adequately between science and applied science or tech-

nology. 

Panunzio defines science : "a search after bodies of knowledge suffic-

iently comprehensive to lead to the discovery of uniformities, sequential orders 

or so-called "laws"; it may be carried on by an individual but it gains rele-

vance only as it produces data which can be ~dded to and tested by the findings 

of others" (1) . Bronowski puts it: "Science is a power of creating new con-

cepts which verify our understanding of the world" (2) . 

Speculation is not science, although the scientific method may use 

speculation for the purpose of setting up a hypothesis whose validity it will 

be the task of the next phase of investigation to disprove . At present the 

social sciences are prone to confuse science and speculation, exactly as were 

the physical sciences in the seventeenth century . 

2 . Scientific Method . 

The ascending order of man's methods of dealing with existence can be 

stated : 

1 . Appeal to the supernatural . 
2. Intuition. 
3. Appeal to authority . 
4. Pure logic . 
5 . Conunon Sense. 
6. The scientific method (3) . 

The scientific method is based on the hypothesis that the world is 

knowable and that this knowledge can be reduced to order by the human mind . An 

important step, therefore , in every science is the setting up of a basic order 

(1) C. Panunzio . Major Social Institutions . P.322 . 
(2) J . Bronowski . The Common Sense of Science . P.135. 
(3) S. Chase . The Proper Study of Mankind . P.20l . 
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system which will support the known facts . That system is enlarged , modified 
or rejec~ed as further facts or results of experiment are fitted into it . ~hus 
a dominant feature of the scientific method is its emphasis on fact-finding, 

grouping similar items together and experimental verification of hypotheses. 

There is, therefore, stress on the objective and the quantitative (4) . The 
scientific method depends on induction from the observed, recorded and classi-

fied facts rather than on deduction from an accepted premise . It aims , there-

fore, to upset rather than to entrench a hypothesis . 

Panunzio gives the scientist's method of working as follows : "the 

determination of the field of investigation; the setting forth of a hypothesis 
in clear and concise terms, or the stating of the problem involved and a ten-

tative prediction of the possible solution; the painstaking assembling of data 
according to established categories; the classification of data ; the verifi-
cation of findings; and the setting forth of conclusions in clear and cautious 

terms" (5) . Chapin gives this order for scientific research : 

1. "Formulation of a working hypothesis of investigation . 
2 . Collection and recording of the facts of observation. 
3 . Classification of the facts of observation . 
4 . Generalisation from the facts of observation" (6) . 

The process of using the scientific method has been well described by 

Bronowski . He says: "In order to act in a scientific manner two things are 
necessary: fact and thought •.• The proc esses of science are characteristic 

of human action in that they move by the union of empirical fact and rational 

thought in a way that cannot be disentangled . There is in science a continuous 
to and fro of factual discovery, then the thought about the implications of 

what we have discovered , and so back to the facts for testing and discovery 
in a step by step of experiment and theory" (7) . This excellent description 

has smuggled into it one phase of great difficulty: rational thought . If the 
phrase is meant to include the operation of intuition there can be little 
argument . The word 'rational', however, is usually held to mean 'logical' and 
to exclude the intuitive process . It seems clear that in the application of 
the scientific method the operation of arriving at a hypothesis offers much 

(4) The quantitative emphasis appears even in sciences not apparently fitted for this approach , for example the quantitative approach to sociology by Lundberg . 
(5) C. Panunzio . Op . Cit. P.332 - 3 . 
(6) F. S. Chapin. Cultural Change . P.406 . 
(7) J. Bronowski . Op . Cit . P.30 
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scope for intuitive thinking and some scientists put very considerable stress 
on the need for imagination or intuition at this stage (B) . 

This is a highly important matter in building since it leaas to the 

question of whether the faculty used by the scientist to r each a hypothesis is 
the same as , or similar to, the architect1s intuitive process of design . 

Research along this line might shed light on the apparent dichotomy between 

art and science in building . 

In the past, including the nineteenth century, science concentrated on 

establishing +aws of cause . Contemporary science largely rejects causality, 

objecting that cause and effect are not rationally linked they mer ely 

appear SO by the habit of association. This idea is important in design be-
cause a design element often begins as a strictly rational response to outside 
stimuli but ends having no rational connection whatever to its Icause l

• 

The great advantage and attraction of the scientific method is that 

it is the onl y one yet discovered which produces systems of knowledge which 

stand firm at least lIuntil a closer fit with reality is found ll (9) Such firm-

ness is not, however, absolute but is a firmness institutionally supported 
because of the obvious material usefulness of science . Society could decide 

to reject it . If this happened the firmness of scientific knowledge would 

be impaired or disappear . Chase's affirmation is possibly correct only so 

long as it is made from inside our society, and it must , therefore , be regarded 
as adequate only within certain limits (10) . 

3 . Nature of Science. 

Fundamental to the viewpoint of modern science is the abandonment of 
the idea of inevitable effect and the adoption of the notion of the probable 

trend (11). This means a new fluidity and flexibility of concept, and a belief 
in, and a quest for , the understanding of processes rather than of absolutes . 

(B) I am indebted to E. C. Leisegang (chemist) for emphasis on the intuitive in the scientific method . He takes the view that too much fact may crowd out the intuitive , with disastrous results . This subject has been examined by W.I .B. Beveridge in The Art of Scientific Investigation . The possibility that we use I intuition' to describe something not yet penetrated by science must be faced . Certain elements of 'intuitive' activity in architectural design can be analysed Kcientifically . The relationship between the intuitive and the fortuitous requires exanlination in the context of the archit ect's design procedure . See Appendix V (1) . 
(9) S. Chase. Op . Git . P.21-22 . 

(10) R. K. Merton in Social Theory and Social Structure discusses this aspect of science. P.300 . 
(11) J. Bronowski . Ope Cit . P.B2 . See Appendix V (2) . 
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Equally important is the refusal of science to tolerate taboos . There 

must be no area of life barred to scientific investigation : science may not 

halt at a social prohibition . There must be no social area into which it is 

illicit to penetrate . 

It is inevitable that a critical and sceptical approach should be 

characteristic of the scientific nlethod because false conclusions based on 

inaccurate or incomplete data must constantly be guarded against . It is per-

haps this fact of scepticism which has led to the antithesis science - art . 

The popular idea of this antithesis is that science collects dry facts and 

eventually produces a cautious theory after much hard work , but that the 

artist by inspiration produces a masterpiece more or less effortlessly. This 

myth is not worth serious debate. Unfortunately, however , the antithesis is 

not confined to the popular mind, and evidence of an underlying misconception 

can be found in our educational system . In architecture this is appearing as 

a trend in the direction of emphasizing building science (12) . This gives the 

appearance of institutionalising the antithesis science art . The use of 

a phrase like 'building technology' would be less damaging and more specific, 

and would suggest simply the application of scientific knowledge to building . 

The danger of perpetuating the antithesis consists in the temptation offered 

to the artistic individual to avoid the rigours of the scientific method . 

Properly pursued art is as rigorous as science , but the arbitrary and the 

personal preference are much easier to pass off in art than they are in science . 

False science can be exposed easily: it will quickly disprove itself . But 

false art can always hide behind a shield of subjective preferences . 

If the scientific is pressed too hard in building, there is perhaps 

the danger that designers will increasingly flee by the back door into their 

own esoteric artistic world, and we shall have an even sharper Cleavage than 

now between architect and engineer. There is also the possibility that the 

perpetuation of the oscillation between the poles (art and science), which has 

in some measure characterized architectural attitudes for some time , will 

become institutionalised, The concept science-art does not, therefore, appear 

very useful as a tool or of any help as a former of attitude . Much more 

useful is the idea that there is no separation and that building depends on 

the use of both the scientific method and intuition, provided certain reser-

(12) 

(13) 
Liverpool University : 
C. Panunzio. Op . Cit . 

School of Architecture , for example . 
P.336 . 
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vations mentioned already, are made . 

4 . Science as Institution . 

Science is usually regarded as a nascent institution. This is somewhat 
curious as many modern trends are clearly rooted in science, and the scientific 

method is applied over a large area of life . It may even be said to constitute 

the core of modern western culture (13) . 

Included in science as an institution are the institutionalised w~s 

of discovering new knowledge, and their appropriate attitudes of mind, such as 
organised scepticism, disinterestedness , f r ee i::icdess to all knowledge and the 

view that findings must be of universal application (14) . On the associational 

side there are r esearch groups, foundations, scientific societies and scientific 
educational bodies . Also institutionalised are recognition of scientific 

discovery, honours and titles and prestige within the scientific group, and in 
the society at large . 

Science in the above respects has similar characteristics to other 

instit utional complexes . It has, however, one important feature which is not 

merely a-typical but is in flat contradiction to the usual situation with 
regard to institutions . Normally speaking an institutional complex depends 
for its continuance on society accepting, more or less implicitly, certain 

beliefs or views which are r egarded as basic to the institution and to which 
individuals are expected to subscribe largely without question . It is loyalty 

and respect which ensure the continuance of the institution . This principle 

is most obviously seen in the r eligious complex: no church can continue as an 
institution without its members adhering to the faith . But it is equally true 

of all institutions . Education could not survive without underwriting the 
validity of systematic training as opposed to inspiration and revelation. 

Science , however , makes no reservations. It works on the basis of 

certain beliefs which are not held to be absolute or unexaminable : even the 

central tenets of science itself are at any time liable to undergo critical re-
appraisal, and it can be said that it is an obligation of science frequently 
to re-examine its own core (15) . 

(13) 
(14) 

(15) 

The significance of this essential difference between the scientific 

C. Panunzio . 
R. K. Merton. 
R. K. Merton. 

Op . Cit . 
Op . Cit . 
Op. Cit. 

P.336 . 
P .309. 

P.303 . 
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and other institutions is that science should never have a very serious lag 
at its centre as have other institutions . There is no sacred or taboo area 

maintained for the stability of the institution . These taboo areas are pro-
minent in those institutions , like r eligion , which depend on affirmation . It 

is a mark of the d~gree to which science has penetrated all departments of 

life that we give, in general , mor e credence to scientific, or objective 

proof , than to subjective affirmation . 

Science does not examine its own core only, but also that of all 

other departments of thought and action . The approach of science may, on 

occasion, se~n almost like attack, and the body of institutions which is the 
subject of scientific examination will t end to defend itself against science 

by stressing such antitheses as science - religion or science art . In 

every case the non-science part of the antithesis will contain institutions 

which those who defend them ar e afraid to have exposed to scientific examina-

tion . 

In building we have a sacred area called 'art ' or 'aesthetic '. In 

general, and with application to all the arts, a good deal of scientific 

thinking has been applied to the problem of aesthetic . Not a great deal of 

scientific work, however, has been done on the aesthetic of buildings . Just 

as the application of science has benefittcd religion , its application to 

aesthetic in building could be illuminating . But in order to allow this to 

happen we must expose our sacred area, and science must be allowed to penetrate 

as far as it can into the 'art' of building . 

5. Social Science. 

The social sciences - sciences dealing with man himself - are rela-

tively new as systematic disciplines . They are: social anthropology, sociology, 
economics and political science . They depend on the idea that the methods 
of science are as applicable to human behaviour as to any other natural 

phenomenon and that, therefore, the ·antithesis physical science - natural 
science is not useful , and is even positively false (16). 

Chase defines social science "as the use of the scientific method to 

solve questions of human relations" (17). There is evidence to suggest that 

(16) G. A. Lundberg . Foundations of Sociology . PlO . 
(17) S. Chase. Op e Cit . P .22 . 
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the social sciences are moving in the direction of a general science of man 

which may result in a new view of the humanities (18) . 

The significant new idea here is the aim to discover new knowledge . 

The attempt is to find new facts or to order known facts in a new way with 
a view to applying the knowledge to those spheres of human activity which have 

hitherto been largely unpenetrated by the scientific method . The older view 

was that social improvement is a matter of education : a question of paying 

closer attention to what the wise have alr eady told us but to which we have 
not listened (19) . The social sciences will attempt to objectify and quantify 
data in these areas and thus make them available for scientific use . This 

process is already happening : we will accept a I facti from a psychologist but 

reject the same fact from a priest . 

The social sciences provide the theoretical basis for the social plan-
ning which now appears a necessity for all Inodern industrial societies, and 
it is to them that planners, architects and all those concerned with influencing 
the physical environment must look for the basic knowledge of how people behave , 

how cultures are created and how societies operate . 

6. The Application of Scientific Method 

to Building. 

As r ecently as twenty years ago science and building, and certainly 

science and architecture , could not be comfortably thought of together in the 
same bracket. Laboratory work on materials was, it is true , carried out and 

there was research into structures, but in the world of action both contractor 
and architect worked by rule of thumb, on the basis of precedent and experience . 

The architect was never thought of as having a scientific approach and in 

practice the limit of his science was r6ached when he had soaked a brick in a 
bucket of water , or prodded a piece of timber with his penknife (20) . Costing 
was of the same primitive kind, the only accepted way of estimating being the 
cube method . Even for this the price per foot cube was on the basis of what 
the last job cost and not on any scientific assessment . The planning of build
ings was also strongly traditional and without analytical reference to their 

(18) 

(19) 
(20) 

The interdisciplinary research group at Harvard and the Institute for Social Research , Natal University , are notable in this connection . 
S. Chase . OP t Cit . P.19 . 
This is not an exaggeration . The middle-aged and older architects of twenty years ago rarely had a scientific approach to structure or materials . They relied almost exclusively on experience . 
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actual uses . 

In aesthetics during the same period, it is startling that the dis-

crepancy between the prevalent neo-Georgian architectural expression and a 
quite different attitude in the designing of other things should have remained 

largely unnoticed . The renaissance principle of rehashing past styles was 

still the guiding thought in architectural aesthetics in spite of the social 
and technological revolutions of the previous fifty or so years . One has in 
mind inventions like reinforced concrete, the development of the motorcar and 
the aeroplane and the many changes in society's system of values . The cultural 
lag in architectural aesthetics was long, yet largely unnoticed, and society 

was able, without apparently having any feeling of incongruity, to live in 
bogus Tudor houses and ride about in motorcars of good contemporary industrial 

design . 

In considering the highly interesting situation of the 1930's it is 

useless to allocate blame . Neither the architects nor society at large could 

reasonably be called to account . It is much more rewarding to view the 
phenomenon as the interaction of two reciprocal facts . The first is that 

science and applied science had only been admitted grudgingly to building 
during the preceding century and where it had been applied most successfully 

in new materials like iron and steel it was looked at askance by the ' cultured' 
element of the society . The second fact is that the architect and society 

together had tended to emphasise the artist role of the architect . This again 
cut off the potentially beneficial results of applying science to building . 
These two factors acted reciprocally together to produce the cultural lag in 

building which reached its maximum in the 1930's . 

In sociological terms the architect of the period (21) was not so much 
preoccupied with the practical problems - economic, structural , planning and 
aesthetic - of building as with the problems presented by the need to make 
the building fit the traditional expectation of what a building should be . He 
was thus asked to make a ten storey city building look like a Regency residence . 
Appearing to be held up by its brickwork in fact it had to be supported by a 

steel frame discreetly hidden from view . 

(21) A few architects were practising with an altogether different attitude which depended on eliminating the cultural lag: Le Corbusier Gropius ' Mies van der Rohe . There were few . In 1938 in London there ~ere about six firms only using these new concepts . They had little work . 
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Into this situation the architects' sacred core of institutions 

dovetailed very neatly . The words ' art ', ~ntuition', 'design', and 'aesthetic' 

were all used to def end this core. The architect's job was essentially non

scientific and therefore his characteristic contribution - call it the 

aesthetic for the sake of a name - wa s able to be protected in its then 

accepted form for an abnormally long period of time . Always when attacked 

along the line of the scientific approach whether in planning, structure, or 

aesthetic, the architect could r etr eat behind the palisade of his art, there 

to remain unassailable . Thus architect and society had worked together to 

produce and maintain a self-closing system with fossil characteristics . 

An interesting feature of this system was its extraordinary efficiency 

against the spate of new methods and materials which was beginning to form 

the flood of the 1950's and 60 's . That efficiency can now be seen as a very 

considerable misfortune in that a whole generation of architects failed to 

make any serious adjustments in a rapidly changing world . The economic pres

sure of new methods and materials cannot be ignored for long in a society like 

ours having a cultural configuration in which business, science and change are 

such prominent elements . 

There is perhaps a lesson for our own epoch in the design history of 

the nineteen thirties. To the architects of th e time their aesthetic had 

become a special and rather precious possession which was t heir justification 

for existence as a defined group in the society . The aesthetic had become 

encapsulated and was a means of identificat i on in the srune way that engineers 

have become identifiable by the use of the formula . Architects of the present 

decade would, no doubt, be horrified if it was suggested that the same danger 

confronts them . But it may if they allow the image society is forming of them 

to be dominated by the idea of the aesthetic, or worse, by the idea of a single 

kind of aesthetic expression. 

The post-war period has seen a steadily increasing emphasis on the use 

of the scientific method in building. It is now obvious that all aspects of 

building can benefit from this approach - even the expressional - and re

search is being carried on in the following areas with a view to improving 

the structure, performance, costs and appearance of the building:-

(1) The building's accommodation . That is, research into the way 

people use buildings and what they do in them. Examples are the 
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work of the Nuffield Foundation into the design and function 

of hospitals, and r esearch into minimum standards of housing 

accommodation carried out by governmental agencies in various 

countries . Research into the performance of actual buildings 

in use is also coming into prominence . 

(2) Constructional methods . Research for new methods and improvement 

of existing ones . EX2.J ~ples are the developnent of prestressed 

concret e and steel el anents, advanced work in the structural 

use of timber and mathematical research of the type done by 

Buckminster Fuller . 

(3) The nature and characteristics of known materials and the develop

ment of new ones . For example, the use of plastics , non-ferrous 

metals and fibres . 

(4) Research into costing and financing of bUilding . For eKarnple the 

work of the South African National Building Research Institute 

on Bantu housing costs and that of the British Ministry of 

Education on schools . 

(5) The classification and systen~tization of trade and other infor

mation . For example the research sponsored by the Architects' 

Journal in Britain . 

(6) The rationalisation of t echniques in the factory and on the site . 

Work on modular co-ordination is an important aspect of building 

science. 

(7) The application of scientific management to professional and 

contracting firms. 

(8) Research into the relationship between t he building and its 

environment . Much planning research is concerned with this aspect 

of building . For example the r esearch being carried out by Natal 

University into the relationship of blocks of flats to their 

sites . 

One is hesitant to add research into the expressional to this list . 

There is, as yet, very littl e application of scientific method to this aspect 

of building . A great deal of work is .r equired on the origins and reasons for 

expressional forms before it can be said that any serious body of knowledge 

exists . Such forms may be random or arbitrary in their emergence . This , 

however, does not preclude their being scientifically approached. Scientific 
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analysis of this area would do much to enlarge our understanding of the factors 

which determine symbol and aesthetic . 

It will be s een from this list t hat in fact t he scientific approach 

is being appli ed to t he whole fi eld of building although in varying degrees . 

Since a characteristic of our society is the increasing use of rational method~ 

it seems r easonable t o assume that this trend will continue and increase rather 

than otherwis e . 

An important question at this point is the problem of just how far 

scientific method can penetrate into the areas of building listed above . 

Are there limiting factors? If so, what are t hey? Why cannot science take 

over building compl et ely? 

The most significant limiting f actor i s the problem of value judgment . 

Science can make clear for us the alternative lines of action but it cannot 

make a choice outside the objective facts : it cannot make a value judgment . 

For example, r esearch may show t hat it is more economic of space , l abour , and 

heating costs to combine living-room, dining-room and kitchen into one large 

area of use with differentiated zones . The values system of society, however, 

may make the acceptance of this idea impossible and may dictate the splitting 

off, as a separate room, of either the kitchen or t he living-room. Similarly, 

r es earch may prove that the most healthy , economical, time- saving sociable 

and aesthetically des i rable way of urban living is to house people in very 

large blocks of flatE>, widely spaced with parks between them. The values 

syst em, however, may make this unacceptable and permit only houses or small 

blocks of flats (22), t her eby blocking t he ef fective application of knowledge . 

Essentially, therefor e, the f actor which makes impossible the total 

absorption of buil ding by science is t hat society is the client and the 

client's values system is always brought to bear on the building, in t erms of 

accommodation , and financial and expressional preferences . Viable scientific 

solutions may be unacceptable to t he values syst QTll bec.:J.1.:.se of cu ltur, .. l l ag 

or flouting of the mores . The non-parlour type council house in Britain was 

(and still largely probably is) unacceptable because it did not provide a 

(22) This ' conflict' between the logic of our scientific knowledge and the 
values syst em of t he society exists today . Various scientific solutions 
to the city ar e known, but at present they cannot be related to the 
values system existing . 
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'front room' when that element was considered as an essential component of 

a house by the class of society for whom the non-parlour type house was in-

tended . 

Although, however, the scientific method cannot usurp the position of 

the values system in society it can perform the indispensable task of examining 

it, trying to understand how it works and establishing trends. Thus in the 

case of the non-parlour type council house a sociological analysis of the 

problem might have helped by showing that : -

(a) the class (working class) for whom the house was intended would 

object to having no 'front room' • 

(b) middle and upper class opinion had long since got rid of the 

'front room' idea . 

(c,) values concerning ways of living in relation to the physical en-

vironment have appeared in the past to descend from class to class , 

~endlllg to originate naarer the top than the bottom of society. 

(d) an assessment of how long it would take the parlour idea to 

become at least obsolescent in the class being provided for . 

The adoption of scientific solutions does , of course , help to modify 

the value judgments of society in the direction of the rational . In building, 

the sky-scraper or high density block, has come to be accepted in spite of an 

opposing value judgment against it . The value system even went so far as to 

affirm that human fertility would disappear in individuals who lived so far 

removed from the soil l The evaluation of the flat block has improved in re-

cent years due in part no doubt to improvement in design based on rational 

approach . It se6ns that the use of new methods and materials does produce 

eventually a new evaluation of expression, both in symbol and aesthetic (23) . 

There is , therefore , in practice a r eciprocal relationship between the science 

of building and the current value syst em of society, so that whilst science 

cannot becoo'e the value system, it most certainly does influence it . It is , 

no doubt, a very salutory thing that science in this way constantly challenges 

the values system compelling it to reassess the validity of its constituent 

parts . 

If this thought at first appears to give the impression of inevitable 

(23) There is at present in Britain (1959) a resurgence of Tudorbethan , 
perhaps in reaction to the application of science to building in the 
postwar period . 
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progress by the simple means of increasing application of scientific method, 

the fruits of research very rapidly dispel any such idea . Research clearly 

shows that unilinear progress of this kind is deflected specifically and 

intentionally by the values system (24 ) . The evidence examined for this was 

the situation in Britain from 1945 to 1960 . Briefly, the sequence was as 

follows . The Ministry of Health and Ministry of Town and Country Planning 

had by 1945 produced a good body of advisory information on house design and 

estate layout for local authorities undertaking municipal housing . The per iod 

of house- building by local authorities which covers the next ten years put 

the r ecommendations , many of which were based on scientific analysis , into 

bricks and mortar . Partly because of the scientific approach and basic re-

search which lay behind the recommendations , partly because of the need for 

strict economy and partly because the r esultant severity of style was not un-

acceptable to the designing architects , these houses were plain and simple in 

appearance, depending generally only on good proportions and materials for 

their appearance . The standard of design was often high and it was excusable 

to imagine that a new level of performance and appearance had been reached 

and examples set for all futur e housing . But to indulge such hopes shows an 

ignor ance of the way the value syste~m works in England . As private developers 

were increasingly allowed to design and erect houses for private sale it be-

came clear that the houses must on no account look like council houses 

however good they might be from the angle of cost, layout, design and appear~ 

ance . The people buying private houses were , in the opinion of the builder s 

doing the developing, insistent that they did not want the new type of house , 

now associated with council estates , for themselves . Two ways generally wer e 

consequently followed by the builders : either they put up copies of semi-

detached houses of the inter -war period or they commissioned someone , often 

an architect, to design houses specifically different in appearance f r om those 

built by local authorities . 

The explanation of this s equence is that th e good housing of the 

local authorities became in the value system a symbol of class distinction . 

The fact that it was perhaps the most rational house building ever carried out 

(24) The evidence taken crune from the author collaborating with a general 
contractor in Bristol (G .H. Pearce) in the design of 34 houses in an 
estate for the £3 , 500 range of house . This contractor has a wide 
experience of building for the speCUlative market and his evidence 
showed that there is a clear desir e on the part of middle class and 
perhaps aspirant middle class , to avoid anything even slightly're
sembling a council house . See also below . 
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in England did not count at all . What ought to have happened was that the 

benefits of rasearch and scientific approach should have appeared in all 

future housing . In the event, because of the intervention of an adver se value 

judgment , they have not . 

The response to such a situation should not be dispair or an abandon-

ment of r esearch and scientific approach, for what this sequence of events 

brings out clearly is that here lies open a field for scientific study. What 

determines our values and symbols? In making buildings, what may we antici-

pate the r esults to be in terms of values and symbols? For it is clear that 

whenever we build we have influence on these . Research can hope to show us 

just what this influence is, and oan help us to predict with some measure of 

success . 

It should be noted that had the fruits of research been applied to 

houses at the top of the social scale a quite differ ent r esult would have 

emer ged . In the present situation in Britain social groups tend to imitate 

those who appear to them to be higher up the social ladder . The r esults of 

a scientific approach to housing would ther efore have most pr obab+y passed 

through the entire society from the top downwards by a process of imitation . 

The pr ocess of improvement in housing would then have been helped rather 

than hindered by the values system . This principle has great importance in 

countri es with large populations of low income level . In South Afr i ca , fo r 

example , excellent research has been done into the pr oblems of African 

housing , both house design and estate layout (25) . Almost none has been done 

for European housing . Consequently African r esidential areas have had the 

benefit of able and well- trained designers whilst the European areas have not . 

The differences are becoming visible and the danger is that European housing 

may not be able to benefit from the research because the values system will 

make solutions used in African housing unaccepted in European areas . This 

problenl is not confined to t he actual house but is applicable to the whole 

environment of r esidential areas : shopping groups, civic buildings , road 

systems and the ways in which houses are arranged in r elation to each other (26) . 

(25) E. G. Research Studies on the Costs of Urban Bantu Housing C. S. I .R. 
(26) Supposing the Radburn system were accepted as the best solution fo r 

lay?ut in spit~ of. its difficulties , if it were used extensively for 
Afr lcan tow~ShlPS lt would almost automatically be rejected for Eur opean 
use . But Vlce versa would cause no difficulty . 
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It is , therefore , clear that the level in the social scale at which 

r esearch is applied must be regarded as extremely important if its beneficial 

results are not to be diminished because of considerations of prestige and 

status . It is not sufficient to carry out useful r esearch and leave chance 

to decide its application . We need to find out at precisely what points in 

society the r esults should be applied without risk of their fruitfulness being 

reduced . 

\oJe must now look at the questi on of whether it is in fact possible in 

building to ignore the value system and to build purely on the basis of 

scientific r esearch . This is probably not at all possible in a situation where 

the user of the buil ding has any say, whether as public or private voice , at 

the design stage . But in certain circumstances there may be virtually no say 

by the user . For example, when the European builds houses for Africans in 

South Africa . Here the aim has been to build on the basis of r esearch into 

the physical facts: costs , size of f&aily , availability of land, transport 

problems etc . The value system of the African himself has scarcely impinged 

on the final r esult . Even the social r esearch has been purely physical in 

its approach . There is here no expression of pr efer ence by the people being 

housed and no public opinion which has to be r espected . The designers are 

theor etically free to design outside the values system of the people for 

whom the houses are intended . 

In fact , the values system subconsciously accepted is a modified 

Eur opean one . For example , a degree of European privacy is considered essential . 

This may take the form of providing separate bedrooms with doorways but omit-

ting the actual doors (27) . Or providing a sink but no drain to take away 

the waste water (28) . No doubt, the assumption is that the urban African in 

South Africa aspir es to the European \vay of life . In general this may be true , 

(27) I do not wish to suggest her e that Africans in their society attach 
a lower value to privacy than do Europeans in theirs . The important 
point is that in designing houses f or Africans the Europeans assume that 
the Africans will require individual privacy in the matter of bedrooms 
just as Europeans do : the European values system is used . The minor 
point is that , although the European designer proceeds on the assumption 
of the desirability of privacy, he in fact provides a lower standar d of 
privacy because it is a part of the European 's value system that a lower 
standard in everything is all that an African needs , or ought , to have . 

(28) A~ Umlazi , Durban . Th e r eason was the cost , allegedly, of providing a 
dlsposal system . But the European values system clearly carries the 
attitude that kitchen and bathroom facilities of a standard much lower 
than that befitting a European household are quite good enough for 
Afr icans . 
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but in particular it is necessary to apply the scientific methods of anthro

pology and sociology to discovering the precise areas of overlap and diver 

gence ,.in the two cultural pat terns . Research would illuminate two major 

aspects of the problem: 

(a) ~Vhat are the trends in urban African life that are significant 

for house design and urban layout in the present immediate economic 

and social context? 

(b) vfuat is the rate of change attaching to these trends? It is 

necessary that the house and estate l ayout should be such that 

t he trends in the values syst em will not over- run them too 

quickly . A situation of over-run by the values syst em may al

ready be emergent in many African r esidential areas ( 29) . 

These townships in South Africa constitute perhaps the most materialis-

tically- determined examples of modern urban environments . A study of their 

effect on t he development of the African town-dweller should prove rewarding . 

A comparable situation can be shown to exist in Britain or North 

America with regard to municipal housing . Here the designers have no effective 

client . They will, therefor e , only be able to design within the limits of 

their own knowledge of t he values system . It is at this point that research 

can be extremely useful : it can act as a means of making clear the details 

of the val ues system in t he abs ence of the futur e user at the design stage . 

In general, as the individual cliant disappears the designer-client relation-

ship, which in the past has ensured that the building is roughly suitable to 

the values syst em of society, must be r eplaced by adequate research and de -

signers must l earn to use the results of such r esearch in sUbstitution of the 

old . f ace- to-face relationship . 

It is evident that in the past the values systems of the various 

societies, for which we have adequate evidence, had a great deal to say about 

the nature of the buildings er ected . The conscious r.enaissance switch from 

Gothic to Classical expression is a good exanlple . The Gothic quest for height 

in mediaeval France, t he impersonal quality of 18th . century English building 

(30) and the romanticism of nineteenth century railway stations tell the same 

(29) The Minimum Standards f or African hous ing assmne that the living room 
is to be used also as a bedroom . In the upper urban classes of African 
this is already obsolescent as an acc eptable standard . 

(30) The value expr essed here is belief in a mechanistic , mechanical and clock
like uniyerse ~ the mathematical f inality of Newtonian physics is surely 
present In Prlor Park, Bath (1735-1743) . The excessive emphasis on ver 
ticalit;y wh~ch ~ppea~ed in some q.erm~n archit ecture in the 1930's is worthy 
of examlnatlon ln thlS context . It mlght, or might not be found to relate 
to a certain sentimentality in the German values syste~ of the period . 
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story of a shift in the society's values system . 

What appears new in our society is the heavier emphasis on science as 

a viable way of attacking all problems . We now see how to apply the scienti

fic method to areas of building where previously r ule of thumb has been the only 

approach . This is producing a new relationship between science and the values 

system as far as building is concerned, one of the most important results of 

which is to make change mor e acceptable more quickly . 

The significance of this part of the analysis is, therefore, that 

science and the values system ar e in a r eciprocal relationship, each affecting 

the other in building . This r elationship is not new, but the larger part 

being played by science in this r elationship does constitute an important 

new feature of our society. It should be noted that science is not concerned 

as 'causing' new developuent in building . The most it probably does is to 

assist in producing modification in the values system, which in turn allows 

the new knowledge to be put to work . There is no question of simple causation: 

the concept of r eciprocity is again more useful than that of cause and effect . 

7. Building Example. 

In designing the buildings for the flour company a scientific approach 

was adopted for such aspects as the arrangement of the various blocks on the 

site , the determination of t he form of the factory building, and the general 

disposition of the zones of use in the office block: office staff, directors' 

suite and canteen-demonstration-toilet area . The factory was rationally de

signed to meet the requir ements of (a) automated manufacturing process - a 

tower since the process is vertical, (b) single story packing and dispatch 

area - substantially an undifferentiated cube space , and (c) service functions 

boilers, first aid, toilets and staff r ooms . 

The factors to which this scientific approach was directed are clearly 

not all of the same kind . The problem of fitting a building round a pro

duction process can be solved in our society almost entirely along r ationalis

tic lines: there need be very little influence from institutions, mores or 

folkways . ~Vhen the machinery of a factory r equires no constant attention 

from human beings , the design of factory building can be as scientific as 

we can make it . ~~chines do not need windows, minimum ceiling heights , 

fire escapes , or psychologist -designed colour schemes . 

When, however , we come to consider the layout of office space, we find 
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that we cannot apply our scientific method to the problems to any greater 

extent than the sociological situation will allow us . Thus, in the layout of 

these offices scientific method could only be used to satisfy the requirements 

of the institutional situation; the differentiation between office workers, 

directorate and demonstration to mffinbers of the public could not be questioned 

and had to be accepted as a given factor . 

A comparison of the extent of the use of scientific approach in the 

various case studies leads to the observation that there is also another sense 

in which the method can be applied in two distinct ways . Following the order 

as before , the first of these is the application of science to the solution 

of a problem using only t he rational t echniques of science applied strictly 

to the physical problem under consideration . Thus we can investigate the 

problem of human shelter, we can r eview the technical r esources available and 

we can arrive at Buckn~nster Fuller's answer : the Dymaxion house . 

The second method open to us is to apply our scientific technique to 

using the existing institutional situation as successfully as possible . With 

this method we do not simply ask what is the strictly rational answer to a 

specific problem, but we examine the institutional context of the possible 

solution and accept it only when the optimum r esult can be achieved through 

t he institutional situation . This may sound complicat ed , but in practice it 

resolves itsel f into this kind of decision: to buil d a wall of solid brick 

rather than of concrete framed construction with brick infill, although the 

latter would use less bulk of material . The operative institutional factor 

here, causing the deci sion for the non-rational Inethod, is the fact that brick-

work is still regarded as simpler and mor e straightforward by the building 

trade , and therefore is li~ely to be cheaper and quicker . 

Scientific method cml , then, be applied either totally, having little 

or no r egard to the institutional situation , or it can be applied specifically 

to maximise the advantages of the institutional situation . In the case study 

of the wholesale food warehouse and offices this latter approach was used in 

order to obtain as economical a design as possible . The building was designed 

to use workers from a minimum number of trades, and the work of each trade 

was kept as simple as possible and was channeled into a single major effort. 

in terms of time so that trades did not have to r eturn to the job a second 

time . This approach was consciously tried after the first kind of scientific 
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approach had been proved too expensive . In thi s first attempt the steel 

frame, for example , had been examined as a pr ef abricated system having no 

purpose-made members in it . In t heory t his should have proved cheaper than 

any purpose-made frame , but because of our institutional system in which we 

have many small firms making st r uctur al st eel , the benefits of large scale 

mass production are not obtainable in this particular fi eld of construction . 

Because of t he structure of the industry it is possible for a small firm with 

low overheads to fabricat e in small quantity at a cheaper rate , in certain 

circumstances, than a large firm can mass-produce . Design, therefore , must 

have r egard not only to the institutional situation in the building industry 

but also t o that of the industries which f eed it . 

In n~king the distinction between these two ways of applying scienti

fic method to building we are very near the heart of our subject . Her e we 

sea clearly that there ar e two 'logics' . The logic of the scientific approach 

which takes all knowledge and applies it as far as possible eliminating all 

considerations except those of science : and the logic of the institutional 

situation which is satisfied by thoroughly understanding the sociology of 

the society and meeting its demands . In highly developed societies in which 

there is great division and specialisation of labour these two approaches may 

eventually merge, although t here is little sign of that happening in either 

the British or the North American context yet . In primitive cultures , however , 

wher e skills ar e low a wide gulf i s inevitable . This means that in designing 

houses for erection by Africans, for exampl e , it i s essential not to disregard 

the institutional situation of t he society if economy is to be achieved . The 

only alternative would appear to be the total prefabrication of the dwelling 

unit in the factory . 

The preceeding analysis br ings out a major characteristic of bUilding 

which differentiates it from other processes of production . This is the 

involvement of building in so many ways with human beings and their groups . 

The process of making an indjvidual building touches society at many more points 

than does the creation 'of W1y conunodity which is entirely factory-made . 

If we take this in conjunction with the f act t hat buildings have such rela

tively long lives and immobilise r elatively large blocks of capital, we r each 

the idea that building i s very closely tied into it s institutional situation , 
and we must conclude t hat this is a ma jor field for research . 
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B. Conclusions . 

(1) Intuitive thinking must be included as CL valid component of scientific 

method . 

(2) Research is needed to compar e the methods used by the scientist to reach 

a hypothesis and those used by the architect in design . This would 

include a study of t he attitudes of the scientist to his hypothesis and 

of the architect to his design . Does the architect seek to disprove the 

validity of his design? Is this a useful distinction between the 

scientific and the 'artistic' ~pproach? 

(3) Scientific truth is not absolute and society could reject it . Must 

aesthetic content be considered in the same way : relatively? 

(4) Caus and effect are not particularly useful as a tool for this r esearch . 

The notions of trend and process are more fruitful. 

(5) No ar ea of thought is barred to scientific investigation . 

(6) The antithetical concept of science-art is not useful as a tool for 

r esearch . The notion that the two are complementary in a single process 

is mor e useful . 

(7) Science includes the institutionalised ways of discovering new knowledge . 

(B) Science is unique as an institutional complex because it must always be 

prepared to question and r eject , if n ~cessary, itself . As a result of 

this, science should not have serious lag at its core . 

(9) Science is the tool with which we examine the other i nstitutional com

plexes . 

(10) In building there is a sacred area called art of aesthetic . Penetration 

by science into the '~rt' of building is r equired . 

(11) The social sciences aim to provide the theoretical basis requir ed for 

social planning . It is to these sciences t hat architects and planners 

must look for the basic data about the society with which they ar ~ 

dealing . Only sCientifically proc essed data should be regarded as 

acceptable : homespun social science material is no longer adequate . 

(12) A scientific approach t o building and planning is recent. This is 

an explanation for the long lag in architectural and planning aesthetics . 

(13) In diagnosing cultural lag allocation of blame is useless . The social 

facts preceeding the lag should be exanuned . 

(14) It can be deduced that the scientific appr oach may be a measure of 

protection to architect and planner saving them from being locked in 
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an institutional situation disfunctional to the society as a whole . 

(15) All aspects of building, including the expr essional , can benefit from 

the scientific appr oach . Research into how buildings are used, how they 

perform , thei r constr uction , materials and siting , the organisation 01 

the industry and other t echniques of design are all avenues for r esearch 

which have r eceived some attention . Some r esearch is also being done 

on the ~elationship between t he behaviour of the building's occupants 

and the building's performance , but this field has t he limitation that 

no gener al sociology of building exists . The success of much building 

research ultimately depends on factors which can only properly be 

treated in a general sociology of the subject . 

(16) Scientific research is r equired into the expressional aspects of build

ing . 

(17) Scienti.fic research cannot settle matters of value judgment . It can , 

however, provide all the facts necessary for making value judgments . 

It can also f ind out how the values system works in the relevant areas 

of t he culture . 

(18) The values system of a cultur e may prevent the acceptance of possible 

solutions made available by science . This situation exists acutely in 

town planning in the culture of the vvest . 

(19) An effect of the appl ication of science to building is that innovations 

are made . These in tUrn act to lfiodify the values system. There is 

a r eciprocal r elationship between innovation in building (and planning) 

and the values system . 

(20) The values system may act specifically to inhibit improvement . This is 

of gr eat importance t o those planning innovation . It is naive to think 

that the self-evident rightness of an innovation is sufficient to ensure 

its acceptance . 

(21) The establishment of trends in society is one of the most important 

contr ibuti ons of science . Trends make possible prediction; which is the 

basis of planning . 

(22) The application of the findings of r esearch needs to be considered in 

r elation to the way in which it is likely to spr ead t o buildings in 

general . To have maximum effect the point of application cho s en should 

be such t hat the benefits of high status and prestige can be obtained , so 

that diffusion will follow naturally . The application of new knowledge 
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at an inappropriate point in the societal structure may reduce the 

effectiveness of the knowledge applied. 

(23) Research is r equired into how the findings of r esearch can be applied . 

How is information to be dissffininated effectively? There is much 

evidence that a great deal of published research is not applied because 

those concerned with building have no time to read . This problem of 

communication in its turn is clearly connected with the problem of 

storage of information and its accessibility . It is also connected , 

more subtly, with the work situations of the architect and others . The 

work situation of the architect is so structured that there is little 

inducement to systematic attention to published research, and this 

may in fact be a more fundamental cause of failure to apply the findings 

of r esearch than the difficulties of solving the problems of information 

storage and accessibility . 

(24) In a democratic society it may be assumed that it is impossible to build 

purely on the basis of scientific knowledge and to ignore the values 

systffin . In cases where t he values system is ignored or unknown by the 

designers, they will tend subconsciously to work to the requirements 

of their own values system . In this context detailed knowledge of the 

culture for which the buildings or towns are being planned is the true 

beginning of the design process . 

(25) In South Africa research is required specifically directed at the relation

ship between the values systems in regard to African living and urban 

environments designed by Europeans for Africans . 

(26) An important purpose of research is to fill t he gap produced by the 

partial disappearance of the individual client . We have a new situation 

in that much building and alinost all planning is done by government 

agencies and t here is no user-client . Research into the precise sociolo-

gical conditions of a problem is essential to make good this deficiency 

if a reasonable degree of user-satisfaction is to be achieved in both 

building and town design . 

(27) A result of the application of r esearch is to increase the rate of change . 

It is the change in change itself which is most significant . 

(28) The values system and science in building and planning are in reciprocal 

r elationship. This is not new, but the increasing influence of science 
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on th e values system is new. This influence will increase as the general 

i nfluence of science makes us increasingly able to control our societal 

evolution . 

(29) Scientific method can be applied with little r eference outside the purely 

rational r equirements of a sol ution to f actory design, particularly . 

having in mind the increasing trend t o automation and the reduction in 

t he number of workers . 

(30) When designing buildings f or peopl e the institutional situation of their 

behaviour patterns has to be taken into account and the scientific method 

cannot go beyond understanding and providing for these : it cannot solve 

the human side of the probl~n s on a purely r ational basis . 

(31) Scientific approach can be used in two distinct ways to deal with the 

fabric of the building : (1) pure scientific solution str ictly in terms 

of the techniques avail able, but ignoring t he institutional situation 

of the society, and (2) the application of science to understanding 

first the institutional situation and then using that knowledge to 

design strictly within th e institutional framework . There are , therefore , 

two ' logics' available for approaching the design of the building fabric 

(asopposed to the planning of t he building) . 

(32) It is an important characteristic of building, setting it apart f r om 

other production processes , t hat it touches society at very many points . 

Hence the need for a sociology of building . 



CHAPTER Vl 

RELATIONSHIP OF CERTAIN I~STITUTIONAL COMPLEXES TO ALL 

BUILDING TYPES: (4) EDUCTIONAL COMPLEX 

1 . Science and Education. 

Although these two complexes are dealt with in separate chapters, it 

is useful to bear in mind that t heir spheres of interest overlap and that 

the institutions of science and education have some features in common . The 

chief difference between them lies in t he fact that science aims to extend 

existing knowledge and to discover new knowledge, whilst education is con-

cerned with the transmission and handing on of knowledge from the older to the 

younger generati9n and is not primarily interested in the testing or improve-

ment of existing knowledge (1) . There are, of course , many refinements of 

difference between the two , as will readily be appreciated if these two chap-

ters are read together . 

2. Education : Definition . 

Education is both non-formal and formal . Non-formal is given by the 

family, the play group, contact with the many sides of life , the press , radio, 

cinema, travel and adult work and play groups . It continues more or less ." 

throughout life . Formal education is given by the school, university, tech-

nical college, individual tutor and work group (apprenticeship), and usually 

occupies only the earlier years of life, although systematic formal adult 

education is increasing in importance in some countries . 

Formal education may be defined as the systematic training which the 

individual receives from his society in order to condition him to fit into 

the cultural pattern of t hat society by the development of his individual 

potentialities . 

Non-formal education could be defined similarly, except that "systematic 

training" would be omitted and sane such phase as "informal guidance" would 

replace it . 

3 . Education : Purpose and Aims . 

The basic purpose of education is the continuance of the culture . 

Without formal education no society can continue as a stable organism (2) . 

(1) C. Panunzio. Major Social Institut ions . P.242 . 
(2; Primitive societies often have highly complicated educational systems to 

ensure continuance: e .g . the Bantu peoples . 
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Function may be seen clearly in the definition of an educational system as 

"corrunonly shared adjustive patterns of social action organised round t he ~ 

need for the initiation of every new generation into the group's way of life, 

and the group end of the pr eservation and perpetuation of the social heritage" 

(3) . More simply, t he function of education is to teach the new generation 

behaviour patterns necessary for ensuring the continuance of the society as an 

on-going process . 

In r elatively static societies this concept presents no difficulty . 

Change is very slow and substrultially the educational requirements of the 

younger age groups can be satisfactorily met by the older generation . When, 

however, change in the society is so rapid that it becomes obvious that there 

are major differences between the culture to which the older generation was 

conditioned and that to which t he younger generation must now be trained , this 

simple view of the function of education is clearly not adequat e and is too 

restinctive as terms of r eference for those on whom rests the responsibility 

of educating the rising generation . 

It is perhaps a consciousness of this difficulty which has led to 

anotherview of education : the individual diversity view . This view puts 

emphasis on equipping the individual to use his resources to the maximum (4), 

rather than on the conditioning of him to meeting the requirements of his 

immediate cultural environment . 

Some writers think that this attitude is too narrowly extreme even in 

a rapidly changing society like our own , and perhaps we are on safer ground to 

say that education's "greater task is that of looking through and beyond the 

individual to the development of the inter-relations of person with person , 

group with group, to a new synthesis in terms of human welfare" (5) . 

It is clear that the function of education may be placed between the 

two extremes of exclusive transmission of the existing social heritage and the 

exclusive equipping of the individual to develop his own resources . This 

observation leads irrunediately to the question of educational aims . These can 

be given as fostering of contributive attitudes, preparation for adaptation 

to t he group, acquisition of knowledge , development of vocational skills , and 

self-realisation . These can be generalised into : group solidarity, individual 

effectiveness, t elic social change ; the individualising process and the 

C. Kumal o . Education and Ideology in S.A. 
R. S. & H. M. Lynd. Middletown . P. 231 . 
F. J . Brown. Educational Sociology. 

P.29-30 . 
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socialising process . 

It is perhaps training for future change which is most important for 

our society . Change, technical and social , is a major characteristic of our 

cultural pattern and it is likely that the view of the function of education 

emphasising transmission of the cultural heritage only will run the risk of 

not being capable of sustaining individuals in middle and later life in a 

society in which change is so strongly dominant (6) . It must , therefore, be 

an aim of education to serve as a telesis- promoting element in society, and 

to train the individual so that he can deal adequately with change . 

In building this need is very obvious in the training of the architect . 

If the simple transmission view iK taken for architectur al education it means 

that the student is given a largely static attitude to planning , str ucture , 

materials , economics and aesthetic . Such a static view is contrary to the 

facts : structural methods, mat.erials and aesthetic are constantly undergoing 

ohange as can easily be measured . It seems essential, therefor e , that the 

architect should have formal training in how to deal with changes that are 

happening and indeed in methods of inducing desirable change . This does 

not imply that traditional cultural patterns must be ignored or repudiated 

only that the architect must be~uipped to deal with the changes that will 

happen whether or not he is conditioned to meet them . As an example, the 

team work view of Gropius may be quoted . He points out that architectural 

design is divorced in architectural training from first hand knowledge of 

industrial production methods (7) . Since industrial production is of the 

essence of our society, an aim of architectural education must be to bring the 

architect into the production t eam . He must be trained to r espond to change 

and conditioning to change must be r egarded as a vital part of ar chitectural 

education . "To provide for change is the creative function of educationll (8) . 

In parenthesis it is useful to note that status assumption is increas-

ingly becoming a function of the school and is being lost to the family . This 

is not an avowed aim of education but is in the nature of a by- product or 

latent function . It may be inferred from this trend that our society is placing 

a higher value on education of the formal kind than hitherto . We should also 

(6) 

( 7) 

(8~ 

This is apparent in the way in which architectural education of the 
period 1920 to 1945 (in general terms) has left many architects high and dr y . 
W. Gropius . The Scope of Total Architecture . P.23 et seq . 
A.K.C. Ottaway . Educat ion and SOCiety . · P.9 . 
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note that the Kchool and the university are important promoter s of group

formation and group- continuation after the completion of the formal education . 

This also is not an avowed purpose of education but is a latent function . 

4. Nature of Education . 

The most significant characteristics of formal education in our 

society are that it is systematio and compulsory; that it is carried on in 

organised groups and is a communal or state responsibility . The individual 

is therefore unable to avoid it, and must inevitably be moulded within fairly 

closely defined llinits into the personality patterns approved by society . In 

spite of educationalists affirming that education must teach the individual to 

think for himself it is clear that in fact the educational system tr~ins the 

individual to think for the most part along channels approved by the community . 

This being so , it is not surprising that education is still largely anscientific 

in its general policy tendencies , which remain tradit i onally based however 

scientific may be the actual system of instruction (9) . 

The nature of the education received by any group in any society depends 

on the nature of that society's total culture . The Victorians , caught in the 

dichotomy industrialisation - art understandably gave an artistic emphasis to 

the architect's education - an emphasis which is still with us as an example 

of cultural lag . The contemporary culture of the United States having material 

success as a dominant goal inevitably puts emphasis on training for "getting 

ahead" . Ottaway says that the education a society provides is determined by 

the dominant social forces in the society (10) . Hertzler also observes that 

"Education .•• being specifically charged with the task of transmitting the 

culture, is strongly reflective of the total configuration" (11) . 

Inherent in the present concept of education is the professionalisation 

of teaching and the rigid control of syllabuses by bodies external to the 

t ·eacher . This leads to the question of just how much the state or other body 

can standardise education with safety to its own ends . If the state aims to 

(10) 

(11) 

C. Kumalo . Op . Cit . p .103 - 4 puts it : "many modern educational systems 
(are) based on tradition and the crude rationality of policy-makers and 
law-makers rather than on scientific normative ideas that the educational 
sociologists have made available ." Architectural education is no exception . 
A.K.C. Ottaway . Op . Cit . p . 58 . 
'Social Force ' is here t o be precisely defined in terms of the activities 
of various groups, and not as a hypothecated force operating mystically 
in t he on-going social process . 
J . O. Hertzler . Social Institutions . P.139. 
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to use the educational system to indoctr inate the r ising generation vnth ideas 

conflicting with those of the individual teacher, he 'fill find himself as a 

public servant i n an anomalous positi on (12) . Thi s may produce a very danger 

ous situation for the state and can scarcely serve the best inter ests of edu-

cation . In architectur e an all -consuming state may attempt to contr ol t he 

teaching of ar chitectural Syle in the interests of propaganda for itself (13) . 

It should be noted that the danger outlined above is more serious in 

a society like our mm which has r apid means of communication and control at 

its disposal than was so in earlier civilisations in which education was not 

heavily centralised and in which the examination system was not dominant . 

It is obvious that in a centralised system of education which depends heavily 

on the examination no individual or school has very much scope for experlinent 

in education . 

In the West educati on is mainly in the universalistic liberal tradition ; 

it puts heavy emphasis on the individual1 s right to self-development according 

to his own wishes ; it allows f r eedom of opinion and expression of that opinion 

and holds that knowledge is open to all . At the back of this syst em of attitudes 

lie t he i deals of the French and American r evolutions . This is the soil in which 

wester n science has grown and it is a widely held opinion that this is the 

only soil in which it can continue to grow. 

Tr aditionally western education has had , and still in large measure 

has, a lit er ary emphasis . This is unfortunate because it tends to make 

literature mor e acceptable than t he visual arts . There have been educators 

who have r ealised this defect but it does not yet appear that they have suc-

ceeded in~materi~lly modifying the popular vi ew (14) . The current English 

emphasis on the higher status of the gr ammar school in comparison with the se-

condary modern school is presumably evidence of this lit erary preference . The 

grarrullar school avoids a vocational flavour and thereby keeps a higher status . 

This literary versus visual and vocational eniphasis is particularly 

disastrous to architecture and planning which both r equir e an educated public 

taSB in visual matters . The importance of such an educated public taste is that 

it can r eceive the best effor ts of the architects and planners . It also acts a s 

a stimulus to them . The present lack of educated public taste in visual natters 

(12) This situation has been examined by Kumalo for t he Afr ican teacher in S .A. 
(13 ) Nazi Germany . Is this also the case in mo dern China? 

(14) J . E. Barton did pioneer work in intr oducing visual arts educat i on into 
a s chool of strong liter ar y tradition (Bristol Grarrmar School) . 
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has exactly t he reverse effects . It should also be mentioned that our age 

claims that it requires a large expansion of technical education . Much of 

this may well need a visual emphasis (15) . 

In this section we should note the traditional cu+ture conflict between 

the literary and the scientific in our education . Those brought up in the 
literary and classical subjects have been conditioned to a contempt of the 

sciences . This is a damaging element in our culture and one which we should 
be able to eltminate if we fully acc ept that our society is heavily dependent 

on the technologies f or its continued existence (16) . 

5. Education: Change. 

In a period of rapid technological development t he relationship between 

education and social and technical change is of much greater significance than 
in a period of relative stagnation . In a period of stagnation, technologically 
speaking , such as the later Roman Empire, education has little need to consider 
change : it concerns itself with the essential question of conservation (17) . 
But when technical change , and therefore social change , are r apid as in our 

own time , educat ion must aim to keep abreast of it , seek to mitigate the effects 
of too rapid change , or even to prevent certain kinds of change . 

In technical education one of the most serious difficulties is the 

problem of lag in the educators and lack of up-to-date t ext books . This can 

be illustrated from architecture . Most of t he theoretical and much of the 

practical work whi ch constitut es the contribution of the Modern School of 

architects had been completed by about 1930 • . Yet only now are the principles 

then enunciated coming to be commonly applied , certain of them, for example the 
curtain wall , being very recent additions to t he common vocabulary of the 

language of architectural design (18) . Similarly the pilotis in both their 

legitimate and bastard use are only just emerging as common idiom (19) . The 
effective l ag is about twenty years . 

(15) 

(16) 
(17 ) 

(18) 
(19) 

There is , of course, a great deal of evidence that we need equally or more an expansion of education i n the human sciences . This is not to say that we only need to boost t he arts as against the sciences : the essential need is scientific knowledge about t he workings of human society so that governmental and social development can r:;atch our technological advance . A. K. C. Ottaway . Op e cit . P.88-9 deals with this conflict . At one stage in t he history of t he Roman Empire it was legally compulsory for a son to follow his fath er's calling . 
Le Corbusier in Precisions (1930) made this principle very clear . P. 56 . Bastard when the ground floor is f illed up with rooms leaving the pilotis as pilasters . 
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This lag is particularly conspicuous in architecture because of t he 

difficulty of experiment in building and its relation , t hrough the client , to 

public taste . A new fact in physics can be disseminated and generally accepted 

through the writt en word only , and very quickly all interested individuals 

can assimmilate the new fact into t he general body of their knowledge . But 

the architect, and t o same extent the physician , have problems connected 

with practical application before a new idea can be accepted . 

It is a task of education to recognise t his difficulty and take 

measur es to reduce the lag as much as possible. Bearing in mind the nature 

of education, it is obvious that this presents special difficulties t o t he 

educational system. Ottaway says: "Educational change tends to follow other 

social changes r ather thc~ .: initiate them •.. (it) supports and develops the 

changes in social aims already decided by those in power •.• "(20) . In other 

words t he educational system must have guidance : it cannot itself guide . It 

must wait and see which way the cultural wind is going to blow. Panunzio fakes 

an even more depr essing view: lithe educational system still r ei":lains largely a 

backward- looking system, cont ent in imparting knowledge r egarding the past, 

which no one can control, rather than imparting a knowledge of the contemporary 

scene and encouraging intelligent participation in itll (21) . He softens this 

to some extent by thinking lIi t not i mpo ssible that it may be becoming increasing-

ly an agent of social improvement 11 ( 22) . 

Allied t o the problem of lag in specific subjects is the problem of 

lag appearing in relati on t o new subjects . This type of lag is particularly 

noticeable in r egard to t he scientific approach to man himself : the social 

sciences . It is the j ob of architecture and planning to create , or control 

the creation of, the physical environment of human beings . Clearly in order 

to perform that task efficiently a knowledge of the kind of society that human 

beings at present find themselves in would appear not merely desirable , but 

of first importance . And yet architectural and planning bodies in general do 

not require the student to have any serious acquaintance with sociology . 

Instead of systematic knowledge of the structure and working of society both 

architect and planner are frequently cont ent with a few vague generalisations 

and a nod in the direction of the community (23) . This type of lag can only be 

(20) A. K. C. Ottaway . Op . Cit . P. 12 and 56 . 
(21) Panunzio . Ope Cit . P.407. 
(22 ) Panunzio . Op. Cit . P. 263 . 
(23) Even distinguished architects are not i mpressive in their lack of 

precision when dealing with social aspects of buil ding . 
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correct ed from outside the educational systems concerned . Society itself , 

through its sociologists and by making its desires in particular buildings 

articulate, must be the chief agent of correction in this field . 

Education , is not , then , a cause of change : rather it depends on 

change in the culture gener ally, and its role is secondary as far as change is 

concerned . It is of first importance that the lag between education and the 

rest of the culture should be kept as small as possible . 

It may be added in considering the relation between education and 

change that Mumford envisages a new kind of school which would be the cultural 

centre of its area for adults as well as children (24) . This is a bold vision 

which would go far to solve the problems brought about by change during the 

life of the individual . The school years are no longer sufficient to equip 

t he individual for living his whole life-span , particularly as the life-expect 

ation is being steadily increased . There is need for a new kind of school 

which would give the adult education at every stage of his life to fit him 

to meet the new problems of each phase and to adjust to change . This would be 

a most useful stabilising institution in a culture having rapid change as a 

major characteristic . It is unfortunate that planners have used the existing 

type of school, misunderstanding l-Iumford , as a justification for the idea of 

a neighbourhood unit . The defining of the size of the unit by reference to the 

present educational syst~a is largely mechanical and not social, since it 

virtually excludes the adults of the community . 

6. Education Significant in Two Major Aspects . 

There are two major connections between education and building . The 

first is the r elationship created by the agencies of formal and non - formal 

education between the public and the building . This is the contribution made 

by education to the attitudes and values of the individuals in SOCiety, and 

these individuals will r espond to buildings as their education - understood 

in the broadest sense - has taught them . 

The second relationship is that made by the largely formal education 

given to those individuals who are to be actively concerned with the making 

of buildings : professional , business, financial, technical and manual agencies 

whose abilities are trained in the various specialities . In this regard it 

(24) L. ~umford . Culture of Cities . P.476 et seq . 
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must always be r emembered that the specialist is also an ordinary member of 

t he public when regarded from certain point s of view . 

At any given time the state of these two r elationships with building 

can be very r oughly gauged by (a) public opinion and general r esponses , and 

(b) by the expert opinion of t hose actually involved in building . These two 

are i ndications of what effects educational institutions are having and have 

had in, say , t he previous twenty years (25) . 

The two r elationships interact so that whilst it may be said , as of 

many other things , that the publi c get s the buildings it deserves , it may 

also be hazarded that the building i ndustry, including the architects , get 

the public they deserve . It is in this ar ea that the great importance of 

institutional factors in education lies . 

7 . Education of the Public and Buil ding. 

Public opinion in the matter of building is formed by the agencies of 

non-formal and formal education : the home , the press, the radio , travel , 

the cinema; and the school , college and university . Quite obviousl y t he 

demand made by the public as to the arrangement, cost and appearance of the 

building will always be within t he limits defined by the formal and non- formal 

education . There is unlikely to be any sudden demand for something entir ely 

new . The demand is fairly firm, does not change r apidly and is therefore 

pr edictable . It is , of course, pr eci sely the functi on of education to pro-

duce these characteristics and we ar e here feeling the effects of institution-

alisati on . Family life i s of a certain pattern . For living that kind of life 

we have come to use (26) a certain kind of house . The child , brought up in 

that kind of house is informally educated into expecting future houses t o be 

along the same lines . This is not merely inertia : it is specific education 

into accepting and expecting a certain kind of living accommodation . The 

chil d is the future house-purchaser and in this r ole he will choose very largely 

what his education has taught him. 

The same process can be traced in the expectation the public has about 

t he other building types . School , church, office block and factory have t heir 

(25) 

(26 ) 

'l'his implies that the middle -aged secti()n of any community have a large 
say in the f or mation of public and specialist opinion . 
It is essential not to beg any questions by thinking in ter ms of our 
having 'developed ' a certain kind of house to meet awr specific ' needs '. 
We have not yet done this . 
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accepted f orms, within rough limits, and their images are transmitted by the 

institutionalised methods of education , formal or i r.forma1. The little girl's 

dolls' house is a typical semi-det ached suburban hous e . Once formed the image 

is diffi cult t o change and may persist t hr ougho ut t he life of the individual . 

If change were negligible in our society t he educat ional institutions would 

condition succeeding generation s t o virtual ly identical expectations for 

buildings . 

Change, however , is in many aspects rapid , and t hi s may appear as 

anachronisms in the agencies of fornal education . Formal educat ion is slow to 

move and unless constantly prodded by outside influences would remain extr emely 

conservative . The child at school may have formal education from outmoded 

textbooks and simultaneously may be r eceiving up- to-date informal education 

about buil dings by being in a school of good modern design . The reverse can 

be observed when we build a laboratory for research in atomic physics using 

a Gothic or neo-Georgian i diom . 

Cultural lags of this kind are evidence of different rates of change 

in society's various sect ors . In some w,-_ys t he educational institutions have 

become too r i gid and are f ailing t o educate individuals irlto the actual conditions 

of the society at a given time (27) . Such cultural lags, or ossification of 

the educational i nstit utions , pr esent great di ffi culties to the designers of 

buildings because of the f act t hat t he public expectati on is different from the 

structural , economic , planni ng and functional requirements of the actual world . 

The buildi ng consequently emerges as a hollow sham , designed with cynicism 

and built without enthusiasm . 

In connection with the education of the public an interesting question 

is to what extent are individuals educat ed by the buildings they live in , work 

in and visit? Will the chil dr en now attending schools of modern design demand 

a new kind of house when adult? Research is needed here on an extensive scale . 

As far as formal education is concerned a major difficulty is that 

it is ingrained in our educational i nstitutions that inherited pat terns of 

behavi our and attitudes must be handed on . Could not t he idea of change be 

institutionalised in education so that the individual could be taught that in 

many matters, notably the man-made physical environment , change must be ex-

pected and welcomed? The f ost ering of such an attitude would greatly help the 

design devel opment of many bui lding types, but not ably of houses which are 

(27) The neo-Georgian of the 1930 ' s in Britain is a typical case of aD~ost an 
ent~re public having been conditioned by its educational institutions to 
attltudes no longer relevant . 
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slow to change except in superficial aspect s . 

Snobbery, fashi on and the aspirations of social classes upwards are 

pot ent agencies of informal educati on . These are institutionalised in such 

things as the var ious r esidential areas of a city, the approval or dis-approval 

of certain kinds of house ; for example the dis-appr oval of the semi- detached 

house in Natal , or Eastern Canada, past a certain point upwards in the Rocial 

scale . The locality of r esidence is another example to be th e 'right si de 

of the tracks ' , and to drive a certain kind of motorcar have a social signi-

ficance (28 ) . 

These pr efer ences or snobberies appear to spread dovIDwards by imitation, 

an upper group starting a fashion and l ower groups f oll owing as a by-product 

of social aspir ation . Information as to what to imitate is conveyed by insti-

tutionalised vehi cles like t he cinema , magazines, radio , and of course by 

observing the latest buildings of the elite group . An important factor to 

remember about t hese institutions is th~t they have no specific aim or intention 

as f ar as education is concer ned and that they can do no more than pass on . 

For example, the planning and appearance of houses are a favourite subject 

of women ' s magazines . Superficially , and to those unfamiliar with t he ways 

in which ideas in this field originate , it might seem that the authors of 

articles are producing new i deas . This is ver y r arely so : many apparently 

new ideas are in fact taken from the writings of serious architectural writers 

of twenty y~ars ago . This establishes a trend and the institutional vehicles 

simply act as diffusers t hrough the society. 

Architects are fr~quently heard t o say that t hey must ' educate ' public 

taste in order t o improve t he general standard of efficiency and appearance 

of buildings . The archit ects attenpt this in several ways in practice : by 

the buildings they design, by writing , use of the r adi o , and contributing to 

non-technical periodicals . Exhibitions also have their place . These methods 

of propagating ideas t ake no account of the way in which the public taste 

proceeds by imitation . In order to obtain the maximum eff ect it is necessary 

to have regard to this tendency to imitate those above . Thus, if t he architects 

wish to L~prove t he design of industrial buildirlgs they must direct their 

propaganda at those who make the decisions f or such buildings : boards of 

(28) In Britain Jaguars for example . These are a success symbol, oddly 
suspect because often bought not by the individual but t he firm . 
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directors and management, not to shareholders representing the public at 

large . The method most likely to succeed would be to persuade the most impor 

tant industry to build well; to publicise this and allow diffusion to do the 

rest (29) . Clients ' attitudes often cannot be changed by logic or reason where 

an over - riding practical justification cannot be appealed to . In situations 

of this kind the only effective method of changing attitudes is by appeal to 

imitation . If the business client , who is resisting some proposed featur e of 

his building, such as large plate glass windows , can be shown that the biggest 

firm in the husiness has recently incorporated t his in a new building , he 

may modify his views . The important thing for the architect is to understand 

where these attitudes come f r om , otherwise he will feel himself baffled by 

something which he mistakenly categorises as his clients' ignorance or in-

sensitivity . In this context persuasion and logic may be of little use : what 

he needs is knowledge of the sociology of the situation . 

8 . Some Aspects of Technical Education 

in Relati on to the Building . 

This section deals with some of the effects upon the building of the 

formal education of those who create the building . What effects on the buil ding 

does the education of the architect, the engineer, the building manager or the 

bricklayer have? 

First thoughts on this subject might suggest that as the architect is 

the building designer it is the effects of his technical education which are 

the most important . This, however, does not prove to be the case on closer 

examination . In practice t he architect is so much in the hands of other ex-

perts - and in this sense even the bricklayer is an expert . - that the 

decisions of the architect can often be shown to be overwhelmingly influenced 

by the education which individuals in other professions have received . The 

subject is , therefore, extensive and complicated and all that vrill be attempted 

here is a few examples to show the mechanisms operating . 

Our first example concerns t he quantity surveyor . In Britain , the new 

generation of surveyors is traditionally educated as articled pupils . That is 

to say th ey are trained in t he current methods largely without the benefit of 

research or fruitful contact with students in other professions . The general 

(29 ) In Britain one architectural periodical, 'Industrial Architecture ' is 
directed specifically at boards of directors . ' 
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atmosphtre of quantity surveying is therefore heavily traditional and conser 

vative and the profession has not been enlivened by anything comparable with the 

changes occurring in architecture during the past twenty years . During that 

period methods of quantity surveying have become increasingly rigid and insti 

tutionalised . This process has gone so far ru1d has so been accepted by the 

building industry as a whole that it is possible for contractors to tender on 

the bill of quantities a lone without r eference to the architect 's drawings (30) . 
f 

This might appear to be a step in the direction of efficiency and 

simplicity . In practice it is the opposite . It means that the tendering con-

tractors are pricing labour without r eference to the way t he architect has 

designed his building . It takes no account of whether the building is simple 

and quick to erect or slow and complicated . Instead the cost of labour is 

estimated in vacuo according to a set formula . Thus the building as far as 

tendering is concerned Inay lose all the benefit of t he simple and direct con-

struction that the architect may have put into it . 

This is not only a straightforward economic loss , it is also a very 

serious element of da~age to the motivation of the architect . The architect 

i& educe.ted to accept good appearance , good planning , economy and originality 

of structure as acceptable motivations in designing his bUllding . Many 

buildings ar e the better for having economy a s a major motivation: out of a 

tight budget he must produce an efficient and presentable building. But 

what can he do if all his efforts at economy of design (31) ,come to naught 

because the method of tendering has become too highly formalised through cul-

tural lag in the qUantity surveying profession? 

This situation has an unfavourable effect on the architect . Educated 

now to the idea of cost analysis in the design stage and cost control later he 

is apt to find his effort s wasted and he r everts to rule of thurr,b methods which 

have the advantage of simplicity and speed (32) . The need for decision ever 

presses hard upon tht archit ect : this is his greatest single problem, and he 

should be able to obtain the facts on which to base decision from the quantity 

surveyor . 

Notable attempts are being made to break out of the institutional rigi 
dities, but they are few and isolated as yet . 
This mean~ simplicity of design: keeping subcontr~cts simple, shape and 
form ~tralghtforward and having in mind the trades and the union controls . 
~ua~tlty surveyors a::e making themselves useful in cost analysis , but 
It lS often so compllcated and slow that the architect must take a 
decision without it . 
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In a more humble way the education of the br icklayer has its effect 

on building design . There was a time when all bricklayers were skilled crafts

men able to perform all labours connected with brickwork . This is no longer so . 

A building site will carry a few older men of good capacity. They will be 

used for the difficult parts such as the quoins and angles , brick arches . The 

rest, more or less infill work , will be done by men of less skill , sometimes 

hardly above the standard of the semi - skilled . Consequent ly the standard of 

brickwork is lower than it was 50 or even 20 years ago (33) . 

This fact is now taken into account by the architect who is trying to 

design within the present building situation . He must allow for the facts 

that the brick course will often be out of horizontal , walls will often be 

out of plumb and the mechanical strength of the wail when built will be less 

than its theoretical value . These inaccurac i es are extremely serious since 

the architect is often designing brickwork and factory-made pr oducts , like 

curtain ,.,railing, to go together . The curtain walling is factory-made to low 

tolerances and it arrives on the site after the brickwork is completed . Con-

sequently if there are i rr egularities in the brickwork they will be llmlediately 

r evealed when the pr ecision-made material of the wall cladding is put against . . 

it (34) . 

This decline in the standard of the bricklayer' s work , reflecting a 

change in his for mal education must , therefore , be taken into account by the 

archi t ect at the design st ge . He h" s several options :-

1 . Eliminate all brickwork and similar imprecise craftsmanship . 

2 . Design so that irregularities are masked by such devices as 

r ebates and cover strips . 

3. Design tne craft work so simply that small error will result . 

4. Find ways by which the craft work will be forced to follow the 

factury product . 

5. Pr oduce the brickwork under factory conditions to factory standards 

of precision (35) . 

This is the decline of a craft . The instruments used ar e not as pr ecise , 
the education is poorer, pride in the work is less . Evidence taken from 
the Bristol ar ea : the reilsonable craftsmen are middle-aged or older . 
Brickwork is frequently faulty . 
Many buildings have be0n exrunined 
common . 

for this type of defect . It is very 

(35) It m~y be a~~ed that some of these t r oubles can be avoided by the 
arch1tect glvlng proper supervision . There are difficulties here : first 
the ar~h~tect unde~ English law is only under obligation t o give general' 
superv1s1on - he 1S not expected to act as a clerk of works' secondly 
many f aults c;.r e. di~ficult to spot in their early stages and do not bec~me 
apparent unt1l 1t 1S too late . ~no~her approacQ is to try to stimulate 
t~e craftsm~n to . bette~ wor~ . TQ1S 1? a noble alm , but simply ignores the 
aaverse soc1olog1cal sltuat10n 1n wh1ch the crafts inevitably exist . 
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It i s not within t he power of the architect to corIUlIa nd all these at 

present . Quite obviously , however , these opt ions are having their influence on 

building design through the architects noting difficulties and failures i n 

executed buildings . The oper ative factor is that the architect must now attempt 

t o avoid t he r ecurr ence of a previous unforeseen failur e due to deterioration 

in the craf ts . These opti ons cannot be examined in detail her e , since t he 

desired point has been made that change in the br i cklayer's educati on leads 

to changes in the design of t he building at architect level. Situations of 

similar interest, however, exist throughout the building industry, and it 

seems clear that society does not now give as good an educati on to its building 

craftsmen as it did, S"y 50 years ago (36) . 

The architect is of special interest because he is t he decision-maker , 

and even if he does not in fact decide he must appear to do so . The attitudes 

which ar e f ormed by his fo rmal and non-formal educat i on are consequently of 

prime importance in determining the form, structure and appearance of the 

building . 

By far the most important single educational change in architecture 

in the l ast decade or so has been the swing from traditional rule of thumb 

approach to building t owards the use of scientifi c method . Befor e this change 

an architect faced with a pr oblem would act for the Inost part only on the 

basis of pr ecedent . Now he is f r ee to appr oach any problem strictly logically 

and analytically, exploring all possibilities (37) . 

This analytical and rational appr oach should now be institutionali sed 

in architectural education; its fir st effects can be t r aced in improved l ogic 

of structure , sensible use of new mat erials , cost analysis and detailed assess-

ment of user's needs . 'l'her e is , however, very little cause for complacency 

and we shoul d not make the mistake of thinking t hat ~ rchitectural education 

is III a satisfactor y condi t i on . P . H. Connell who recently visited the United 

States and examined some architectural schools there does not find it possible 

to be more optimistic than this: " ... the systematic application of t he 

scientific method in the training of the architect, t he positive develo~nent 

and int egrati on of building science into the architectural courses and t he 

(36) For t he situation of the building craftsman s ~e Appendix Vl (1) . 

(37) This method has alwf~Ys been open for use, but in the past education has 
conditioned the individual against using it . This has been justified by 
such institution - protecting words as ' sound' to describe the archit ect ' s 
attitude to design . 
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systematic presentation of building r esearch findings, do not yet seem to have 

found a secure :place in the curriculum . 11(38) . 

This new approach has helped to destroy the older institutionalised 

styles of Classic , Gothic and neo-Georgian and in their place has fostered 

the grmvth of a new style having wide variations . This is in many aspects 

permissive , allowing the designer t o use the conditions imposed upon him by 

client, site , materials , cost etc . to det ermine the form and appearance of 

the building . That this can .. e a valid way of appr oaching building design is 

now an educational concept with institutional characteristics . 

Development in architectur al education along this line is arduous 

and slow but i t brings a measure of positive progress . There is , however , a 

difficulty: the pr esent st r ucttrre of our society is such that the architect 

is expected to play the multiple role of businessman-technical-expert-artist (39) . 

The complexity of this r ole would not perhaps be very serious in its bearing 

on education if the concept of intuition did not play so large a part in 

society ' s image of the architect . The fact that it does allows the architec-

tural student to withdraw from the rigours of reason into intuition , fantasy 

and the cult of personality. In trying to teach t he student to be both 

artist and rationalist the educational system is faithfully carrying out its 

mandat& fr om SOCiety . This antithesis , this dicnotomy, is present as a value 

in society and that value education is conulli tted to perpetuate (40) . The 

question nlay be debated whether it is not the business of education to try 

to eliminate this antithesis . Perhaps that is r ather a task for science, but 

t he fact r emains that here is a ver y practical difficulty in architectural 

education and consequently in the work of architects in later life . 

Another educational problem which has an important bearing on the 

architect in his working life is the emphasis placed in education on the aim of 

assisting the individual to develop himself, for himself, to the maximum . 

This-iaea is fairly strong in architectural education because of the need to 

develop the student ' s imaginative capacity and no doubt there could be no 

effective education for building design without this stress on the individual 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

P. H. Connell . Report on Architectural Education and Environmental 
Studies in the United States and Canada . Para . 82 . 

This is dealt with in detail in Chapter Xl in which the architect is 
examined using the concepts of status and role . 
There is no implication intended here that this antithesis is 'true ' 
or 'real' . It is simply sta ted as an observed fact of our society. 
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diversity view. Nevertheless beneath talk of encouraging the student's 

artistic abil ity there lurks a difficulty . This is that the student will be 

trained t o r egard buil ding design as chi efly an opporturu ty for his own self-

expression . The st udent ther ef ore, may become oriented not toward society but 

to his own emotional and int ei l ectual pref er ences . This leads later to client 

dissatisfaction and the f ailur e of t he archi tect t o achieve a satisfactory 

relationship with hi s society (41) . 

This side of architectural education most certainly has a great in-

fluence on the f orm and devel opment of our bui l dings , as this is t he archit ect's 

motivational r eason t o pay attention t o th e appear ance of t he building he de-

signs . Society ha s t hree legitiIi at e expectations from the architect: he shall 

construct it properly withi n t he appropriat e economic limits , and he shall en-

sure that its appearance is satisfactory (42) . It is a reasonable expectation 

that none of these shall be sacrificed to t he others . Unfortunately this 

value of balanced expectation i s not gener ally institutionalised in architec-

tural education and this defect is one of the possible causes of t he present 

difficulties existing between architect and publ ic. 

In t he l ast two decades t her e has occurred an important extension of 

this personal development idea in t he f orm of attempts by architects to pre-

dict the f or ms of fut ur e buildings and even cities . This has often been a 

blend of r esearch and intuition which has had a remarkable educational effect 

on younger architects . 'The work of Gropius and Le Corbusier together with 

that of many lesser known archit ects, clearly has had a tremendous educational 

impact on students in t he l ast twenty years, and t he habit of looking to 

masters for inspiration has tended t o become institutionalised in architectural 

education , with r esults which are not all necessarily good . A service has , 

however , undoubtedly been performed by causing an increase in the rate of 

change in architectural design in the context of an activity showing many 

signs of cultural lag. 

The ducation of the archit ect is t he subject of considerable heart-

searching in Britain and other countri es at the present time . The rate of 

change in building practice is now so fast t hat it is becoming obvious even 

to members of the public that t he architect is in some way not measuring up 

(41) Among other a spects prof essional delinquency . See Appendix VI (2) . 
(42) Th e word ' satisfactory' can be under st ood simply as subjectively defined 

by t he society concerned . 
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to the demands made upon him by a rapidly changing cultural pattern . Other 

disquieting indications are also appearing ; for exanlple , the low rate of re

muneration of architects in Britain in comparison with other professions at a 

time of urlprecedented prosperity in the building industry. As a r esult , 

architectural education is being carefully scrutini sed by the architects 

themselves, some experiments are being tried and change is in the air . 

All this is no doubt good from the point of view of its attempt to 

modify an i nstitutional situation which is manifestly ossified . One wonders, 

however, whether much pr ogress can be made unless a serious att~npt is forth

coming to understand the sociol ogy of the entire building process . To under

stand the sociology of t he architect would be some advance on the current hit 

and miss methods , but even that is not r eally sufficient since the archi t ect 

can scarcely be divorced from t he work he himself does and the work of others 

which he materially influences . If we are serious in wanting to improve the 

architect's education so that it accords mor e with the emerging pattern of 

our culture we must thor oughly infonn ourselves about the total sociological 

situation of building: all the approaches which are outlined in this study. 

9. Building Example . 

Perhaps t he most interesting aspect of t he example from the point of 

view of education is t he aesthetic approach to the bui ldings . This will be 

dealt with in the f oll owing chapter rather t han here in order t o have the 

benefit of the expression~l analysis given in Chapter Vll . 

10 . Summary . 

It should be r emembered t hat t he scientific and t he educational con

plexes go together . The strictly conservation view of education leads to 

difficulties in our society and t r aining f or change is important in the con

text of our present culture. We must always bear in mind t he nature of edu

cation and not attribute to it characteristics which it does not possess , or 

expect from it results which it is incapabl e of producing . For building the 

two major areas of education ar e t hat of t he public at large and that of the 

section of the public which is specifically concerned with building . The 

education of the architect is pivotal and is at present undergoing critical 

examination. For this t o be successful a sociology of building is necessary. 
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11 . Conclusions. 

(1) In building and planni ng , scientific research and education need to be 

closely related . It is useful, to keep in mind that science aims t o ex

tend existing knowledge and discover new, whilst education must institu

tionally perform to ensur e conformity with the requirements of all other 

institutions, so that t he continuity of the culture can be maintained . 

(2) The rate of change, which is acc elerated by science, causes strain in 

the educati onal institutions . Science may help t o reduce this strain by 

speeding adjustment in education, but a pulling in different directions 

is observable . This has t o be bor ne in mind by both research workers 

and educators in building and planning . 

(3) The individual diversity view of education is stressed by some educational

ists, and is pr~ninent in architectural education . There is some evidence 

that it has led t o an over-en~hasis on the individualising process at th~ 

expense of the socialising pr ocess as f ar as architects are concerned . As 

a result the architect is apt to be seriously deficient in his ability 

to act as a fully integrated member of his society. What personality 

pattern do we want f or our architects? 

(4) Specific training in ability t o meet future change is required in all 

fields of training f or building . Special techniques need to be taught and 

special attitudes inculcated if the training given is to have its maximum 

value as the individual grows older . This will involve instruction in 

techniques of unlearning. Unlearning is Illore difficult for knowledge 

acquired or the basis of experience, and less difficult for knowledge 

acquired by specific instruction . Training is also required in techniques 

for inducing change in society. This is particularly inlportant to the 

planner . 

(5) Architectural education must aim at bringing the architect into the pro

duction team . Without this the architect will remain aliented from his 

society. 

(6) The individual's status in society at large is being increasingly determined 

by his for~ITlal educati on . This implies a shift in the values system. 

(7) Educational policies t end t o remain traditionally based although the syst em 

of i nstruction may be scientifically based . This r equires research in 

architectural education : what are the items \mich are still traditionally 
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based and how great is their influence? 

(8) The trend toward increasing centralisation of education has its dangers . 

In any western country having a system of architectural education organ

ised by a central authority the rigidity of this system is in sharp con

trast with the flexibility needed t o accommodat e rapid change . 

(9) The literary emphasis in western formal education during the last f ew 

centuries is a handicap in both buil ding and planning because in the 

valuE s system the literary is valued higher than the visual and the 

vocational . The traditional humanities viewpoint must be very ser iously 

examined with this in mind . It will be found deficient if our future 

society is to be based very largely on science . 

(10) The defectiveness of public taste in matters visual is connected with 

this preference for the liter ary emphasis . This defect is of major 

significance to architecture and planning since both require an infor med 

visual public taste . 

(11) An educational syst e~ must have guidance from the society at large . It 

will follow social change, r ather than initiate , and therefore in spite 

of protestations t o the contrary~ it will tend to be geared to the past 

and the present rather t han to the Bhaping of the future . 

(12) If architectural education is to play a significant role in shaping the 

future of society, it mus t be prepared t o include the scientific study 

of society . 

(13) The public will respond to buildings as their education , both formal and 

informal , has taught them. This is part of the social process . 

(14) Those specifically trained in building \vill r espond largely as their 

f ormal specific education has taught them within the range of their 

specificity . Outside that range their response may be general or speci f i c. 

(15) These two responses interact . Public reaction bears on technical training , 

and technical training influences t he public reaction . 

(16) Public opinion about building is fairly stable and changes relatively slowly. 

The public at large has reasonably clear expectations about what a building 

"ought" to be . 

(17) There may be a cultural lag between informal and f ormal education , the 

1atter incul cating attitudes at variance with those acquired through 

informal channels of education . Such lag is evidence of varying rates 
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of change in different parts of the culture . 

(18) Research is requir ed into the question of whether individuals (} artic larly), 

children) are educated by the buildings of their envi r onment . The 

hypothesis that better buildings will make better people is unproved, 

whatever is meant by the word ' better ' . 

(19) The inculcation of the idea that change , particular l y in our physical 

environment , is to be expected should be institutionalised in formal 

'education . 

(20) Snobbery, fashion and social aspiration ar e important means of informal 

educati on . These spread their in.fluence downwards in society by 

imitation , which can be a strategic method of inducing change . 

(21) It i s valuabl e for the architect t o know how the attitudes of his client 

originate from infor mal and formal education . In this matter the 

architect must be knowledgeable f or the cl ient if the institutional 

r elationship between the two id to remain unirrlpaired . 

(22) The technical education of the architect: is" not necessarily the most 

important influence on building , since i n designing he must have r egard 

t o the way in vmich all the other members of the building team have been 

tr ained to think and work . 

(23) The architect is educated to accept certain motivations for his work ; 

good planning , good appearance , economy of str ucture , service t o the 

community ar e sOl1e of them. These rnotivations may have their effective -

ness impaired by l ag in t he technical education of ot her members of t he 

building team . Motivations r equir e effective institutional suppor t if 

satisfactory performance of the individual is to be maintained . 

(24) Change in the education of a member of the building t eam, whether brick

layer or finance-promoter , will lead to chrulge in the design of t he 

buil ding at architect level . Does the architect have to wait on these 

: (25) 

changes? If he does , is this an explanation of lag? 

The attitudes incul cated in the architect during his informal and formal 

education ar e of gr eat importance t o building because of the architect ' s 

r ole as chief decision-maker . 

(26) In architectur al pr actice the way is now clear f or the scientific approach 

to problems to supersede r ule of thumb . The public expectation of t he 

architect as businessman-technical- expert-artist makes training with this 
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end in view difficult because of institutionalised factors which are 

in opposition t o each other . 

(27) In aiming t o make the student both artist and scientist the architectural 

educational systaa is f aithfully carrying out the institutional require-

ments of society . As long as society is ambivalent in its attitude to 

the architect, expecting him t o combine two systems of attitudes which 

society itself r egards as antithetical, just so long must there remain 

in architectural education this bi-polar orientation . Each operates 

to perpetuate the other . 

(28) The emphasis in architectural education on the personal development of 

the individual's imaginative capacity frequently produces in the student 

an orientation toward his own self-expression to the detriment of his 

r elationship t o his society as a whole . This can lead to anomie and 

the failure of the individual to integrate with the group . 

(29) It is the e~ectation of society that the architect shall give satis-

faction along three lines: Ca) efficient planning for use , (b) adequate 

construction wi thin the financial limits set, and (c) satisfactory 

appearance . The expectation of balanced performance along these ~ines 

is not adequately institutionalised in architectural education . 

(30) The now institutionalised habit of looking to well-known masters may 

produce a cultur al lag when the supply of masters runs out . 

(31) Progress in improving the education of the architect will only be made 

by carefully studying the complete sociology of the entire building 

process . 



CHAPTER Vll 

RELATIONSHIP OF CERTAIN INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXES TO ALL 

BUILDING TYPES: ( 5) EXPRESSIONAL COMPLEX 

1. Term 'Expressional' Preferred. 

This group embraces those institutions which concern the transmission 

of idea or emotion front mind to mind . In relation to the bu~ing such ideas or 

emotions might, on first consideration, appear to be adequately covered by the 

word 'aesthetics' . This however, is not a wide enough term for our purpose as 

the word describing this complex must also include ideas expressive of the 

spheres of action of other institutional complexes. For example, the form we 

call 'spire' is used to express or suggest religion, quite independently of 

whether the particular spire is aesthetically satisfactory or not . 

The word 'expressional' covers the required range adequately, although 

care must be taken not to confuse it with 'expressionism' (1) . 'Expressional' 

is t~~refore far wider in its connotation than is 'aesthetic' to the architect 

or 'beauty' to the art-critic , and is here held to include any aspect of the 

building which aims to transmit an idea, feeling or social value (2). 

2. Two Major Subdivisions. 

For this analysis the institutions of the expressional complex can be 

divided into two groups:-

(a) Symbolic . 

This consists of the symbolic use of building form for propaganda pur-

poses by other institutional complexes . Plan forms, such as the latin cross, 

elevational forms like the spire and dome for churches, the gable for domestic 

work , forms associated with aspiration such as the Skylon at the Festival of 

Britain Exhibition (1952) are examples (3) . The siting of buildings so as to 

use dominant sites for important buildings of the institutional complexes is also 

a use of symbol. In short, the symbolic covers all those uses of building which 

are propagandist for religion, education, the family, business and government 

etc . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

It also includes the prestige aspects of building . 

'Expressionism' may be defined as the use of art forms to evoke the emotions 
of everyday life . Serious art is not concerned with this . 
By 'aesthetic' the architect means the beauty aspect of a building: the 
degree to which it measures up to the community's or his own notion of 
what is beautiful. 'Aesthetics' is the study, or philosophy, of aesthetic 
experience. 
The possibility of scientific play emerging requires investigation . 
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(b) Ae sthetic • 

This i s the 'beauty' aspect of the building: the capacity of the 

building to move the observer emotionally when the building is looked at as an 

object in its own right and without r eference t o relation with other institu

tional complexes and without regard to symbol. The crudest form of spire 

would convey the idea of church and could be adequate as symbol, but aesthe

tically it would be of no valu e.. The aesthetic is therefore the way jn which 

buil ding forms are handled - even the way in which symbol is manipulated. 

Under this heading come the institutionalisation of beauty as a value and 

ugliness as a disvalue; style - this is the vehicle of the aestheti~; accepted 

architectural values such as the canons of proportion; and the role of the 

architect regarded as at least part-artist. 

3. The Symbolic. 

Symbol means the use of building forms to express the physical pre-

sence of any of the institutional complexes. The religious complex may use the 

spire, nave and chancel to make its presence visually identifiable. Symbol 

is thus in one of its aspects the fixing of the institutional complex in space. 

Viewed in this way Hertzler regards the building as an instrument of the 

institution (4). Another fruitful way of looking at symbol is to see the 

building as something progressing from mere shelter to a culture-object 

carrying a non-material overburden. The Church begins its ceremonies in the 

simplest cave, but it quickly specialises the cave into a building type quite 

distinct from all others. This process of specialisation is the development of 

the symbol. Certain forms arranged in fixed ways come to 'stand' for church 

and from this point on those forms and their interrelationships have social 

meaning as an expression of the religiaus institutions of the society. The 

qualitative detail of the forms has no importance, for as Davis points out, 

"it is not the object itself but the super-empirical meaning attached to it 

tnat is sociologically significant" (5). 

In our society the governmental complex is conspicuous for its use 

of buildings as symbols. The governmental buildings of New Delhi, the Union 

Buildings of Pretoria, the Federal Government Buildings in Washington, the 

(4) J. O. Hertzler. Social Institutions. P. 65, 66, 167. 
(5) K. Davis. Human Society. P.526. 
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State Capitols of the individual states of the D.S.A., local authority and 

judicial buildings everywhere , testify to the emphasis which our society puts 

upon government . Such buildings are characterised by formality, aloofness , 

durability and often by symmetry and a certain heavy dignity . They are 

witnesses to our will toward group solidity; they are the physical nuclei of 

the institutions of government . Hertzler points out that the "material pos

sessions of an institution - public monuments and buildings, churches, cathe

drals and shrines, libraries and muse~ ~ ••• form sentiment-laden awe-inspiring 

nuclei about which members of institutions rally in quiet t~es as well as in 

crises" (6) Obviously the treatment of buildings having such heavy social 

import cannot be informal or frivolous without making a mockery of the insti

tutions themselves. Nor can there be any such thing as a purely functional 

parliament building, unless 'functional' is deemed to include symbol. The 

parliament building will fail if it is designed only on the basis of convenience 

of working, and aesthetic treatment . It must also be adequate as symbol . 

Government must not only be done: its being seen to be done must be expressed 

in a socially approved fashion . 

Similarly, building-types have developed under the pressure of evolving 

familial , educational , scientific, recreational , health and economic institu

tions , to become symbols of those aspects of the social structure . The Euro

pean house , for example, is very clear as a symbol . It suggests hearth , home , 

the basic cell of western society - the fami l y of two parents and minor 

chil dren . Sometimes it has failed as symbol . "Tis all very fine , but where 

do you sleep and where do you dine" is Pope's way not only of critiCising 

utility but also of indicating a failure of symbol . Other familial symbols are 

shown in Figs . 26 and 27 . 

In South Africa, and in many new countries , the highest prestige ex

pression of the family is the detached house. Its detachment expresses the 

individual nature of the family . The design of the house has social meaning 

for its occupants : in Natal a currugated iron roof carries a suggestion of 

inferiority despite t he fact that the material is in many ways the most satis

factory of roof coverings . The front door is of social importance . In areas 

where the frame house is normal the brick or masonary house confers prestige . 

The evaluation of a symbol will vary according to country and culture . - for 

(6) Op. Cit . P. 48. 
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example the semi-detached house has a reasonable standing in Britain but very 

poor standing in South Africa and the U.S.A. - but in gener~l it may be said 

that the form of house and certain details like half-timber gables , porches , 

wall materials, and bay windows, are used as symbols to identify the domestic 

building and, by proxy, the social standing of it s occupants . 

The block of flats , on t he other hand , is not as yet very clear as 

symbol . Its distinguishing characteristic in Southern Africa is the repetition 

of balconies (Fig . 17) . This differentiates it from the office block, but 

still leaves it ambiguous as symbol because of similarity with hospital or 

hotel. An interesting comparison is to be f ound in the 18th . century multi 

dwelling block! the terrace . The 18th . century reconciled utility and symbol 

by using the palace facade for its terrace blocks . This created the incon

gruity that what appeared to be a palace was in reality a collection of indi

vidual family units, thus confusing two distinct building-types . It must be 

noted that this solution is not being adversely criticised on aesthetic grounds , 

but only because of its uncertainty as symbol . 

Criticism of the flat block at the symbolic level should not be confused 

by introducing the question of whether people should , or want to , live in flats . 

In our society the familial institutions operate in both individual homes and in 

flats , and therefore from the point of view of symbol the sole question is 

whether or not clear symbolic expression is achieved in both building-types . 

A criticism of Le Corbusier's 19~7 Plan for Paris is that the only distinctions 

between the office blocks and the residential blocks were in height and layout(7) . 

There seems enough evidence in history to suggest that human societies which 

achieve serious building eventually come to differentiate their building-types 

as symbols of their institutional complexes . 

no doubt, in time appear for the flat block . 

Clear symbolic elements will, 

Perhaps these may already be 

adumbrated in Le Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation at Marseilles where the balconies 

and the waist of the building (shops etc . ) clearly differentiate it from symbolic 

confusion \nth the office block. 

In South Africa the office block is acquiring certain symbols . Because 

of the need to give protection against sun the use of structural vertical fins 

at about three feet centres is becoming typical , and the whole body of the 

building is frequently treated in this way. The main body is often raised on 

(7) See Appendix Vll (1) . 
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pilotis and the top floor is given an asymmetric treatment . These character-

istics, now virtually agreed symbols of the commercial building in souther n 

Africa~ are becoming increasingly COWilon . The building shown in Fig. lB is 

typical . The building in Fig. 19 has taken over this symbol system only in 

part, retaining rather "tinudly a monumental symmetry round a central element 

and thereby indicating its essentially renaissance descent . 

In North America the office block appears to be expressing itself 

characteristically through the all-glass facade . The block is conceived as a 

structural sequence of superimposed floors supported on columns and encased 

in glass on most or all of its sides - as it were wrapped in cellophane . 

Examples are Unilever House and the Corning Building, New York , (Fig . 20) . 

The basic principles are essentially those expounded by Le Cor busier in 

'Precisions', in which the 'pan de verre' theory is propounded (8) . It is 

perhaps too early yet to say whether ~he all-glass facade is to become a 

symbol specifically of the office block, or whether it will become common 

to several building-types, or whether it will disappear altogether . The fact 

that in the U.S.A. the tall office block and the tall apartment block are 

tending toward the same expression is to be noted . As symbol the Corning 

Building and the Chicago Lake Shore Drive Apartments are indistinguishable 

(Fig . 21) . 

Recent developments in church architecture in South Africa and North 

ltinerica are important from the point of view of symbol . In many new churches 

we find a distinct tendency on the part of the architect to use the design 

opportunity to stress symbol, and the symbol is often not related to past 

symbols used for churches, such as tower or steeple . Often the symbol comes 

fronl the selection of the basic structural i dea which is sometimes highly 

original and the fact that the r uling bodies of churches are prepared to ac-

cept these unusual designs is of sociological interest . The use of original 

symbol is illustrated by Frank Lloyd Wright's church as Madison, Wisconsin 

(Fig . 22) . 

The various institutional complexes have unequal amounts of building 

connected with them. In a town the familial symbol of house is stated many 

times but that of government per haps only once or twice . Quantity, however , 

is modified by quality, physical size , siting and concentration of symbolic 

(B) Le Corbusier. Preeisions . P. 53 et seq . 
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effort . The large quantity of houses is spread over a large area and as 
symbol is diluted. The economic symbols of office blocks, shops and factories 

tend to be concentrated densely and to become thereby more impressive as 
symbols . Furthermore the urban ecological pattern tends to enhance certain 

symbols, particularly governmental and office buildings which tend to be 

centrally located . It is of course obvious that physical size has a bearing 

on the inlpressiveness of the symbol . The house , in our pre8~n~ society, is 
almost always precluded from reaching the same size and bulk as the office 

block or the governmental building (9) . 

The 19th . century battle of the styles showed how style may be drawn 

into the symbolic side of expression . This argument was not essentially 

aesthetic . It was symbolic . Gothic was equated with Christian ideals and 
the very use (irrespective of the quality of the aesthetic) of Gothic was 

made to reinforce the institutions of Christian culture . Gothic forms once 
again came to be associated especially with religious building . The devil 

to be exorcised was the paganism of the renaissance . Thus Pugin and Ruskin 
fought for Gothic as against Classical for symbolic reasons (10) . In our own 

period the Classical style is often appropriated by government , as in the 

building shown in Fig. 31 where the entrances are given Classical emphasis 

symbolising the importance of the institutional complex of government . 

The various symbols can be distinguished even when all buildings use 
the same style . The Gothic period, for example, had no difficulty in differ-
entiating church, school, townhall and house although all were built with the 

same structural methods and in the same architectural style . Fortunately, our 
period appears to have emerged from this particular symbolic confusion of the 

19th . century and to have set its face towards the development of a style of 
its own which will be appropriate to all building types and which will make 
possible the clear differentiation of buildings on a symbol basis . 

The site development of buildings is also an aspect in which symbol 
appears. In relation to the whole tO~1 the civic building, for exampe, is 

usually located near the centre . The building is now often sited with plenty 

(10) 

In,contrast, the ~8th.,century house,had much greater scope as symbol Prlor Park, Bath,ls qUlte as ~npresslve as symool as Somerset House . ~ote the, structural dlfferences between their aristocratic and our democratic soclety. 
E.G. E. -N . Pugin: The true Principles & Revival of Christian Architecture . No style can be more Christian than another : only its associa-tions can . That is its symbolic value . 
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of space around it , and ideally this space is grassed and embellished with 

trees . This concept should be contrasted with the mediaeval siting of civic 

buildings straight on to the road or squar e . We.seem to be setting the 

governmental building apart from the r est of our activities , whilst in the 

Middle Ages the townhall, the church and the shops were cheek by jowl . Our 

symbol here is perhaps aspirational • . We are possibly aspiring to an ideal 

type environment - a kind of paradise removed from the actuality of life (11) . 

A similar tendency to set f actories in carefully tended space is also to be 

noted . This aspect of symbol should be investigated : it should not be dis -

missed lightly as a mere desire for pleasant surroundings . The word ' pleasant' 

simply begs the question . It may be that we are 'subconsciously t r ying to domes-

ticate governmental and factory·buildings and soften their auster ity . 

Kuper makes the observation that in the British context the IIfr ont of 

the house (1. e . the front garden) is simply not living space ll (12) . Whatever 

may be its physical purpose in terms of privacy, protection f r om noise and 

light and air space, it clearly has also a symbolic function . It is a measure 

of social status since normally any house with even the small~st garden is pr e-

ferred to one built on the street (13) . The building line has thus come to 

have symbol value . The sociology of space in front of and around buildings 

requires investigation . 

An instructive example of the urge to cr eate symbol can be seen .in 

some of the mushroom boom towns of ne\-l countries . So pressing is the need to 

create the illusion of a busy and prosperous shopping centre that front facade 

walls are t'o be found at first floor l evel with nothing whatever behind them(14) . 

This general idea can be seen in more modified form in the common practice of 

stressing the street elevation in a commercial shopping street . Such emphasis 

is f r equent in South African towns where better quality materials are used for 

those portions which show to the str eet . Examples of this are the use of tiles 

for the front slope of a roof with sheet material behind (Fig . 23) and the use 

of super ior wall finishes in foyers and entranc es for that part which is 

(11) 

(12) 
(lJ) 

Is it possible that this is a working out of the ideal type cities of 
the renaissance? 
L. Kuper . Living in Cities . P.114. 
There are exceptions due to historic and other causes : e .g. town houses 
where land is ' expensive - a special ethos is developed to protect the 
status of the house . Similarly in villages the sense of the historic 
may. overcome the disvalue of an otherwise poor status rating . . 
It 1S notew?rthy that in this sort of context t he aim is actually t.p· at 
tract traff1c: the very opposite of the situation in mature communities 
where the aim is to discourage it . 
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imrneqiately visible from the street ; in practice such things as a marble dado 

up to the first change of direction in the staircase . From then onward th~ dado 
may be plaster or tiles . The symbol consists in giving an opulent appearance 
and in specifically avoiding certain materials like corrugated iron and asbes
tos which are held to be inferior because che~per . It seems reasonable to sus-
pect that the impression of opulence can be regarded as a symbol of the economic 
complex. 

Archit ectural style, materials and const~uctional methods may be used 
with symbolic import . The Daily Express b~ilding in Fleet Street (1932) with 
its very early glass walls is an excellent example of the use of an 'advanced' 
style for propaganda purposes (Fi g . 24) . The symbolic aim here was ,possibly 
to identify the paper with progress and a utopian future . In contrast to the 
Daily Express Building the Daily_Telegraph Building (1930) uses as symbol of 
solidity and tradition the Classical o~der , (Fig . 25) . That new constructional 
elements are used specifically for symbol is exemplified by the IIHere ' Sewentien 
Geboull in Long Street , Capetown, in which the first extensive use of curtain 
wall was made in this area . The architect has stated that advertisement value 
~as the major reason for selecting this type of wall (15) . In other words the 
new constructional system was selected as symbol for the economic complex 
because of its newness . 

Trystan Edwards has a good deal to say ~bout sYmbol, particularly con-
cerning the tendency of the economic complex to steal symbolic forms which have 
traditionally belonged to other complexes (16) . He 'objects to the departmental 
store appropriating the dome and stresses the symbolic confusion which results . 
In our day, this problem seems to have r esolved itself largely into one of 
height and mass , the problem appearing to 'be that commercial buildings are now 
more impressive by their physical mass than are for example , government build-
ings . Edwards' solution to thi s problem is to eliminate the sky-scraper : he 
calls it a cul-de-sac , which is interesting as theory : meantime the skyscraper 
is still with us . The interexting point about Edwards' view is that commerce 
was at that time (1925) looking ,for symbols . ' The best it could do was steal 
from the symbols c,f , t h :rcomple:xes (17) . To-day it bids fair to appropriate the 
most advanced techniques and use them as s~nbols . If it is as successful in 
(15) I am indebted to the architect, R. F . H. Chapman , for a statement of motive . (16) A. T. Edwards . Good and Bad Manners in Architecture . P~9 . (17) The reasons for this r equire research . 
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capturing the modern style as the church was in capturing the Gothic we shall 
be ' faced with an urban environment which puts heaviest emphasis on the expres -
sion of the economic complex . If we consider this to be an unfortunate evalua-
tion in which the economic (or production and distribution) elements of our 
cultur e are to be given domi nant expression, while government , religion , edu-
cation are to be allowed only subordinate expression, it will be necessary for 
us to search for new symbols for these other c0mplexes . .Edwards in an oblique 
way suggests a line of thought which may prove useful : that the purely utili
tarian building should never be conceived as a monument (18) . The word utili-
tarion is sociologically unacceptable as no building is purely utilitarian 
In the sense of implying a hi er arch of symbolic values it is, however , compre-
hensible . He is saying t hat if we do not wish t he economic symbol to dominate 
our towns one way of ~elping to prevent this is to forbid the economic complex 
using the monumental approach . This suggestion seems valid independently of 
style . Its application would lead t .O having commercial buildings somewhat 
neutral and uniform in style and would be in strong contrast to the current 
practice of each commercial or industrial developer seeking to attract notice 
to himself by being different from his neighbours . It would .require the cons-
cious control 'of symbol (19) . The Technical College and the Land Bank Build-
ings in Church Street , Pietermaritzburg show how this neutrality of symbol can 
be achieved . The Technical College was built first . The bank building fol-
lowed , using the same materials and the same scale . The Land Bank Building, 
unobrusive and making no attempt at self-advertisement, leaves the Technical 
College as the dominant syrribol in the street (Fig . 28) . 

The foregoing leads to the question of the manipulation of the physical 
urban environment for purposes of symbol, that is,· as a controlled purposive 
expression of the structure of society . A major piece of needed research is 
a study of the degree to which in the past and in our own society the urban 
environment faithfully reflects the social structure . In the absence of such 
re8~arch it seems only possible to consider isolated instances of the manipu
lated use of symbol . One such example is the use of the symbol'village1t r ans
ferred . to the town as an expression of community life . The theory appears 
to be that community life flourishes in the village (or is thought ideally to 
(18) Op e Cit . P .36 et seq . 
(19) Elevational . control committees should concern themselves as much with symbol as wit h aesthetic . 
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do so) and therefore if the form of the village is transferred to an urban 
population witho~t a strong community life the growth of community will be 
fostered . This is the use of symbol for purposes of social betterment . (The 
symhol here .should not be confused with the practical benefits) . It is of 
course obvious that t his is an entirely gratuitous assumption . First , it 
assunles physical deter~ination of community spirit , which· is quite unproved 
and secondly it confuses village with urban symbol . The small cul-de-sac in 
a v~llage may be a symbol of group solidarity . But the reason for this soli 
darity may not be that it is a small cul -de- sac , but some other good social 
reason not in any way connected with physical environment. We must be very 
careful , . therefore, of misinterpreting symbol and of using it for social 
betterment without fully understanding its causes and likely results . In 
this connection as a result of his Coventry studies Kuper recommends signifi -
cantly that " . ••• in the immediate future in cities with a varied population 
and under the conditions of an acute housing shortage , we suggest the sparing 
use of very intimat e clusters of houses" (~O) . Similarly, the symbolic impli-
cations of the Reilley Gr een require very careful examination before such a 
form is used extensively for urben development . It may not be the symbol we 
assume it to be , or have quite the results we expect . 

There is also the question of whether it is necessary for building to 
express the elements of the social structure . Edwards raises this problem by 
asking whether the social fact of domesticity must be expressed . History 
suggests that whenever man ha s built he ha s used building as symbol to express 
his system of values . The hieratic emphasis of ancient Egyptian society emerges 
in the symbols of temple and pyramid . The 18th . century emphasis on the 
country mansion is an expression of the aristocratic form of that society . 
The problem before our society is perhaps the conscious manipulation of symbol 
on behalf of the social whole . Conscious manipulation on the P3-rt of a· par 
ticular institutional complex has long been pr acticed : the church has chosen 
site and form of building to express its importance; government has raised its 
propaganda monuments . We ar e now at the point, however, where we are question
ing the right of any complex to have free symbolic expression . Can we , wi~h 
a holistic view of human life , now curb the expression of the ~conomic insti
tutions in favour of giving greater emphasis to , say, educational institutions? 
(20) Op e Cit . p .168 . 
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Any such attempt assumes a hiera~chy in the departments of life : have we any 
such clear hierar chy? The older planners held the view that the traditional 
hierarchy with r eligion near the top should be preserved (the mediaeval hier 
archy) , but today est.ate lay- outs ar e f r equently done without any sites spe
cifically designated for churches and t he various deonaminations merely buy 
normal house plots (21) . Tr ading lots, on t he other hand , are usually car e-
fully considered . 

. The forms used by a society to serve as symbols are probably arbitr ar iJy 
' selected' . The Gothic spire, t he Egypti an pylon, the classic~l pediment of 
course developed out of answers to structur al problems . To trace such devel -
opment , however , is not to answer the question implicitly just posed : how 
does the r elatively insignificant pyramid roof to a tower come to aggrandise 
itself into the 13th . century spire becoming in the process a dominant symbol 
of the r eligous compl ex? It is as though an unnatur a l or exaggerated gr owth 
of one part has taken place . Indeed this notion of rather arbitrary exaggera-
tion is worthy of examination . The French mediaeval cathedral exaggerated 
grandeur . Chinese builders over - emphasised the roof . The Baroque period was 
obsessed with the idea of interior space . This idea of non- rational exaggera-
tion in t he whole pattern of a culture has been explored by Benedict ( 22) : its 
application to architectural form when used for symbol would be a rewarding 
fi eld of study. 

The exaggerations of a society ar e perhaps a key to the zeitgeist . If 
so , our own general problems would be illuminated by a study of our exagger a-
tions in building , and in t hose sectors of life having an influence on building .• 
Th e durability standards of most buildings are to be suspected of exaggeration : 
most houses for example are socially obsolete long before they are structural
ly worn out . Our exaggeration on the i mportance of business has helped to 
produce an exaggeration like t he skyscraper con.plex of Manhatt an . 
Is our sometimes excessive use of transparent glass an exaggeration? Our 
str ess on home ownership has a meaning in terms of our culture as a whole : in 
an er a of geographical mobility we stress the virtues of owner- occupying . 
imn ovable property 1 

(21) 

(22) 

In conclusion , it seems that t he question of symbol can at pr es eut be 
:his must be regarded as poor planning . The significant point is that lt can happen - proof t hat th e old hierarchy is no longer believed in . R. Benedict . Patterns of Culture . 
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e~ined as three pr oblems :-

(1) ther e is need f or clear differentiation of the symbols appropriate to 

t he various institutional complexes . 

(2) a new hier archy of symbol may be necessary . Are we to attempt to creat e 

this consciously or shall we ' allow the pull devil pull baker of the 

social pr ocess to determine it for us? The social sciences and cyber -

netics could combine to help us hGr e . 

(3) our exagger ations need to be exarrlined and elucidated as a tool to our 

und er standing of how symbol works . 

4. The Aesthetic . 

Having filtered symbol out from the expr essional aspect of building , 

there is left the artistic or aesthetic side. This may briefly be descr ibed 

as the way in which building forms are selected , shaped, combined and general-

ly manipulated . The criterion of aesthetic value is the extent to which the 

appearance of the building is held by the observer to have aesthetic signifi-

cance . 

Although this is a definition of aesthetic in terms of itself , it does 

serve to indicate that the aesthetic significance of building is of t he same 

order as that of wor ks of all the other arts : painti ng , sculptur e , music , 

liter ature . vfuatever beauty is , it must be concel: G.~ to be the same in its 

nature for all the arts including building . The essential characteristic is 

that the work of ar t is , when considered aesthetically , to be view~d as an 

end in itself : ther e is no aim but to give aesthetic satisfaction . 

It should be str essed that representation does not enter into this 

discussion . A painting is not aesthetically significant because it r epresents 

a good act ; nor is music because it suggests a charge by a t r oop of cavalry . 
Simi larly a building is not aesthet ically important because it ' represents' 

a house - that is symbol . 

The essential aesthetic question in building, therefore , is the same 

as in any other ar t, namely : ' what is art?' Definitions range from Plato 's 
, imitation of r eality to Croce ' s ' L' arte e intuizione ' (23) . Tolstoy has listed 

and analysed the various possibilities and gives this as a working definition: 

"Art is a human activity consisting in this , that one man consciously by 
m~ans of certain exter nal signs , hands on. to others feelings he has llved through and that others ar e infected by these f eelings and also 

(23) B. Croce . Breviario di Estet i ca . P . 27-39 . 
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experience them . " (24) . 

As it stands this definition could be taken to mean the transference of any 

feelings : love, hate , anger for example . To read the definition in this 
way would, however, be to reduce Tolstoy's definition to Plato's imitation 

a view which Tolstoy rejects . In fact Tolstoy elsewhere defines art as "that 

which pleases us without evolving in us desire" (25) . His use of feeling 

must therefore r efer to a special kind of f eeling giving pleasure . This 

obviously rules out hate and anger; it also rules out art as the mere expr es -

sion of the emotions of everyday life . That art does deal with these is , 

of cour se , undeniable , but their portrayal is not art . 

RogeiC Fry and Clive Ball , ar.lon€, others , have tried to clarify matters 

by using the hypothesis of an aesthetic emotion: 

"In each (several given examples of art) lines and colours combined in a particular way, certain forms and relations of fo r ms , stir our aesthetic emotions . These r elations and combinations of lines and colours , these aesthetically moving forms, I call "Significant Form" ; and "Significant Form" is the one quality common to all works of· 
visual art " (26) . 

The theory then , is that ther e is an aesthetic emotion separate from the 

other emotions , and that this emotion is moved by forms in art having the 
power to evoke th~ emotions . On the question of why given forms move aesthe -

tically he says : 

"It seems to me possible , though by no means certain, that cr eated form moves us so profoundly because it expr esses the emotion of its 
creator" (27) . 

It may be objected that Bell 's significant form begs the question beca~ if it 
is asked for what it is significant , the only answer possible must be framed in 

ter ms of the evocation of the aesthetic emotion , thus arguing in a circle . He 
sidesteps this difficulty by regarding all aesthetic as subjective .to the indi-

vidual . This does not invalidate the general usefulness of the theory because 
the aesthetic is socially conditioned so that , although the individual 's r e-
sponse is his own , as a member of society he has a large common area of response 
with other members of the society. 

(24) 

(25) 
(26) 
(27) 

Leo Tolstoy . v,ihat is Art? P.123 . On page 121 he gives the same idea : "The activity of art is b:,sed on the fact that a man receiving, through his sense of hearing or slght another man ' s expression of feeling is capable of experiencing the emotion which moved the man who expressed itll . 
Idem . P ~1 13 . 
Clive Bell . Ar t . P.B. 
Idem. P.49 . 
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A difficulty with this theory is that it hypothecates an aesthetic 

emotion . This in turn takes us back to the basic instincts favoured by some 
phsychologists but no longer held to be very useful as a theory • . Our difficulty 
appears to be that the psychology of aesthetic is not yet able to tellus v0ry 
much about the nature of the aesthetic response . It does not , however , appear 
essential t hat the sociology of aesthetic need wait on the psychologist . It 

seems clear that human beings in general have a typical r esponse of this kind ; 
our concern is with the way in which this r esponse is r elated to the culture. 

That views of the nature of aesthetic can vary from the absolute to the com-

pletely subjective and individual need not prevent us considering the sociology 
of the r esponse , since whatever view a given society may take , there will be 

a large, though varying, measure of agr eement between the individuals of the 
society as to what is able to evoke the characteristic response and what is not. 
A system of values in this matter will develop and will be supported by the 

majority of the society . · It is the way in which this is formed , continues and 
changes that is interesting sociologically . 

I~ spite of its difficulties the great advantage of the Tolstoy-Bell 
theory of art for the present analysis is that it offers the possibility of 

linuting sociologically the field of action which art may be considered to 

cover. In bui ~ding, it confines-pesthetic to that part of the treatment of 

the building which concerns the aesthetic emotion only . This eliminates all 

symbols and expressionism, and leaves the building to be seen as an end in 

itself . Such a viewpoint prevents the destructive and cannibalistic ramifying 
of quasi-aesthetic notions thr ough areas of the building process where they 
have no rightful place, and serves to provide a useful tool for the balanced 

criticism of buildings (28) . 

The word ' beauty' is a frequent cause of difficulty.. It seems reasonable , 
or at any rate adequate for practical analysis , to regard beauty as subjective 
to the individual or to the society . In other words beauty is what the indi-

vidual or his society takes it to be (29), and therefore resides in the observer 
and not in the object. · We loosely attribute beauty to a work of art : what 

we mean is that the work is such that the observer has a characteristic emotional 
(28) See Appendix Vll (2) . 
(29) A. F. Carritt in "Philosophies of Beauty" gives an exhaustive list of 

quotations from a wide variety of authors on the subject of beauty. 
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response . 

Some societies have been very clear about what they considered to be 

aesthetically moving . Others, and this includes our own, have been vague , and 
have conflicting standards . In Britain the 1930's were notable for their 

aesthetic confusion, which in architecture ITlanifested itself in two distinct 

expressions: the neo -Georgian and the Modern . 

In building , style is t he principal vehicle of the aesthetic . The 
agreed forms of a style are the words of the language . Some languages , like 

the Gr eek classical orders and the English Gothic are rich and have lar ge and 

varied vocabularies : others , like the Saxon , are limited . It should be re

membered that style need not necessarily be one of the historic styles , nor 
need it essentially have ornament or embellishments . An essential of style is 

that its forms are institutionalised . The architect expects to use them and 

society expects of him that he will use the agreed language of form . The 5th . 
century in Athens expected its architects to use the Greek Doric , Ionic or 
Corinthian order s : a Persian column would have been considered outside the 

agr eed range of forms . The crucial idea of style is agr eement on the forms 

themselves and their combinations . Gr eek columns illustrate agreed combina
tions very well : the Ionic had a base , the Doric did not . This underlying 

idea of agreement does not exclude change but it means that change is likely 

to be gradual since the main body of the formal language must remain valid at 

anyone time , although over a length of time radica l change will be seen to have 

taken place . A l arge enough core of agreed f.orms and their combinations (or 

basic aesthetic agreed approaches) must be in existence at any given time if the 

aesthetic is to be properly served . 

The for ms of style and their combinations are not necessarily rational . 

Attempts to find wholly rational bases for the elements of the Classical or der s 

are notor iously unsati sfactory (30) . It is of course obvious that some forms 

like the circular column and the pediment have a physical origin in the problem 
of str ucture and can be f acilely ' explai ned '. But that does not explain why 

they should be picked on fo r emphasis . Why did Chinese architecture d·ecide to 
make much of the roof , whilst west 0rn classical art did everything it could to 
suppress it? Classical archit ectur e stresses the column , but Gothic r educed it 

to a secondary place . The sc~ lient idea , a s suggested for symbol , seems to be 

t hat of for tuitous emphasis on arbitrarily selected elements as a charact eristic 

(30) For example the wooden prototype t heor y . 
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of style, as far as our present knowledge of origins goes . This idea of 

irrationally selected elements on which rational mind later works is in line 

with anthropological theories of the basic nature of the elements of society . 

Our own society puts heavy emphasis on the individual's success in acquiring 

money: the Kwakiutl do precisely the opposite , applauding success in getting 

rid of wealth in socially approved channels . In the same way elements of 

style might be explained as exaggerations , an over-emphasis of some elements 

anti a suppression of others . The rib system of Gothic vaults received steadily 

increasing emphasis until the str uctural idea collapsed into the slab con-

struction of the fan vault with the rib s merely carved on the surface : a 

nice example of a structural element becoming institutionalised as an element 

of style, receiving increasing attention and ending as an institutional shell 

constructed in a way totally different from the method frOl; which it sprang . 

The sequence of the development of elements of style can be set down :-

(a) Rational response to a problem 

(b) The form becomes elabor ated , embroider ed and 
obligatory. 

(c) The form becomes ossified , other methods of 
achieving its appearance becol!1e normal. 

(d) Form and structure lose all r elationship . 

(Emergent) 

(Dominant) 

(Recessive) 

The use of rubble masonry walling in the last few decades shows a 

typical history . As. an element of style it seems to have originated in Paris 

as a response to the legal-economic problem of finding a lnaterial suitable to 

comply with the by-law r equirement of 30 cms . incombustible material between 

contiguous buildings . Left unplastered it produced , somewhat fortuitously , 

a pleasant effect . From this it progressed to being a specific design element 

freed from any legal requirements as in the Pavilion Suisse, where it possibly 

still had an economic justification. It then became popular and rubble wall , 

usually small in area, because now expensive, comes to be used as a specific 

design element in contrast with the smooth finishes of glass , metal and other 

manufactured materials . It next becomes obligatory and the problem is how to 

get the effect a s cheaply as possible . F. passable imitation emerges : slabbing 

up of crazy paving on to a brick backing : a 'solution' appearing simultaneouruy 

in many countries . As always the pressure of economics is most impprtant in 

assessing what is happening . The essential sequence is that an element becomes 

institutionalised - it comes to be expected , - is elaborated and attempts 

are made to cheapen it whilst retaining the element more or less in its 
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accepted form . 

The piloti also has an instructive institutional evelopment . Its 

origin was essentially to achieve a reclamation of the groundon which a building 

actually stands, for the general circulation purposes of the city . It was a 

contribution primarily to the solution of those problems which have been 

created by the motor vehicle in conjunction with the growth of large urban 
centr es . Le Corbusier shows in La Ville Radieuse how the use of pilotis can 

give back virtually all t he ground cover ed by buildings (31) . Long before 

this idea can be put to useful work the piloti has become an accepted design 

element to be used without ref erenc e to its original purpose . When this point 

is reached the designer must inevitably ask whether he cannot use the ' empty' 

space under the building ! The solution is easy: he simply encloses it , 

dressing the walls back behind the pilotis and so everyone is happy : the 
architect because he has achieved his institutional form and the client because . 

he has not wasted the grour:d floor space . In no time at all this use of 

pilotis becomes institutionalised and we have a new , and virtually obligatory, 
design element . It is not logical and not really very useful , but it has 

emerged as an essential combination of forms in modern design , as can be seen 

in Fig . 29 . 

Canons of proportion ar e a very common institutional adjunct of style . 
The Egyptian canons for the human form (32) , the Gr eek golden cut (21 : 34) , 
Le Corbusier's traces r egulateurs and modulor , are examples . The purpose of 
any proportional canon is to clarify the language of form and to provide a guide 

to its use . For example , in a colunm and beru~ style it is necessary to have 
some limit to the distance of the colunms apart in relation to the height of 
the colunms . If the limit, i . e . the canon , is stretched too much the language 

collapses . The language of classical architecture becomes dialect if the 
distance between columns becomeS too great (Fig . 30) . This happened in 

Jacobean architecture . 

Various pressures are exerted to modify canons . Technical and economic 
changes ar e major factors here , since by modification of the canon a saving in 

costs can be made . The use of a cheaper tile means lifting the roof pitch 

slightly . This in turn means increasing the angle of the pediment beyond that 

which is normal . Classical columns can be made in cast iron, but they can be 
made more slender than in stone . Gradually the canon of proportion is stretched 
(31) Le Corbusier . La Ville Radi euse . r . 57 et seq . 
(32) R . ~ . Church . An essay on Critical Appreciation. P. 172 et seq . Examinatlon of reliefs for canons of proportion . 
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until a new agreed point is found, only to be itself superseded as t echnology 

advances . 

An inevitab18 corollary of stylistic institutionalisation is survival( 33} 

Just as survivals exist in society at large , so do they eke out a shadow life 

in architectural style . The best man at a wedding and the rite de passage of 

the 21st birthday celebration are marriage and puberty ceremonial survivals . 

All architectural styles have elem ent s which ar e survi vals . Florentine Gothic 

has the survi val of t he classical cornice (34) . Glazing pars after the 18th . 

century pattern are a survival in modern metal sashes . Almost the entire n€o

Georgian 1 style l is made up of survivals . The use of the arch in a wall is 

now nearly always a survival as the most economical spanning method in walls 

is the reinforced concrete, r einforced brick or steel lintol, which are now 

thoroughly institutionalised. 

Style and its subsidiary, canons, are not in themselves the essential 

of aesthetic . Of itself style is not capable of moving us aesthetically, al-

though it may evoke th e aesthetic ~notion in r eminiscence . The aesthetic emotion 

is only evoked by the way in which the language of form is used : by what it 

says : by being significant . The Ten ple of Ceres at Paestum is as Doric in 

style as the Parthenon, but for the contemporaries of Pericles and ourselves 

the aesthetic emotive power of the Parthenon is superior to that of the older 

temple because of the superior mastery of the idiolfi that it s forms show . The 

development from Paestum to Parthenon is in ascending scale of subtlety, refine

ment of proportions , mastery of the language and fitness of institutional 

element to its place in t he whole design . 

I t is cle~rthat the point of apogee of any period of art may be varied 

according to the subjective valuations of those making the judgment . Some 

would place the hlghest point of the English Gothic curve at Early English 

(say 1200 A.D. ); others would place it l ater , in the perpendicular period . To 

make this objection is, however, mere" y to say that in the matter of aesthetic 

all valuation s ar e in a measure subj ective . This is agreed: it does not in

validate the view that the essence of aesthetic is the ~the style is used . 

(33,) Not the same as persistence, which has no implication of obsolescence . 

(34) E.G. The interior of S. Maria Novella, 1278 . 
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We may judge the primitive or the flaccid and overripe to be the better; the 

significance of the way r emains constant . The artist or architect who is able 

to move the observer aesthetically, or able in Bell's terminology to create 

significant form , uses the same style as t he ' artist.' who has no such power 

and merely uses a particular style because it is the convent.ion . The whole 

discussion turns in the end on the artist ' s ability to make himself felt and 

on the spectator ' s ability to receive what the artist has said . For the 

spectator the way t he artist uses style must be valid : understood and accepted . 

5. Relation of S~nbolic to Aesthetic . 

Fran t he foregoing we may conclude that it is helpful to separate the 

symbolic from the aesthetic , and within t he general framework of the aesthetic 

t o regard style as the grammer and syntax of the language of form . 

Granted the validity of this pOl nt of view , th& building may be appreci-

ated as acting as a means of communication in two ways : through the symbolic 

and through the aesthetic use of form . The language of the second is sub-

stantially style; that of t he first is plan form , mass , size , siting and the 

use of special forms like the spire . The symbolic calls into play the emotions 

of everyday l ife : emotions concerned with the frunily, r eligion , bURiness 

etc . The symbols are in fact l abels saying: , house or school or railway 

station. The aesthetic differs essentially from thi s in that it stimulates 

emoti on directly by r equiring the observer to view the building as an object 

for itself and not ~s having r efer ence to anything else . In appraising a 

building in its expressional aspect s , therefore , we must cover two separate 

psychological areas : 

(a) How adequately do the symbols used in the building convey their 

social meaning? This does not i mply any criticism of the social 

meaning itself but i t do es involve an examination of the natur - of 

the social meaning: straight statement such as 'this is a house' 

or a statement of prestige and status . 

(b) To v/hat extent does the building, viewed as an object in its own 

right and without r efer ence to the social meaning of (a) , move the 

observer aesthetically? 

There appear to be occasion s , however , when the two elements are so 

closely knit together th~t they become on~ . The Cenotaph in Whitehall and 

the Sainte Ch':pelle , Paris S -::3lll to be exrunpl es of this fusion . Is it not 
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possible that the effectiveness of , say, Salisbury as symbol is more than 

partly due to its success as evoker of an aesthetic response? This is indepen
dent of the fact tha t here the religious complex has captured the Gothic style 
for its own symbolic purposes . Perhaps the guess could be hazarded that suc-

cessful aesthetic enhances the effectiveness of the symbolic , but that poor 

aesthetic does not necessarily invalidate the success of the symbolic : the 
sYillbol may have no aesthetic s~:gnificanh e and may yet be perfectly effective . 

It is also important to recognise that satisfactory evocation of an aesthetic 

r esponse cun be independent of symbol . 

The use of symbols from other building- types of a previous epoch should 
also be mentioned in connection with t he relations between symbol ru1d aesthetic. 

We find terrace houses in the 18th . century English context , grouped within 
the confines of a palace facade . Banks in the 19th . century used the symbols 

of the classical temple . This transfe::r of symbol is extremely interesting 

sociologically and would appear to be related to situations of prestige and 

status, pCIticularly where it is necessary to give adequate status relatively 
quickly to something which is either new or for some reason lacking in prestige . 

There is an important fi eld of r esearch here, i mportant because of the rapidity 
of change in our society and therefore of relevance to our problems of symbol . 

In current architectural thought there is a tendency to emphasise the 

aesthetic to the detr iment of the symbolic . This manifests itself as a pre-

occupation with architectural style f or itself , and as an anxiety to make the 

building 'beautiful'. Two unto\<lard r esults flm'i from this misvaluation . First , 
the symbolic is undervalued and therefore the social meaning of the building is 
under -rated . Secondly, the aesthetic now released from any close attachment 
to social meaning , becomes over -rated and floats without anchor on a sea of 

whim and caprice , r educing the architecture to paper arabesques . The present 
vogue for meaninglessly curved and raked walls is an example (35) . 

As the \'lorld shrinks in space- time it is reasonable to anticipate 

incr easing cultural diffusion (36) . This will mean a universalising of insti 
tutions and their instruments and a diminution of lo~l idiosyncrasies . By 
standardising symbolic forms and architectural style this pr ocess should n~ke 

the sphere of the aesthetic stand out mor e clearly and make its contribution 
to the building less liable to confusion with t he syw.bolic . 

(36) 

The winning ~esi~n for t~e Ro~e prize 1954 is a typical example . ~10st of the walls , lYlng 1n one .d1rect1on wer e pointlessly r aked on plan . The ulti ma~e,ste~lle end of th1S approach to ar chit ecture is originality for or1glllal1 ty ' s sake . 
J . O. Hertzler . Op . Cit . P.328 . 
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6 . Stability of Symbol and Style . 

Symbol is the language with which the institutional complexes express 

t hemselves , and the function of symbol is to make manifest the importance of 

the various institutional compl exes . Speaking of symbols Hertzler says : 

"They are visible and audibl e "cues " which mobilise and set off per 
formed patterns of behaviour . They have been referred to as "trigger
phases " or "t!rige,er-objects", .••. They make institutions stand for 
something big and important , myst erious and ineffable . Finally, 
they simplify the complex institutional world and make its r equire
ments appear beautiful , symmetrical, logical , eminently r espect able , 
and therefore desirable" (37) . 

An impor tant aspect of the mechanics of t he process is the need for 

stability in the symbol : it must not vary r apidly or move far from the norms. 

If it does, i t ce~ses to be an effect i ve symbol . Le Cor busier ' s house at 

Garches (1927) is an example of a br eaking away fr om the symbolic norm. Symbol 

can be changed slowly , as for example , the change from the early English 

broached spire to the perpendicular t ower as a r eligious symbol , but too r apid 

change may overrun the society ' s capacity for adaptation and may l ead to r eaction. 

This may be an explanation of the strong tendency iD the western world to r e-

suscitate past styles during the last 200 years; r apid change produces a sense 

of loss which may be assuaged by a flight into the past . Neo-Georgian needs 

examination in this light . 

Sanething of the significance of this aspect of symbol can be appreci-

at ed by examining Le Corbusier's town planning schemes , for example , the 1937 

Plan of Paris . These s cheIlies show \"hat modern techniques could achieve in 

t he direction of r at i onal or ganisation of both the town and the building. 

Fur ther, they show how the techniques could be i maginatively handled to pro-

duce an envir onment of high aesthetic emotive force . They do not , however, 

show s;ymbol , because t he rational use of the ne\" t echniques is such a radical 

depar ture from t he usual expectat ion - consider f inancial scale alone - that 

utterly new symbols ar e necess 'ry (38) . This uncovers one of t he major problems 

of our time : the over-running of accepted f orms by the very r apidly advancing 

techniques of ulodern technology . This pr oblem confr onts us in both symbol and 

style , since both ar e institutionalised and change is essentially a departure 

from accepted institutions . 

(37) Op e Cit . P.167 . 
(38) The office block , however, has acquired some beasur e of appropriate 

symbol : pilotis , rectangular carcass , f r ee gr ound floor and roof shapes , 
and often a smooth all-glazed treatment of fac ade . 
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Style is institutionalised (i . e . it is an expected pattern of behaviour) 

for much the same reasons . It is a language and it may only change at a r e

latively slow r ate . Like the meanings of words, the meanings of stylistic 

forms must both stand still and yet move . They must stand still to give pre 

cision of meaning : they must move, develop, fall into disuse because of the 

general flux of hmnan life . Any accepted style is therefore difficult to 

change in its ma jor elements , although detailed modification is always going 

on . Thus the crocket is r ecognisable sui generis for several centuries al

though its detail changed a great deal . The present style of architecture 

inspired by Gropius, Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe has become institution

alised into an ascetic and r ational use of form based largely on structural 

requirements and , ostensibly, the physical requirements of the various complexes 

to whi ch the buildings belong . No doubt this will ' evolve' into something 

quite different , and in f act the work of Niemeyer with its curvilinear forms 

not tightly related to structural necessity suggests the first major phase of 

change may be being entered . But this is growth . To attempt a new style now 

would be extremely difficult , and would be to jeopardise the institutional 

stability already won for the international or modern style . 

7. Expressional Institutions Essentially a Means of Communication. 

Symbol and aesthetic together form a language of communication. This 

language is a product of the social process and it has as characteristics a 

tendency to arbitrary selection and exaggeration of for ms , and a tendency for 

the forms to lag behind the requir~lents of the working reality both in symbol 

and in style . 

These discrepancies may perhaps be attributed to the fact that build

is so closely related to so many aspects of the institutional structure of 

society. Hertzler takes the view that there will be important architectural 

works only in relation to institutions , but omit s to deal with the question of 

discrepancy between symbol and r eality. Whatever the answer to that pr oblem 

may be , it is clear that symbol and aesthetic are influenced by the institutions 

of family , economic life, government, education, recreation and religion . 

Symbol may come straight from another institutional complex: e . g . the latin 

cross plan . Or it may come from within building itself like the symbols of the 

modern office block already referred to . Aesthetic expression may be heavily 

influenced by governmental control : for exampl e a statute of 1707 forbad the 
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further use of wooden eaves-cornices in London (39) .. This compelled the use 

of brick or stone parapet, which from that moment onwards became an essential 

element in the stylistic expr ession of the 18th . century - an expression which 

continued more or less unchallenged until the middle of the 19t~ . century and 

finds its philosophic statement in the view of Trystan Edwards that parapets 

are urban whilst visibl roofs ar e rustic (40)1 Similarly the commercial de-

velopment of very strong materials like structural steel and r einforced concrete 

has led to new stylistic possibilities: the elimination of weight-bearing walls , 

wide spans between supports, slender structural members . So great has been this 

impact that a new stylistic expr ession has emerged . 

The significant point is that both symbol and aesthetic expression are 

to a l arge extent determined by other institutions . Detailed study is required 

to show just how much and in what precise ways the expressional institutions 

are influenced by the other institutional complexes . \fuat is considered 

beautiful is sociologically determined and sociological determination means 

that the various institutional complexes have their influence on what is to 

be considered beautiful at any time or place . This is in addition to the 

fact that beauty is subjective and not in the object but in the mind of the 

beholder . These two ideas are not incompatible because the subjective response 

of the individual is in fact hedged in by the influence of the various insti-

tutional complexes and the general ethos of the society of which the individual 

is but one member . Were the one not limited by t he other there would be no 

possible general agr eement on beauty in any society - a contradiction of 

obvious fact . The individual's subj ective response is, in the Inain, within the 

field defined by the influence of the institutions of building . For example the 

economic institutions of the U.S.A . have produced the skyscrapers of Manhattan . 

At a certain epoch (the 1920 ' s) the combination of these institutions with the 

aesthetic institutions of the day produced the Gothic skyecraper with its 

excessive emphasis on verticality . In that context Gothic skyscrapers wer e 

held to be beautiful . Under the pr essure of changing ideas in structures and 

materials they are no longer held to be so . But note that in the meantime the 

skyscraper has remained essentially unchanged in its general physical shape . 

What has happened is that society under the influence of new building techniques, 

that is changes in the institutionalised methods of building, has thrown out 

(39) J . Suwmerson . Georgian London . F. 52 . 
(40) Op . Cit . P. 111, 137, 143 . 
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a new aesth etic, an early mani festation of which in skyscrapers was Howe and 
Lescaze's Philadelphia Saving Fund Society Building in Philadelphia (1931) .. 

Although e.. study of t he influence of the institutional complexes on 

aesthetic will not ' explain' the causation of any particular architectur al 

style because of the fact t hat a style is oft en formed by the rational develop-

ment of irrationally selected elements , it will prevent our being misguided 
into r egarding beauty as an absolute and into thinking particular individual 
elements indispensable to beauty in building . One cannot hold the view that 

the parapet treatment of the roof is essential to the appearance of buildings 
if one understands that it was the result of fire -prevention regulations . The 
urgent need is a clear understanding of the practical how and why of accepted 

stylistic forms, if we ar e to assist in the emergence of a new and clear archi
tectural expression . One has only to project techniques into the future to 

understand the institutional natur e of our views on what is beautiful in 

building . Imagine for example , that the plastics industry were to put on the 
market a spherical house consisting of a bubble of transpar ent plastic . By 
what aesthetic or symbolic standard could it at present be judged? 

8 . Building Example . 

Exruaples of the manipulation of the expressi onal in these buildings are 
as follows (Figs . 1 to 4) :-

(a) The offi ce bl ock is clearly r ecognisable as distinct from the factory 

block . This distinction , running parallel with the class distinction 
between factory worker and office wor ker is a frequent symbol seen in mod-

ern factory design . SometDrres t he factory block is hidden f rom view from 

the road by t he offices . Ther e is det ectable , however , a tendency to 
merge the two , particularly where the factory does not employ many workers. 

(b) The front entrance to the office block is designed integrally with the 
entrance hall and the enquir ies desk . This at once indicates that the 
building belongs to the economic coruplex. 

(c) The exterior of the office block , and indeed of all the buildings , was 

designed to suggest up- to -dateness and modernity . I n this sense the 
architectural style used is symbolic . This symbol has prestige value , of 

which the directors of the firm are well aware . The symbol becomes evidence 
of effici'ency . 

(d) The open space (grassed) in f r ont of the office block has symbol value : 
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the grass is an indication of r espectability much as is the grass in 

front of a house . The firm takes a pride in maintaining this symbol 

properly . The contrasting eff ect can be seen in front of the tower : 

this ar ea is gravell ed for conomy of maintenance and gives no enhance

ment of prestige . 

(e) In the design of the tower and staff wing care was taken to avoid creating 

a typical factory building and att ention was paid to obtaining a satis

fying shape to t he tower - a problem of considerable difficulty consider 

ing the need to have an over hang at the back . The tower can be criticised 
on the grounds that it is not clear as symbol . It can be confused with 

other buildings of this size and shape , for instance a block of flats . 

A member of the public was overheard to say: 'what a curious place to 

put such a nice block of flats' - a remind er that people have ideas as 

to what a building ought to look like . This person saw his image of a 

flat block . The symbol intended did not, therefore, express itself 

successfully in this case as far a s this part of the buildings was con

cerned . Perhaps a r eason for this failure of symbol is to be found in 

the brick ends . In the Bristol ar ea flat blocks are usually of brick 

and this has now became symbol . Had the whole tower been of alumir.ium 

panelling , as the sides , it would probably have been more successful as 

symbol of the economic complex . 

(f) It is notable that the garage is r egarded of no value as symbol . TUCked 

away at the back of the site , it is built of cheaper materials than the 
other buildings . 

(g) The style chosen for the buildings clo.sely relates dt-sign and structure , 

is severe and is rationalist in approach. It has , as yet, no official 

name, but there is in Britain a growing body of work in it . A modern 

style was used for prestige reasons and style here is also therefore symtol. 
(h) The success or otherwise with which the style has been used to convey an 

aesthetic impact is a matter of value judgment which need not concern us . 

The impact of the educational complex in building as far as the architects 
side of the matter is concerned can be illustrated from these buildings . The 

style chosen was a direct r esult of the training of the architect largely res 

ponsible for the appearance of the buildings . In the nineteen thirties , as a 

student, he was Inuch under the influence of the early modern architects who 
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stressed a rational approach to solving physical problems and who believed 
that this, together with a scientific approach to structures, should be the 
major determinant of style . Out of this approach came the modern idiom which 
is now widely accepted . As far as possible all traces of previous vocabularies 
of form have been avoided and the r equirement s of use and structure have been 
allowed to 'make' the style . 

An i nter esting f eature about the style used is that there is no element 
in it which was not available to archi t ects as long as thirty years ago . The 
only element which might not have been possible then was the use of wide span 
roof members used in the office block . But the unavailability of these would 
not have affected the style . Style in this case , therefore , seems to be a 
direct result of an increased rationality of approach on the part of both 
designers and clients . The conscious att~lpt to make a style out of the factors 
of the problem is new . The f act t hat clients can accept this and no longer 
necessarily insist on the use of a traditional style is also new . It should 
be noted that not all industrial or other clients have yet reached this stage : 
there is considerable lag, particularly in the attitudes of financial 
organisations . 

9. Conclusions . 

(1) The term ' expressional' includes the symbolic and the aesthetic and covers 
any aspect of buil ding aiming to transmit an idea , an emotion or a social 
value . Both are structured into the culture in which they exist . 

(2) The major divisions of the expressional are the symbolic and the aesthetic . 
The symbolic covers all aspects which are propagandist for the institu-
tional complexes : religion , education, government , economic and includes 
the prestige element in buil ding . The aesthetic covers those aspects 
which are concerned with evoking an aesthetic response. This is different 
from the r esponse made to symbol . Aesthetic includes the institutionalisa
tion of beauty as value 8nd ugliness as disvalue . These are resistant to change and also includes style . 

(3) Symbol means the use of building forms to express the physical presence of 
an institutional complex . Its use is a method of fixing or focusing the 
complex to a position in space . The complex can therefore be identified 
with the symbol and this identification greatly assists the survival of the complex . 
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(4) The functionaries responsible for maintaining the institutional complexes 

are usually well aware of the importance of symbol . For a building to fail 

in symbol is serious because this failure weakens the institutional com

plex concerned and therefore the stability of the society as it exists . 

(5) Symbol may also be seen as the non-material over-burden which a culture

object (the building) acquires as it differentiates itself from similar 

culture-objects . This differentiation or specialisation comes to have 

social meaning separate from all other significances. It 'stands for '. 

This is quite separate from aesthetic . 

(6) The characteristic forms of buildings become symbols for aspects of the 

social structure . Parts of the social structure are thereby mirrored 

in the physical vJOrld. 

(7) Symbol is used for prestige purposes and may be related to manifestations 

of status. By proxy symbols are used to indicate the social ranking of 

building owners or occupants . This may become a very significant charact-

eristic if our society is moving into a phase of increasingly rigid status 

defini tion . 

(8) At the present stage of western culture the symbols for the various insti-
tutional complexes are not all equally developed . There is a varying 

degree of efficiency of symbol in the institutional complexes . Variations 

of this kind are significant as indicators of strain and lag . Research 

into the comparative development of symbol in our society is r equired . 

(9) Historical reference suggests that all human societies which achieve 

serious building eventually come to differentiate their building-types 

as symbols of their institutional complexes . If this is true it may be 

assumed that our society will be no exception and t hat therefore in time 

it will settle down to accepted symbols expressing the structure of 

society. This assumption, hcwever, may need modification in a situation 
of rapid technical and cultural change bringing change ultimately in the 
structure of society . 

(10) In a town the amount of symbol is not th e same for all institutional 

complexes . Symbol varies in quantity and quality . The familial complex, 

as represented by the symbol of the private house , is spread over pro

portionately large areas but is r elatively weak in impact compared with 

governmental or economic symbols manifest in the city hall , and the shops 
and office blocks . The ecological pattern of cities also favours some 
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symbols as against others . 

(11) Symbol is not constant but changes with other factors ; some symbol 

forms like the tower and spire (in combination) are ~ery old . 

(12) Symbol is irrespective of style, although style itself may be used as 

symbol . 

(13) The site development of buildlllgS and groups of buildings may be used 

as symbol . In view of the trend towards setting a building in an area 

of landscape this use of open space requir es r esearch in r elation to 

the aspirations of our society . 

(14) Administrative techniques like the determination of a building line may 

generate symbolic value . 

(15) Style , materials and construction methods may acquire synlbol value . This 

value may fluctuate over the time scale . 

(16) In any culture ther e is a hierarchy of symbolic value in building . This 

is not constant but subject to change as t he society changes . This 

hierarchy r efl ects the values system of the society and will tend to 

follow its varietions . Research is needed here, since concepts like 

'town core' may not now be sociologically valid . This aspect of symbol 

is very important in the pr esent crisis of town planning . 

(17) Symbol may be consciously manipulated . This is dangerous if attempted 

without a thorough grasp of t he societal and cultural situation . Re 

search is needed to find areas where manipulation is possible . 

(18) A problem of value judgment is pr esented by t he fect that symbols of the 

economic complex ar e coming to dominate our cities . Can we prevent this? 

(19) What kind of symbols can be used in a residential area? 

(20) The forms selected for symbol are probably arbitrary in origin historical

ly speaking .. We may have t o manufacture symbols consciously as we in

creasingly diredt t he evolution of soci ety . 

(21) The forms of symbols show evidence of having sometimes arisen as exag

gerations of utilitarian forms or at l east as embroideries of them. This 

subject requir s r esearch particularly in relation to our present exag

gerations and embroideries . This would help us to understand how symbol 

works . 

(22) The essential char act erist i c of the aesthetic is that the building is 

viewed as an end in itself " 
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(23) The aesthetic emotion may be used as a tool provided it is understood 

that precisely what an emoti on is must remain undefined . 

(24) Aesthetic emotion may well be a conditioned reflex: the operation of a 

stimulus-response mechanism . We feel the emotion because we have been 

conditioned. to do so under certain stimuli . The nature of the stimuli, 
under this hypothesis, would be determined by society in general terms . 

(25) There is great benefit in closely defining the ar ea concernea with 

aesthetic in building and planning because of the danger of undue pro

minence being given to the aesthetic if it is not seen in schematic 

relationship with other aspects . 

(26) A culture is not necessarily consistent in its· vi ew of what is aestheti

cally valuable. Different systems of aesthetic evaluation may exist 

simultaneously in the same society. 

(27) The vehicle of aesthetic is style . This usually consists of a vocabulary 

of agre.ed forms . The essential of style is that it is institutionalised 

and both designer and ~ociety have certain expectations about it. Aesthaic 

cannot be properly served unless there exists an institutionalised basis 
of style . 

(28) The forms of style and their combinations are not necessarily rational. 

The salient notion appears to be fortuitous emphasis on arbitrarily 

select~d elements . These ar e then developed r ationally . 

(29) Stylistic elements go through phases and can often be traced from 

'rational ' st r uctural origins, through a phase of true symbiotic relation

ship between structur e and style, to a final phase in whioh other struc

tural methods are used to maintain the same appearance. Economic pressure 
is a very important influence in this sequence . 

(30) The institutional analysis of stylistic elements is a vital tool for the 

critic if he is to avoid mistakes when attributing origins to forms in 
building . 

(31) Canons of proportion are an institutionalised adjunct of style . Economic 
pressure is exerted on canons to cause change . Technical change is also 
an important source of change in canons . 

(32) Survival of elements is a characteristic of style. 

(33) Sometimes symbol and aesthetic can be so closely combined as to be vir
tually inseparable . 
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(34) A building may be aesthetically valuable but socially unsatisfactory as 

symbol . 

(35) Symbol is more essential to the on-going social process than aesthetic, 

as the purpose of symbol is to make manifest the importance of the 

institutional co[~lexes . Thls is particularly important in our situation. 

because our symbols are being over-run by r apidly advancing techniques . 

(36) Symbol and aesthetic are largely determined by other institutions . This 

is not incompatible with the subjective view of beauty or ugliness since 

the field within which the subjective r eaction of the individual takes 

place is institutionally defined . 

(37) A specific form of stylistic expr ession may become a symbol . This is 

particularly likely wh en status is involved . 

(38) The idea that there is a ritual element in the design of buildings on 

the aesthetic side r equires investigation . 

(39) Materials and forms may be used as symbols to indicate the status of 

individuals . 
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AUTO~illTION AND CYBERN1~ICS 

As a bridge from the institutional analysis just completed to the 

next group of chapters which deal with social and technical change, the selec

tion of a major factor charact eristic of our pr esent cultural configuration 

and significant for its next phase of evolution is more useful for our 

purpose than coupling the two groups together by sociological theory . This 

link, therefore , attempts to isolate and highlight cultural elements judged 

to be of extreme importance to the on-going process of society, so that these 

may be borne in mind during the r eading of the next group of chapters . 

Such a method impli es value judgment . It is a matter of opinion and 
not of proof tha t the cultural elements selected are the most significant for 

our society's emergent form and for this r eason no attempt will be made to 
bring forward detailed evidence in support . 

\'lar and catastrophe excepted , the most important single factor in our 

present situation is the direction and speed of scientific advance. Perhaps 

few would disagr ee with this . Agr eement , however, is less easy when it is 

necessary to be specific . The peaceful application of atomic power, for 

example , might be put forward as t he outstanding future major impact . Or, 

again , a case exists for the gr eat importance of new man-made foods . In spit e 
of a variety of specific single clai mant s , ther e is, however , a good deal of 

evidence to suggest that the most pervasive and mo st powerful factor of change 

is to be found in " .•• the implications of machine design for all aspects of 
our thought 11 (1 ) . 

The new science which covers this ar ea is is cybernetics . This deals 
essentially with control and communication systems, and it makes possible 

the creation of highly developed machine-like organisms . Cybernetics cuts 

across the traditional boundaries of the various disciplines and draws from 

philosophy, biology, mathematics , sociology, economics and engineer ing to 
produce a new and fruitful integration of first importance in the present social-

industrial revolution . 

It has frequently been noted that a r eduction in working hours and an 
increase in leisure is an observable trend in our prasent culture (2) . The 
( 1) 

( 2) 

F . ~ . Geoq:;e • . r\ut olllatiL!n, Cyber net ics r.nd Soci ety . r-.171. I a . i rc!cbted t o Dr . Geor ge for discussions on this subject . 
Re s e~rch has been done in the U. ::i .A. int o the effect s of the 4- and 3- da worln.ng week . y 
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effect of applying the contributions of cybarnetics to our society will be to 

accelerate this trend . This will bring new problems in building and planning 

and we may expect innovation rangi ng in scope from the building-type to the 

layout of the whole' town . Some t hought is already being given to the likely 

effects of increased leisure , but a gr eat deal of r esearch is necessary if 

building and planning are to keep abr east of devel opments . 

Important a s will be t he i mpact of i ncreased leisure and the change 

that it will bring, it seems likely that anot her implication of the applica

tion of cybernetics will be even furth er reaching in its progressive effects . 

This is our increasing capacity to direct our societal evolution . 

Tha mor e we develop machine- organisms the more efficiently we shall be 

able to predict . This means t hat we shall be able to tryout solutions to 

problems without actually carrying out the experiments in the real world . We 

shall thus be able to choose a solution rather than have one thrust upon us . 

We should therefore be able to control change as never before . 

The implications of this for planning are extremely important because 

the major pr oblem of planning i s one of prediction : how can planning be 

undertaken for a community without a h .ir measur e of r eliable prediction? 

From this two signif i cant t houghts st em . The first is that if we 

are going to control our evol ution we rnust first comprehend our society . 

This means that the social scienc es will be urgently requir ed to make an 

indispensable contribution to our thinking in building and planning . The 

second is that society will need to formulat e its goals consciously. What 

kind of society do we want t o have? This will mean that there will be re-

quired an enhancement in the t elesis -promotion capacity of suitable elements 

in the society . Among others we may include here the architect and the planner : 

they will be required t o help society formulate its goals , at least in regard 

to the physical environment; it is debatable whether they should be expected 

to go furth er . 
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CHAPTER Vlll 

CHANGE: SOME SIGNIFICANT FACTORS . 

Change is t he inseparable travelling companion of the on- going process 
of all human societies . By t he nature of things it is with us in varying de-

grees in all departments of life . The sources , forms , causes and direction of 
change are therefore of interest t o us in studying the sociology of the building 
because, being a product of bot h t he culture and the society , it is subject to 

change in all its aspects . 

The scale of t hat part of sociology which deals with change is some-

what intimi dating in it s size and we cannot hope in this study to do justice 

even to an outli ne of the subject of change in relat ion to building . To 

achieve such an outline would require protracted research carried out in its 
own right, independently of the rest of t he sociology of building . 

The difficulty i s somewhat alleviated by the fact that it is self-

evident in our society t hat technical change is a very strong factor in build-

ing . This is because of the rapid pace of advance in invention and technology 

coupled with our dynamic type of economy which both forces the technical side 
and provides cause f or it . Whatever , therefore may turn out to be the full 

story of change in building in the total sociological picture , it seems likely 
that we shall not go far ast ray i f we examine t he subject largely from the 

a spect of technical change . This chapter and t he two which follow, t herefore , 
will attempt t he fo l lovdn g appr oaches: thi s chapter will deal with certain 

essential basic concept s connected with change, particularly those which have 

to do with r esi stance t o change because t his is a major problem in building ; 

Chapter lX will cover technical change as it relate~ to building and Chapter X 
will discuss social change . The appr oach to change must , then , be accepted as 
specifically cast in t his special way in the belief that this has validity 
for the purposes of building r esearch . 

1 . General Definition . 

Change, whether cultural, social or technical can be described :
"Change is the succession or SUbstitute of one thing , state, 
condition or procedure for another"( 1) . 

It is present in t he structural - i nsti t utional - system of society, 

(1) C. Panunzio . Major Soci al Institutions . P.411 . 
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in the on-going process of society and in the cultural pat tern . Its dominant 

f~ctor is that it is nmipresent: we even find it appearing in natural build
ing materials like stone and wood which undergo change by processes of recon-

stitution (2) . 

2 . Change a Process Taking Place in Time . 

The universality of change makes evident how indispensable is the study 

of the historic process; i:lacIver and Page speaking of the social structure say~ 

"its contemporaneous aspect holds and hides the secret of its past 11 (3) • The 

reverse is also true , and for building more i mportant : that its past aspect -

holds the secret of the contentpor aneous . It seems clear that in building 

the nature of present change is dependent on vlhat has gone immediately before . 
A single leap fr om the early 17th . century house at Coleshill to the Tugend -

hathaus would be impossible in terms of materials , structural methods and 
aesthetic . \ e change , in the main , by small movements rather than by large 
and all-enveloping innovation : from Burlington to Adams , rather than from 

Inigo Jones to Mies van der Rohe . 

3 . Difference Between Cultural and Social Change . 

It is necessary to distinguish between social and cultural change, 

Social change means change in society, which is a structure and an on-going 

process . Social change is therefore a change in societ~l structure or process . 
Cultural change includes social change and also changes in the material and 

non-material culture (4) . A change in architectural style is an example of 

cultural change . The cause of it may lie in social change - some shift, for 

example , in t he social process . The political emancipation of women (a social 
change) is one of the causes of our change in attitude to the employment of 

women in industry (cultural change - the attitude) and hence of change in 
factory design: . - . It is important to remember that the society at any 
time rests. in the culture , not vice versa, and therefore cultural change is 

the more inclusive of the two concept s . 

Although the building, as a physical object , must be included in 
cultural change , the importance of social change is ever present as a motivation 

to change in the bUilding . Changes in frunily relationships, for example , have 

Reconstructed stones and r econstituted timbers have new physical characteristics and therefore new uses . 
R. t-'l . IJlacIver and C.M. Page . Society. P. 50C . 
K. Davis . Human Society. P.622 . 
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their r esponses in t he design of the house, whilst changes in attitudes to 
health bring modification in office , factory , school and hospital design (5) . 

Social anthropologists sometinLGS distinguish the material from the 

non-material culture . Although this di vision is not universally accepted , it 
is useful in t he analysi s of building as a way of distinguishing change orig-

inating from technical sources from that having a social parentage . It is 

obvious that as a tangible thing the building is an object of material culture . 
Its form, hOvlever , is inf luenced by the non-material culture, as may be true 

in varying degree of all .t hings that man makes (6 ) . 

4. Confusion of Change with Progress . 

Change is neutral . The word has no implication for the better or the 
worse and does not carry any linplied judgment . Social change does not therefore 

suggest that society is getting more moral , more complicated or more efficient 
in any direction . It merely means that there is a changing equilibrium of 

relationships . Change in the building does not necessarily mean that it is 

improving or getting more rational - an assumption we are often apt to make 

without realising it . 

There are several words , however, which are used to describe change 

with a direction or qualitative judgment implied: growth , development , pro-

gress , evolution , repression, degeneration etc . (7) . Of these evolution is 

perhaps the most abused concept . It means an unfolding process in which hidden 

or latent aspects become manifest . Its essential is a "sequential , uniforrn 

process of variation, selection, transmission and adaptation; a movement f rom 
simplicity to complexity , from homogeneity to heterogeneity; a prosess which 

opur atos genetically, aff'vcts all or ganisJ:: s in a given species and achi eves 

relative permanency in the end product" (8) . From this definition it is clear 
that evolution does not imply improvement in any sense , and to equate it with 

progress is to confuse an immanent process with a culturally-conditioned 

(5) A common method of dealing with the history of architectural style is to trace the 1 development ' of elements like plan, fenestration , roof system and decorative detail . This is a study in cultural change . The parallel social change is generally ignored . 
(6) Ph~si~al deter~nation of course arises from climate, availability of bu~ldlng ~terlals, skill etc . In a society ever tending to greater unlversallsm, however , these physical determinants are presumably declining in importance . 
(7) See Appendix Vlll (1). 
(8) C. Panunzio . Op . Cit . P.399 . 
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subjective valuation . From 1200 to 1500 A.D. the English Gothic style may be 
truly said to have evolved , strictly in accordance with the definition given 

from Panunzio . To say that it progr essed in the same period is to imply a 

higher valuation of the Gothic of 1500 t han that of 1200; a valuation, at any 
rate as far as the aesthetic is concerned, which many art-historians r eject . 

During the 19th . cent ury it was the common assumption that evolution 

meant progress, particularly progress as understood by the period: Spencerian 

evolutionism . Roughly the idea was that as society continued , it improved in 

all directions , the late 19th . century civilisation beir.g the highest reached 
by man . In order to make this pinnacle of progress difficult of attainment 

by other societies it was also held that all societies must pass through the 

same sequence of change as had Western Europe! The idea that human societies 

have all passed through ~he same sequence : food- gatherers, pastoralists , 

agriculturists ; group marriage, polygamy, monogamy, and that all societies must 
pass through these stages has now been exploded (9) , and we must be careful 

in building and planning for primitive societies not to harbour any r esidual 

thinking of this kind . 

These ideas must be firmly grasped if the immanent nature of building 

in society is to be understood . Evolution is seen to be independent of pro -

gress, thus exposing the essential subjectivity of aspirations . The house, 
for example , may easily evolve into a glass or plastic box (10), since public 
tase has been conditioned during r ecent decades to an increasing proportion 

of glass in walls, and since the evolution of structural methods is making this 
possible . It may seem to the designer that this is progress , but a later 

assessment may be that it is a degeneration which goes beyond the reasonable 
limit of utility and acceptability. Thus in the development of a building-

type the evolutionary curve may steadily mount b~d the utility or progress curve 

may r each an apogee and then fall . The Victorian development of the Regency 
town house is a salutary example of the lesson that evolution and progress are 
not to be equated . This gr oup of ideas has particular significance for the 
problems which are met in westernising a primitive or non-western society. If 

it is not necessary for a society to pass through a fixed evolutionary series 

(9) 

(10) 

V~ew h~ld by Bachofen , .McLennan , Morgan etc . The principle of cultural dlffuSlon adequately dlsproves any theory of universal sequence . 
This.lnigh~ happen.if (a) curtain walling becomes very cheap or (b) large castlngs In plastlc , such as large plastic bubbles , become practicable . 
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western-type urban environment, there being no need of any intermediate stage 

comparable to the housing development at Pretoria, where in the early 'lapa' 

system an experimental attempt was made to house primitive African urbanised 

workers in houses of an arrangement and construction based on their tribal 

kraals (Fig . 33) . This attempt has proved a failure because the urbanised 

African aspires to the objects of European material cultur e . The housing of 

the urban African in South Afr ica does not therefore appear to be a question 

of developing something from his pr imitive hut dwellings : it is much more 

a matter of discovering how to provide a European style environment for very 

low cost . 

Such concepts as evolution, progress and degeneration are therefore 

useful for the analysis of building provided their meanings are clearly de-

fined and they are used in their scientific connotations . None of them should 

be used to denote the neutral word' change' (ll) . 

5. Technical Invention Our Major Source of Change . 

The major source of change in our society appears to be technical 

innovation and invention, &~d their diffusion . The speed of increase of 

mechanical invention in the last century has been prodigious and this is a 

prime determinant of the present rate and direction of change . Innovation 

and invention have, however , also taken place in the non-material aspects of 

the culture during the same period . A useful way of classifying the relation-

ships is: 

(1) 
Relationship 

Technical change causes 

technical invention . 

(2) Technical change causes 

social invention . 

(3) Social change causes 

social invention . 

(11) See Appendix Vlll (2) . 

Example 
Reinforced concrete causes the invention 

of special types of shuttering. 

Invention of large sources of power-steam 

and electricity - make possible the large 

f &ctory, and the large firm as a new social 

element . In building the invention of 

structural steel and concrete make possible 

the social invention of the large building 

accommodating many separate firms . 

Invention of the large firm causes the 

inaugurati on of welfare organisations . 
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(4) Social change causes Decline of domestic service causes the 

t echnical invention . invention of labour-saving equipnent for 

the house 

VIe must note in this section the rising importance of predicting 

change and the implication to be drawn from prediction , namely, that we can 

~irect change purposefully . Such thinkers as Buckminster Fuller and J . 

Bronowski are at present stressing this aspect of change (12) . 

6. Reciprocity of Cause and Effect. 

If examples of change are examined in the light of the above table it 
will be quickly concluded that a specific item of change may frequently be 

classified as both cause and effect . For example the motorcar . As an inven-

tion (or group of inventions) it may be r egarded as the cause of the r ecent 
social invention of the modern suburb . Looked at another way the car can be 

seen as a technological response to the social problems r esult ing from the 
rapid increase in the size of towns at the end of t he 19th . century. We 

have here again very clearly the principle of r eciprocity . 

It is, therefore, necessary to exercise great circumspection in 

allocating cause to change . There are doubtless occasions when cause can be 

clearly allocated to the t echnical or the social area of a culture. For 
example , the change from Gothic to Classical which characterised the renais-

sance was social : a new systenl of subjective values appeared , capable of over -

coming the value system which was still supporting the now enfeebled Gothic 

i diom . This was change in the cultural configuration , but it did not rest on 

any improvement in technique or on the discovery of any new principles . There 

is no evidence that the Classical style of the r enaissance was attributable 

to any technical invention . On the other hand the invention of radio is a 

purely technical one . Generally speaking , however , it seems better when con-

sidering change to regard it as a circul ar or reciprocal process of which the 

elenents for our purposes are technical and social change (13) . 

(13) 

The decline of the use of natural dressed stone for building is a 

Cyber netics and the work being done on the human brain and nervous system by investigators like Gray Walter of the Burden Neurological Institute Bristol are of great importance in r elation to the development of ' electr onic equipment for prediction . 
Hertzler gives as fact ors (not causes) of change: rapidly changing technology; large scale of our social r elationships; increase in mental and cultural contacts because of fast communications; stimulation of urban life ; extension of science ; disturbance of the wars ' totalitarianis~ Social Institutions . P. 238 . ' 
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good example of the way in which a confused assignment of cause may be made . 

Stone is generally regarded as having gone out of comnon use because of cost . 

Its cost is high because of labour , which requires a 7 year apprenticeship . 

Because of the long apprenticeship few undertake the task and costs arc again 

increased . It therefore appears that the 'cause' of the decline of stone is 

that it is unecononuc . But this is probably not so at all . The difficulty 

lies in the working technique which has to be leE;r ned : it is long and un

suited to the uses to which stone could be put economically in the context of 

moder n design . The stage is set for a new invention . It comes in the form 

of methods of r econstructing stone . So the emergence of r econstructed stone 

~ a second reason why natural "stone declines in popularity . Clear ly these 

'causes ' are not causes at all . If there is any single cause it should be 

sought in the rigidity of the t r aining of the mason which has priced natural 

stone out of the market - a rigidity not present in the t r aining of the op-

er ative who makes reconstr ucted stone . 

Having str essed the need to use the principle of recipr ocity when 

examining the causes of change , it must be added that in gener al terms it 

seems reasonable to assume that although change may stem f r om physical nature , 

population , discovery, invention , intellectual concepts , societal catastrophe , 

technical invention, shifts in values and ideology, and man ' s deliber ate ef -

forts, the usual process is f or the non-material to adapt to the mater ial 

cultur e . That is to say the prime ar8,_ of change is the material cultur e . 

Ogburn takes this view (14) , and calls that par t of the non -mater ial culture 

which adjusts to material change the ' adaptive culture' . He does not think 

it common that non-material change precipitates change in the material cultur e 

(15) . This is significant because it means that change in , say, r eligious 

buildings will be slower than in buildings of the economic complex which is 

deeply involved with technical invention . 

7. Persistence . 

We ar e now in the position to be able to examine r esistance to change 

in its various forms : persistance, rigidity and lag . These ar e very important 

for building . 

Once an institution or a pattern of behaviour has come into existence 

it develops a momentum which tends toward its continued existence and assures 

(14) Op . Cit. P . 271. Technical change is cultur al. 
(15 )' ~ve.must record"t~e in~reasing emphasis on planned invention : e .g . nylon 

whlch .was speclfled flrst and invented after wards . This is culturally 
very lmportant . 
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its projection into t he future . This t endency is called persistence . It is 

not to be identified with cultural lag or inertia , or with rigidity . The 

word persistence implies no qualitative judgment and is only a neutral state-

ment of an observable fact . 

As an example, in the Bristol Bath region the "traditional use of 

ashlar in Bath stone for f acing still persists as an economic material for 

good class work (e .g . multiple stores in Bristol - 1956) and sometimes even 

for working class houses built by the local authority (e . g . Bath) . Another 

example is the persistence of tiles as a roofing material in the face of 

asphalt, sheet metals and bituminous felts . The tiled roof still boasts a 

prestige in cer tain places (e . g . Bristol and equally Pietermaritzburg) which 

can be explained very largely as persistence (16) . 

Persistence occurs not only in the use of materials but in all depart-

ments of building : constructional methods , the structure of the industry, 

craft habits , architectural style and the arrangement of the various parts of 

the building ':s plan . An outstanding example in constructional methods is 

perhaps the load -bearing wall . Although the merits ( particularly in plan 

flexibility) of the point support system are known, load-bearing walls are 

stil l common practice f or buildings of up to three stories in Br itain , although 

in the D.S.A. they appear to persist mostly in domestic work only . 

In craft training persistenc e is very str ong and is reinforced by the 

special intervention of the trade unions . Lengthy apprenticeships persist 

during which the trainee has to become proficient at operations which ne will 

only rarely be asked to perform in practice, and has to learn habits of wor k 

which will be difficult to modify later . Furthermore the worker may come to 

r ely on the continuance of his working habits for psychological stability. 

The building industry is peculiar in the l lodern world in that it is probably 

the most heavily craft-oriented of all industries . This means that persistence 

is very marked . One has only to compare motorcar manufacture with house- build-

ing to notice at once that the house is the product of a group of crafts , 

whereas in the production of the car the craft element has been replaced by 

pre-planning on the drawing board, and assembly has been reduced to seTIi-skilled 

routine work . Generally speaking craft work is slow work . The craftsman is 

called upon to consume considerable time in making decisions , measuring, fitting 

(16) Br istol Corporation , in comrnon with many other local authorities is now 
b~ginning to use r oof felts for blocks of flats etc, where 10 ye~s ago 
tlles or slates would have been automatically specified . 
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to individual needs . This is the typical appr oach to Inost of the operations 

of building, including building design . Very f evl of us would be able to 

afford a motorcar produced this way . The architect often deplores the decline 

of craft~nanship not fully r ealising that deficiency of skill and lack of 

interest in the work are the sociol ogical indicat i ons of a declining craft 

situation . He ther efor e may blame poor craftsmanship for the defects in his 

building, when be in fact is the cause of failure since he designs beyond the 

capacity of the work force to carry out his intentions. If the architect 

wants successful realisation of his buildings he must understand precisely what 

is the state of the building industry in regard to labour and design accord

ingly . 

The structure of the building industry as a whole may be said to have 

persistence of a type sinular to that of the craft habits . The general con

tractor , the ~all house builder ., the specialist contractor and the sub

contractor are organisations fitted into the general hexus of our economic 

life . Once established they tend to persist at t heir given scale , continuing 

to be responsible for those sectors of the building process which have become 

customary to theJn . Their habits of estimating , accounting, measurement , 

allocation of r esponsibility, and organisation of man~power and work, are as 

persistent as the craft habits of their building operatives . 

Persistence in architectur al style is easy to appreciate . Once it is 

generally accepted , a style continues under the pressure of its merely being 

the accepted style . A peculiarity of style persistence, is , however, that it 

may be consciously attacked and brought to an end . The r esurgence of the Clas

sical in the r enaissance put an end to the persistence of Gothic, first in 

Italy and later over all Western Europe . But in spite of this possibility 

always being present, style has in the past exhibited reJnarkable persistence 

particularly in its details . There is no r eason to suppose that the modern 

style will be an exception . 

Persistence in the planning of the building is commonly observed wherev

er change in living and working habits is in evidence . An example in the con

text of geographic- climatic change is observable in the continued construction 

of the domestic fireplace in Durban . This, in extreme form, consists of a 

fi r eplace appar ently constructed for burning wood or coal but built in fact 

without a flue . The fireplac e has persist ed as a focus of family life . Per 

sistence in the face of socio-economic change is seen in the fact that houses 
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are still planned with separate living room, dining room and kitchen - a per-

sistence from the days when dorrestic service was generally available and fuel 

was cheap . 

An appr eCiation of the nature and characteristics of persistence is 

important to the architect because it is present in all aspects of the build

ing process . It is al so present in th~ educational methods applied to the 

training of all those who have to do with bui lding . The most serious danger 

in dealing with persistence is confusion with rigidity and lag . Persistence 

is often a good thing and should be r espected and the fact that a character

isti c has persisted should give the architect pause to consider the r easons 

before he hastens to go counter to the existing trends . 

Certain f actors r elated to persistence will now be examined in the 

context of building : 

(a) Utility . A building material, element or way of carrying out a building 

process persists because it is satisfactory (within r easonable limits) 

in use . It serves the purpose with adequacy . The same applies to the 

plan patterns of the building~types . Over time the plan of th e house or 

church has been found to be capable of meeting the demands made on it . 

The advantage, and the weakness , of the utility aspect of the question is 

that it obviates the need for fresh thinking . We have this problem: 

we know from experience that a certain solution is adequate . There is 

often much to be said for leavil~ well alone - an ability which we have 

largely lost due to the pr essure of our dynamic economy. Had the colonial 

type house with verandah all round been allowed to persist in Natal insbxrl 

of being irrationally swept away by the typical modern house with large 

areas of glass and walls exposed to the sun, a house-type ~1inently well 

suit ed to the climate might by now have been evolved . The lesson seems 

to be that wh er e there exists an already entrenched solution to a build

ing problem it behoves the architect to examine it most carefully to see 

whether he cannot improve upon it whilst pr eserving its known benefits . 

(b) Nature . Because climate and geographical conditions do not change over 

the time-span with which we are concerned, building can be said to take 

place under conditions of predictability. The traditional building 

materials that a region has developed will continue to be as effective as 

befor e , and because established in use , they will persist . Such materials 
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_ bricks , slates , tiles, stone, lead, cop~ er and iron - are frequently 

r afarr ed to as I natural materials I because of their capc:city to weather and 

improve with age (17) . These are to be contrasted with the factory-made 

materials which rarely improve with age and which often change their 

nature, lose their colour or f r eshness as time goes on . The modern move

ment has tended to stress the opportunity offered by the new factory

produced mater ials : quite rightly in view of the gener al backwardness of 

building . It is necessary to remamber, however, that the application . of 

r ational thought to building can be made equally to the traditional 

materials and it may be predicted that if the new materials are used too 

hastily without adequate knowledge of technique and performance, there may 

be a swing on the part of designers to an overcautious attitude to f urther 

advances on the industrial side . Such a swing is possible among architects 

because of their very poor integration with the industrial production 

system . Many architects could move in this direction without realising 

that they wer e moving further out of the r eal world into a world of 

illusion . 

(c) Human Nature . There is a fair variety of opini on as to what this is . We 

may think we know, but r eflection quickly shows that what may casually be 

referred t o as human nature is in fact to a large extent a matter of 

cultur~l conditioning . For our purpose there are two ways in which this 

concept is us eful : to indicate the dr i ves that are common to all human 

beings , and to denote the psychological profile of the typical individual 

in a given cu l ture . Per sistence here shows itself in the t endency of 

expectation to continue as before . This is our conservativism (whether 

inborn or conditioned does not matter), and it is a factor for which the 

architect must have r espect if he is to retain the support of society over 

the long run . 

(d) Accumulation of Culture . Any culture is a complex web of interacting 

elements . The more complex this web the greater are the repercussions of 

change and the greater the encouragement to persist ence . For th e architect, 

this means that the more tightly are the various parts of the building 

process integrated with each other the mor e pr onounced will be the tendency 

to persist . The elements of building exist symbiotically. The persistence 

(17) Many of these are not in fact strictly I natural I because processed . 
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of the brick or block wall, built wet, encourages the persistence of 

plaster for the internal finish . This in turn perpetuates the vested 

interests of the interior decorator trades . It should be noted that a 
strong factor which helps to perpetuate a nexus of this kind is its econo-

mic attraction . Not only do these methods and materials persist because 

they live on each other but also because, taken together, they are cheaper 

than other solutions. Persistence, therefore, has economic value which 

the architect cannot ignore . If he wishes to design cheaply he must have 

r egard for the way in which groups of building materials and liaisons of 
methods persist in the cultural context for which he is designing . To 

step outside these is to run the risk of rapidly rising costs . This does 
not mean that the architect cannot innovate, invent or initiate change . 

He must do those things . vfuat it means is that he must be aware of the 

social and cultur al conditions he is dealing with and that he must adjust 

his methods to suit . 

(e) Functional Continuity . This not very s'i1tisfactory phrase is used to cover 
largely the actions of individuals . The bricklayer ' has a sort of claim 

on society to continue laying bricks . His job persists . This applies to 

Qll workers in building from the architect down . They have been trained 

to a kind of work done in a certain way . This has persistence . In a 

rapidly chan6ing situation persistence of this kind may appear in other 

forms than its obvious ones . When it is necessary, for example, to r e -

train building craftsmen, persistence of the original training may appear 

c.s an inhibiting factor on the surface - habits of hand , eye and mind 

from the old training appear in the man's att pts to apply the new. Be

low this level , however, there may be a whole system of attitudes having 

great persist ence . These havs to b , discovered and the new training to 
be effective must be designed having r egard to them, if the change is to 
be successful . 

(f) Sentiment . It is easier to use an existing cultural form than to create 
a new one . TIns is how an architectural style persists . Both the public 

of a society and the building designers develop an affection f or existing 
forms and depend on them for psychological security. The old forms 

therefore come to be applied to new uses and we have a persistence which 



may be undesirable , unintelligible or even comic . \ie must note in this 

field again the symbiosis of the various elements . In style, for example , 

all t he parts hang very closely together and change often takes place 

only very slowly and not in all parts at one time ., The sentiment felt 

for the style i s theref ore never outraged and can continue although over 

the long period very consider able chang e may be seen to have taken place . 

In some ways the architect is at present tending to ignore and even 

flout this persistence of sentiment about building forms . Some architects 

ar e even under the misapprehension that originality is the supreme test 

of worth in a buil ding . Th er e ar e occasions when this is undoubtedly 

so but they ar e fairly rare, and if applied as the guiding rule of archi 

tectural design it is clear that originality eventual ly l eads mer ely to 
the esoter ic and th e idiosyncratic - a contradiction of the nature of 

building which we ar e able now to show to be bedded very firmly in its 

social matrix . 

It is likely th~t the extraordinary capacity of church building forms 
t o persist is to be accounted for under this heading . This persistence 

is a~nost of the order of the timeless , particularly to semi-literate 

sections of the society and it is perhClps connected with the concept of 

the unchangeability of the deity . This is a subject which r equires 

research in vi ew of t he present trend of some religious bodies in some 

countr i es to launch out into new bUl lding forms in their churches . This 

is noticeable in North America ~ nd in South Africa . Here , we can only 

ask the question : why is it that at this moment there appears a break

away in style in certain religious buildings at a time when the sentiment

tradition aspect of this kind of building might be thought to be its most 
important , in view of the rapidity of change in our society and the in

crease in individual insecurity . 

g . Persistence Can Lead to Rigidity . 

Persistence which goes on for too long so t hat change is inhibited be
comes r igidity . Rigidity is, t herefor e, involved with criteria of judgment , 

for we have to judge within a syste~m of values . For exrunple, the typical 

semi-detached three- bedroom house in Britain may be considered evidence of 
rigidity or of the continuation of solid traditionalism according to the point 

of view. Rigidity herei n differs fr om persistenc e which can be demonstrated 
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objectively _ e . g . the frame house has in fact persisted in the U.S.A. from 

pioneer days (18) . Rigidity is im}.ut.ed if we eay that t he frame house no 
longer meets the need and is impeding the development of a house of a construc

tion better adapted to present r equirements . Rigidity thus implies a degree 
of condemnation fr om the standpoint of desirable change or 1 progress! It 

may be r elative to other aspects of the culture; t hen it is termed Ilag
1

• In 
the Durban area the monopoly of the local brick company in the supplying of 
bricks and Mar seilles tiles is a rigidity in t he materials supply situation . 

If it is decided to use bricks and tiles f or a house there is little or no 

choice available - a rigidity which is largely r esponsible for the appear -

ance of the traditional type of house in the area . 

Rigidity in many count ries is particularly noteworthy in connection 

with the methods of financing housi ng development . This is done by specialist 
organisations who overemphasise t heir security r eyuirements and so inhibit 

change whi ch the society, in other respects , may be mor e than ready to accept . 

These organisations also have the effect of making the life of the building 

longer than is socially desirable because of their met hods of financing . This 

in turn has r epercussions in the di rection of rigidity right through the 

building industry . 

Another example of rigidity is to be found in the apparently arbitrary 

emphasi s on steel or reinforc ed concrete for the frames of buildings . In the 

Bristol ar ea the steel frrune is preferr ed to r einforced concrete , whi l st on 

the other side of the Channel the r ever se obtains although building heights 

ar e similar . Steel can be er ected a little faster , but r einforc ed concrete 

has the advantages of steel economy, flexibility of design and the easy use 

of the cantilever . In ar eas like Durban , wher e t le use of reinfo r ced concrete 
has been justified because of th e high cost of imported r olled st eel in the 

past , t he industry has become used to the techniques involved and a change in 
the rnaterials situation, like the advent of South African produced r olled steel 

appears to have had as yet ver y little impact on methods of framing . In these 
examples rigidity is in the appr oaches of designers , contr actors and craftsmen . 
The designer , and th e contractor tend to select what the cre.ftsman has done 

before and t o avoid the new, which tends to cost mor e because of unfamiliarity 

(i . e . rigidities in l abour) . Thus in the Britol ar ea the dice is loaded f or a 

(18) An illustration is the San Fransisco ar ea wher e S. J . Maisel in House Buil ding in Transition, p . 27 , states that still (1949) any house built is "almost always a frallle house" . 



steel frame, ir. th", Durban area for a concret e one (19) . 

The tendering syst~ in South Africa and Britain is a good example of 
rigidity . The competitive tender was developed in conjunction with the quanti
ties system (in Britain but not in the U. S.A. ) as a method of discovering the 

most economical contractor . This implied all round efficiency on the part of 

the contr~ctor: buying of materials, organisation of the stages of the job, 

control of labour etc . In Britain the competitive tender has persisted to 

rigidity since now anything up to 60% of the total contr act aTllOunt may be 
r epr esented by nominated subcontractors, thus virtually eliminating the COffi-

petitive element except substantially in the area of the general contr actor's 
managerial ability . An important and appar ently successful attempt to break 

this particular rigidity has been made by the L. C. C. in the Picton Street flats 
development . In this contr act the general contr act or was selected in the early 
stages of design, ther eby capturing econonues that could not have been obtained 

without contractor r.onsultation . If this process becomes common it will be a 
major change in the design process, the building process and probably in the 

whole structure of the building industry . It might do much to remove other 

rigidities . 

9. Causes of Rigidity . 

The cause of rigidity is largely to be found in the nature of institu-

tions . Talcott Parsons thinks that vested interests ar e the most important 
cause since institutions both create and ar e support ~d by vested interests (20) . 
It has been connnented that persons holding places of honour lido not like to 

see the current of progress rush t oo rapidly out of their reach ll (21) . In 

addition·t.o these causes there are such as : d esire for security, preserving 

the status quo , fear of novelty, reverence for the past, lack of concerted 

effortto accomplish change, the difficulty of m~king inventions and getting 
them accepted , and the problems arising fron the dislocations caused in other 

parts of the culture (22) . All these aplear in building and to them may be 
added a desire to play safe, a fear of new materials , methods and styles . This 

fear may be quite legitimate becausG a building must ke~p its efficiency and 

(20) 
(21) 
(22) 

Accurate comparative costs of steel and reinforced concrete frames in various places ar e difficult to obtain because estimatrs always add something to cover unfamiliarity of working methods in the labour force . 
T. Parsons . Essays in Sociological Theory Pur0 & Applied . P. 313 f . f . 
Wo. 1. B. B0veridge . The Art of Scientific Investigation . P. lll. 
W. F". Ogborn & M. F. Nimkoff. Op . Cit . P.553 . 

\ 
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must remain a marketable cowfodity . Unwise innovation may in the end prove 

very expensive . Th e customary always appears the safe, although in a period 

of rapid change it may be extremely unsafe in fact . 

10 . Rate of Change . 

Persistence and rigidity are closely involved with the rate of change . 

Some institutions are changing r apidly, and others very slowly . It is impor-

tant for the architect and the planner to be aware of r elative rates of change . 

An office building is so liable to change in the minor details of the behaviour 

patterns of the people who work in it that it is now generally agz:eed that 

partitions in this class of building should be easil y movable (23) . The rate 

of change in industrial buildings nlay be regarded as rapid and in fact they 

may be 'best considered as mer e covered floor areas (24) . The r ate of change 

in schools has been rapid in recent years but may perhaps be expected to slow 

up as the more scientific approach to education becomes widespread. 

In terl~ of the 'own' complexes perhaps the house presents the most 

difficult problem in the rate of change . Certain pressures , such as the 

high cost and difficulty of getting domestic service in Britain and elsewhere , 

the ideology of ' modern living', the increaEing costs of building labour, 

will possibly increase the rat e of change making the consmner r eady for ideas 

that he would not have accepted a few years ago . On the other hand the vast 

existing stock of houses tends to slow the rate of change because many families 

have no choi ce in the kind of house they shall occupy . In the newer countries 

it does appear that the rate of change in the direction of a new style of 

domestic living is increasing . 

The church remains in its plan type much as it was in the Middle . 

Ages, and littie change may be e~ected in the actual plan of the church 

itself . Certain denominations have r ecently added committee rooms, cloakrooms, 

etc. and have espoused modern expressional idioms but the rate of change is 

slow and war-destroyed churches of 19th . century Gothic are being cheerfully 

rebuilt in their original form without any apparent sense of incongruity (25) . 

A house of the same date rebuilt as before with basement and attics would be 

(25) 

In ' spite of t his office buildings are still being erected on the fixed 
accommodation basis . The Natal Provincial Adnunistrative building in 
Pietermaritzburg is an example . In this buildin~ (1953) the corridor 
walls which are non- structur al are each of two 4211 skins of solid brick
work . 
Evidence is available to suggest a trend in the direction of an increas 
ing nmnber of building- types r equiring, at design level indifferentiated 
floor space which the client uses as he wish es . ' 
E.G. Tyndale Baptist Church , and Redland rark Congregational Church 
Bristol . ' 
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an imnediately obvious stupidity . 

In general , due t o the copiousness of technical invention and inno

vation, we may expect the rate of chc.nge in all departments of life to ac

celer ate . The extraordinarily r apid progress in electronics and atomic physics 
will forc e change in all t echnical departments , which in turn may be expected 

to cause an increasing r ate of social ch~ge . 

11 . Concept of Lag . 

From the observation of the differ ences in rates of change the con-

cept of cultural lag or cultural iner tia has been developed . The basic idea 
here is that parts of the culture show a slower rate of change than others and 
are ther efore said to lag . We have a cultural lag in our attitude to road 
a41l.Cidents . ~ve have adjusted adequately to r ailway safety , but ar e not pre-
par ed to t ake equally dr astic measur es to make r oads safe - by fencing , r G-

fusing indiscriminate access, and grade- separation . VJe have a lag in our 

inability to adapt town planning controls to the strangulating combination of 
the motorcar and our ability to erect high buitlings . We thus impose on a town 
layout a vehicular and human density many times greater than was the or iginal 
intention . The whole body of Le Corbusier' s town planning thought is subs-

tantially dir ected at the r ecognition of this particular lag (26) . 
The most serious lag in building is our failur e to integrate the 

operation of building into the industrial systenl . The building is still 

largely the product of individual craft work in spite of the application of 

industrial and scientific method to the manufacture of certain elements . 

Adaptation to industr ial methods has taken place piecemeal and has concentrated 

on the various parts of the building : never on the whole , except where total 
prefabrication has been attempted . AS this is a n~tter very closely involved 
with technical change it will be dealt with mor e fully under that heading . 

Ogbur n gives the following as causes of cultural lag : 

(a) Scarcity of invention in the adaptive culture , f or example lack of in -

ventiveness in government . Such adaptive culture inventions ar e juvenile 
courts, pensions , playgrounds , t own planning legislation . 

(b) Mechanical obstacles t o adaptive change , e . g . legislatur es sit only at 

long intervals . Consider the length of time r equir ed to change a building 
(26) This lag is ~ccepte~ with such fatalism that the town pl anner r arely 

calcula~es h1s dens1tY,contr ols for an existing town r ealistically on the basls of the trafflc . The new r egional shopping centres in the U.S.,A . are an attempt to solve this problem .. 
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by- law . 

(c) Society is heterogeneous and has class problems . 

(d) Adaptive cul t ur e is several stages r ~loved from the material culture . 

This is t he l ag between what W~ know how t o do technically and what 

we are allowed t o do legally . 

( e) Problems connected with r elationship between adaptive culture and other 

parts of the cultur e . 

(f) Group valuations, L e . morals, nor es, etc . (27) . Public opinion may 

not be r eady t o accept new solutions . 

Ogburn ' s concept of adaptive cultur ~ is useful . He uses it to describe 

that part of the cultur e which adjusts t o the material culture . The motel is 
an adaptive cultural r esponse t o t he motorcar, and has pr oduced a new building-

type . Th e essential idea is t hat a new pat t ern ef behaviour ~fierges to fit 
a new material situat i on. Lag , therefore , is primarily with Ogburn a failure 
of the adapti ve culture to keep pace with the change of material culture (28) .• 

MacIver , on the other hand takes t he view that lag between cultur e 
and t echnology is an unscientific idea because measurement cannot be made 

between two unlike elements . He prefers to talk only of lag between different 

aspects of the material cultur e . As for example the way standards of road 
design and construction l ag behi nd car devel op! ' ent in speed , comfort and 

mechanical efficiency (29) . Ogbur n 's concept of lag in the adaptive cultur e 
is useful as a tool and if MacIver 's .obj ection is r emember ed, s eems mor e use -

ful than t he narrow t echnologicGl use of lag . Ogburn ' s view will be accept ed 

for this analysis . 

Adjustment is always taking place . It occurs in the face of rigidities. 

If first occurs in the raaterial culture and then in the adaptive culture . The 
second lags behind the first and a strain toward consistency is present . This 

str ain can always be seen in transit i onal architecture , where old f or rns persist 
side by side with new ones , until eventuall y pushed out . There is often a 
strain towards consistency in mroern Italian architecture , wher e the symmetry 

of r enaissance expression still lingers in disaccord with the asymmetric 

dynamic equilibrium appr oach of the modern style . l"iuch present English work 

also has the echoes of a ghostly Classicism . Under transitional conditions it 
is difficult to predict what will survive , since ther 0 are psychological 

(27) Op . Cit . P. The corrunent s are the author's . (28) See Appendix Viii (3) . 
(29) R. H. Maclver and C. H. f'age . Op . Cit . P. 574 f.f. 
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elements entering into the strain for consistency . The strain continues to 
exist because of r igidity, which may continue for a long time or may collapse 
relatively quickly like the rigidity which kept the body of the motorcar 

resew~ling the horse-drawn c~rriage . The increase in the size of the glazed 
area of houses is an indication of strain t owards consistency, i . e . towards 
the actualisation of our professed belief in the benefits of sunshine , light 

and air . It is noteworthy that the use of all-glass facades to buildings is 
also a strain t o\vard consistency in f "ollowing out t he logic of the frame build-

ing with point supports . 

12 . Ref l ex of Change . 

It should be mentioned that change produces a kind of backlash , to 
which Bossard has given the name 'reflex of cultural change' (30) . This 

occurs when a new element displaces an old element in a culture . A reflex of 
the introduction of the car is the extinction of the coach-builder of horse
drawn vehicles . In building the decline of thatch as a roofing materials is 

a r eflex of th e cheapening of other r oofing materials and improvement in 

transport . 

13 . Summary . 

In exarr~ning change , thbr ef or e, we have to take into account such 

matters as neutral change , change with special emphasis (e .g . progress) 

technical and social change , persistence , rigidity, r ate of change, lag , and 

adjustment of the adaptive cul t ur e . 

14. Conclusion s . 

(1) Change is by r elatively small mover.lents and its rate varies in different 

parts of the culture . 

(2) Cultural change includes social change, since society is partly a process 

and does not include the things it produces . 

(3) In building we are familiar with the study of cultur al change (history), 
but we usually ignor e the parallel social change which often i s a major 

cause of' cultural change . 

(4) Although controversial , the distinction between material and non-material 

culture is useful as a tool to separate the technical from the non

t echnical content of building . 

(30) J . H. S. Bossard . bocial Change & Social Problems . 
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Change do es not of itself carry any overtone of value judgment. Nor 

does the concept imply homeostasis . The concept needs to be kept clear 

of the i mplied value judgn ent i n words like I growth I and I progress I • 

(6) All human societies do not have t o pass t hr ough the same stages of de

vel opment in a ' progr essive ' development . We can ther ef or e conclud e 

that t he buil ding and plap~ing problems of priwitive societies can be 

approached in t he same way as t hose of any I advanced ' urban industrialised 

society . The r equirements of t he culture must be r espected as always , but 

the f act of the society being at a pr inutive l evel requires no special 

consideration other than t his . The inlportant t elic factor is that urban 

industrial society is showing itself increasingly universalistic . 

(7) The significant areas of change f or building are social and technical . 

These do not necessarily keep in step , sinc e one may have to be initiated 

by the other. Technical change causes technical and social invention : 

social change causes social and technical invention . The principle of 

reciprocity applies . 

(8) The precise attribution of the cause of change is often very difficult , 

but it is a useful tool a s it can quickly expose unsuspected relation

ships between society and its techniques . 

(9) In gener al the non-mat erial culture will adapt in some degr ee to change 

in the mat er i al culture . 

(10) Persistence occurs in all department s of building . This is particularly 

i mportant in th e labour component (including the professional) of build

ing , where prot ection of outworn craft methods is continued for r easons 

of socio- psychological stability . 

(11) Persistence may originate from utility, natur e , human nature, accumu

lation of culture, functional continuity and sentiment . 

(12) Persi stence can move into rigidity, which involves value judgment , par

ticularly with reference t o desirable change . The cause of rigidity lies 

largely in the liatur (; ·J f institutions . 

(13) In our present context some institutions ar e changing rapidly: others 

slowly . This makes special pr oblems f or bUilding . 

(14) An increase in the rat e of change is t o be expected . This will lead to 

cultural lag and inertia . There is already very serious lag in our fail

ure to integrat e building into th e industrial production system. 
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(15) Lag produces a strain t oward consistency, which should be coupled with 

t he r eflex eff ect of cultural change . 



CHAPI'ER lX 

TECHNICAL CHANGE 

' ,. Complexity of Change. 

As the material culture of our society multiplies itself quantitatively 
so it becomes increasingly diversified and specialised, with the result that the 
whole culture tends toward a greater heterogeneity. This means that change 
becomes more complex than it was in a less well equipped but more homogeneous 
society. By contrast, the changes which occurred during the development of 
Gothic were uncomplicated, for new materials and structural methods, at least 
of a major order, simply did not appear, and change took place within the 

limits of known materials and principles. 

A superficial review of changes in building in the last few decades 
might suggest that the observable complexity of change has been largely caused 
by the appearance of new materials and structural methods. But an examination 
of earlier, and particularly of neo-Georgian uses of these materials and methods, 
suggests that a great deal of the actual change that has taken place was not 
inevitable or predestined because of these new factors. Our society might have 
decided to continue the post-renaissance aesthetic of the pre-World War 1 per-
iod, merely using the new materials and methods to achieve a greater economy 
and efficiency within that given expressional framework. In the even~, society 
has decided otherwise. Gropius, Le Corbusier and the whole tlodern r.lQvement 
have appeared and have mounted a successful revolution in architecture, causng 
the new materials and methods to be used for the creation of a new expressional 
language of architectural form. The recent changes in building cannot, there-
fore, be explained exclusively on the basis of new methods and ~terials, or 
even social needs. These methods and materials and the approaches of architects 
have made change possible but not inevitable. The significant factor in this 
complexity of change is that although the use to which inventions are put is a 
matter of social evaluati~ this social evaluation is itself influenced by the 
emergence and potential application of inventions (1). 

Ogburn in his 'Social Change' regards the making of inventions ( L..ech
anical and other) as the first cause of change in our society. The second 
cause he considers to be the diffusion of existing inventions. Others have 

I (1) W. F. Ogburn and M.' F. ' Nimkoff in A Handbook of Sociology develop th~ theory of the ~rooving of the influences of many inventions, e.g. the car, telephone, rad10 etc. ' all making possible the suburb. P. 570 f.f. 
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put the aaphasis elsewhere • . For example, Simiand held that the discovery of 

In new gold resources was- responsible for the vital changes in our society. 
building, however, it is evident that mechanical invention has played a most 

influential role in the immediate past as a constituent of change, and in con
sidering change in building it is justifiable to place major emphasis on 

technical change in view of the increasing importance of technology in our 

society. 

In parenthesis it is useful to note that when considering change in 

building an observation made by the Lynds is relevant. They remarked that in 
a period of social change the "one right wayll of acting becomes less clear 
and several or many patterns for the same situation become acceptable (2). 

finis is typical of transition in building, as can be seen by exa.mining the 
Elizabethan or our own attitudes to it. At this moment no western society 

has a one right way of building a house: it can be anything from Tudorbethan 

to Niemeyer (3). 

It is a very major problem for the architect to know how to deal with 
the complexity of change. In general his role must be to discover what changes 
seem likely and to help society decide its preferences. He cannot decide for 
society, but he can help bring concealed issues to the light of day and he may 
legitimately be expected to speak with authority on certain aspects of the 

physical environment. It is therefore relatively easy to define a role for 
the architect in this situation. The problem is to discover ways whereby the 
architect can equip himself to play such a role. Can the architect have much 
hope of understanding technical change when he is not integrated into the 
general production system of our society? Can he understand the processes 

going on in society without some scientific training in those subjects which 
deal with the on-going social process? These are difficulties arising from 
the architect's present situation and from his education. We may also ask " 
whether the architect has opportunity to became reasonably well informed about 
the advances of science, particularly those branches of science - physics, 
chemistry, molecular biology and cybernetics - which are rapidly transforming 
our world. 7'0 obtain only an informed layman's knowledge of these requires 
time to read and ponder - activities for which the architect's work situation 
(2) R. S. & H. M. Lynd. Middletown in Transition. P.175. 
(3) The house is the extreme example. This situation is perhaps evidence of change in symbol, but this needs rather careful scrutiny, since there can be symbol anly where there is agreement: can Niemeyer' s houses be yet accepted as symbol? 
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leaves him very little opportunity indeed . There is also the problem of 
whether he has adequate motivation to be interested in such things. By the 
nature of his work he tends toward' a conservativism which is apt to be resis
tant to the present developments of science , and on which he is apt to rely 

for his psychological security . It seems clear that the architect is in a 
very difficult position as far as change is concerned and as the rate of change 
increases in more and more departments of life the architect must be increas
ingly responsive to these changes if he is to retain a significant place in 
society . If he has something valid to say he must understand the structure 

and processes of society, particularly in regard to change, sufficiently well 
to !mow how he can contribute in ways that are meaningful to his contemporaries . 

2. The Technological Emphasis of our Society . 

"Technology is the joining of both science and invention in the mech

anical and organisational utilisation of new ways of doing things ll (4). Tech-
nology is therefore concerned with empirical ends which are attainable and 
demonstrable in the world of actuality . Science on the other hand is con-

cerned only with the search for truth . Davis defines science : " ••• that part 
of the cultural heritage which represents a systematic !mowledge of nature"(5) . 

The essence of technology is invention . About 50,000 patents are . . 
granted annually in the U.S.A. , approximately two million having been granted 
since the establishment of the Patent Comuission in 1790 (6). It is reasonable 
to assume that the ~ of technical change will increase if only because the 
more the inventions the more the possibilities for new combinations, and because 
the greater the scientific and technological skill the greater the chance of 
new discoveries (7). We must also note the pressure to further invention. 

Yates has listed 1,500 needed inventions (B) . 

Odum considers the technological emphasis in our society to be so 
strong that it causes the development of special modes of behaviour which he 
calls 'technicways' (9) . These are the responses of society to changes in 
technology and new invention, for instance our social adjustment to the motorcar 
(4) H. W. Odum. Understanding Society. P.350 . He adds that "in the wide sense technology comprehends •• • also organisation management, controls and leadership in the social and economic worlds ft • ' 
(5) K. Davi s . Human Society. P.435. 
(6) H. W. Odum . Op e Cit. P.351 . 
(7) Discovery is the finding of new truth or knowledge . 
(8) R. F. Yates . Fifteen Hundred Needed Inventions . 
(9) Op e Cit. P.3B, 225 ff. This subject belongs to Chapter X. 
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Mumford bases his whole analysis of our society on the view that it is essen
til.lly a technological culture : "It remained for the peoples of V/estern Europe • 
•••• to adapt the whole mode of lif€ to the pace and the capacities of the 
machine"(lO) . MacIver and Page say: "The most novel and pervasive phenomenon 
of our age is not capitalism but mechanisation"(ll) . Quotations could be 

multiplied. It clearly emerges that our society is leaning increasingly heavily 
in the direction of mechanisation and industrialisation : technology is of its 

very life . 

This is not to say t hat technology is our whole culture . That would be 
impossible because by definition t echnology can be only a part of any cultural 

configuration. Technology and the culture in which it is bedded are in a re
ciprocal relationship, the elements of the material -~d the non-material culture 
interacting to cause change . Because, however, a certain line of action is 

technically possible, there is no certainty that this action will in fact be 
taken . vie are technically capable of taking measures to prevent pedestrians 

being killed on the roads (they are not killed on railways) , but for certain 
historically conditioned reasons we decline to do so . In town design and in 
building, it has been clearly shown that we now have the technological ability 
to design and build the town so that probl~fis of vehicular traffic could be 
completely solved . But this technological solution is not acceptable in our 

present cultural framework, which has persistence in such inhibiting factors 
as the holding of small parcels of land in private individual ownership and 

the financing of bui lding in small driblets . 

Whilst, therefore, the culture obviously cannot go beyond the limits 
of the technology there is no certainty that it will go up to those limits . 

Technology merely makes possible. It cannot choose what use shall be made of 
the possibilities. The choosing is done by society and in choosing , society 
produces a reciprocal effect on technology, encouraging further effort in this 
direction and inhibiting it in that . In general our society approves invention 
to do with industry and commerce , with the result that there has been recent 
rapid change in factor.E$ and office blocks. But over the same period change 
in the house has been comparatively slow and until the past ten years , insigni
ficant . 

(10) 
(11) 

L. Mumford . Technics and Civilisation . 
R. M. MacIver and C. H. Page. Society. 
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3 . Importance of Money Econo~Y to Technical Change . 

The money economy of our society is a constant stimulus to technical 
change because of the ever present need to make profit. Change in technical 

methods is always being sought as a method of either increasing profits or 
lessening the risk of 10ss(12) . Technology and business are therefore very 
closely interconnected. Drucker holds the view that business rather than 

technology is lithe specific organ of growth, expansion and change" in 0 ur 

society (13) . 

Technology is not called upon simply to supply wants . If it were , 

technological advance would be much slower than it is. Technology is also, 
and simultaneously, called upon to create wants, and to satisfy existing wants 
in a new way . This very clearly illustrates how technology is dependent on 
the culture as a whole. Simple subsistence economies produce exclusively to 
supply wants , but our society has carried production far beyond that point to 
a stage where production is more than a purely economic activity of society 

an~ where profit, or money reward of production, confers prestige . In short, 
in ou~ society production does not cease when demand is satisfied, nor does 
production necessarily begin because there is demand; it may appear purely from 
new invention (14). 

Generally speaking our society demands that to be viable an organisa-
tion must be solvent . In a competitive world it must therefore do one of the 
following: increase its sales, lower production costs , introduce substitutes , 
find new market~ . In order to achieve these technological improvement is 

called for and the help of science is enlisted to find new principles , materi~ 
and methods . The skeleton of the sequence is therefore : business is forced 
to Change because of change elsewhere, technology is used to accomplish that 

change , and technology draws upgn science for its knowledge . It is therefore 
the essentially dynamic nature of the economy which forces the pace of tech
nical change . So much is this so that it seems true to say in building that 
change in technology cannot be strictly separated from the economic drive 
which pushes it along (15) . 

(12) 

(13) 
(14) 
(15) 

P. F. Drucker in The Practice of Management considers that the basic aim is the avoidance of loss, not the maximisation of profit . P.38. Idem . P.32 . 
T. Veblen has commented that invention is the mother of necessity. 
Some discoveries and their associated inventions are free from economic stimulus : penicillin . 
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Although the extr eme importance of the economic complex of institu-

tions in our society is unquestioned, we must note that there is consider~ble 
variety in their relationship with the governmental complex throughout the 
western world . It would seem that government in the United States is a good 
deal mor e in awe of business than is the case in Br itain , where one political 
party has expressed its vi~w that all r esidential property should be owned 
by the community . This relationship between the two groups of institutions 
is of importance to building and in a context where government were clearly 
the dominant , it is possible that the money economy might not be sO important 
to technical change as it is in our society . 

4. Relevant Background Factors of Technical Change . 
In considering technical change in its relation to building we should 

bear in mind the following characteristics : -
(a) Our society has a heavy technological bias . (b) The rate of technical change may be expected to increase . ( c) Technology and the total culture are in reciprocal relationship : each is cause and effect of change in the other . (d) Technology offers new possibilities : society accepts or rejects (16) . (e) Technology and business operate together . (f) Economic pressure is a potent force for technical change . (g) Technical invention is prime mover . 

With these in mind we shall now proceed to examine some significant 
aspects of technical change in building : mater ials, structural methods , tools , 
the general production system, t he equipment of the building , and new building 
types . This will be followed by sections on new technical possibilities , re-
s i stance to change and motivation for change . 

5. Materials . 

The increasing production of new manufactured building mater ials in 
the last 50 years is perhaps the most obvious technical change in building . 
In 1900 the normal building materials were : natural stone , brick , timber , 
slate , tile , lime , glass . Cast-Iron , steel and concrete were used a little , 
but not very readily and almost never in their own right : they were substitutE:s -
unfor tunate necessities to be hidden away behind materials of traditional 
appearance (17) . Today, not only have these basic materials been greatly 
added to , but they have had highly specialised techniques applied to them, so 
that comprehensive knowledge of materials is one of the architect ' s most in
t r actable problems . So serious is this problem that in practice it seems (16) Some inventions are so useful that they are irresistible: pneumatic tyre . (17) Cast iron did to some Bxtent emancipate itself but frequently it imi tated wood or stone forms . ' 
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likely that most architects acquire a working knowledge of a limited number 
of materials , including proprietary manufactures like flush doors, ceiling 
boards and plasters, and design always within this self-imposed selection . 

Technical change in materials appears as: 

Ca) outright new materials. 
Cb) sUbstitutes for existing materials . 
(c) improvemEnt of existing r,laterials . 

Outr ight new materials ar ~ the r esult of new discovery and invention . The 
discovery that verrTiiculite could be exfoliated has pr ovided a new light-weigbt 

insulation material ;. The discovery of how to make mild steel and the invention 
of mills to roll it into joist sections produced an entirely new structural 

material: the most influential technical innovation in building since the 

discovery of the uses of the pointed arch . 

Of these types of change the most interesting are the substitute 

materials: felt , foil and PVC dwmp- proof courses replacing lead sheet or slate ; 
reconstructed stone for natural dressed stone ; concrete roof tiles; block-
boards etc . used in place of natural wood . These substitutes are called into 

being either in order to achieve a similar r esult at less cost or because of 
scarcity of the original material . A substitute material may be dearer than 

the original but a saving of labour may be effect ed , producing an overall 
saving . Substitution of this kind appears in s~quences, each new material 

succeeding the previous one as discovery and invention make possible . The 

sequence of phases for material used for cupboard doors is instructive :-

(a) Traditional. Fr~ed , l edged and panelled . The panels were of normal 

planked timber, fi elded in the 17th . and 18th . centuries. 

(b) Traditional Substitute . Framed , ledged and panelled . The panels are made 
of plywood - a substitute for the built-up panels of the traditional 

specification. No. fi elding . 

(c) Non-Traditional . A plywood sheet is applied over the whole frame - the 
flush door . 

(d) Non-Traditional Substitute . Woodboard such as M~sonite or other r econ-
stitut~d wood supplants plywood . 

(e) Total SUbstitute . Block or chip-board completely ellininates timber core 

or frame . The board is rigid enough to act as a door by itself . The 

only labours required in the J&~ufccture of the door are cutting to size 
and l~tting in a hardwood edge fillet . 
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If this sequence is examined it will be noted that only at one point 

is there any sudden change in appearance : from panelled to flush door . It 

is often of importance in substitutes that the new shall be a passable copy 
of the original . It is the family likeness which helps win acceptance : in 

the door example (a) and (b) are ofamilar appearance; (c) , (d) and (e) are 

identical . The normal conservatisnl of the human being is thus a factor of 

which substitution takes account . Because the new material in some respects, 

particularly in appearance, resembles the old , change is made first acceptable 

and eventually the substitute becomes the normal until the economic process 
causes it to be supplanted in turn . A very good exrunple of the whole s equence 

is to be found in the metal window sash . The early steel sashes copied the 

sizes of pane, methods of opening and even the fastenings of the traditional 

side -hung timber sash. The aim was to give the appearance of timber sashes 

with the advantages of metal . Later the steel sash was developed according to 

its own potentialities . The circle ha s been completed by wooden sashes 

copying the forms of steel sashes (18) . 

In neo-Georgian work the structural steel frame became a substitute 

for the t~aditional load-bearing brick wall . By using this structural method 
it has been possible to use an essentia lly small scale style for large buildin~. 

In these buildings the brick walls are not what they s eem to be . Traditionally 

they are supporting the floors : now they are merely screens keeping out the 

weather . This illustrates very nicely how a nlaterial can come to be used as 

a concealed substitute (Fig . 34) . 

It should be renlembered that the word substitute implies at least 

some measure of subjective valuation . It suggests a judgment implying that the 

substitute is in some way inferior to the original . In some examples no doubt 

the substitute is in f act from many points of view inferior, but often the 
idea of substitute arises because it is merely different from the hitherto 

accepted material . Corrugated asbestos is r egarded as an inferior substitute 

for roof tiles . But why? It is as efficient as tiles and rather more econo
mical of timber and labour . It seems that asbestos for domestic roofing 

purposes has ~ome to be generally regarded as an inferior substitute material . 
Such a valuation is based not on ~the facts of the lnaterial, but on the social 
associations which society has somehow come to fasten upon it . Corrugated 

(18) E.G. In the houses being built by the Corby Development Corporation . 
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iron , a material most useful in countries subject to heavy hailstorms , suffers 
fram the same adverse valuation (19) . The difficulty appears to be that 

cheaper substitute mat erials sometimes come to be used in ways which allow 

deterioration and a decline in appearance , with the r esult that the material 

becomes declasse, and eventually forbidden under r estrictions of title and 

by- laws . Thus a technological advance may be prevented from r eaching its full 

potential . Are we for ever to r eject sheet mat erials for domestic use because 

we have decided to brand asbestos and sheot steel as inferior substitutes? (20) . 
A possibl e solution is good design, but patently our society has not yet reached 

the point where a reasonable minimum standard of building design can be guaran-

teed . That is a major problem of building sociology . 

One of the factors militating against the acceptance of substitute 

materials is their tendency to cost less than the customary material. When 

this fact is realised prestige becomes involved . This can be seen working 

when in an ar ea of houses with tiled roofs a newcomer builds a bungalow with 

an asbestos roof. There may be little diff er ence in the colour between the 

tiles and the asbestos , yet the asbestos is of lower prestige value and the 

owners of the tiled roofs will feel that the area 'has been let down' . The 
owner of the asbestos roof is felt to be in some way delinquent . The 

sociological meaning of 'substitute' therefor e carries thG idea that something 

has been done in ways that are not quite acceptable : the social corners have 

been cut. \Vhen this feeling is aroused it r equir es mor~ than the design skill 

of an archit ect to pacify it , and he must not be surprised if arbitration 

comes down not on the side of ' good design' but on the side of the status and 
prestige trends of the society. 

Improvement in existing materials is continuously going on and in 

general is accepted because our society is ready to r eceive what it elects to 
include as improvement . Progress is part of our ethos , and any improvement in 
a known material will appear as progress . Such a valuation can be made because 

the fact of the material's existence provides an adequate anchor . The follow-
ing are impr ovements which have been immediately accepted: drawn sheet glass, 

ready-mixed plasters , r eady nrixed paints , Marseilles tiles , precast concrete, 

vibrated concrete , fluor escent lighting, terrazzo . Others , asbestos , corrugated 

iron, plain concrete etc . have not been so fortunate, and , to the general loss 
(19) 

(20) 

Sonie local authorities in Natal forbid the use of corrugat ed iron even for fences . Its prohibition for roof s is common . 
An inter esting comparable loss to the house in South Africa is the low social valuation of linoleum . 
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of building , have acquired a stigma . 

Although it has r elevance to other aspects of technical change also 
this is a convenient point at which to mention the difficulties that flow 
from the wide range of mcterials and methods available to the architect . 
Superficially it might seem that this wealth of opportunity is an advantage : 
new possibilities of solving old and new problems . In theory this should no 
doubt be true . In practice it is not, perhaps largely because the architect 
is in an unfortunate position as far as the acquisition of new knowledge is 
concerned . His difficulty is that he cannot experiment to any appreciable 
extent without running the risk of jeopardising his client's building and 
indirectly his own r eputation . In contrast, experiment of an extensive kind 
goes on in industry . A prototype motorcar is built and tested, modified and 
r etested before it goes into final production . This solution is not general-
ly open to the architect . Building materials are tested by the firms producing 
them and figures are made available which may prove conclusively that the 
material is satisfactory for what it is claimed to do . But the architect has 
many problems beyond that before he can feel safe: assembly, use in conjuncticn 
with other rr~terials, natural ageing as opposed to the artificial ageing of 
tests, availability, transport etc. 

In his approach to new materials and methods the architect shows two 
characteristic attitudes: conservatism ano gullibility - sometimes in com-
bination (21) . The conservatism stems from training , previous unfortunate 
experiences and the desire to safeguard his clients' inter ests . The gullibility 
sterns from lack of any trained way of dealing with this problem , coupled with a feeling that these new opportunities should be used, in fact ought to be used , 
in the clients ' interest (Fig . 35) . 

Independent r esearch laboratories , run by governments or other agencies 
not involved in the 1:.nCil.f$·tria.l crcommercial side of building, are doing extremely 
valuable work in providing tests of new materials . They report on their findings and make their reports available and in theory again the architect is able 
to inform himself from a r eliable source . There is evidence, however, to show 
that this r esearch material is not as effective as it could be because of the 
architect's work situation . He is nearly always working under pressure and 
this precludes spending lnuch time on looking for , r eading and applying infor-

(21) Evidence taken from trade representatives . 
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mation which might help him to solve a problem in a new way . He thus tends to 

look for a compar able case and to modify a pr ecedent r at h.:lr than to find a 

new answer . Once again we find the architect in a work situation whi ch is 

unsuited to allowing him to make as satisfactory a contribution to solving 

the problems of the day as he nught . 

6. Structural Methods . 

Technical change in structur al rnethod s appears in new design techniques 

in t hese categor ies : 

(a) new methods of design for existing materials . 

(b ) new methods of design f or new materials . 

The classic example of Ca) is the dis covery of the use of the pointed 

arch . IPointbd arch l is r eally a misnomer since the essential discovery was 

that two segmental arches could be propped against each other to give complete 

flexibility of height in r elation to span . Hitherto building, i . e . Romanesque 

building , had been limited by the fact that a seni - circular arch must rise half 

its span . Th e idea of using two segmental arches against each other broke the 

rigidity of t he Romanesque style and produced the marvellously f lexible Gothic . 

The change in technique from Romanesque to Gothic consisted simply in mani-

pUlating the height of the arch independently of its span . 

In the modern world the plastic method of designing structural steel-

work allows lighter sections to be used and more value to be obtained from a 

given weight of steel . Another example is the application of prestressing to 

both str uctural steel and r einforced concrete . The effect is to r educe the 

dimensions of structur al members , thus giving larger spans and a lighter appear -

ance to structure . 

The development of r einforc ed concrete theory is an unusual example of 

new method being applied to two existing materials in combination . The 

essential discovery here is that the moduli of elasticity of the materials ar e 

similar in th eir character istics and that therefore the st eel and concr et e 

can be successfully combined to r emain satisfactor y under load . This has 

produced .. entirely new kinds of building (Fig . 36) . 

New materials involve the application of new methods of calculation . 

New materials and new methods appear t o go together, for example the use of 

light-weight alloys for geodetic r oof s . This combination may be expected to 
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increase in frequency as plastics come into commoner use and as non-ferreous 

metals become more popular . Stressed-skin construction, f or example , may 

eventually be as common in building as in aircr aft construction . 

Changes in structural design techniques are often acc eptable because 
their benefits are self - evident . These techniques do, however , tend to become 
mor e complex and difficult to apply and they will be likely to rneet. an increasing 

inertia on the part of individuals in the building industry . Change of this 

kind meets rigidity in those who ar e using the existing techniques from an 
entr enched position, and in by- laws which are fraIi,ed to deruand stipul ated 

minima of structural size r ather than minimurrl standards of performance (22) . 
Methods of design and materials interact in the nmtter of change . 

For exanlple , a r esult of the application of design theory to steel structures 

has led in recent decades to the application of similar principles to timb er 

structural members . \Vbat has happened here is that change has taken the form 
of a swing from traditional rule of thumb in timber to the use of formulae 

based on theory and test scientifically applied . An example is the experimen-

tal work carried out in the Civil Engineering Department of Durhrun University 
into methods of calculating the strength of plastic glue joints in timber 

members . 

In dealing with new str uctural uethods the architect is in a somewhat 

mor e favourable position than he is with materials because an increasing amount 
of str uctural decision is being taken by specialists . Thus in the situation 
where he must decide whether or not a solution in pr estr essed concrete will 

be satisfactory, the architect will take the advice of a structural engineer, 
who will not only design the r einforced concrete work but will also supervise 

on the site to ensure an adequate standard of workmanship . The architect can 

have confidence in this system and he can also f eel that he is keeping up to 
date through the advances that specialist engineering is making : the respon-

sibility for making pr ogress he thus feels is shared , and that safely, with " 

others . 

Without benefit of independent structural engineer the architect is 
in much the same position with r egard to new structural systems as he is with 

new materials : almost entirely in the hands of the commercial firms who 

market the new product s . He can, however , take specialist independent advice 

(22) Ther e is a trend in by-laws to use p,rformance standards in preference to detailed specification . E.G. The standard Regulations for Building by S. J.\. . B.S . 
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on the adequacy of a new system . Nevertheless, in many contexts t he architect 
in Br itain and South Af r ica r emains conservative over structur e . He seems 

much less so in Nor th America and the r~asons for this differ ence r equire 

research . 

In this connection we must mention the engineer-architects : such 
designers a s Owen \iill iams , Maillart and Nervi . These men use refined techniques 
of structural calculation as a basis for their designs . Logically they are 

in a strong position because their structures ar~ very closely r elated to 

the mathematical requir CIJlents of whatever system they may adopt . The expres-
sional aspec~of their buildings or iginate dir ectly from their structures . 

They are ther efore easily able to justify in logical terms the forms of their 

buildings . What is particularly r emarkable about the work of designer s of 

~·lu])s kind is their succ ess in symbol and aesthetic: a success that the archi-
tects would do well to ponder . In an age of technology this approach to de-

sign is bound to be attr active to the public . Mor eover it is likely to pro-

duce buildings which ar e outstandingly economical. ~ve might also remember 

that in our society the status of the enginear is higher than that of the 

archit ect (Figs . 39 and 40) . 

Fron·, the above outline we n ay conclude that there is here an area of 
gr eat importance f or the archit ect . In this direction l i es econo, y of con-

struction , expressional justification within ten ts of r efer ence that our society 

can easily understand and last but by no means least , a head start to the 
engineers in the r ace for status during the next phase of development in 
building.. In an age which puts such great t r ust in scientific method can a 

profession which has not thoroughly n~stered the techniques of structure r eally 

expect to be r egarded as the leaders of building? All the indicat ions in our 
society are that gr eat er pr oficiency will be required in bodies of knowledge 
which ar e becoming increasingly large and incr easingly conplicated •. Structure 

in its r equir ements fits our technology or i ented thinki ng exactly, and the 

architects in ignoring this may be in danger of loving tangentially out of 
our society (23) . 

7.. Tools . 

Exan,ples of new tools which are causing technical change in building 

(23) The question of whether the architect can avoid this dilemma by claiming to be only the co-ordinator of t he \V'orks of others is dealt with in Chapter Xl . 
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are : wood-working machinery for planing _, drilling, rebating etc ., hoists , 

belt-conveyors and tube distribution syst&tiS for concrete , power-driven hand 

tools , improved wheelbarrows, the tower crane, explosive charge methods of 

anchoring to concrete and brickwork, new methods of shuttering, compressors , 

welding equipment , pneumatic hamnlers, lacquer-spreading machines , spraying 

equipnent, compacting equipment, pre-mixed and tr r.msit mixed concrete delivery, 

earth-moving machinery, vibrating equipment , mobi le block-making machines , 

jacks , trench-cutters , tubul clr scaffolding (Fig . 37) . 

This list is not exhaustive . The chief significance of change caused 

by new tools is the increase in the application of power to the tool . In 

general this cheapens the work , particularly in a society in which labour costs 

are high , and has the effect of causing a decline in special (American 'custom' 

work) in favour of a standardised product or a standardised way of performing 

a labour . Thus a standard flush door will be cheaper than a framed , ledged , 

braced and battened door which will have to be purpose-made . 

A second factor is the tendency to concentrate on the cheapening of 

known methods . Thus power-driven hand tools used on the job tend to perpetuate 

the craft , as opposed to the operative, tradition of building . The electric 

handsaw, for example, may cause on-site joinery work to be continued or even 

increased, when advantage would be gained in the long run by getting as much 

of it as possible into the factory, thereby reaping the reward of standardi-

sation and economies of scale of production . 

The tower crane is one of the most important innovations. It allows 

large weights to be lifted from the ground and placed accurately in the build-

ing many stories above . This means that parts of the building can be made on 

the ground and lifted later into place . This is now done with flights of 

stairs made of reinforced concrete : an obvious improvement on casting in situ 

and a step toward all-dry construction . Is it not possible , however , that 

improved efficiency of this kind may not inhibit the more fruitful development 

of , say, metal flights of stairs which are more economical to erect and to 

support because of their lower dead-weight?( 24) . 

Improvement in tools used on the site, therefore , requires car eful 

examination before being wholeheartedly accepted . In the immediate context 

a 'change in tools appears nearly always for the better . In total effect , 

(24) Prefabricated steel staircases have long been in us e in North America . 
Vfuy not in Britain? 
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however, the result may easily be to entrench techniques of building which 
reyuire more drastic change, and therefore, tool-improvement which simply makes 
more efficient our craft methods should be r egarded with suspicion . New tools 

which take the work into the factory, capture the benefits of standardisation 
and allow the economies of large-scale production to be realised offer more 

hope for the r eduction of building costs through the essential integration of 
the whole building process into our industrial system, than does refinement 

of tool-work on the job . 

The extent, however, to which mechanical tools are used in building 

should not be exaggerated . The U.S.A. building industry appears to be the 
most highly tooled , yet the sElall house builder (1-24 houses per annum) in 
the San Francisco Bay area owns ~4 , 000 . of tools and equipment , whilst the 
medium-sized firm (29-99 houses p. a . ) owns only ~8 , 500 . Equipment may, of 

course , be hired but the equipment charges of ~100 . and ~50 . per house of 

the small and medium- sized builders respectively do not suggest any extensive 
hiring of equipment (25) . 

The British Productivity Team Report on Building investigating the 

American bui l ding industry quot es as one of the causes of the great speed of 

American constr uction the "general availability and use of mechanical aids"(26) 
as part of the explanation of why the "output per man-hour on s:iJnilar site 
operations is approximately 50% higher in America than it is in Britain"(27) . 
It is interesting to not e that this t eam , which did not include either a 

sociologist or an economist, in considering how to increase productivity in 
Britain came to this non-technical conclusion : "The necessary changes will 

not be made until large numbers of individuals decide that it is their personal 
duty to make a move toward the good of increased output"(28) . In this respect 
we should bear in mind the rigidity of attitude to work and tools found in 

the trade unions . 

8. General Production System . 

The main technical change in building under this heading in recent 
decades has been the application of large-scale production to the various 

component parts of the building . Standard doors, for example , have replaced 

(25) s. J . Maisel . Housebuilding in Transition . Pp . 37,39, 72 
(26) Anglo-American Council on Productivity. Productivity Team Report on Building . P .63 . 
(27) Idem . P.15 . 
(28) Idem. P.3 . 
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purpose-made . Machine methods also make possible the production of new com
binations of material and process. Plywood is the r esult of being able to 
apply machine Inethods of cutting a log spirally to produce a thin continuous 

layer of wood and of heavy compression to produce a good bond between the 

various layers . It would be impossible to manufacture it without machine 

methods . The same is true of the manufacture of glass, steel joist, sheet 

metal materials and all materials , like plastic and cement, which basically 
depend on grinding up large quantities of raw material (29) . 

Change of this kind is constantly going on and new manufactured 

building materials are being put on the market . It is in this sense and in 

this sense only that the building may be said to be integrated into the modern 
industrial systelIi. Increased integration of this kind may safely be predicted 

with a decline of the craft approach to building, and an increase in site 

labours on an operative basis . 

The most significant aspect of the industrialisation of building 
production lies in precisely this question of craft versus operative work . 
Whilst the motorcar has been taken entirely into the factory, the building has 

been taken in only as components . This trend toward greater factory production 

may lead to work on the site amounting merely to assembly . Attempts at the 
total prefabrication of buildings have so far not proved economic for the 

class of building - particularly house - produced . Drucker comments that 
the reason why the prefabricated house did not compete successfully after 

\.vorld War 11 was because it was built in the factory en craft lines (30) . To 
build a complete house in the factory on a craft basis would be to miss the 
main point of factory production, namely that factory work must achieve economy 

by doing the thinking for each operation once only. The craftsman is called 
upon to make decisions, measur e and execute in a variety of behaviour patterns . 

The operative has all that done for him in the pre-planning stages . The car
assembly oper ative does not measure u piece of steel for a bumper, bend it and 

fix it . He merely grabs it and fixes it, the time-consuming operations having 
been done ' earlier and done only once . 

The benefits of pre-planning plus factory production on a large scale 

are, however, being obtained in certain directions, for instance, complete 

(29) I am ignoring the primary industries (extractive and genetic) which produce the raw ~~terials like iron ore, coal timber gypsum etc Ch . ". ~ng~ ln these, however, may reduce costs and thereby be reflected in bUlldmg . 
(30) P. F. Drucker . The Practic e of Management . P.88. See Appendix lX (1) . 
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plumbing units are now available and there are many types of standard parti-

tion unit , floor construction element and kitchen unit on the market . The 
general tendency in building appears to be in the direction of designing so 

that such units and stock sizes of other materials can be used with a minimum 

of special work . This means that design is becoming largely a question of 
organising assembly. This is healthy since it tends toward the elimination of 
the craft and favours the ri se of a class of mechanics who will specialise 

only in mounting the various building elements . This trend is the e~lanation 
of the present stress on modular systems which aim to ensure that all factory-
produced parts can be used t ogether, even going so far as to attempt trans

cending the standard measures of feet and metres (31) . There seems little 
doubt that these tendencies will crystallise into a new approach to both the 
individual production of component parts and a design emphasis on assembly. 

The fact that the building industry uses at present about 50 ,000 component 
parts is a measure of the magnitude of the task and an indication of how 
fruitful success would be (32). Eleven countries of the European Productivity 
Agency are at present undertaking the construction of experimental modular 

houses and blocks of flats . In Britain this is being done by the D.S.I .R. and 
the B.S.I. (33). \Ve may e:xpect r esults to accelerate the present trend toward 

site assembly rather than site construction ~) . 

There can be little doubt that the building crafts exhibit many situa-
tions in which lag can be found . In gener al , the production methods of build -
ing are technically inferior to the production lnethods of factory industr y : 

more expensive use of labour , less rationalisation of processes , less precision 
in the finished product , rigidity in desigh , financing and organisational 
structure. 

What attitude is the architect to take to this? He may run against 

the trends of the cultural pattern by trying to resuscitate the dying crafts. 
Before he embarks on a policy of this sort he had perhaps better examine what 

has become of the views of William Morris and Ruskin . The history of the last 
hundred years appears to show that there is very little hope of success along 
(31) 
(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Le Corbusier. Modulor. And others . 
Of these about 18,000 conform to B. S. I . standards but that does not mean that they comply with modular r equirements . ' 
The ~uilding Research Station of the D.S. I .R. has r econciled the various poss~ble sets of modular dimensions . 
See Appendix lX (2). 
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this line for reasons that can be easily exposed by having regard to the 
sociology of the subject . If the architect wishes to make building mor e ef
f icient he must understand the nature of the situation in which the crafts now 
exist . He must then design within t hat situation . He may further try to make 
the situation better in some r espects, but in trying to do this he must ex

pect success only in those directions in which the trends are already moving. 
Anything to simplify site work will meet with success . Anything which reduces 
the individual fitting of parts will be r eadily accepted. The building worker, 
whether we care to admit it or not , is very interested in the money he earns . 

That money is largely determined by the a~mount he produces: it is not nowadays 

determined by the quality of his work . This is regrettable but it is a fact 

of our culture that architects ignore at their peril . 

9. Equipment of the Building. 

In the last 50 years the equipment of the building has undergone great 

change in both quantity and quality . In 1900 the building had crude heating , 
lighting and water services . It may also have had a rather primitive lift . 

The tendency has been to add to the equipn,ent : telephones , intercommunication, 

air-conditioning, specialised ventilation , vacuum cleaning, radio; and to re
fine and elaborate the equipment . Lifts have become automatic , buildings are 

fully wired for telephone in eVbry part; full air- conditioning with automatic 
control of temperature and humidity, and automatic sun baffles are commercially 
available . 

From being mer e additions to the building , more or less afterthoughts 
in the d esign , these items of equipment have beco Jile integral , and are taken 

thought for at the very earliest stages of the design process . For example , 
the we~l-designed office block is not thought of first as structure , with the 
heating etc . added afterwards, but rather at the stage of structural design 
the type of heating etc . is thought about and services and structure are dealt 
with so that they can be reconciled in the best way . This is a serious change 
in the design approach to building, and a change which may be expected to be
come even mor8 marked as the equipment increases in quantity and becomes more 
refined . 

Equipment has its special effect on building design and construction . 
For exrunple, air -conditioning means that windows need perform only the one 

function 0 f letting in light and can be independent of ventilation . Thi s means 
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that windows need not open and l ar ger sheets of glass can be used . Daylight 
type artificial lighting means that windows can be el~ninat ed f or lighting 

purposes (Fig . 38) . This i r.lplies t hat the building plan need no longer be 

arranged t o utilise natural lighting : offices can be luuch deeper and factories 
can be built without r oof l ighting . Already in Al .erica f c.ctories, multiple 

stores and even educati onal bui l dings ar e being built without windows, wholly 
lighted and vent ilated by arti f i cial ooans . 'l'own planning r egulations l~t-

ing building mass in or der t o safeguard neighbours' light and air may r equir e 

nodification in t he not very distant f uture (35) . The ways in which artifi-

cial climat e is going to affect buildings in tropical countri es is not yet at 

all clear, but most probably it will do so in t he generC'.l direction of total 
departure fron: the traditional wall-window idea . 

The development of kitchen equipment is a good example of technical 

change. The coal or wood burning r ange , t he stonewar e sink with one tap, the 
dresser, the kitchen t able and t he l arder have all been supplanted by electric 

cooker, steel sink and draining board , fitted working tops and cupboards, and 
refrigerator. Hot wat er is piped to several points and is in constant supply . 

All the fact ors which make the kitchen hot, smelly, noisy and uncomfortable 
are being reduced in their unpl easantness t o such an extent that the kitchen 
is now sometimes brought into t he dining rO Olil : a change due entirely to the 

improvements of t echnical change . In some American houses the living r oom, 

dining room and kitchen are combi ned i nto a singl e room (36} (Figs. 41 & 42) . 
We are back t o the open planning of t he Zulu hut ! 

It is possible that the use of el ectronic methods for controlling 

machines may effect a similar change in the design of the factory. The worker 

will no longer be on the fact ory floor . He will instead require a control 
office much aft~r the style of a power station . In the building example of the 
flour company it was possible t o design the t ower without r ef erence to workers' 
requir ements: nobody works in this part of t he factory. 

The likely trend, therefor e , is t owar d luor e and better eqUipment, which 
will probably impinge mor e and mo r e on the general design of the bUilding as 
a whole. 

1(35) 

(36) 

10 . New BUil ding-Types. 

One of t.he most obvious aspects of t echnical change is its effect in 

. Il1... t hi s c nneot.i 0n J ... any e.xisting r et;ul' ti -m s are' quite obsolete New standards are requi.red . • 
tNo vtaluhe. judlglllhent is i mpli ed : th0 f act is mer ely recorded and attributed o ec n1ca c ange . 
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producing new building types and causing modification in existing ones . 
In the past, new building-types have emer ged as the result of technical 

inventions like railways , ocean-going liners , motor transport, air transport, 
radio communicat i on and large-scale production, in th~ f orm of railway stations 
ocean terminals, garages and bus stations, air terminals and hangers , broad

casting stations, large factories and power-stations . All these owe their 
existence as building-types purely t tccpnical change . New building-types 
of similar origin are at present emer ging : atomic power stations, research 
buildings, diagnostic centr0s, filling stations, drive-in cinemas , television 
studios (Fig . 43) . These will crystallise in time int o agreed forms . Other 
building-types will appear as special adaptations to further specialisations 
in our society. It should be noted that only those building-types growing 

out of technical change are included here . Those r esulting from social change 
are dealt with in the next chapter . 

Further technical ch2nge is continually causing change in existing 

types of building. Not only does this occur by way of the equipment which the 
building carri~ s but also by virtue of additions to life in general e . g . the 

motorcar . It has brought with it the garage which means a fundamental change 
in the planning of house, block of flats, block of offices, f actory etc, and 

cities; for all of these garages or parking Sp':.C0 must be f ound and plan-types 
modified accor dingly . 

It is less obvious that t echnical change of this kind involves prefer-

ences which are S0t in motion by the very f act that t echnology offers many 
possibilities . A f ami ly must decide whether t o have a car, television set, 

refriger ator, washing machine etc . and a sn~ll house, or none of these and a 
larger house . The general t endency seems t o be t o prefer the former . ~fuat

ever choice may crystallise into a trend , clearly the offerings of technology 
aff ect preferences f or huuses . It is very necessary for resoarch to be done 
on this matter if futur e preferences are t o be met with precision . This is 

particularly important f or low income group housing because of the already 
minimal floor areas usually adopted , and it is likely that new minimum stan
dards will be r ~quired t o cope with this situation . 

For the architect this means that he will be called upon to make 

living acceptable in an increasingly small space . In order to meet other 
pressures he will have t o provide mor e and mor e mechanical equipment in his 
buildings. In terms of his working approach it is difficult to escape the 
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conclusion thut mistakes of or 6anisation on the part of the architect are 
going t o become increasingly serious . Further, his technical knowledge must 

be able t o st~d up t o increasing d~ ands t o be made upon it . If , f or example , 
t he archit ect is g oing t o succeed in making the flat block an adequat e envir

onment f or living he will need all the t echnical r esources he can muster t o 

c ount~ract the adverse eff ects of confined living space , t oo many people 
moving about in corridors , noise of r~dio etc . , t he problem of car noise , 

the problem of noise between ad j acent blocks of flats , outdoor living and 

playing space and the probl er.l of the decl ine of C'. property in t erms of 

the behaviour standards of its occupants . This all means that the architect 
will have t o study in det ail how peo Fl e l ive , what they can t olerate and 
what they will not . At present the archi t ect is ill-equipped either f or 

dealing with these matters himself or f er getting effective help fr om others . 

11 . New Technical Possibilities . 

Th E: l a st thirty years have seen the splitting (;f the atom anti; latterly, 
the beginnings of the cuntrolled appl ication of the energy r eleased . The 

magnitude of change that this new energy source is likely t o cause can hardly 
yet be apprecillted , but a measur e of it may be gained fr om the fact that by 

111975 nuclear power stations (in Britain) might be doing the work of 40 m. 

t ons of coal a year ...• this woul d r quire only 400 t ons of uranium a year" 

(37). A second indicatiun of possible chung is that some economists think 
th".t the saving in transportation, handling and stor age will be so great that 
the cost of nuclear fuel mE'..Y be ignored (38) . Dean, however, thinks that 
economically available power from the at om will IInot come suddenly but rather 
will f ollow the gr adual advance of t echnol ogy" (39) . The stimuli t o the 

development of cownercial atvmic energy will be such facts as the increasing 

costs of winning increasingly inaccessible coal, oil and natural gas, the 
increasing demand f or energy (40), and a mounting repugnance on the part of 
workers t o continue the dirty and danger ous work of mining . The original source 
of atomic power, uranium 235, ha s been matched by thorium and uranium 238 which 
can be converted into nuclear fuels (plutonium and U. 233 r espectively), and 

(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 

J . Cockroft . Atoms f~r Peace in Britain in Commentary from Britain 1 . 8 . 55 , G. Dean . Report on th e Atom . P.159 . 
Idem . P.153 . 
See Appendix lX (3) . 
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hydrogen . These f uo;;; ls ar e very much mor e plentiful in nature than is U.235 

and the process of breedi ng appe~rs t o pr esage an almost inexhaustible supply 
of fuel . Ther e appears alrvady t u be a surplus of plutonium in the U.S.A. (4l) . 

The futur e picture is nut yet clear but perhaps it is possib18 t o make 

the f ollowing points :-

(a ) We have new puwer suurces which will alter our whol e technol ogy . 

(b) Technol ogy will probably becville an even mor e i mportant segment of our 

culture thr.m at pr bsent . 

(c) The new power s ource will mean new possibilities f or the development 

of hitherto undevel uped r egi ons of the world : deserts , ar eas lacking 

i n water and natural power r esources . New t owns, even new types of 

t own may emerge . 

(d) The buildi ng and t he t own may be aff ected in the dir ection of each 

building becoming mo r e independent vf centr~l servicing systems like 

water , electrir-ity, sewerage (42) . 

(e) New syst ems of water-heating , wat ~r-pumping, distilling of water from 

the sea , of cooking, of storinG f ood over l ong peridds, of automatic 

int ernal climnte centrol , of visual and aural communication must be 

expected t o aff ect the buil ding . 

(f) New materials f or building may po ssibly emer ge from atomic physics 

and chemistry . It may be possible t o frame the r equirements of a per-

fect buildi ng material and have science produce the answer , as was done 

with nylon . If this were t o happen the whcl e approach t~ and process 

of , building mi ght be r adically changed . 

Another major f actor which will alter the t echnology of building is 

automation . "Automation is the self -regulation of a process by its own pro

duct" (43) . It t hus concentrat es on neither craft nor pruduct but upon pro-
cess . liThe aim is t u arrive at the best process - the process that will pro-

duce the greatest variety of goods with the great est stability at the l owest 
cost and with the l east effortll (44 ) . 

(41) 
(42) 

(43) 
. (44) 

There ar in building two ma j or pr ocesses : manufacture and assembly. 

Economist 23 .7 . 55 . Atomi c Energy i n Harness . 
It is understood that strontium 90 can be used t u generate electricity directly without using a nur mal generator . It could, theref or e, be us ed 
~~ a ~al~ scal e r eactor per haps adequat e f or a house . The saving in 
dlstrl?U~l' n woul d ~o doubt be l arge . It is now also possible t o generate elecgrlclty by the lnterpenetration of tW0 gases .• 
P. F . Drucker . The Practi ce uf Management . P .• 38 • 
Idem . P .15 . 
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Automation may be expected t o be applied t o the first f these initially and 
t o the second later . It is r easonable t o suppose that the relatively large 
size of building parts will make anything other than hand assembly difficult 
f or a l ong time . It seems , ther ef ore, that automated production may be expect
ed t o turn out an increasing variety vf predet ermined standardised parts . The 

building problem is t o assemble t hem economically . 

These two charactari stics, standardised prucess production with diversi-

fied ass~nbly, are the true characteristics of mass-pr uduction . Mass -production 
is not the making uf an infini t e qUGntity of exactly similar products (45) . It 
is the manufacture of standar dised parts capable f assembly into a smaller or 
greater variety of finished pr oduct s . i~'e are apt t o quot e the mot orcar as a 
product of mass-production . It is , but only because a large percentage of the 
cost of the car represent s items bought fr om other producers who specialise in 
ignition , carburetturs etc . and not because a large number of identical cars 
are produced (46) . The manufacture of computing machinery is in fact a much 

better example of mass-pr ductiCln . . Drucker says the essence of it is that "the 
burden of diversity ... is t aken out of manufacturing and shifted to assembly" 
(47) . So what mass - productiCln does most significantly is t o cc;mbine uniformity 
in raanufacture with diversity in assembly . It could then , in theory, be used 
t o produce unique prvducts . . The parts of these products hc,wever, could be of 
common size, shape, lnat erial etc . This fits building exactly. Few buildings 
ar e exactly the same . Only hous es perhaps fall into this category . The 

other building types f all under the heading vf diversity in assembly.. Neither 
automation nor mass-production means unifurmity of building except in terms 
of modular principles . 

It seems likely that automatiun will give a further impetus t o the 
manufacture of standardised parts f ur the building. This would fit in with 
the present tendency t oward an incrbasing emphasis on designing from the point 
vf view of crganising the economical assembly on the site of standardised 

factory-made parts . Automation will reduc e the cost of these standardised 

parts , thus f orcing their increasing use. A trend in this dir ection is alrea~y 
with us •. 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

T~is appears t o have been Henry Ford's emphasis f or mass- production . His dlctum that the buyers of his cars could have any col our provided it was black is typical of this concept of mass-production •. 
Some car -manufacturers have been almost entirely assemblers . e •. g •. Chrysler . 
Op . Ci t . P. 86. 
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The new at~mic source of power and new materials t ogether with auto
mation may be expected to have a revolutionary effect on the t echnique of 

building , and these two seem likely t o constitute a cluster of inventions 

capable of producing prof ound modificatiun in all the institutions connected 

with building (4$) . 

The helicupter muy also prove t o be a major cause of future change ., 
If it becumes corrun0n , offices, f act 'Ties, stati .)ns , shopping groups and domes

tic buildings will have t o provide landing and parking space . In congested 
areas this will mean compulsory flat r oofs and the possibility of bridges 

f rom building t o building: the tendency being t o reclaim the ground occupied 

by building almost in its entirety . The entrance t o the building in a city 

area would now be on the r oof , and the l ower floors might become the most 

desirable because furthest from the noise. The upper floor might become hangar 

space , the whole system working likecn aircraft carrier with flight deck , 

lifts and storage f or machines below . Certain pressure - motor vehicle 
congestion , the spread of cities causing long j ourneys for co~nuters , th~ 

very high costs of hacking high-speed r oads through built-up areas will tend 

t o make the helicopter appear an attractive solution t o the problems of urban 
circulat.ion despite its present high costs . It has the great advantages from 

a municipal point of view that the main capital expense can be unloaded on t o 
the individual traveller (he buys his 0wn machine) and the building promoter 
who provides the deck and the parking; the capital and maintenance cost of 

r oads would be reduced . Already in several countries aercplane kits can be 

bought f or home assembly . It must be assumed that the problem of ~tting the 
small plane up and down without a horizontal run will be economically solved 

in the near future . As soun as it is:' the helicopter is a reality in our 
t owns . From that m~ment ma jor change in the design of building-types must be 

expected , and the present congestion caused by the motor vehicle may prove t o 
have been a relatively short - lived phase . 

In this connecti n we should also mention the hovercraft . This 

machine , depending on a cushi0n of air f or its contact with the ground, shows 
signs of being very economical t u run and capable of ultimately reaching very 

large dimensions . It is early yet to suggest any ways in which it may in
fluence building. Perhaps its influence will be felt more on the road system 

(48) W. F. Ogburn and M. F . Nimkoff .. Op . Cit . P. 581 . 
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outside towns than anywhere else . It r equir es no hard surface f or running 

en and may therefore revvlutic)nise inter-city transport . 

There is another aspect of science which may rapidly cause technical 

change : the work being done in molecular bicl ogy (49) . It seems that re

search in this fi eld stands about where atomic physics stvod fifty years 

ago . It must be presumed that the effects of discovering the principles of 

life itself will scarcely be less impressive th~ the recent atomic dis-

coveries or less significant f or society's future development . 

12 . Resistance t o Change . 

A great deal of the r esistance t c technical change is non-technical 

and will therefore be considered in the next chapter . At present the question 

of resistance or lag must be confined to the technical resistance t o change . 

So great is the importance of non-technical factors (particularly the insti-

t.ntional order) that at first sight it may appear that there is little or 

no technical resistance to technical change (50) . This is not , however , true . 

Resistance t o change may be caused by difficulties of diffusion . A 

new technique may be declined f or purely sociological reasons such as the fear 

of causing unemployment (51) . Or, it may be left unused, although its exist-

ence may be known, because opportunities f or transmitting it may be lacking . 

This happens in building in the arr.hitect's sphere of activity . In the nature 

of things the architect learns the feel of materials as design elements by 

habit and use, but he must be cautious because experiment, if unsuccessful, 

must be paid f or by the client's money and his own reputation . Now as soon as 

technol ogy produces a new method of dealing with structural concrete, like 

prestressing, the architect quickly beconles aware of it , may acquire a good 

theoretical knowledge . What is lacking in the initial stages is a practical 

working knowledge . This comes by diffusi cn. Contractors try the new thing 

out in snmll examples and little by little confidence is gained and a working 

knowledge is diffused . A comparison of the knowhow possessed for reinforced 

concrete framed buildings by South African architects and British architects 

illustrates the point well. In South Africa practical knowledge arising from 

(51) 

For example at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, England . 
R. K. Merton in ' S')cial Theory and Social Structure', P.322 , goes so far 
as to say that t he central sociological problem of our time is to spot 
the elements of our so~ial system which inhibit technological progress . 
The a~tomation strike at the Standard Motor Works, Coventry in May 
1956 1S an example . 
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experience superimposed on theoretical training produces a reasonable common 

body of knowledge on the subject . In Britain not so . The theoretical 
knowledge is there but its practical application is not generally diffused . 

This is not due t o any socivl ogical cause , other than habit and tradition(52) , 

but t o the technical problem of diffusi0n . This diff iculty is not limited 

t o architects and engineers, but is common in our society, and is particularly 

serious for bui l di ng contractors . 

Another problem is that inventions ar e never t otally independent in 

their functioning . The t ower crane will make the benefits of precasting more 

easy t o apply . The advantages of concrete were l ong known - it can be mixed 

as wanted, poured t o any shape, is homogeneous , j ointless , requires little 
craft work etc . But its full application r equired the addition of steel re
inforcement t o counteract its fat al weakness in tension . The full develop-

ment of wood has had t o wait upon the techniques of breaking raw wood down 

and reconstituting it to achieve new characteristics . Thus change , that is 
departure from a present use , has been dependent on a new technique . This , 

one may suppose, is the normal thing . A technique , and in building that 
means t he material and the way it is handled, has persistence because it has 

utility. It cannot be changed until technol ogy makes available a reasonable 

alt ~rnative . Techniques, theref ore , do not just die . They disappear as the 

result of change due t o pressure from alternative techniques . The persist-
ence of techniques lies always iu their pres ent utility: it can never wholly 

be eliminc.ted . 

Technical change may be inhibited by lack of invention . If innovation 

and i nvention ceased in our world there would be a continuance of technical 

change f or a whil e until Lhe lag between techniques had been adjusted . But 
after that , change would cease f or lack of essential nourishment . The later 
centuries of the Roman Empire were a time of stagnation of this kind . In such 
a period resistance is obviously strong because tedhnical change has no 
impetus . \'lith us it has great impetus and this impetus has very important 

implications f or the whole social system. Lack of impetus in invention is , 
therefore , another C :. - se of technical resistance t o change because of the 

essentially cumulative nature of the material culture . 

(52) The Briti~h architect will t hink quite c0nfidently in terms of a steel frame . 
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Again , a culture may simply fail to develop an obviously necessary 

technique, though lack of materials or opportunity or because its supporting 
technulogy is not adequately advanced . This failure , of course , appears as 
technical resistance t o change . The Chuckchee Indians changed their life 
from a static t o a nomadic habit , but continued t o use, and carry about a 
complicated and cumbers(.)me house , instead of developing a lightweight collaps
ible tent (53) . Invention is, after all , difficult and comparatively rare . 
Resistance t o technical change theref ur e serves the purpose of preserving 
well-tried materials and methods . We ourselves have so far failed to develop 
houses capable of expansion and contraction according t o the needs of the 
family (54 ), and of easy r emoval to another site . This is in face of minimum 
standards in h~using and a high degree of geographical mobility due t o the 
breadwinner being often f orcibly moved . 

In spite of these brakes on t echnical change , it is in fact rapid 
and we expect it t o be so . There are certain technical pressures encouraging 
change . The more inventions the mor e their progeny from cross- fertilisation : 
the shear increasing weight of the material culture is a pressure f orcing 
acceptance of change . 

Another pressure is t o be f ound in lag . If an area of technology lags 
behind the r est the tendency vnll be f or increased attention t o be paid t o it 
eventually, so that it is brought int o line . There is here a sort of technolo-
gical strain t oward consistency . A good example is the development of the 
curtain wall . From t he moment f r amed structures become accepted the l ogical 
walling method was sume kind uf lightweight , thin material which need merely 
act as a weatherproofing membr ane . In spite of the known need nothing emerged 
as a specific answer t o this lag . Only in the last decade or so have various 
curtain wall systems been put on the mar ket . Their increasing use appears 
certain on the principle of strain t u consistency, because the achievement of 
consistency gives posit ive results, in this case : economy, saving of floor 
space , and speed of er ection (55) . 

Resistance t o t echnical change from t echnul ogy itself is, then , always 
(53) F. Boas . The Mind of Primi ti ve Man .. P .. 162 . (54) Curiously, we have gone some way t o achieving t his inaffice blocks where a firm can take on er shed floor space at will . ' (55) Curtain wall is still plagued by anachronisms of by- law on the excuse of adequate fire-proofing . 
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to be expected . But the rate of change is increasing and likely to continue 

to increase . At this point teahnical resistance merges into the prcb:"ems of 

'social change in general. 

13 . Hotivation of Technical Change 

The stimulus t o technical change may come in any of the following ways : 

. Ca) 'l'hrough the urge t o r educe costs wit nout materially l owering existing 

standards or failing to fulfil existing expectations . Thi s may operate 

at various stages in the design f a building . First , technical skill 

can be used t o simplify the plan of the building without mater ially 

reducing the standard of acco~nodati0n . Secondly, at the stage of 

determining the detailed st ructural methods : new methods may be 

appli ed . Thirdly new materials may be specified either as substitutes 

f or accepted materials , or by outright new materials of kinds hitherto 

unknown . 

Cb) Thr ough the need t o solve new structural pr oblems and to solve old 

ones in better ways . New structural problems appear gener ally in new 

building types . Thus in the 19th . century the railway station anerged 

as a new type requiring the unencumbered r oofing of large areas . 

Aeroplane hangers are another example . New techniques like total pre

fabrication of houses rr~y compel the development of new str uctural 

approaches . 

Cc) Through the results of research . AS new methods of testing materials 

l ead to more accurate knowledge of the nature of materials new methods 

of calculation are made possible, which allow materials t o be used in 

new ways . The prestressing of reinforced cor.crete is a recent out -

.standing example . 

(d) Through the general advance of science and technology which are con

stantly making new contributiuns to knowledge and knowhow, so that 

change in the building is a manifestation of technical change in the 

general body of the culture . 

It should be noted that these motivations are not suggested as the 

causes of technical change . The causes of technical change are clearly very 

complicated and are not of immediate concer n to this study. The motivations 

are rather channels along which change can come . For exmnple, the drive for 

economy is not a cause of change , because other things as well as economy are 
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requir ed to bring the change about : discovery, invention and alterati n in 
t t.e general climate f the cultur e as a \'Thole . 

14 . Significance f or the Architect. 

The fundamental question which t echnical change poses l or the archi
t ect is the very slinple une of how t o r espond t o it so that he can make a 
valuable and val id cuntributicn t o t he development of society in this , the 
new industrial r evolution . 

There are several possible attitudes.. He can pretend it does not concern him . This point of view appears in the f orm of : ' the present state of 
affairs will last my time ' or 'all this is beyond me . I had better stick to 
what I know'. If the architect takes this point of view he bids fair t o 
eliminate himself from the world of action within ten years . 

On the other hand the architect cannot hope t o acquire an intimate 
knowledge of the new sciences and techniques which are the cause of such 
rapid change . He already has more t o learn during the period of his f ormal 
education than is eith er possibly pleasant or economic , and he obviously can
not be taught atomic physics , cybernetics and the techniques involved in 
using computers. 

There is , however , one thing the architect can do , or have done f or 
him, during his f ormal training . He can put himself in the necessary receptive 
attitude of mind t oward the new developments . He can set out to make himself 
responsive t o the trends of our society and he can make the effort to feel 
himself a part f it . If he does n~t do this almost inevitably the opposite 
course will be taken in default : he will t end t o feel himself outside the 
society - a view of t he archit ect already held by many laynen 

It seens of outstanding importance , therefore, that during the formal 
training of the architect he should be adequately motivated t o be outward 
looking t owards the whule pattern of the emerging culture , so that he will 
feel impelled t o keep himself generally informed about the progress and signi
ficance of scientific developments . Ways and means of doing this for the 
student need t o be f ound . 

In terms of t he working methods of the architect we should mention 
the increasing use that is being made in the business world of computer s . 
These machines ar e not merely a matter of convenience . They are vital to 
certain kinds of work, and by means of them we ar e able to undertake operations 
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that would have been pr evi ously of t uo uncertain an outcome t o embark upon . 
An example is the St . Lawrence Seaway, the computer work f or which made th e 

whole project a pr acti cal po ssibility . Both pl anner s and architects will find 
that increasingly they will be drawn intu the use of the new elsctronic equip
ment and t hey will find themselves fac ed with pr obl ems which can be solved 

only by the use of such machines . The architect must also orient himself 
to t his aspect of science if his techniques are t o catch up with techniques 

in other fields . One cannot but f eel stimulated by the new techniques used 

by aircraft designers using computi ng equipment . Nor does their enthusiasm 
f or the new possibilities escape notice . By compar iscn the archaic methods 

and irrational swings of aesthetic pr efer ence of the architect ar e depressing , 
and as portends f or the futur e , un-nerving. 

Conclusions . 

(1) Increasing diversification and specialisatiun of the material cultur e 

will bring greater heterogeneity of th e culture as a wh ol e . Change will 

therefor e become mor e complex, and its prediction mor e difficult . 

(2 ) Technical change and the social evaluation of it are in r eciprocal r e

lationship . It is a matt er f or s0cial evaluati on t o decide how technical 
change is to be used , yet the technical change influences the social 
eValuat i on . 

(3) In a perivd of social change sever al different response patterns to a 

gi ven situation may be equally acceptable f or satisfyin g the institutions . 

Thi s explains the wide limits of current architectural apprcaches . 

(4) Technology is perhaps the most characteristic component of our cultUre . 
It depends on inventi n . 

(5 ) The possibilities of technical change ar e not applied equally through the 

various parts of the culture . Lag is apparent in t he application of new 
possibilities . 

(6) The money economy of our social structure is constant stimulus to t echni 

cal change , and therefor e technol ogy and business are closely connected . 

Theref or e technol ogy creates as well as satisfies wants . It is the 

dynamic nature of the economy which f orces change . 

(7) In building change in technol ogy cannot be separated frem the economic 

drive which is the metivation of industr y . This is very i mportant when 

the l ag which exists in the building i ndustry is considered in relation 
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to the improvement of techniques in building . Techniques improve in 

r elation t o economic pr essur e . 

( 8) The r ecent r api d pr' gr ess vf the technvlo~ of buildi ng material s has 

presented t he architect with one of his most diffi cul t pr oblems : how 

t o select material s . This is c' nnected with the pr obl ems of communi 

cation and knowledge st or age . The situation is likely t · get worse 

r at her than better and t hi s may l ea,d to an incr easing self -limitation of 
choi ce by the architect . 

(9) The production of substitut e mater ial s by t echnol ugy is important and 

r equires detailed r es0arch . Substitutes succeed one another . Frequently 

the substitute i s made t o copy the appearance of its predecessor : this 

facilitates change and c 'pyism must be viewed in t his l i ght . Gradually 

the substitute becomes t he normal . 

(10) The word 'substitute ' carries with it a measure of subjective evaluation . 

This should be eliminated in favour of a neutral wor d so that the pro

ducts of t echnol ogy can be fr eed a s far as possibl e from adverse value 

judgments . A substitute is oft en superior r ather than inferior t o the 
material it supplants . 

(11) Evaluations ar e fr equently not r elated t o t he natur e or qualities of the 

material but C1re f stened on it by the values system of society . In this 

way a t echnol ogical advcmce may f ail to r each its full potential . 

(12) New met hods and new mater ials go t ogether , and methods of design and ne ... T 

materials interact t o cause technical change . 

(13) Tools ar e an important cause of t echnical change in building . The 

development uf t ools is r eciprocally r el ated t o economic pressure by wa~ 
of wage levels and pruductivity . 

(14) Increase in power t ool work means incre se in standardisation , but may 

alKo mean the perpetuation of site wor k when t he work could be done in 

t he factury with advantages of economy uf scale of pr oduction and higher 

standar d er working conditivns . The improvement of existing t ools may 

l ead t o an increase in lag in building . The basic the r etic need. is f or 
the full int egration f building into the industrial system. 

(16) The trend will be t o eliminate craft work in favcur of operative work . 

The key factor is that the thinking f or a r epetitive operation is done 

unce only. It is in this direction that ecunomies in building lie . 

Design becomes a matter of or ganising assembly . This is a new ma j or 
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factor of great importance t o the architect 1s training and work . 

(17) The Rquipnent in the building i s increasing in propcrtiunate cust and 

complexity . Technical change is significant hc;r e in its close relat i on -

ship t o social change . 

(18) Technical change calls new building types intu being . The ways in which 

the pr oducts of techn l ogy cause modificaticns t o existing building types 

is a subject f or r esearch . 

(19) New t echnical p~ssibilities ar e of very gr oat significance for building 

and planning . These will i ncrease t he r ate vf change and t hereby cause 

lag and rigi dity of a degr ee hither t o unprecedented . The two most signi

ficant factcrs ar e the irrillunent application of atonuc energy and the 

development in cybernetics . 

(20) Viewing automatiun in t he narrow per specti ve of t he building industry it 

is clear th!J.t it may cause r api d technica.l chang\3 in that part of the 

industry which is carried on in the factory . The change will be in the 

direction ef ccst reduct i on , standar disat i on , increase in qua lity and 

quantity . This will leave t he me.in pr oblem in building t o be assembly 

on site . The contr ast between standar dised production process and di 

versified ass~ Lbly is the essential· characteristic of mass- prr ducticn and 

is not new . In 2.pplying the principl e t o buildirLg it is site as sembly 

which causes the difficulty . Th e pr ecise r easons f or this difficulty 

need urgent r esearch . ~re th y chiefly technical or sociol ogical? 

(21) An economic solution f or the small helicopter would revolutionise cities . 
(22) Technical chanbc ay meet resistance f r lm uther than sociol ogical factors . 

Diffusion may be slow f or technical r eas·)ns . Is') one i nventi on may have 

t o wait upon another f or its effectiveness . Technical change may lack 

impetus becaus e of the cUTiLulative natur e of material cultur e . There is , 

however, a strain t owar d consistency in technol ogy . 

(23) The motivations (not causes ) uf t echnical change ar e multiple : all 

require r esearch . 

(24) H0W tc... deal with the cumpl exity vf technical change is a major problem 

f or the architect . How wi.ll he f a.re in a society into which he is not 

integrated on the pr oductiGn side and which he is nut scientifically . 

trained t u understand? He r ust put himself in a r eceptive f r ame of mind 

f c,r under standine these new t r ends in society. It will be an i mpc,rtant 

task of education t o motivate t he architect in this direction . 
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(25) Special difficulties beset the architect because of the wide variety 

of materials and constructi nal methods now available t o him. In r egar d 

t o these he shvws himself t ypically conservative or gullible . 

(26) The architect ' s wGrk situati n does not favour his using available re 

search material t o good advant age . 

(27) In the coming changes in building techniques the architect may well find 

himself in a l ess advantageous pvsition than the engineer - ar chitect . 

This ar ea of the architect's w0rk which deals with the structural side 

(, f buildings is of gr eat importance f or him in t er ms vf future change . 

(28) The architect must define his attitude t o the pr oblem of the now rapidly 

changing crafts . He must understand the sociol ogy of the situation and 

design strictly within the limits \vhich this situativn allows . J\,tt empts 

t o resuscitate the craft system are doomed t o failure in our pr esent 

cultural context . 

(29) Greater pr ecision vf w0rk will be demanded of the architect as he has 

to design to increasingly stringent and complicated standards . 

(30) In r elati0n t o technical change the architect is in danger of moving 

out of the main s t r eam ~ f the cultural development of society . He may 

opt t o do so r ealising what this will mean , but if he does this he 

cannet expect support from svciety. This is a majur dilemma for him . 



CH.f\PTER X, 

In our svciety t echnice.l invention and innovation are the most conspi

cuous source of social chanbe . There is a constant 110w of invention r equiring 

the adaptation of our behavi our patterns as these inventions become assimilated 

into the material equipment of our society . Change is thus born of other 

change . The change f rom hor se to motor vehicle forces us to adjust the lay-

out of cities , the d~sign of buildings , the planning of inter-town roads , 

family life and leisure , and the protection of rural areas . As a quantitative 

i ndication of this kind of adjustment it is interesting that Ogburn and Nimkoff 

list 150 aspects of life affect ed by the emer gence of docrestic radio (1) . 

1 . Social Adjustment to Technical Change . 

The scale , extensiveness an implications of t echnical change in terms 

of the on-going social process are so impor tant in their effects on the be- ' 

haviour of individuals that we may r egar d it as having produced , and as pro-

ducing with increasing intensity, special r esponses of adjustment . These 

responses have been given the name of 'technicways' by Odum . This is an un-

gainly word , but it hus the merit of str essing the essentially technological 

nature of our emerging society. Odum defines these behaviour patterns : 

"Technicways are not the ways of t echnology : t hey ar e not techniques . 

Technic\vays are t he ways of adjustment to technology and the r esul-

tant behaviour 11 (2) . Or 'again : " • .••. • habits of the individual 

and customs of the groups f or meeting needs and survival values in 

the modern technological world" (J) • 

Our present att~npts to adjust to domestic television are an example 

of an emer ging technicway . As a piece of mechanical equipment it compels 

change in our living habits : i t must be placed in such a position that 

sever al people can 8et a good view of it; the lights must be dimmed, and other 

acti vities 1l1ay be render ed impossible . \Ve must chanGe our eating habits so 

that we can eat whilst viewing . It pr esents problems connected with childr en 's 

homework . 'vie shall adjust to the r equir ements of t his technical development 

(1) w. F. Ogburn & M. F . Nimkoff . A Handbook of Sociology . P. 564 . 
(2) H. \V . Odum . Understanding Society . P.230. 
(3) Idem. P.371 . 
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in a variety of ways : some good and some not so good . Our patterns of beha
viour connected with the motorcar are another example of technicways . The se-

quen ce is : a new machine appears ; it has obvious use ; we decide to adopt it ; 
we then develop behaviour patterns which fit the use of the machine into our 

whole system of behaviour more or l ess effici ently. Traffic control, the 

social habits connected with cars , our development of suburban living and 

corrunuting, our use of the car as a status symbol, our road safety organisa-

tions and our acceptance of the motorcar as an essential aid to business 

activity - all these are basically technicways . 

The compulsory nature of the r esponse should be noted in situations 

arising from technical change we have no alternative but to modify our old 

behaviour . If we wish to have the benefits of the new machine or piece of 

equj:prnent we must adjust our behaviour patterns at: least that minimum amount 

which will n~ke the use of the machine possible . We no doubt have some degree 

of choice in the r esponse as is prov~d by the fact that not all our r esponses 
are equally rational . We cannot, however , r efuse t o rr~e a modifying respons e 
if we wish to have the benefits . Our problem is to knO\v how to make a rational 

r esponse which will be satisfactory now and will allow adequate opportunity 
for further change at a later stage . The determination of what is a rational 

response and what is not is a rr~tter of value judgments and in the case of • technicways these are notoriously difficult because of the newness of the 
problems presented . 

Perhaps the mo st si~nificant singl~ chan88 produced by technology, and 
therefore r equir ing the development of technicways to meet the change , is the 

recent r apid end enor mous increase in the size of towns . Instantaneous COffi -

munication and fast transport for people and goods have made possible larger 
concentrations of population and the development of outlying suburbs . This 

in turn makes possible larger houses and gardens than would otherwise have 
been possible , allo~ln~ a new pattern of suburban living to emerge for the 

mass of town-dwellers . In South Africa and ~nerica a social r esult of this 
development has been the decline in status of the Bami-detached house (American 

half-house) and the rise of the r anch -type house . This type of suburban , or 
outer suburban,living is utterly dependent on certain basic technical advances : 

instantaneous corrununication by t elephone and radio , rapid transport particu

larly by motor vehicles , and the development of high speed roads . These make 

possible : adequate distribution of goods to subcentres , efficient police 
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control, rapid movement of f actory-produced buildinG materials, shopping by 

telephone , home amus~ent, r api d mobil ity for the individual . 

The significant role of the motor vehicle in this context is to be 

noted . With it have originated production line assembly, new working groupings, 

and new business formati ons conc er ned with selling and servicing the vehicle . 

It very materially affects the transportation of people and things , giving a 

form of mobility qui te different from that of the r ailway, and opening the 

countryside to the town-dweller. It has stirrulated road developIDEnt and sub

sidiary activities like teashops and motels . I t has made possible a new 

ecology of cities and the relocation of industry and workers' r esidential areas . 

It has affected leisure, amuser ent and even church-going habits . The resultant 

social changes a ppear as new buildings: factories of a new kind, new show

rooms, offices, petrol stations, bus-stations, fr eight stations, roadhouses, 

motels, suburban centre~ suburban houses, drive-in cinemas etc . Each of these 

new building- types r epr esents a social response to a need produced by change 

in our technical equi pment . They are adaptations to technical change and are 

themselves evidence of change in the adaptive culture . 

Odum emph~sises the non-transitional aspect of the technicways and 

thinks they "transcend the folb~ays and supplant the mores" (4) . He also 

stresses that they are quickly adopted . These differ ences may prove signifi

cant for building by speeding up the t erllpo of non-technical change . For example 

it suggests the question: is the modern r anch-type American house a techniG

ways response? The traditior.al house , often Regency in its general approach, 

was a 9.lowly developed folkways r esponse . Nay t he contemporary house with 

its inter penetr at ing volwnes r ather than rooms, its flowing into the landscape, 

its stress on infor mal living and its r igorous eschewing of the heavy and solid, 

represent an abrupt 5dtch from the folkways to the technicways? Certainly the 

development of the house over the l ast thirty years would appear to bear an 

interpretation of this kind . The house Has adjusted, to a considerable extent, 

to the technicways which have developed in r esponse to the motorcar, to the 

gener al employment of women, to family limitation , t o mechanical household 

equi.pment, to th e incr easing technological emphasis of life . The ' machine a 

habiter' does in f act suit a mechanised society with a logic that matches the 

social revolution caused by the universal spread of technicways. If our 

(4) H. W. Odum. Op . Cit . P.368 . 
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society's mO.3t dominant char act eristic is its technological emphasis, it is 

only to be expect ed that its buildings will be heavily involved not only in 

construction and materials but also mo st significantly in their expressional 

aspects . Seenthis way, the appearance of a modern building is symbolic of· our 

t echnological emphasis . This will continue to be so in spite of minor truant 

excursions into the folkway architecture of previous stages in our social 

evolution . 

The idea is not confined to Odum . Mumford sums our si tuation up : 

11 the machine is serving independently , in its neotechnic phase as a 

point for a fresh integration in thought and social life" (5) . The develop

ment in cybernetics since humford wrote these words bear out this assessment 

of our society's major t r ends . 

2 . Technicways and Folkways . 

Odum cont r a sts the characteristics of the folkways and the technicways 

as follows . The folkways are, on the wh ~le , difficult to change . They 

or iginate in acts to meet specific needs , developing into r ecurrent habit and 

ar e not "creations of human purpose or wit" (6) . They are permanent by t he 

i r on bond of ctistom. Technicways on the other hand are the result of being 

fo rced to change habit rapidly because of the demands of technology . Thus 

the i ndividual may, by the pressur e of technology, be forced to change his 

habits without r efer ence to the group . Ther e is , therefore , argues Odum, a 

gr eater hope of change of habit in r esponse to technological change than can 

occur in the f olkways . He concludes : " •.•.. if change can be brought about , 

it can best be done by understanding the folkways and substituting the t ech

nicways for t hem (7) . 

This may pr ove to be a very important line of thought in view of our 

need to encour age change in certain directions in the building industry. For 

example, if it proves to be the situation that building can only advanc e by 

eliminating a gr eat deal of craft work , a major problem will be how to get 

such an idaa accepted by a t r ades ~ion system whi ch is based on the principle 

of craft distinction . The emphasis here , of course , is not on the technical 

change aspect but on the non- technical aspect : the fact that the unions are 

associations dedicated to the pr eservation of vested inter ests . The r ational 

(5 L. Mumford . Techni cs and Civilisat i on . P. 368 . See Appendix Xl . 
(6) W. G . . Sumner . Folkways . P.4. 
(7) H. W. Odum . Op . Cit . P.226 . 
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solution is that the building t eam should consist of a group of fitters each 

able to do basic work in carpentry, bricklaying , plumbing etc . - mechanics 

r ather than craftsmen in the traditional sense . This is at present quite 

impossible because lines of demarcation follow the crafts and they have the 

fixity of f olkwnys . Odum's idea of technicways being able to accommodate 

change mor e quickly suggests that possibly through the connnon use of new tools 

the craft divisions could be broken down and new groupings might emerge based 

on technicways (8) . This suggestion r equires first r esearch and , later , practi-

cal testing . 

3 . Social Change Ar ising from Non-Technical Invention . 

Social change li.ay appear as social invention . Social invention means in 

"l"actice lIany invention that is not material and that is not a discovery in 

natural science" (9) . Some significant social inventions are: chain store, 

civil service, day nursery, building soci~ty, juvenile court , town planning 

machinery, health clinics, r esearch institute , social settlement , United 

Nations . vfuilst it is true to say that all these are in the last analysis 

brought into being because wo have a society with a highly developed technology, 

it is r easona.ble to r egard them as evidence of social rather than technical 

change, since they depend for their ener gence not on specific technical inven-

tions but on the gbn6ral cultural pattern (10) . The planning machinery now 

commonly used is an examplo of social invention mor e or l ess pure . The 

stimulus to town planning is, no doubt , manifold : urge to improve housing 

conditions , desir e to allow for prorer traffic circulation, light, air and 

runenities . The need for th~se things is often th e r vsult of technical change . 

But the r esponse is non-technical , and steTllS from the r (;alisation that the en -

vironment needs further control. Thus the idea of town planning is largely 

social , although the m6ans used to t his end are , of course , technical : the 

control of buildings in us e, siZe, height and appearance , the control of lay-

out and nei'l development etc . The essentiaUy social nature of town planning 

can be appreciated by exru,ining historical exampl es. The new controls imposed 

by Charles II on London' wer e sin ply the r esult of l earning the lessons of the 

immediate past : loss by fire , congestion caused by narrow st r eets, and lack 

The breakin~ QOwn of the bricklayer' c f+ t S" . }louset>"fop" Rff i c'im'S i c' " ' t 1 . , s ra /J B: pr1.ngs 1.n the erectJ.On of 
~~: ' South Rfric,a . ; 164_170:~"m1cw(J,y . See' D.M.CaJ derwood . Native Housing 
Ogburn & Nimkoff . , Op. Cit . P~573 • • 
T~ Ve~len held that technology determined the social develo:rznent but th' 
~lew 1S not gen~rally accepted . rt more satisfactory viewpo1nt i~: _ l1.rln~s 
1n;;tance o~ soc1al change is ..• the resultant of a ' f ' d -
&unc1quepconJunctu~e of a considerable diversity of co~aifto~~ ~n RPMroMbaabIly 

.H . age . Soc1ety . P. 626 . • •• c ver 
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of through communications (11) . They did not arise from teChnical change . 

New building-types may emerge fairly directly from social invention . 

These need to be contrasted with new building-types generated by technical 

invention . Exwnple of both are ; -

Fr om Technical 
Invention . 

~utomated Factory 

Broadcasting Buildings 

Power Station (rttomic) 
Railway Station 
Research Laboratory 

Telephone Exch~nge 

From Non-Technical 
Invention . 

Business Club 

Co~nunity Centre 

Government Office 
Health Clinic 
Multi-firm Wholesale Warehouse 

Regional Shopping Centr e 

h thir d , or mixed, category may also be classified . This consists of those 

building types which depend first on technical invention without whi ch they 

could not exist , and secondly on social invention which makes the technical 

invention of social value . For example , the cinema (contrast with the theatre 

which is a purely social invention) , ice-rink , library, technical school , 

diagnostic centr e . 

The rate of change in buildings will probably be fastest in the t echni-

cal group, and slowest in the non- technical . It has t o be r emember ed that 

invention whether technical or not is difficult ; to achieve a social invention 

and have it accepted may be exceptionally difficult . Can we , therefore , pr edict 

that once the present period of rapid change in , say , the house has been com-

pleted there will be a period of relative rigidity? Shall we find that our 

family living will once more crystallise into generally agreed patterns t o whi ch 

the modern house will provide a generally acceptable environment? Or, is the 

tempo of change to incr ease and society to become more and more r apid in its 

adjustments? h possible equilibrium may be fluidity in certain aspects of life , 

like technology and business , compensated by relative rigidity in the patterns 

of home life . 

Social change has a modifying influence on the building -types . The 

r eduction in the size of t he family has made tha three-bedroomed hquse the 

gener ally accept~d standard . This must be contrasted with th e 19th . century 

house in which five or six bedrooms were common . The house has become more 

compact and easier to run as domestic service has become mor e scarce . The 

(11) There is . confusion with the word 'planning'. The use above is that of 
control~lng.futur~ development in an already existing town , although 
the soclal lnventlon of new towns is equally valid as ' an example . 



social invention of welfare in industry has led to the introduction of special 

rooms equipped for this purpose . The canteen has appeared and has become an 

indispensable part of the f actory pl an . Playing fields and sports amenities 

are also an indication of the f act that the place of work is becoming an in-

Some, for example Drucker, seem to think creasingly important social node . 

that this is a very ma jor social t r end . If it is, we may expect increasing 

elaboration in the design of t he place of work in response to its rising 

social significance . In contrast t o t his view we should note the possible 

effects of automation, r eduction in the hours of work and the trend of 

increased stress on leisur e activities . 

4. Two Channels of Social Change in Building . 

The channels along which non-technical change operates in building 

are rather more r estricted than those along which technical change may be 

traced . They are two: the utility and the expressional aspects of the 

building . 

(1) Utility hspect. 

Broadly speaking, any buitling is designed to fit a particular behaviour 

pattern or set of patterns. ~s these patterns change in response to technical 

and social chnnge there t akes place some modification of the building-types to 

follow the social change whi ch has occurred. This may be called the utility 

aspect of social change . It must not be confused with response to technical 

change . The addition of the i ndividual garage (12) or car park is a utility 

response to the t echnical invention of the motor car . The regional shopping 

centres is a utility r esponse t o t he social needs of the new suburbs . Building-

types are constantly unaergoing modification in their utility aspects . This 

is very roughly what the architect normally means by function: that the 

building must be such that the expect ed behaviour patterns can conveniently 

be lived out in it (13) . 

The following are examples of r elatively r ecent change arising from 

social sources in the utility aspects of building: 

(a) In schools t he classroom (form room) has become clearly differentiated, 

and special rooms for woodwork, SCience, music, and art have come to 

be expected in t he layout of schools . The utility r esponse here has 

(12) AS oppos~d to the grouped system of lock-up garages . 
(13) The archlte~ts' use of 'function' is inadequate . ~ building has many 

more 'functlons' than t hat of merely satisfying the utility demands as 
has already been shown. 
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been to an increasing specialisation in the teaching of the various 

primary and secondary school subjects. This response is now probably 

complet e to all intents and purposes, although other subjects requiring 

a new response may at any time be added to the curricula. 

(b) In hospitals, new departments have been added to the basic ward-operat

ing theatre idea: ear, nose and throat, physiotherapy, outpatients, 

diabetic clinic, work-therapy, polyclinic, diagnostic unit, radiology 

etc. Responses of the kind required here will probably continue to 

be needed because of increasing knowledge and specialisation. 

(c) n most interesting utility response to change has occurred in the 

office block. Here , futur e change is so taken f or granted that the 

desi gn of the office block has been r educed to having fixed only 

stairs, lifts and lavatories, the remainder being undifferentiated 

space left for the tenant to subdivide in his own way. This is 

clearly an ultimate response and cannot in principle be improved 

upon. The hospital by contrast, is very far from this level of 

development (14). 

(d) In the departmental store the most recent utility adaptations are in 

the rearrangement of the store for self-service, which eliminates the 

shop assistants' space and the counter, but requires the addition_ of 

exit control ~for payment) and parking space for the customers' trolleys. 

~ further utility adaptation is the siting of the shopping centre away 

from the city centre and sometimes out beyond the suburban fringe of 

the town (15). 

(e) The house has not generally responded to utility pressure as much as 

might be supposed. Superficially, the modern house might seem to be 

different from its immediate predecessors. It has responded to the 

social fact of the departure of domestic servants to some extent: 

houses are made more compact, steps are 'avoided between kitchen and 

dining-living area, basements and attics are no longer required. But 

the house is still usually a fixed and static arrangement of space, 

capable of neither expansion nor contraction. The basic concept is 

still that of a system of cells, rigidly controlled as to light, ven-

Some hospital administrators are beginning to think about approaching 
h~spital buildin~s ~n the same way that we design office buildings. 
Hlghly char acterlstlc of trends in North america. See ~ppendix X (2). 
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tilation, height and floor area by inflexible by-laws. With the 

exception of those mentioned above most of the recent changes in the 

house have been on the expressional and not the utility side . 

It is along the line of utility response that so many mistakes are 

made in building . a building frequently does not meet the utility requirements 

of the client's behaviour patterns because the architect does not understand 

what those patterns are , and particularly does not appreciate that they may be 

very different from what he imagines them to be . He is also generally without 

any organised knowledge of behaviour trends (16) . The result is that the 

architect tends to work on precedent - a poor teacher in a time of transition 

when the rate of social change is rapid . as an indication of the importance 

of research work in this area the comments of Kuper on municiple housing at 

Coventry are significant . He points out the importance of privacy between 

families and produces evidence that in the houses studied the standard of 

privacy was not adequate , observing : "They (the occupants) adjusted more 

readily to the inadequacies of the neighbourhood services than to the dis-

satisfaction with the immediate area of living" (17) . This is a distinction 

that an architect could not have arrived at merely by taking thought for it . 

The observation suggests that first satisfaction must be with the house itself , 

and that architects must enquire into satisfactions and dis-satisfactions very 

closely . 

The troubles suffered by the contemporary English architect over the 

terrace house are an instructive example of the problems of utility response. 

The basic difficulty in the present context with the terrace house is that the 

architect favours it over the semi-detached house for aesthetic reasons and 

therefore wishes to induce change in its favour . The public , however , has no 

enthusiasm for it . Their preference is for a semi-detached, or a detached 

house (18) . the architect in England expresses horror at the ugly acres of 

semi-detacheds and points out how much better the urban landscape would be if 

the semi-detached house could be banished in favour of the terrace. In order 

to 'sel l' the terrace house the problem with which the architect thinks he is 

faced is the achieving of the same degree of utility and efficiency in the 

terrace house as is achievable in the semi-detached . This is hard . There are 

«1176) No systematic sociology is normally included in ·the architect's training 
L. Kuper . Living in Towns . P.165-7. • 

(18) English context . In South rtfrica not even th~ architects are enthusiastic 
for the terrace or row house . 
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problems of dustbins, garden material, the loss of daylight on one side, and 

garage. The architect tries hard to show that he can solve these problems as 

well for the terrace as for the semi-detached house. To some degree he 

succeeds but the public order of preference will continue to be: detached, 
semi-detached, end house of a terrace, middle house of a terrace (19). Why? 

The attempt to solve the problem by way of utility response is most 

probably doomed to failure because the problem does not lie wholly in utility . 
It lies partly in status and prestige . In the values system of populations 

.dth a British background the terrace house is largely declasse and its 
occupants, generally speaking, suffer a loss of prestige in comparison with 
those who can occupy a semi-detached (20) . The real problem is to give the 
terrace house an improved social standing. If given that, defects of rear 
access and r estrictions of planning will be cheerfully endured by tenant~, or 

owners, who would no longer have feelings of injured status . The architect 
must , therefore, look much deeper than utility response if he is to succeed 
in the status rehabilitation of the terrace . The often mistaken direction 
of the architect's efforts in this matter is an example of his blinkered view 
of function. The general question which he must ask and answeris:what deter~_ 

mines the status rating of a building-type? This is as important an aspect of 

function as is utility satisfaction . 

(2) Expressional hspect. 

This is the second channel along which non-technical change operates 

in building . 

Neither the symbolic nor the aesthetic content of the expressional 

complex can be wholly determined by technical factors . It is obvious that 
technical matters do influence the appearance of buildings: the nature of 

materials, the principles of structure and legal prohibitions are clearly 
traceable in their effects on building , but when that has been said, there 
remains a great deal of the expressional element in building quite unaccounted 
for. It is change in this r emainder that is our present concern . 

There has , in r ecent years , been considerable change in s.y.mbol . Fifty 

years ago the symbol for an English elementary school was a multi-story, com
(19) At Umlazi, Durban , Africans have the same or~er of preference . 
(20) lbere ~s also status cleavage between local authority rented housing and pr1vately owned . Would the privately owned terrace house rate above the local authority semi-detached? 
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pact building of a single mass, sited mor e often than not close to the road 

and having a fairly high site coverage . Today the symbol for the same building

type has come to be a group of clearly differentiated parts rather loosely con

nected and often having a horizontal rather than a vertical or massive emphasis. 

h change has also taken place in the symbol expressing church . In the 

last third of the 19th . century the spire was very common. This has given 

place to the tower in England, a spire almost never now being used (21) . 

Certain styles, notably Norman and Gothic, were used during the latter half of 

the 19th . century as symbol f or the rel igious complex. This also has now 

virtually disappeared and its place has been taken - style as symbol and not 

as aesthatic - by a very severe use of design elements and an or iginality of 

structure and form which is notable. 

For many centuries a major symbol of the house has been the front door , 

which has therefore received special attention as an element in the design . In 

certain styles the chimney has also been a domestic symbol of great importance . 

Both these symbols appear now to be in decline . The domestic fireplace may 

also possibly be about to lose value as symbol . 

The common factor in all these changes is that none of them is due to 

technical improvement . The changes are not , therefor e, movements towards more 

rational building within the economic and utility context, and they are quite 

differ ent in nature from r ational changes in structure or in the employment of 

materials. They ar e social in origin and their presence is a reminder that 

however much we may rationalise our shifts of emphasis there is no proof that 

what follows is necessarily an improvement on what has been superseded . The 

non-rational element of symbol is ever present, living its own independent life . 

In what sense is it an improvement that banks suddenly cease to need ~s symbol 

of financial stability their massive stone plinths and walls, great entrance 

doors and barred windows , abandoning them for glass and aluminium (22)? 

In this connection we must note an essential difference between the 

nature of change in the technical and the expressional aspects of the building . 

In technical matters change may be self-evidently progress : the new may be 

stronger , cheaper , more durable than the system or material that it replaces . 

The Dutch Reformed Church in South ~frica still adheres to the spire 
usually of very slender proportions, for its chief symbol . ' 
T~e traditional bank , particularly in the rtmerican Beaux hrts style 
slmply stole the security and aristocratic symbols of the renaissan~e 
palazzo . 
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It is probably reasonable to conclude that the long term trend in technology 

is in the dir ection of progress - improvement . We may also at least hope 

that our approach to the utility aspect of buildings may move in the direction 

of improvement, bearing in mind our stress on research and our desire to find 

out how needs can be met with increasing efficiency. Change in symbol and 

aesthetic , however , is of a strictly neutral kind . To say that the change 

froln Gothic symbol of spire to the r enaissance symbol of dome constituted 

progress is to make a value judgment scientifically worthless. We must be 

careful always to be on our guard against confusing the two. Mere change of 

symbol cannot be passed off as progress with honesty. In an age which is 

making so much obvious progress in science and technology, the architect must 

beware of claiming to match such progress with mere value judgments concerning 

symbol and aesthetic. Science is self-proving in its validity. Symbol and 

aesthetic are not . 

In aesthetic there has been a gr ~at deal of r ecent change . The his-

tor i cal styles have been abandoned almost completely, and a style based to 

some extent on physical function, the characteristics of new materials and new 

ideological tenets is the only style in which vigorous building is now carried 

out in the western world . 

The chief characteristic of the change that has taken place here is 

not the alleged closer proximation to function, as is often claimed, but the 

rejection of the languages of the historical styles as a vehicle of aesthetic 

expression . Parallel with t his rejection there has emerged a preference for 

certain stylistic el~'lents . Some of these are: pilotis, all -glass facades, 

large areas of glass in living r ooms, an emphasis on the horizontal, the use 

of random rubble masonry in contrast with smooth finishes , bright colour, and 

certain plan shapes like the fan for auditoria . There is often emphasis on the 

staircase, great effort being expended to give it an air of lightness, and th ere 

is a tendency to play down the entrance to a building . 

If any of these characteristic elements is examined for its contri-

bution to the function (i . e . the use) of the bUilding, it will be seen that 

it is not very great. Pilotis serve the purpose of lifting the whole building 

off the grou· ~d , which is sometimes useful , but tha~ purpose is defeated if the 

ground floor space is afterwards filled in and used for acco~llodation . ~ll

glass facades are of doubtful practical value . The increase in the amount of 

glass in living rooms is not really intended to increase the amount of light , 
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which now has to be kept out with blinds, but is necessary to achieve a certain 

preconceived appearance . The fan as a plan shape for auditoria is useful for 

large areas, but where the area i s small or the sound is mechanically produced 

and capable of being easily adjusted in volume the practical acoustic advan-

tages of the fan are small . 

Preferences for these elements, and for others, are rationalised by 

'functional' explanations . Plate glass windows in the house are 'explained' 

as better Ior letting in the sun and bringing the garden into the house . It 

would be more in accordance with t he actual mental processes to say that pre-

ferences are generated first in the mints of a few and later in the minds of 

the many; that these preferences mayor may not be in the direction of making 

the building more logical; that the mind, disliking to admit the arbitrary and 

the wilful seeks to find reason and order ; that order is apparently achieved by 

rationalising the preference so that it appears to approximate more nearly to 

the demands of function than did the thing it supplanted . 

'llhe intellectual and emotional demand for reason and order is, however, 

met . This is done by the iJapos:ition of order in the way in which the various 

preferred elements of the building are combined . hny preference is made 

acceptalhle by the ltJaY in which it is combined with other equally arbitrary 

preferences into a logical whole . The whole group of preferences must therefore 

hang together as a unit if any individual preference is to survive . The truth 

of this can be seen at once if preferences from one style are mixed with those 

of another . The once classic architectural problem of how to combine the large 

plate glass areas of a shop window with t he Georgian facade of an existing 

building is a good example . Basically the problem is not soluble because the 

shop window destroys the acceptibility of the Georgian elevation and r educes 

it to the arbitrary . Or imagine the use of the Classical orders to define the 

two decks of a motorbus (23) . 

The principle then, seems to be t hat the individual element of design 

is apt to be arbitrarily selected, but that these elements are given permanence 

and made acceptable by the logic of the way in which they are handled . Thus_ 

from often fortuitously determined elements the logic of a style is developed 

and institutionalised . 

(23) The renaiss~nce would have adopted this solution for the bus; of necessity 
becau~e thel~ agreed language of f orm was a modified version of the 
Classlcal . Ihere are three obvious Classical solutions to a renaissance 
motorbus : hlberti , Raphael , palladio . 
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Change in aesthetics must be seen with this background in mind . 

Clearly technical and non-technical invention give opportunity for a change 

in aesthetic, and indeed the aesthetic of any period must respond to change 

in these two if it is to survive, since beyond a certain point no aesthetic 

can be stretched . Technical and non-technical change probably do not, however, 

determine aesthetic change . Rather they must be seen as offering possibilities 

of aesthetic change only, which mayor may not be taken up . 

The aesthetic possibilities of large areas of plate glass , flat roofs , 

isolated POlllt supports have been taken up , have been welded into an aesthe-

tically consistent whole and have become a now characteristic modern style . 

It is interesting to speculate what would have happened had the emphasis been 

put on lightness and portability in the l ast fifty years . h product much like 

the motorcar or aeroplane might have emerged : compact , of minimum standards 

in terms of floor space and bui+t of very small structural sections like an 

aeroplane fusilage, in which small windows would have been necessary because 

of the need to stress the outer skin (24) . 

The future of the modern style will be conditioned by its past . We 

must expect the continuance of non-rational preferences appearing within the 

general framework of the style . Resthetic change will, therefore , be most __ 

likely to occur a s relatively minor change in existing elements . The sheets 

of plate glass may get larger, the structural supports more slender and the 

use of colour more bold . But th e aesthetic change will be a continuum, since 

the likelihood of a clean break occurring again seems remote and because our 

present aesthetic is well fitted to meet the demands of new building-types , 

structural systems and materials . In general the new aesthetic has a vast 

reservoir of potential adaptations within itself , a fact which makes it r eas

on8.hle to predict its continuance with anticipated gradual change in indivi

dual elements only . Resthetically the style is extremely flexible: it depends 

not on symrrLetry but on balance, giving great variety of adaptation to physical 

needs ; there is no rigid canon of proportion ; there is no fixed way of giving 

scale; it is able to use almost any material and , most important , it fits the 

ethos of change . Yet , on the other hand, this very flexibility is to same 

extent dangerous because the elements may not have sufficient persistence to 

(24) In historical fact it was the ship and not the motorcar Which provided 
much of the inspiration of the early moderns . See Le Corbusier: 
Vers une hrchitecture . 
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preserve the style . Continuance of style demands stability in the gener al 

expectation of what a buildirlg should look like . The acceptance of architec-

d bl ' " and that opl'nion must have time to form and must ture depen s on pu lC oplnlon 

not be shattered by too rapid a rate of change , if building is to remain a 

serious art . Too rapid a rate of aesthetic change may reduce ar chitecture to 

the level of fashion , which in essence is nothing more than a sequence of 

change in aesthetic so rapid that it can be supported by only a small section 

of the corrmunity , and that only very superficially . From the point of view, 

therefore, that architecture should be regarded as a serious art , rapid 

aesthetic change has dangers. The Festival of Britain architecture , admittedly 

exhibition work , is a salutary r e!l.inder of how, when the aesthetic fails to 

bind the arbitrary elements into a firm stylistic bundle , design topples over 

into the merely wilful and does not achieve that institutionalisation without 

which there can be no hope of permanence . 

5. Socio-psychological Currents . 

Non-technical change to a large extent stems from the opinions, atti -

tudes and aspirations of the time . If the general attitude is to conserve , 

little change may be expected: the very slow r ate of change in Egyptian society 

was parallelled in their millennial approach to bUilding . But if society has 

an urge toward improvement in material things change may be expected as a 

normal characteri stic in building , and it may not merely be tolerated but may 

be actively pursued . The new may be specially favour ed just because it is new. 

In our society, particularly in rUllerica, the ethos of 'pr ogress ' has 

been present now for about two centuries . ~o enamoured of the idea of tech~ 

nological progress did 19th . century society become that it assumed a par allel 

improvement in the non-material culture . 'Two world wars have dimmed that con-

viction , but as far as the mat erial culture is concerned progress is still a 

ver y import ~nt assumption in our thinking. It predisposes us to accept change 

on the assumption t hat it is improvement . If c:.. change is in the direction of 

current thoughts and feelings it will probably be accepted irrespective of its 

utility value . If it is against the general trend there will be difficulties . 

The social failure of the post-war British pr efabricated portable house is an 

instructive example . The socio- psychological climate of opinion about houses 

is roughly that they should be solidly built , owned by the occupier (the house

ownership ethos) and perform adequately as status symbols. The prefab gets 
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very low marks on these couhts and its basic utilities: ease of movement , 

adaptability to site , freedom from structural cracking , abiLity to be cleared 
away quickly for r edevelopment, go for nought because they go against not only 

the institutional structur e but also against the prevailing currents of 

thought and feeling . 

~ socio - psychological current of the opposite trend to the idea of 

progress is to be found in the nostalgias and historicism of our time . Thir ty 
years ago everything of the 19th . centur y was anathema . Today, t he per iod is 

far enough away to take on a rosy hue and Victorian wallpapers , lettering and 

furniture are rising in popularity . This backward looking is not new in our 
society but has been present from the breakdown of the Gothic onwards . It is 

perhaps a r eaction against change in general and it is too early yet to pr e-

dict that this tendency will be submer ged under the rising flood of the 

technicways . 

Each institutional complex has in it socio-psychological currents 

which encourage change in t he direction of their flow and make it difficult in 

other directions . Some of the more important for building are briefly summar-

ised below . 

Economic. 

IIInnovation is a necessary function of business enterprise ; it is one 

of its major social r esponsibilities ll (25) . This is as good a statement of 

creed a s of economics , for it is not impossible to have a society in which a 

given level of economic expansion is accepted as the agr eed ultimate level . 

Drucker 1s statement i s a typical ex&nple of the way in which a prefer ence for 

a certain attitude is c~nouflaged as scientific explanation . Innovation is 
only an essential of business enterprise in an economically competitive society . 

Nevertheless , Drucker 1s st~tem8nt is very i mP9r tant as expressing the 
climate of opinion about the economic side of our society . The drive fo r 

innovation will make society more inclined to change in building as far as 

buildings in the economic group are concerned . Change in factories and offic es 
may well become easier to accomplish and its r ate may incr -ase . T.his may 

spread to other, non-~conomic , buil ding-types or it may not (26) . 

(25) P. F. Drucker . The Practice of Management . P. 236 . 
(26 ) Compare the modern factory building in which the industr ialist works with the nostalgic baronial mansion in which he is in popular opinion stereotyped t o live . 
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In physical matters the trend is toward improvement of working con

ditions by t he application of the r esearch findings into such things as 

lighting , decoration, venti l ation , etc . of the physical environment . Pari 

passu with this physical t r end goes an urge to improve working .conditions by 

tackling problems of human personality such as group , commit t ee and team work

ing : a r ej ection of t he older mechanistic welfare in favour of a welfare 

r elated to the wel f ar e of the whole personality. 

ThesQ two trends , physical and psychological , arc connected and both 

will be i ncreasingly reflected in the building because both can be demonstrated 

to sh ow r esults (27 ) . 

If th ~ economic complex gains in importance we may expect its buildings 

to acquire an enhanced prestige with th~ distinct possibility that an entirely 

n w hoirarchy of building may emerge nuc leat ed round buildings of the economic 

complex . This would be a new departure historically; the old current which 

favoured the church or ci vic building as t he nucleus is now running very 

sluggishly, and a r ealignment round our economic inter ests may be inevitable • 

.il. significant f act of Iilodern product ion methods is the increasing 

l ength of time r equired for the proving of an innovation : production t ends 

to become increasi ngly roundabout and t he building and its equipment tend to 

become larger and mor e expensi ve and r equire more time for setting up . This 

will mean for the building : -

( a ) an increasing emphasis on speed of design and er ection . 

(b ) an increasing demand for fl exibility of use . 

(c) an emphasis on economy. 

(d) r esult ing from (a) and (b) the increasing use of standardised building 

parts which may be assembled in different ways . 

Other aspects of e conomic thought which may have a futur e bearing on 

the buil ding are: the idea of economic planning, the increasing employment of 

women, aspiration toward t he automation of production and the d esire for in-

creased welfare for t he worker (28) . 

Familial. 

Sever al currents and trends of opinion are being expressed in house 

and flat design . Ther e is today a tendency toward t he egalitarian family as 

(27) It is al~o a ?ultural characteri stic that we t end to attempt to win over 
to an~ Vlewpolnt not by subjecti ve conviction, but by objective demon 
stratlon . 

(28) See .il.ppendix X (3 ) . 
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opposed to the patriarchal concept of earlier times in the western world 
and very frequently the whole life of the family is structured round the re-

quirements of its young children . 

Another trend is a movement in the direction of less formal living: 
rooms and furniture are becoming more informal in design allowing greater 

freedom and variety of behaviour. Balance is preferred to symmetry and formal 
reception rooms disappear as casual living becomes increasingly popular . 

In this atmosphere the wife is both more and less than the traditional 

housewife . She is expected to be on a l evel with her husband in interests 
outside the home and she does not expect to devote herself narrowly and ex-

clusively to the home inter asts of the farraly . This means an emphasis on 
domestic efficiency, and an intensified demand for labour-saving equipment . 

At the same time the family is losing certain functions; for example 

that of formal education and physical protection both of which have been taken 

over by the state . 

The home, therefore , appears to be moving in the direction of an in-
formal place where the luembers of the family can retreat from the world for 
rest and recuperation in an environment of equality. New plan types and lay-
outs are emergent to meet these needs . These are tending to be less and less 
urban in the 18th . century sense and more and more suburban t29) , and what 

was the country house is becoming the typical town house (in America the ranch 
type) just as country and informal clothes are penetrating into the town . 

The increasing physical and social mobility of the family should also 

be remembered . ~t pr~sent the house shows no tendency to respond to this pro-
blem . Instead it is being partly solved by a different kind of living accom-

modation altogether: the caravan . In time, however , mobility of the house 
may become important, perhaps in conjunction with , or as a result of , light~r 

constructional methods and a psycho-sociological swing in favour of structures 
of less permanence may be generated (30) . 

Governmental . 

The most outstanding trend in the governmental complex of institutions 
is for the state to take to itself increasing power . This tr end shows itself 
by government invading an increasingly large sector of the individual ' s life, 

(29) 

(30) 

See in general L. Mumford . Culture of Cities . P .430-433 . 
The Conduct of Life . P.288-292 . 

~n U. S.A. i~ 1949 the caravan output was 4 . 5% of house starts . In 1958 lt was 11 . 1% . Ther e is considerable increase in mobile house living on a perffianent basis . 
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and by the individual being a more or less voluntary victim. 

An aspect of state control is the protection it is called upon to 

afford to production because of the increasing period of gestation required in 

modern industry . Broadly speaking industry is requiring larger blocks of capi

tal and a longer period of preparation before production than it did . 

In building , the new towns in Britain are a manifestation of the 

appreciation of the new problems arising when action on a larger scale than 

usual is attempted. If these prove successful in the long run, it is possible 

that the state may embark on new works of a scale hitherto unknown, but match-

ing the social need and using our full technical potential. There is at pre

sent very little indication of this except perhaps in the provision of housing 

in Britain . 

The building is now very closely controlled by the state and local gov-

ernment enactments and there seems little hope that these complicated and in 

many ways unsatisfactory methods, which cause rigidity in many aspects of 

building, will diminish in influence. The most that can be expected is pro-

bably that they will become mor e efficient and more in line with social and 

technicological needs. The present trend to seek to control by performance 

standards rather than by specification is a move in the direction of freeing 

building from the legal straight-jacket and it is one which will probably 

be applied increasingly . The initiative of the building industry would 

be stimulated thereby (31). 

In the legal system of property which we have inherited largely from 

Roman jurists and which is an exaggeration in our society, there seems no 

indication of significant change, although the recent development of government 

ownership of land in Britain may ultimately make possible a new concept of 

immovable property, more satisfactory to the community at large than that which 

generations of lawyers have fastened upon it. 

Educational. 

The trends here are toward the state taking over all formal education, 

which now becomes lost to the church and the family . The aspiration here is 

toward giving a better education and making it open to ~ery child having the 

ability to benefit from it. The change that these trends are producing in 

Britain as far as school buildings are concerned is now well-known. It seems 

(31) See Appendix X (4). 
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th future pattern has been set for some time to come in very PQssible that e 

school design and that no great change impends. 

Greater differentiation of class~oom types or the development of 
composite types may emerge and the drive for a greater output of technological 

students may mean a series of developments in the technical schools (32). 
There will, however, be considerable effort directed toward the more economical 
design of schools. The aim will be to provide the same high standard of de

sign at lower cost, the aluminium and other prefabricated systems being al-

ready an indication of trend. 

Recreational. 

If automation means an increase in productivity, an increase in leisure 
may be inferred. Leisure has in fact been increasing for some time and the 

idea that the use of leisure will constitute a major problem at some stage of 
our social development is not new, but the possibility of extensive automation 

gives the problem a new urgency. 

The elaboration of existing buildings catering for leisure and the 
emergence of new building-types may reasonably be expected. Both passive and 

active forms of recreation appear to be developing. 

Expressional. 

The influence of recent outstanding personalities appears very force-
fully in the expressional complex. The general situation we have at the moment 
reeults larg0ly from the impress of hands perhaps more heroic than usual: a 
trend toward a universal architectural style, an aim toward lightness of 

appearance , an aloofness , an absence of applied decoration, the theory that a 
building must first adequately satisfy function (which is treated as an ascer-
tainable absolute), an aspiration toward sun, space, fresh air which modern 
man is alleged to crave, and a tendency toward a deceptively expressive sim-
plicity. It will be noted that all these are theoretical, or supposed require-
ments, which the architect attributes to the client , but which are in fact, 
in their being achieved , the architect's own self-justification. 

Historically, there does appear much evidence to suggest that change 
in aesthetic is apt to be the work of outstanding individuals. They, no doubt, 
need the stimulus of new social requirements end new nlethods and materials . 

But when those are present, and sonetimes when they are not, the direction of 

~32) J. Diebold. Automation . P . l~l . Points out the need to adjust education to the wor~ which will have to be performed and the need for a greater understand1ng by engineers and technicians of the economic and business context. 
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change seems often to depend on a single individual or perhaps a small group. 

If the work of Le Corbusier or Frank Lloyd Wright is examined with this idea 

in mind the very great extent to which these two have changed our aesthetic 

in recent decades becomes immediately obvious (33). 

6. Value Judgments. 

In dealing with social change in this kind of study there is a strong 

temptation to get sidetracted into making value judgments of questionable 

validity and applicability . For example, when examining the social effects 

that have emerged from the recent development of new suburbs we must not con

fuse what technology has in fact made possible, such as rapid transport and 

instantaneous conununication, with the effects of these things on human beings. 

No doubt many of the effects of living in the new suburbs are not desirable. 

We may think that people living in these suburbs suffer from boredom, lack of 

social contact and frustration. This may be so, but we cannot say this as a 

scientific statement without firwt undertaking a great deal of research. 

Still less may we imply that the boredom etc. is caused by inadequacies of the 

physical environment. The same individuals might well be bor ed living in 

other places of quite different kinds. It is necessary to be constantly alert 

against passing off a personal subjective value judgment, which may be little 

more than a stock response to a stimulus, as though it were ascertained 

scientific fact. 

The habit of doing this is a characteristic of the architect. He is 

trained to form certain kinds of opinion and indeed must form such opinions as 

the basis of action . Opinions, however, are dangerous if they are not adequaUr 

ly related to facts, or if they fail to change with increasing knowledge or as 

the situation changes. It is therefore very important for the architect par

ticularly in dealing with social change to stick as closely to the facts as 

he can and to be very much on his guard against value judgments which are mere 

expressions of personal preference. For this reason the attempt has been made 

throughout this study to set down a fact wherever possible and to eschew the 

value judgment except where it serves a specific purpose and can be easily 

recognised for what it is (34). 

The indirect influence of outstanding personalities in other spheres 
should be noted: Picasso, Ford , Howard etc. 
The fact that the architect is prone to make val . d t· f ue JU gmen s ~s, 0 

course, sociologically interesting and needs research. 
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7. SWlJ&ry 

Social change may come as a result of either technical or non-technical 
invention . Our response to the increasing intrusion of technology into our 
lives may be described as technicways . 

The two channels of social change in the building are along the lines 
of utility, the building to some extent being ~dapted to fit the technicways, 
and through the expressional institutions . Change in the symbolic and aesthetk 
side of building is in a considerable measure a non-technical response: non 
rational and sometimes contrary to the rational utility response . 

In dealing with non-technical or social change in building the signifi
cant roles of the socio-psychological currents and of outstanding personalities 
must be stressed, for it is because of the impetus supplied by these that social 
change arising from non-t echnical sources becomes effective . It is in the 

outstanding personalities that the aspirations of society are brought to an 
effective realisation . 

Conclusions . 

(1) It is likely that social change is following technical change rather than 
vice versa in our culture . 

(2) Technical change has had major influence on the form of the town in recent 
decades and a new form of 'urban' .. living has emerged in suburban and outer 

areas . This depends on instantaneous communication and rapid travel . 
(3) This change has significantly affected living and working habits and will 

continue to do so . It is not clear whether a new pattern with long term 
stability will emerge. 

(4) The question of stability of living patterns is important to architect and 

planner , since they must understand the pattern and its trends if they are 
to respond adequately . 

(5) Social change produces new building-types, as responses in the adaptive 
culture . 

(6) The concept of technicways is useful for examining social adaptation to 

technical change. The supplanting of the folkways causes an increase in 
the rate of societal evolution . The architect and planner must keep 

abreast of the technicways as change in them is the precursor of societal 
change . 
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(7) When it is desired to induce social change, for example to reduce cultural 

lag, success is more likely along the line of change in the technicways 
than in the folkways . Thi s fact may prove highly significant in promot
ing change in the craft organisations of building. The application of 

more mechanical equipment to site work is perhaps the fastest way to induce 
desirable change in the structure and activities of trades unions . 

(8) Some new expressions of building-types may be manifestations of a switch 

from folkways to technicways. This requires r esearch . 

(9) The appearance of a modern building tends to be symbolic of our technolo-

gical emphasis. This is because the machine is serving as a new node of 
societal integration. 

(10) Social change may come from social invention. where appropriate, invention 

of this kind gives birth to new building-types . The ~e£ for social in-
vention sometimes arises from technological change, but essentially the 
response is non-technical. 

(11) Future development might be stability in the pattern of family life and 

fluidity in business and technology. Trends need to be searched for here . 
The importance of knowledge along this line is that it could indicate to 

architect and planner where flexibility will be essential and where it 
will be relatively unimportant. 

(12) Social change affects the acceptability of the solutions offered by the 
architect for the various building-types . 

(13) Social change operates in building along two channels: (a) the utility 
aspect and (b) the expressional aspect. 

(14) A great deal of research is required into the utility aspect since there 

is much evidence of lag here and because it is in this area that architects 
are making many mistakes. These are often due to inability to predict 

adequately ., Inadequacy of physical performance is conunon in modern build
ings and much research is urgently needed into how newly erected buildings 
meet the utility requirements of their occupants . 

(15) Utility response of occupant may be modified by considerations of status 

and prestige , and must be regarded as only one factor contributing to the 
final design decision . 

(16) We need to discover the mechanism by whl'ch the t t t' s a us ra lng of a building 
or building-type is determined in our society. 
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(17) Change in symbol is basically social change . It is often (not always) 

induced by technical change . This kind of change need not be toward the 

more r ational , and cannot be classed a s progress . 

(18) Change in aesthetic is often basically social in origin. Change of this 
kind may often be r ati onalised as improved utility: the rationalisation 

of an arbitrary preference . 

(19) The elements of a style may be arbitrarily determined, but logically 

developed, used, and finally institutionalised. 

(20) For the continuance of a style stability in the expectation of what a 

building should look like is r equired. 

(21) Style which does not win institutionalisation, become s the merely per

sonal and the wilful. Ultimately t he culture controls the style. 

(22) Non-technical change can originate from opinions, attitudes and aspira

tions. The ethos of progress is important, but this may be rejected in 

favour of historicism, which may arise as part of the r esistance to 
change. 

(23) Each institutional complex has its own socio-psychological currents. 

These ar e indicators of trends and must be studied by architects and 

planners. 

(24) Social change may be induced by outstanding personalities. This is 

particularly important in the expressional complex. 

(25) The f act that the architect is prone to make value judgments is of 

sociological importance and r equir es r esearch. 
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LINK 2: FUNCTION 

Up to this point in the study we have attempted to show how building 
C&l be examined in relation to the institutional complexes, and how technical 
and social change are significant for building . The purpose of this link is 
to indicate a theoretical connection between what has gone before and the 
next part of the analysis which deals with the architect . 

For this purpose , the concept of functionalism would at first sight 
seem a likely tool . The word is in the vocabulary of both archit ecture and 
sociology and might , superficially, seem to be a ready-made bridge between 
the two . Unfortunately, however , function turns out to have many meanings 
and to be a source of confusion to both subjects . vfuen the architect thinks 
of the function of a building he is likely to mean his view of its use by 
the occupants , and functionalism has come to stand for a stress on this aspect 
of building par ticularly with reference to special structural , symbolic and 
aesthetic connotations (1) . 

The mathematician may us~ function to r ef er to one variable considered 
in relation to one or more oth er variables. The biologist us es function to 
describe vital processes regarded from the point of view of their contribution 
to the lif e of the organism as a whole. Th8 sociologist or social anthropolo-
gist may use function with a meaning analogous to that of th~ biologist, ex-
plaining a sociological f act in tenns of the part it plays toward maintaining 
the continued existence of a society or a culture . This method of approach 
has led to the development of functionnl analysis and certain postUlates : 
that of the functional unity of society, that of universal functionalism and 
that of indispens~bility hav~ been put forward, attack8d and defended by social 
scientists . 

Even the brief est comparison between the architect's use of the con-
cept of functionalism and that of the sociologist shows that the architect's 
is little mor~ th~ a way of describing a certain aspect of building r equire
ments and of stating a point of view. hS such it can scarcely claim to be a 
scientific tool , however useful it lnay be for other purposes . The 'doctrine ' 
of functionalism may have changed our attitudes to t he physical requirements 
(1) The functionalist approach to structure is included here . In general architectu:al functionali~l.is in essence a value judgment giving emphasis to a certa1n approach . It 1S not a tool or working concept like the functionalism of biology. 
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of buildings and to aesthetic, but it has not unlocked any doors of knowledge . 

If the architects wish to make function into a useful concept for 

building they could do so by adopting the social scientist's concept . Seen 

in this way, the function of a building is not merely to provide shelter and 

accommodation for carrying out the activities of living . It is in general 

to contribute to the on-going process of society through all the institutional 

complexes . 

These sociological meanings of function and functionalism open up a 

large fi eld of possible r esearch in both building and planning and it is pro

bable that the functional approach would provide an alternative basic way 

of deve19ping a sociology of building. 

Status and role are functional in this sense to the institutional 

complexes . The continuanc e of the institutions that make up every complex 

is dependent on individuals behaving in the patterns which are required by 

the institutions . These patterns are the roles which must be played by all 

those concerned with building . By playing the appropriate roles the individu

als are ensuring the continuance of the institutions and therefor e of the 

society. Status defines the role and constrains the individual to play it . 

In the matter of building, therefore, the architect along with all the others, 

financier, contractor, engineer, operative and municipal employee, is func

tionally related to the institutional complexes. By means of status and role 

the institutions define the architect's pattern of behaviour : by following 

these patterns the architect helps to ensure the continuance of the institu

tions . 
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THE ~RCHIT:ECT . 

1 . Reasons for" Selecting the Architect . 
In dealing with the sociology of building it is necessary at some 

point to examine the subject in relation to the lives of the human beings who 
are participants in the building process . For this purpose it would serve to 
analyse the role of the general contr~ctor or his fo r eman or operative , or that 
of any of the professional individuals concerned : structural or services en
gineer, or quantity surveyor . The analysis of the actions , roles and functions 
of any of these would throw into relief various aspects of the general thesis 
that building is a product of society as a whole and that therefore its 
sociological examination is essential if techniques are to be improved. 

If , however , one trade or profession only is to be selected there are 
good r easons for selecting the architect . First , he claims to be t r aditionally 
the chief builder: the expert responsible for the building in its entirety, 
and indeed his very name means this . Secondly, he has now played this part 
in western culture for a good many centuries with the result that his activities 
have become institutionalised to a greater extent than those of the heatin 
or lighting engineer, or even the quantity surveyor (1) . The third , and per-
haps most significant reason is thut as a matter of common observation the 
effects of social and technical change are at present showing up strongly in 
the education , behaviour , aspirations and general responses of the architectural 
professions in most countries of the western world (2) . Some obser vers go so 
far as to suggest that the ver y position of th8 architect as leader of the 
building team may collapse under the impact of such emergent techniques as the 
"all-in service" , which aim to reshuffle the traditional institutional align
ments of the building process , with advantage to the commer cial and financial 
associations of society . 

(1) 

(2 ) 

2 . Method of Tr eating the Architect . 
The main difficulty in dealing with the architect is the danger of 

The ra~idity of the gro~h of institutions connected with the quantity sur veyor 1n recent decades 1S r emarkable . This is probably due in part to the closeness with which they have attached themselves to the architects . ~he . editorials and. articles of British, South ~frican and american per-10d1CalS have prov1ded very clear evidence of this in recent year s . 
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the treatment becoming too gener al and discursive and , in view of the pr esent 
uncertainties , too speculative . A possible method of approach would appear 
to be by way of the architect 's education: for what r ole is he trained? How 
successful is he in bringing his training to bear on the situations of the ac
tual world? Questions of this kind, however, on fur ther examination are found 

to be secondary: they beg other more fundru lental questions . 

Another appr oach which would seem hopeful is the attempt to exrunine the 
general place of the architect in his society (3). This method, however, leads 
very quickly to tackling society as a whole and immediately becomes unmanageable. 
the architect being seen as mer ely oneanong many . This approach, therefore, 

promising as it may appear superfi cially, has to be abandoned in favour of 
some method which will keep the architect centr al to the subject, and keep the 

analysis within fairly narrow limits . These r equir ements can be met by using 
t he sociological concepts of status and role and it is with the help of these 

t hat t he sociology of certain aspects of the architect will now be examined . 

AS status is the more basic concept this will be explored f i rst . 

3. Status in Gener al . 

In common parlance status means the standing of the individual in the 
group : his position in r elati on to an agr eed system of ranking . Every society 
at every stage has a r anking order of status by which individuals ar e placed 
and r ecognised according to ranks dependent on such factors as class , birth, 

wealth , age , abi lity, job , education , character or other crit eria built into 
the given society. The outstanding character istic of this ranking system is 
the principle of deference, each lower r ank being obliged to be deferential in 

its behaviour to each higher r ank (4) . It is this characteristic which identi-
fies the stat us of the individual in any social context. 

In the traditional society of Western Europe status was largely deter-
mined by birth on the basis of a society hierarchically arranged i n classes 
having very little mobility between them . This method of determining status 
has been in decline for s ever al centuries and it is t r ue to say the political 
and social developments of the period since the r enaissance have proved in-

creasingly inimical to this kind of status str uctur e (5) . 
(3) This would mean the architect's existing situation - a pur ely factual approach, not to be confused with what we may think the archit ect's position ought to be . 
(4) H. H. Gerth and C. W. Mills . Character and Social Structure . P.307 . 
(5) The major 'revolutions' , French, American and Russian wer e occasions when status ideas changed drrunmatical~y . 
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In its place there has emerged a complex system whereby the individual 

occupies sever al statuses at the same time . This is a collateral system in 
which the ranking of the various statuses need not necessarily be related in 

any agreed order . Thus the individual may still enjoy high status by reason 

of birth, but low status in terms of wealth . Or he may enjoy very high status 
as chairman of a company, but low status as an acolyte member of his lodge . 

The individual therefore occupies several status positions simultaneously and 
each status is determined to some extent independently of the others . High 

status in one sphere no longer means high status in every sphere as once it did . 

It must be noted, however, that as a matter of convenience in every-

day life the group of statuses which belong to every individual are bundled 

together to give a Kort of total status . This is often vague and uncertain, 
but has the advantage of giving a rough and ready ranking as between indivi-

duals . Thus, in the common view, general status is often held to depend on 
the degree of wealth the individual is thought to be able to command (6) . 

It is clear from these very brief comments on status that in the pre-

sent condition of western society this is a difficult subject . Status has 
been changing over a period of many centuries and perhaps the main difficulty 

is to relate it to other f actors in the society in order to make useful handl-
ing possible . ht present it can benficially be related to the tendencies to-
ward democratisation which typify urban life almost everywhere in our world . 

Examined with this background the multiplication of status can be appr eciated 
as an inevitable resul t of the ideal of the face-to-face r elationship between 

i ndividuals . It is t he individual, the person, 'who counts , not the rank or 

position held as, for example, in feudal societies . This can be stated in 
juristic terms as the shift from status to contract, provided it is remembered 

that in our present society it may be the contractual relationship which in 
fact considerably helps to define the status, as for example, a town clerk' s 
status. His contractual relati onship with his corporation is the chief deter-
mining factor of his status. 

We should note that in scientific use the meaning of the word status 
is twofold . First it maybe applied to denote the institutionalised position 
of the individual in the total status range of the society. In this sense 

(6) Not on what he has : that is usually unknown; but on what he is thought to have . This may depend on conspicuous expenditure . 
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status is entirely neutrOal and .erely indicates Cl posl tion on a horizontal 
scale . Secondly, it is used to indicate prestige . 

4, Role in General. 

The concept of role is corrunon to everyday language : we are used to 
the idea thc::.t the individual must pl ay his role in fJIlY given situation.. \\!e 
are also f amiliar with the idero that the individual in his lifetim0 plays 
many roles, some simultaneously, others in succ ession . 

ScientificL1.1ly speaking role is lithe dynamic aspect of status ll 
(7) . 

The role is the predictable body of actions whi ch the individual will be 
expected to perform a s a r esult of occupying a specific status . If he holds 
a r elatively high status he will be expected to behave as a leader . If low 
in status his role will be subservient . The parent must take charge of the 
young child's affairs; the child must accept the submissive role . 

The basic idaa in role is that of anticipation or expectation , and 
predictability of behaviour is essential to an understanding of role both 
from the side of the individual playing it and of those amongst whom it is 
pl~yed . The behaviour , agr eed by th group, which belongs to a given role must 
be stable and una~mbiguous otherwise the role can neither be played nor be seen 
to be played, adequately . ~ost i ndividuals have at some time or other felt the 
social pr~ ssure on them to play a role demanded by the sit uation in which they 
find themselves . The situation will not only forc e t he role upon the indivi
dual but will also indicate for him the necessary beh~our . This is the 
effect of the op6ration of the expectation of the group . 

The more adequat ely the ir..dividual can play his role in terms of the 
way in which the group conceivesthe role , the more acceptable he will be.. The 
closer he approximates to the image in their minds the more successful he is 
in playing the role and the greater will be the social approval accorded to 
him . The importance of this factor to understanding the relationship of the 
architect to society can be irrunediat ely recognized since it poses the question: 
approximation to the image of role in whose mind? 

Change has a significant bearing on both status and role . In a p6riod 
of very slow social change status tends to be modified only to a small extent 
in the lifetime of the individual . It is , ther efore , clearly defined and to the 
(7) W. F. Ogburn and H. F . Nimkoff . 1-1. Handbook of Sociology. P.208 . 
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individual appears fixed and enduring , so much so that it may seem inseparable 
from existence itself . He cannot conceive the conditions of life as other 
than the status arrangement s of his own society . For many centuries Christ
endom could not think of the infidel except in t erms of lower status, and the 
word ' heathen ' still carries a status connotation . Without clarity of status 
there can be no clear definition of role . Lack of clarity works in two ways 
to cause confusion : the player of t he role is not sure how to act and the 
group is not unanimous about the image of the role . Therefore pr ecision of 
expectation is lost and behaviour is uncertain . It can happen under these 
conditions that t he image and the behaviour fail to coincide at all (8) . 

In a period of r apid technological and social change such as our own, 
status tends t o lose definition and r oles tend to become uncertain . \Vhen 
we come to deal with the architect we shall see that at hGttom the present 
problems of the architect, which appear so ba.ffling to the profession', can be 
illuminated by examining status and role in the light of change . 

Status and role can be thought of as the cement holding society 
together . Change can be regarded as disintegrating that cement . Status and 
role hold the individuals in position and ensure the continuance of society 
by controlling behaviour . The individual , having a known and r ecognized 
status , pl~ys a role consisting of predictabl e action , which can be antici -
pat ed by his f ellows ,who in turn will know how to r espond . If change , however, 
has made the status uncertain the role will not be adequately defined for the 
individual and his guide for action will be defective . He may, as a result , 
act in a way unacceptable to his fellows , who may r educe him in status if this 
unacceptable behaviour is r epeated . Rny society must enforce a minimum re-
quirement of predictability in thE; behaviour of its members . \'iithout this 
there is no stability and no r eal society in the accepted sense of the word . 
On the other hand there can be no advance without change . We are faced, 
therefore , with the need for stability requiring slowness of change on the one 
side , and advance r equiring r apid change on the other. The present position 
of the architect is simply an individual example of this gener al condition of 
our society . 

5. The Rrchit ect's Gener al Status . 
Although the idea of the general status of the individui in his society 

(8) The ~oare - Laval - Mussolini episode is an example from politics . In ~chlte~ture.whe~ the. businessman selects an archit ect whose emphasis is aesthetlc thls sltuatlon may exist . 
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has not a great deal to recommend it scientifically, it is useful at the out
set in dealing with the architect because of the wide limits of status ranking 
which the profession shows . The famous archit ect , \vr en or wright , enjoys very 
high status, but the junior architect in a local authority office in a small 

English town has a status hardly higher than a clerk . This wide range is not 

characteristic of other professions . The famous surgeon will have a very 
high status, but the unknovffi junior surgeon will enjoy a status well above that 

of the junior architect . Roughly the same can be shown for the status of 
dentist or lawyer . After having made allowances for status variation due to 

differences in age, knowledge , skill , experience and perhaps family back-

ground, there does seem to be an unexplained variation in the status ranking 

of architects . This is not new, since it was expressed decades ago in the 

query whether the architect should come to the front door or the back door , 

along with the plumber? In the days when most major building was commissioned 

by an aristocratic class the architect's status was his caste status . If he 

also was a member of the aristocracy he could enter by the front door . If 
he was not , but was middle or professional class , he was automatically of 

lower status than his client and therefore tended to be lumped with the r est 
of those concerned with building (9) . The architect's status in the past has , 

therefore, contained an element of considerable ambiguity . This , however , is 

not a totally satisfactory explanation for this problem of excessive status 
variations and other possible factors will emerge later . At this stage it is 

adequate to r ecord that there has been and is today an ambiguity or variation 

in the architect ' s status . 

6. Dominant Fact.ors of the Architect ' s Status . 

In the past the architect has seen himself as supplying an essentially 

personal service to the client in the designing and super vising of the building . 
On its side society has supported this image of the architect , and has viewed 
the relationship between itself and the architect as analogous to that which 

obtains between physician and patient or solicitor and client . 

The service provided within the older professional framework was dis-
(9) ~Vhen judging of status below oneself there is a tendency to minimize status distinction of those in lower statuses . The status ranking of others always . seem~ l~ss im~rt~t.than one's own . R bricklayer working on larg~ publlC bUll~lngs Wlll lnslst that his status is higher than that of a brlcklayer worklng on speculative housing . To the architect enjoying a muc~ higher ~tatus than any bricklayer this is apt to ap;ear as an exceSSlve touchlness about position . 
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interested and essentially personal, the kernel of the idea being advice 

• 

given by a free agent whose services were r ewarded by a fee paid by the 

beneficiary of the service . This arrangement was partly the r esult of, and 
partly the pr oduct of , a system of institutions and associations which regu

lated the behaviour of the professional person very largely by the machinery 
of status and role. His conduct was pr edictable and reliable; his role r e

latively well defined and his status clear at any rate within the view of any 
given stratum of society . By the end of the nineteenth century the architect 
was a professional individual and occupied the typical status position accord-

ed to such a person . 

This status was heavily dependent on knowledge and skill of an ex-

pert kind (10). This knowledge and skill, . in whatever profession one examines , 
was to a major extent the cause of the high status achieved and was essential 
to its maintenance . The surgeons lifted their status from the lowly barber 

by the steady acquisition of knowledge and skill . The archit ect has moved 
from amateur to expert during the last three centuries : both knowledge and 

skill have been increased . 

These two factors , personal service and expert ability, must be taken 
together when considering the status and r ole of the architect . In engaging 

an architect the client is conditioned by the image that he has of the archi -
tect - the expectat ion that his project will be dealt with by the architect 

in a personal and individual way . This is so whatever the type of building 

contemplated. The individual requirement is very obvious in the case of a 
house, but it is no less present when factory , office or even church is to be 

built . It is partly on this expectation of personal service that the archi -
tect's status is based and reciprocally the status, by virtue of being what 

it is, in its turn makes the client play the role of one for whom a personal 
service is to be perfonned . This aspect of status and role is also important 
from an analytical point of view . 

This role of performer of the personal service is a factor of great 
importance in understanding the archit ect. It cannot be divorced from the 

role of expert t echnician, since technical competence is essential , but above 
that level the personal service role is perhaps more important than , say , an 

(10) :rofess~onal associations like the ·. i ' . A . and the R. LB.A . have become 1ncreas1ngly awar e of this with the passage of time . An outward manifestation is the rising standard of examinations . 
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increase ih technical ability . This distinction helps to i lluminate the ver y 

obscur e field of succe~s or non-success in archi t ectural practice . It has 
long been noted that the best archi t ects from the aspect of knowledge-skill 

ar e not necessarily the ones with the l argest practices , and the ingredients 
of this kind of success have largely defied analysis . The success is attri 

buted t o "knowing the r ight people" or "business ability" (11). The suggestion 

t hat it is a matter of understanding this spe cial personal servic e role is 

likely to prove a mor e f r uitful line of r esearch . 

In thi s r elationship the archi t ect plays the r ole of adviser t o the 

client and chef d 10rchestr e as far as the design and actual building o~ration 
ar e concerned . The proof of the per sonal service r elationship becomes appar-

ent as soon as contact is established between client and architect . From 
now on the pr ecise detail of t he role of the archit ect will be defined by the 

degree of mutual confidence existing between the two . The archit ect may 
advise but the client need not fol low the advice . This mutual confidence is 

a face-to-face matter and clearly personal. 

Conf i dence having been established t he architect begins to interpr et 
his client ' s brief . Ther e ar e two extr emes of client attitude her e : those 

who t ell the architect exactly what they want and expect him to do it, and 

those who expect the archit ect to find out What they r eally need and design 

accordingly as ho thinks fit . There ar e various gradings of attitude bet ween 

these extremes . £ven the first attitude, unenlightened as it often is in 

practice because it does not use the archit ect's capacity to a maximum , 

nevertheless involves and calls forth a personal r esponse . Clearly t he status 
and r ol e of the architect var y in r elati on to these two extr emes. And again, 

the process is r eciprocal . The r estr i cted attitude confines the role of the 

architect and r educes his status in his own eyes , whilst confirming the client 
in his view that the archit ect is just somebody he must t ell what to do . 

It is an essential quality of this personal service that it is indepen
dent . On the basis of independence , advi ce can be given by the architect , 

that is knowledge and skill can be brought to bear . It can be r e j ected or 
accepted by the client , that is a firm decision can be r eached on a face-to-face 
basis . If he thinks the client is making a wrong decision the archit ect can 

say so , and since he is independent and fundamentally disinterested , he can go 

(11) Compare C. W. hills . White Coliar, P.256-6, where he describes the AIIlerican Ilaw factory I syste " . hutatis mut andi s this description would cover t he structure of private architectural practice . 
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to the length of resigning the cornlussion if, in his opinion, the seriousness 

of the mistake warrants it . This independence is an important support of the 

ar chitect's status and therefore one of the f actors shaping his rde, and be

cause of this independence t he architect is fr ee to withdraw from a given 

situation. This means that his judgment has a good chance of being disinter

ested and it is this f actor which in detail r eacts favoura~ly nn his status . 

It may be that if status is to ba maintained , or even improved , it is just 

this f actor of independenc e of judgment and r esultant action which has to be 

preserved in a period in which social and t echnological change is rapid. 

7. Status and t he Salaried Architect . 

There are many minor ways in which the independence of judgment of 

the architect may be impaired . These can mostly be covered by listing irreg-

ularities of professional conduct: fee-cutting, touting for work, and alliances 

with other agencies concerned with buil ding such as estate agents , package 

dealers etc . Such irregularities go on everTwhere and are not particularly 

significant as they are individual incidents only and would only become signi-

ficant if they became wid~spread . One ma jor denial of the architect's indep-

endence has, however, appear ed in the last two decades: the emergence of the 

official or salaried architect in large numbers . It is precisely during this 

period that the archit ect' s status and role have changed rapidly . This stat e-

ment does not imply ~ssignment of cause or effect, but it should not escape 

our notice t hat thes e changes have appeared together . 

In the salaried situati on the architect is employed permanently and 

exclusively by a cornpany, city corporat i on, county council, central government 

department or other body on t he basis of an agr eed annual salary and on the 

same conditions as its other employees : clerks, medical officers, solicitors 

and technicians . 

In contrast with the older independent system of archit ectural practice 

the new salaried method has t~o f eatures which ar e highly significant in r ela-

tion to the personal service side of the architect's function . These can be 

posed as two questions, a form in which the problems present themselves in 

practical life . How can a personal service be render ed to an linpersonal client 

consisting in the last r esort of a group of shareholders or councillors with 

whom the architect can have only the most superficial r elationship? And, how 

can the architect, dependent for his livelihood on his one employer maintain 
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f th ht d l'tS expr <'ssl' on which is so essential to the that independence 0 oug an v 

older concept of the architect ' s role? 

The problem of the personal service aspect is much mor e complicated 

than at first appears . In practice the salaried architect finds himself 

without a client to whom he can go for effective advice (12). Ther e may 

be access to other officials and the future users of the proposed building, 

but these will be involved in the administ rative machine in a way which to 
lesser or greater ext ent \dll diminish their usefulness to the architect as 
per sons capable of making r ight and firm decisions . It should be noted that 
in these situations such 'client ' as there is , is hydra-headed. The t r easury 

will want a say since the building must not be too expensive . The users of the 
building will naturally consider themselves the 'real ' cliant . In t he case 

of a company project the managers may want something different from the board 

of directors . 

All this affects adver sely the decision-making pr ocess at architect-

client level . The architect may find it difficult to get any kind of decision 

out of anybody and may be forced to make architect-client decisions entir ely 

by himself . This in the end t ends to make the architect an autocrat operating 
in a world of his own and produces buildings unsuitable for their purposes (13) . 

AS we have seen before the cardinal element in building is the decision-making: 
it is the det ermining f actors of the decision which must always be sought and 

br ought to light . If the architect -c lient decision process is defective for 

any r eason such as doubt as to who the client is , or failur e of communication, 

there is little hope of the building turning out staisfactorily . 

The architect-cli ent situation is further obscured for the salaried 
ar chitect by the fact of his inability to give advi ce which is completely in-

dependent . He cannot express independent opinion since dlsagreement may cost 
him his job . In actual f act he may not be in danger of this happening, but 

the knowledge that it might happen is suffici ent to influence judgment . Under 

(12) This situation also obtains for a private architect serving a government department, e .g . an architect in private practice building a school for a local authority . In the case of school buildings it appears common for the headmaster not to be consulted at all about t he pr oposed bUilding . Who then ~ the client? 
(13) The architect is frequently criticised as an autocrat and the charge is f r equently brought that he does not give the client what he wants but instead what the architect thinks he ought to want ., Often however the architect is in a situation where he has no alter native but his own ' guesses . 
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pressure he must defer , often to inexpert opi~ion , and he can be reduced by 

his dependenee t o the status of a mer e tool of oth'er interests . 

The degr ee t o whi ch the architect's status is often r educed by the large 

corpora~ion or government department which employs him, may be illustrat ed by' 

the practice corrnnon in the Pu.blic ~~orks Department of the South Af r ican Gov
ernment, whereby t he architect r es ponsible for designing and preparing the 

documents for a building does not have the oppor tunity of supervising t he 
contract , this part of the architect' s work being del egc.ted to someone else 

often an engineer . 

Both these f actors , the difficulty of r endering the personal service 
and the weakening of the ability to give an independent opinion, have s erious 

repercussions both on the archi tect' s stat us and on hi s self - evaluation (14) . 
In t erms of the older system of private pr acti ce it means t hat the archit ect 

is ceasing to be professional and is tending to become more exclusively 
technical . This , it is f air to say, is a lowering of st atus , even a.llowing 
f or the f act that t he term professional is becominb increasingly difficult to 

define ~ The key difference between professional and technical lies in this 
matter of independence . The pivotal questi on , ther ef or e , is can a pro-

fessional person be permanently salar ied without le>,ss of status? 

In parenthesis it is useful to note how the habit of employing 
architects in a salaried position has arisen . It is undoubtedly connected 
with the rise of the municipalities in England . They hc.ve became very impur -

tant initiators of building in the L~st few decades , as certain spheres of 
building , like housing and schools and the r edevelopment of substandard ar eas 
of t owns , have become increasingly the statutory responsibility of local 

authorities . ./it first, and still to some minor ext ent , these authorities de-

pended on private archit ects; Later they set up their own architectural depart
ments in order to save money (ther efor e the architects wer e earning less for 

the srune work ) and in order to be able t o control their architects. It can 

easily be ' shown that t he salaried architect earns' less for the. work he does 

than he would by doing the same work independently . tie can clearly see , 

(14) First Interim Report of the Committee ap~ointed to examine the Representation of Salaried .Employment (R .I.B.r. . ) states IIThis greater demand for the archit ect ' s services has not .• been followed by a corr esponding enhancenlent and str engthening of his standing" . The problem is why? The status situation of the architect must be viewed on the background of the status instability of t he professional classes . Chapter 11 of White Coll ar by C. W. Mills has relevance in this connection . 
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therefore , two f actors which are tending to lower status : reduced earning 

power and dir ect control by the client . 

8 . Hierarchical Status of Salaried Architect . 

The archit ect in a municipality or goverl~ent department or large 

business organisation enjoys a hier archical status conferr6d by office much 

in the way that in some societies status is conferred by birth . The hier-

archy of salaried pr ofessional staff nught be taken as: -

Town Clerk 
Medical Officer of Health 
City Engineer 
City iI.rchitect 
City Planner 
City Valuer 

In some cases City Engineer might r ank high er than Medical Officer . In these 

offices status and salary are r eciprocally related : the status is reflected 

in the salary and t he salary r eflects the status . 

As the use of salaried archit ects appears to be on the increase , at any 
rate in Br itain , this principle of the determination of status by virtue of the 

office held is an important aspect of the statuK of all architects , raising 

many questions diffi cult to answer . Will t he trend produce an image in the 

public mind of the architect as a salaried official in a large or ganisation , 

whether government or business? Is thj,~, if it happens , to be regarded as a 
lowering of status? Or to be welcol7led as simplifying a complicated problem? 

And most important , how, if all is rigid , is status ranking to be modified when 

the need arises? 

Although t his last question is not in the str ictest sense in the line 

of our present argument it is so i mportant a matter for the future of our 
cities that the exact nature of the problem must be brought out . The ranking 

status for officials given above has an historical explanation . The pre~ 
decessor of the town clerk wa s responsible for the administration of the 
government of the conmunity, whilst the predeces sor of the engineer was 
responsible for the physical condition of the village or town . The engineer 

had to deal with crude physical r equir ements like pr evention of flood , main
tenance of communications , disposal of wast e mat erial etc . (15) . Historically, 

the architect comes on the scene at a later stage, and his work appears less 

fundamental . The r anking status of the various officials seems to have crys-

tallised f r om some such historical necessity, and this is a partial explanation 
(15) This primitive condition of the emerging new community can be seen clearly in the Health Committee areas of Nat al . 
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of why nearly always the engineer is superior in status to the architect, and 

he to the planner . 

This situation is now no longer satisfactory in a modern city. We 

are thus in the position that a rigid status ranking applicable to an earlier 
condition of towns still operates after its usefulness has been outlived. In 
the r edevelopment of city areas, to mention only one examrl ·e , the skills of 

both planner and architect are mor e vital than those of the engineer with 

the possible exception of the traffic engineer (16) . 
The recent growth of attempts to r aise the status of salaried archi-

tects by group action are in effect efforts to achieve hierarchical status 

r anking . The status of the fully qualified and experienced architect is felt 

to be inadequate and these are attempts to achieve status by means of collective 
bargaining about salaries and gradings in relation to job ratings . Such status 
would not depend on either personal service to client or knowledge-skill , but 

on the designation of the rank held: status follows the rank and rank may 
be expressed by size of desk, size of carpet, position of room or by other 
marks manufactured by the organisation to express rank (17) . This kind of 
detailed display of r ank is quite different from the private architect's 

marks of status . His are success marks : kind vf car, house, yacht, the 
schools his children go to - in short r oughly the same evidence displayed 
by the successful in any business or professional group in our society . 

The hierarchical status of city or tCNtl architect is further enhanced 
by the implication of superiority which r esides in the fact of his having to 

recommend approval or disapproval of the building plans submitted to the local 

authority. Many of these plans are by other architects and we therefore have 

the extraordinary situation of one architect sitting in judgment on the work 
of another . In the eyes of the public , as well as of local authority commit-

tees, this appears as a status judgment , although in fact it is a fortuitous 
resul t of social change . 

The rise of this hierarchical status has been rapid in Britain . In 
1939 it is fair to say that appointments as city architects were only accepted 

(16) At present the engineer often stultifies the best efforts of planner and architect . In housing development in Britain for example the engineer may actually design the roads and put them in before reference is made to planner or architect. 
(17) The furniture and furnishing of a civil servant's office reflect his rank and are therefore the mar ks of his status . 
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by architects who had not done well in private practice and the private 

architects (then the majority of the profession) were contemptuous of those 

who t ook salaried appointments with governmental or business organisations . 
Twenty years later official architects enjoy high status and constitute a large 

section of the profession (18) . 

These hierarchical structur s have about them an air of great per-

manence and rigidity. Together t hese charact er istics in fact r epresent a 

danger thrqatening society as a whole . The trend might appear to be in the 
direction of an increase in the number of official and salaried archit ects 

at the expense of private practitioners . Such an assessment would, however, 
ignore certain f actors . First , the rat e of change in our society is acceler-
ating; this militates against any kind of rigidity . Secondly, the reason for 

having an architect's department rests not on proved fact but largely on 
opinion . This invariably holds that it is a good thing because it allows direct 

control of the architect and gets the work done more economically . Both of 
these opinions are capable of being challenged . Control may in fact be less 

effective than that wielded over a private architect since t he latter works 

under the implied threat . that if he is not efficient further work will not 

come his way; and as for the economic aspect it is always extrEmely difficult 

to prove whether a department is efficient in the long term (19) . After a 
period of running an archit ect's department an organisation may therefore change 

its evaluation . Thirdly, in the present climate of architectural opinion 

young architects in salaried employment are eager to go out into private 

practice when the opportunity comes . Many of the best leave salaried employ-

ment in official organisations, thereby causing a constant erosion of the 

status of the salaried architect . 

Bearing these factors in mind he would indeed be r ash who predicted a 

further rise in status for the official archit ect . 

9. Status Supported by Knowledge-Skill . 

It is obvious that our society,. increasingly dependent on technology, 

must give increasing wei [ ht and value to knowledge and skill , since it is on 

(18) In South kfrica this change has not been so marked, but there are indications that it has begun . 
(19) Short term is easier to show in a favourable light because it can take no account of the quality of work done - costs of future maintenance etc . 
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these that it depends for its continuance and it is to these that it looks 

for further advances (20) . ~lready society is responding to this pressure 
by a shift in the status of many technical jobs . This trend is present in 
the building industry where the individual is coming to be evaluated increas

ingly on the basis of performance . The architect is not exempt . The question 

' what is his perfor mance?' will be asked with increasing urgency simply be
cause of the increasing technological complexity of building . The architect ' s 
status will , therefore , tend to r ely less and less on traditional professional 
standing and more and mor e on knowledge-skill as exhibited in proved perfor
mance : efficiency becomes a test of status, and his role becomes that of the 

expert . 

This leads us immediately to ask what precisely are the knowledge ~d 
skill of the architect? In broad outline he must know how to design a building 
and how to get it erected . This requir es knowledge of the purposes of buildings , 
knowledge of materials and techniques for using them, and administrative and 
executive ability . Defectiveness in any of these will inevitably be apparent 
in the end product of his activities : the building, which will stand as 

permanent evidence of his knowledge - skill . It is the role of the architect 

to be knowledgeable in these things and to be able to exercise these skills . 
The role must be seen to be played adequately during the preparation of the 

building on paper and during erection, and when complete the role must mani-

festly appear to have been adequat ely played . On his capacity to play the 

role properly the continuance of his status depends . 

This aspect of status resolves itself largely into an assessment of 
efficiency . How efficient is the architect at his job? Difficult as this 

question is to answer it is nevertheless necessary ' to att~pt an evaluation 
without f alling into inverifiable generalisations or tendentious value judg-

ments . 

The first approach is through 'education . Clearly if the architect is 
to fulfil his r ole he must be trained, among other things in : knowledge of 

the workings of society in order to plan for building use (basic sociology) , 
knowledge of the econwmics of building in order to keep within the financial 

limits set by the client , management training and business efficiency . He 

must also be trained in scientific method if he is to understand and apply 

(20) It is implied here that western society will continue to r egard technological advance as a desirable goal . 
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science to building . In gener al none of these subjects are taught seriously 

to architects . Some are beginning to appear in the curricula of a few ad

vanced schools, but it is true to say that t he profession has no t radition 

of using any of these skills.. During the course of practice architects do 

pick up sone working knowledge of these subjects, but the knowledge is scrappy 

and unsystematized and such is the pr essur e of practice that it can never 

become otherwise . 

If the above criticism of the architect's past , and to a large ext ent 

present, education is valid , it will be in these fields that we should expect 

to find adverse critici sm in the world of action . It is precisely in these 

sectors that in r ecent decades the str ongest attacks have been made against 

him. The physic~l planning of his buildings is said to be ineffective and on 

completion clients claim that they have not been given what they needed . He 

is accused of being unable to control cost : the building always (says the 

critic) costs much mor e than the architect estimated or the client expected . 

Control of the building operation is defective, administrative mistakes are 

normal , dates are not kept and management of the project is poor . 

These criticisms are frequently justifiable in the English and South 

African context and they clearly seem to be linked with an impression of 

falling status . Whatever the impr es sion, however , the r elati onship between 

status and knowledge-skill seems clearly to be of rising importance in t he 

present situation in the western world . On the one hand society is being 

served by increasing specialisati on and on the other there is a mounting 

pressur e toward gr eater efficiency . Both these imply an increasingly analyti 

cal approach to building in all its aspects . This demands greater precision 

and exactness which in their turn depend on knowledge-skill . The omissions 

in the architect ' s education, which appear later as deficiencies in perfor

mance, are therefore aggravated, and made mor e difficult to correct, by the 

current trends of t he society . The architect is thus doubly caught in the 

mesh of events : he is both technologically backward and inescapably geared 

to a drive for greater economy and greeter speed . And in all this his tra

ditional training and appr oach help him not at all . Training together with 

social and technological change have conspired together to put the architect 

in an unfavourable p~sition as far as trained capacity to play his role is 

concerned . It may be pr edict ed that the consequent lowering of status will 
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continue until arrested by pr oved perfor mance . Conscious efforts made by 
propaganda or other means to enhance status will not in the long run avail 
unless the improvement is ear ned, and attenlpts made by various organisations 

in Britain to raise the status of salaried architects in local government 

offices must be viewed in this light . Very largely these are attempts to 

increase status on the basis of pr essure-gr ouping : collective bargaining , 

threat of strike and so on, none of which has any r elevance at all to per-

formance . status can be enhanced this way as it can by protection through 

legislation, but in time the r eal natur e of the status becomes apparent and 
the discrepancy between performance and status stands out as an anachronism(21~ 

The second approach to the ~uestion of how efficient is the architect 
at his job, is through his trained capacity to design t he building, excluding 

for the moment ability in actually getting the building erected . He is called 
upon t o plan (arran~e the parts i n a way suitable for the use intended), con-

struct and style the building . He must know how people live and work, he 

must know materials (their strengths and natures) , how to use materials 

(calculations), costs, standards and laws . He must be able to give the build-

ing both i nside and out a sati sfactory appearance in terms of the aesthetic 
preferences of the day . He must be able to analyse and synthesise : use reasn 

and intuition . 

I f any aspect of the demand made on the architect is examined it is 

quickly seen that in order to be effective specialist knowledge and highly 

developed skill are necessary . A simple example may be t aken from steel 

xtructure design . In theory the architect should be an expert in structural 

engineering if he is r eally going to determine and be r esponsible f or the 

steel frames of his buildings . Anything less implies the surrender of some 

part of his design r esponsibility (22) . In practice, at the best , the archi -

tect arrives at a genera+ conclusion about the kind of structure necessary 
and l eaves it to the engineer to work out . Pr oportions, shape and detail are 

usually determined by the engineer and accepted by the architect as fixed 

items which he must incorporate in hi s design . In doing this the architect has 
abdicated hi s design function in very large measure . 

(22 ) 

In.S . A ~ t~e protected pr ofession of land surveyor shows indications of thlS.dlfflcul~y . It is. sometimes advocated that all buildings should be archlt ect-deslgned • . T~lS would result in much the same over-protection of s~atus . Few socletles compel t he use of an architect . The 0tate of Washlngton and ~vest Germany are exceptions . 
J~ Br onowski has expressed the obligation to design very clearly . In his vlew, fo~ the ~rchitect to be dependent on someone els~ is a limitation of a serlOUS klnd . 
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The same situation holds for heating , ventilating , electrical engin-

eering , soil mechanics, painting , timber selection, concrete design , curtain 

walling and in fact almost everything that goes into building . In none of 
these is the architect really expert and in many he has little more than a 

s~mattering of knowledge and often litt le skill . To this we must add the pro 
blem of the spate of new f actory-made materials , prefabricated parts , struc-

tural systems and new techniques which the ver y r apid technical progress of 

the last twenty, but particularly t he last five years, has produced ; a flood 

which is almost incapable now of being controlled and put to use intelligently. 

In self -defence the architect pleads - must plead - that he cannot 
know everything in detail and t hat his job is to co -ordinate the expert effort 
of others . This , from the architect's side is a danger ous explanation because 

he has little specific training in co- ordination and because he thereby largely 

hands over his design function to others . 

In terms of status-determination we again hava an obscur e situation . 

If , in the long run, the architect ' s status is largely dependent on the 

architect's trained capacity to design then all is a sham: in fact the various 

specialists design for him and he is reduced very largely to harmonising the 

work of other s . He offers hliaself as knowledgeable and skilful but in fact 

it is the knowledge-skill of others which he is fo rc ed to produce in the 

guise of his own . 

Again we see that the times have run against the architect. Special-

isation is increa sing , making it mor e and more impossible for him to reach 

the goal of mastering the knowledge- skill he professes to have . The evidence 

suggests that this trend will accelerate since invention and production pr o-

ceed on the exponential principle more or less . The architect has no hope 

of catching up and the goal of properly understanding all the techniques in 

building is now unr ealistic for him (23) . 

If status is dependent in a large measur e on knowledge- skill in the 
actual design of buildings it appears that expert ability cannot be claimed 

for the architect in those specialities which are now requlred to make a 

bujlding, and therefore status must suffer. In this r egard the architect is 

in a dil~lillla . The times give enhanced status to those who have devoted their 

(23) Only twe~ty year~ ago the student could achieve a very good coverage of the fleld. Wlll the new situation tend to alienate the architect from his work, a s now appears to have happened with many white collar workers? Or can the archit ect be r egarded as f ortunate in terms of job satisfaction? 
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time to intensive specialisation: a development very difficult for the 
architect in the present social context . This , in a highly technological 
society is the very core of status . Yet if he tries to specialise in the only 

department in which success seems achievable - co - ordination - he must fore-

go his master -position as designer . 

The role of co -ordinator might be a possible line of escape from the 

dilemma even abandoning his pre- eminent place in design , if it could be shown 
that the architect were expertly trained and well practised in the complicated 

job of co-ordination. This is not so and it is pr ecisely lack of this kind of 
skill that ~s frequently a major part of the charge of inefficiency against 

the architect (24) . 

The conclusion to be drawn is that if the architect's status is deter-

mined largely by knowledge- skill , we are again faced with a genuine deficiency. 

If , as the f acts suggest, the architect ' s proffered knowledge-skill is not 

adequate for the tasks addressed to it - that is adequate in ter ms of per -

for mance - we must expect a decline in the architect's status . If the archi-

tect offers himself as expert or r esponsible in the techniques of building he 

must expect to be judged, and therefore ranked , in the long run on the basis 

of performance . 

Although the ideas of knowledge- skill and co - ordinating skill have 

been separated for purposes of analysis , in practical __ life this separation is 

not required since society must judge on what it sees as the finish ed product : 

explanations of difficulties cannot be taken into account because they cannot 
be r ecorded . In the last analysis the architect must either manifestly exhibit 

adequate knowledge-skill in building techniques , or he must appear so to do so 
whilst in fact depending on the expert ability of others . If he can do neither 
adequately his status will be deprived of its essential support of knowledge

skill as exhibited in performance , and society will cast another for the lead-
ing role in the drama of building . There are already signs that this may be 
happening : the all-in service provided by some contracting firms deposes the 
architect reducing him to an empl oyee; development and investment trusts who 
often build on a large scale frequently use anonymous architects . In these 

(24) This , n?t~thstand~ng ~ cer tain amount of publicity concerning the need for t r alnlng of thlS klnd . AS yet there is no measureable effect in the profession in Br itain . 



organisations the leading role is that of the financial expert . 

A subsidiary but very important side-effect of the present dil~nma of 

the architect's diminishing status is that the increasing pressure of speed 

and economy forces him furth er away from the creative and intellectupl areas 

of his job and deeper and deeper into the administrative and executive jungle 

fro which t here is no exit . This cuts more deeply than might superficially 

be supposed . For example , the choic e between two constructional systems might 

at first sight appear to be a matter of intellect and imagination directed 

toward the structional problem . In practice it is likely to turn out to be a 

balancing of considerat ions like delivery dates , speed of erection, which 

firm is slack, tender prices etc . The ~lples studied have shown many de -

cisions of this kind : in principle creative, in fact administrative . Pr o-

fessional expertise, therefore, often overshadows technical ability. 

This difficulty produces a further weakness in the support knowledge-

skill should give to status . How are the knowledge and the skill to be main-

tained and impr oved without constant effor t being directed at the problems 

themselves rather than at facile techniques of getting things done (25)? 

10 . The Architect's View of His Role . 

Role is the expected body of behaviour which t he individual will show 

in a defined situation , and its essential characteristic is pr edictability. 

Role may be eXEmlined from two angles : that of the player of the role and that 

of the group in which the r ole is played . The architect's role can be examined 

as seen by himself , which is our present concern, and as seen by members of his 

society . Very roughly the first is a subjective view, the second is objective . 

The standards of measurement and judgGent used are not , therefore , the same, 

although that architect whose performance most narrows the gap between the two 

will appear the most successful . 

The architect's role as seen by himself can be a combination of any or 

all of the follOwing roles :-

Creative Artist . 

Master Builder . 

Genius . Born with a flair . Intuition . 

Really knows the technical answers, and how to make a 

building look decent . 

(25) It is difficult to judge whether building techniques are on balance, in 
decline in Br itain . The crafts clearly are , but this is compensated for 
to some extent by the emergence of the factory pr oduct . If weather 
tightness and durability are the criteria, however , then decline is what 
we have . 
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Businessman . Not much sold nn this art stuff . Believes in business 

Developer's Agent . 

propositions and efficiency. 

Knows how to sieze an opportunity for development . Art 

has good sales value ; here aesthetic not to be ignored . 

Engineer -Scienti~1 • Believes in doing adequate r esearch to get the right 

answers. Functional emphasis in structure and planning . 

Arranger of Space 
Accommodatlon. 

Good plan is the thing . Must be right for intended use : 

sociological functionalist . 

These are a general indication only and vary enormously as between 

individuals . They do corr espond, however , to identifiable attitudes to be 

found among architects and expressed by them . We might, without unduly stret~ 

ing things , also include in the list roles as town planner and interior de-

corator (26) . 

This multiplicity and variety of roles presents a problem . It would 

appear , perhaps, that in this respect the architect is not dissimilar f r om 

the medical practitioner who may see himself as physician , personal counsel-

lor, or guardian of the public health . Or the lawyer whose roles may be legal 

adviser , arbitrator , lawgiver . In both these , however, the roles are easily 

compatible and are very firmly grounded in the basic knowledge- skills: medicjne 

and law. The architect is differ ent . The r ol es of creative artist and bus -

ineas executive would appear to be diametically opposed . The society in which 

the archit ect operates expects art and business together . This in the social 

context prevailing is impossible because society already regards art and art-

ists as the opposites of business and efficiency . In this sense , therefore , 

the group is making contr a.dictory demands . It has an image of artists being 

dreamy and impractical but from time to time coming up with 'great' works of 

art . By ver y definition this is the opposite of the image of the businessman : 

sound finance , speed, efficiency, grasping opportunity for more bUsiness , dr i ve 

and energy . Society has here made rival and antithetical images . Yet in the 

arch~tect society asks f or both these images to be combined . The same con-

tradiction is to some extent visible in the antithesis usually expr essed as 

art - science . In this case the contradiction is r eflected in the ar chitect ' s 

vari@tion in r ole between creative artist and engineer - scientist . The roles 

of the architect carried by society as a whole (27) . 

( 26) 

( 27) 

Students ' manif estoes are inter esting as evidence of t he architect ' s 
view of his own r ole . 
Only in part since the image cc.:.rri ed is formed to some extent by the 
actual behaviour and propaganda of architects . 
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The diversity of his own view of his r ole causes difficulty in daily 

practice . It is corrunon for the architect to be called upon to switch his 

mind fran making a creative decision, the criteria of which are aesthetic, for 

example the detailed working out of a complex elevational problem, to the 

scientific consideration of how much weight can be put on a particular member . 

In this process h~ switches r ole . The fact that these r oles r equire different 
training and capacity to play is frequently forgotten by the architect and is 

rarely appreciated by his clients . 

This particular difficulty of role is sometimes attacked by having one 

architect for the planning , structure and business side of the building and 

another for t he aesthetic . The second architect will be r esponsible for ele-
vational styling. This conforms to the current tendency to have things 'styled~ 
and this attempted solution may incr ease in popularity as the creative artist 

or genius concept of the architect's role declines in importance . 

Is anyone of these r oles more important than the others? It is 

obvious that the r ol e of efficient busines~lan is important. ~dministration 
must be efficient and management adequate since building is an operation involv-
ing many individuals and long periods of time . The control of cost , for example, 

will become more important as society aims increasingly to use its resourc es 
mor e efficiently . In the eyes of the client, the creative-artist side of the 

architect may, often does , seem of little importance : the building is justified 

on the grounds of being a business proposition . It pays, therefore it is 
ade~uate . This, however , is a utilitarian assessment of the buil ding within 

terms of r efer ence that are physical, financial , structural . If that is all 
that is to be expected of a building the archit ect's place could be , and indeed 

had better be, taken by an administrator . The complex problems of building 
design could be fed into a computor and the' right ' answers would be provided(28). 
The r est would be administration~ 

This' solution would l eave the appearance of buildings to the inter-

action of legal controls, ~ conoll1ics ,. utilitarian -requirements and t echnical 

know-how, and would be to abandon the attempt to mould our physical environ-

ment into something having more than mere convenience value . This is regarded 

(28) The question of whether computers will eventually be able to deal with the aesthetics of building is highly interesting . Machines can already com~se ~rude.music . If as some, like F . H. George and G. Boulanger (Unlverslte Llbre, Br ussels ), think all human activity can be reduced t? mechanical processes, we must r egard aesthetics (basically intuition) slffiply as an area not yet opened up by science . 
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as a negation and is contr ar y to history . In Wester n Europe ther e is a long 

hist ory to t he idea that a building should be beautiful or should be classed 

as a work of art (29) . ~ethods of expr ession have changed over t he centuries , 

but thi s value of at tempting to create beauty ( expr ess this idea how you will , 

subscribe to what theory of aest hetics you prefer) has been a constant charact-

eristic of our society for a good deal longer t han we have written r ecords . 

It is thi s value whi ch both m'kes and justifies t he architect ' s r ole 

of cr eative-artist . It is he , above all , of whom the ability to give meaning 

beyond the utilitarian or effici ent in building is expect ed by society . Others 

may show this ability also , although a Maillart or a Nervi are compar atively 

r ar e and society in the main does not ask its structur al engineers to play 

this r ol e . 

If we r egard the archit ect as coming at t he end of a l ong development 

of building with this value in mind as a charact eristic of our society we 

must concede that of all the r oles , engineer-scientist , businessman , mani-

pulator of space and materials, this is the one which,in historical context , 

anyway cannot be subtr acted fr om t he archit ect without loss of identity . 

Administrators can or gani se teams of experts , busines sman can apply initiative 

and met hod , but it is the architect who must cr eate the aesthetic value of the 

building . 

It is commonly said that the architect must be both creative-artist 

and effici ent businessman . This is in pr act i cal life the way the problem of 

r econciling r oles pr esents itself . Analytically, how ever, it is that the 

creative product must be dependent on the pr actical pr oduct . Now t his prac-

tical pr oduct is far mor e difficult t o bring into being t han is the physical 

exist ence of the painting, the symphony, the statue or t he play. For one 

thing it costs a great deal more money . Her e , therefore , the architect is at 

a very gre~t disadvantage compared with other creative-artists . He is first 

of all accountable to agencies in the practical world which have no power over 

painter , poet and musician . By that amount his r ole as creative artist i s 

more difficult . 

In corrbining the two principal r oles of creative-artist and efficient 

(29) Non-architects have fr equently r~arked on this , e .g . Sir John Wolfenden 
addressing the R. I .B.A. , 4.3 .58: " ... it is ••• unavoidably t r ue that 
you do construct object s which come within the range of qualifying to be 
called works of art" . R. I . B.A. Journal , ~pril 1958 . p . le7 . 
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businessman the individual archi t ect may pi tch his combined role at any point 

along the line stretching between the two . If he places it nearer the creative

artist end he will play down the businessman and will tend to sacrifice prac

tical utility t o artistic integrity. If he places it nearer the businessman 

end he will emphasise businesslike appr0ach and will tend t o ignore artistic 

r equir el!lents in f avour of t he 'real' advantages of utility. In either case 

he will be apt to feel guil ty about t he r ole he has played down and will be 

defensive or aggr essive about it . 

Historically the position of the compromise along the line has varied . 

The eighteenth century sacrificed comfort and convenience to an aesthetic which 

put great emphasis on s~runetry. This favo ured the creative-artist r ole . The 

extreme fmlctionalist of the 1930's reduced the creative-el ement to a kind of 

super-efficiency in satisfying physical r equirements and in calculating the 

most effici ent structure in t erms of applied science (30) . In terms of our 

society it must be not ed t hat the general trend toward efficiency , speed and 

rationalisation may encourage an increasing number of architects to make 

their choice toward t he businessman end of the scale. These srune trends will 

make the playing of the creative-artist role incr easingly difficult . This 

danger is very serious si nce the architect , of whatever choice in the matter 

of roles , is going to be incressingly under pressure fram the trends in the 

society. When t his diff iculty is r emembered on the background of the basic 

contradiction of r oles that the architect faces all the time it may be ex-

pected that knowledge-skill will hardly be increased without some ma jor change 

involving the sacrifice or modification of some r oles. The total danger re-

mains decli ne of knowledge-skill because of the complexity of roles , all result-

ing in decline of status and the reforml.l.1 ation of roles at a lower level in 

the ranking syst enl of status . 

11 . The Architect's Role Seen by Society. 

Her e we are to exanline t he image of the architect carried by the group 

in which he oper at es . This is their expectation of his behaviour . AS with 

the archit ect himself , we find again wide variation, and lack of uniformity in 

the image of th e architect held by t he individual and the group . 

It is. useful t o r ecall for a moment how we view the role of the 

(30) This does not apply generally t o the most advanced architecture of the 
1930's, which has a highly characteristic ideal aesthetic . 
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physician (31) . We expect him to play the r ole of l eader in sickness, to 

diagnose, prescribe, organise and supervise treatment; we also put ourselves 

in a r el ati onship to him which indicates that we aswume he will act as personal 

adviser in general health matter s . Broadly speaking, the mere application of 

his knowledge -skill in an adequate way will ensure that he plays the r ole t o 

coincide with t he image . This is greatly helped by the fact that he must play 

the r ole fac e t o face with the patient (32) . 

The public may ho~ the view that the architect will behave in rough 

conformity with any of the following patterns :-

(1) He will produce an artistic masterpiece of distinctive value , but he 

will be inadequat e in a business way, having no sense of the importance 

of urgency, efficiency or cost control . We go to him because the 

building will be splendid and we put up with the attendant difficulties . 

(2) He will r egard the commission chiefly as an opportunity for the exer -

cising of his private aesthetic interests . We shall get what the 

architect wants and not what we want . We had better keep away from 

him if we can . 

(3) He will produce an efficient building, get it IIp on time , control 

costs adequately and he will do as we tell him. There is just the 

little difficulty that his buildings lack individuality and quality 

and our bui l ding will look just like all his others . 

(4) He will produce an efficient building, get it up on time , control 

cost , will not be expensive and will do exactly what we tell him . 

That's just what we want , as we think an architect should simply serve 

our financial and business interests . 

(5) We do not need an architect at all: he would be a luxury for such a 

straightforward building. 

(6) We do not r eally need an architect . Our engineer is very good , but 

perhaps an architect could give us a little help over one OF two 

difficul ties, but he need not take the whole job over . 

(7) We had better engage an architect to get the paper work done - get 

local authority permission etc . And t hen we will get it put up by a 

sensible builder : no need t o have an architect supervise it . 

(31) 

(32) 

~he sociology of the medical profession has been examined by T. Parsons 
~n Essays in Sociological Theory Pure and Applied . 
~uccessful bedside lnanner is close identification of behaviour with 
11l1age . 
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On being first called upon to carry out a commission the architect may 
meet any of the above r ole expectations in his new client . The role expectation 
will lie between the extremes of the client who wants the architect to do every

thing including writing the progr~mme f or him and the clients who know just 
what they want and exp&ct him to carry out merely the mechanics of their 

wishes . 

The first role expectation means that the client entertains a notion 

of high status for the architect . The second means that the client will rate 

his status l ower . The higher status will mean that the architect will tend to 
play his role with mor e enthusiasm and closer identification with his client ~1 

image . The l ower status will impoverish the architect's playing of the role 

and the motivation to make the identification close will be weakened . 

It is evident that there is some r elationship between this wide range 

of client expectation of role and the extremes and variations of the architect's 
view of his own role . The same may be said about status . Obvious difficulty 

is caused in practical affairs if the role expectations and status ratings of 
client and architect are badly out of gear. If the client with an emphatic 

business rnnphasis engages an architect chiefly concerned with appearances of 
building the result is not merely a sequence of misunderstandings . It is likely 
to be a ca se of each playing a r ole quite differ ent from the expectation of the 
other. This can lead to a baffled anger in which neither can understand at 
all the behaviour of the other . In this we have an exampl e of how variance 

between expectation and r ole as played highlights lack of cohesion in a society. 

There is no indication that the two items of variation , client ' s view 
and architect's view of the r ole , can be correlated . It would be convenient 

to find that they are reciprocal in a str aightfor ward way and that the image 
of the creative artist carried by the public was at least partly the good effect 

of the architect who favours that role putting himself over successfully . This 
is clearly not so as the image of the creative artist has something of the 

pejorative about it and is in some degree an image carrying a flavour of dis
approval . The idea is that the architect is rather too much the creative artist 
and is not down enough to earth . Similarly the business efficiency concept of 

the role of architect is by no means free of an undertone of criticism. And 
the other concepts of role , if examined , are also found to be complicated by 

contradictory elements . What illumination can be found of this highly inter est 
ing fact? 
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In the latter half of the eighteenth century the architect was an 

amateur . He was a gentleman of education and taste who interested himself in 

arranging the appear ances of buildings t o suit the classical tast e of the time. 

This taste was sometimes imposed wilfully, as by Burlington , and sometimes it 

developed in less obvious ways . But essentially t he expression vehicle, the 

style , was agreed by the society as a whole . The emphasis was symbolic and 

aesthetic and the architect 1 s justification was his ability to handle the 

current variation of t he Classical or t o change it in a way acceptable to those 

in the society who were t he leaders of taste and fashion . By the time we 

r each Soane the ~nphasis is professional , no longer aesthetic . The architect 

is no longer amateur . It is a much mor ~ serious business , in fact it is now a 

means of earning a living . Now the architect is an agent and we have the 

businessman r ole emergent and ultimately dorranant . By the end of the nineteenth 

century a r enewed emphasis on the aesthetic had emerged, largely under the 

influence of the aestheticism of t he day and its reactionary course away fr om 

industrialism and the machine . We find the image of the artist -architect 

rising whilst his practical skill in terms of the materials and techniques of 

his time declines . This kind of architect still lingers on . He was over -

taken by the 1930 l s concepts of the architect - engineer and the practical 

businessman approach . The first of t hese has widened his scope , very bene

ficially, into a science of building (33 ) . At the same time , however , there 

is now appearing among students an arbitrary artistic emphasis which appears 

in opposition to the r at ionalism of t he 1930 l s and t he eclecticism of the 

1945 - 55 period . It may also pr ove to be anti- scientific. 

The first observation concerning these shifts of role is that there 

is clear evidence of reaction . These swings of reaction no doubt bear a 

relation t o changes in the climat e of the times . Business became more import-

ant as the nineteenth century wore on . Too much business emphasis brought 

a revulsion (34) . All this is understandable, but why is it the archit ect 1s 

image which we see in the mirror ? The physician, l awyer , banker , schoolmaster 

and many others have changed their r ol es little and t hat slowly. Nor have 

they been subject t o r eaction and counter action . Ought we to investigate 

(33) The science of buil ding is now rising in status and it is taken 
seriously in architect ural schools . 

(34) Partly manifesting itself as local authority action Inotivated by ideals 
of social betterment , with an emphasis on human values , This body of 
thought and action has had its characteristic impact on the architects . 
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whether the architectts role has, in its changes, some close relationship to 

certain incompatibles in the syst em of values of our society? Research along 
these lines would be very difficult, but if it could be shown that such a 
r el ationship exists, then we should be able to gain a much clearer understand-

ing of t he pr oblems which beset the archit ect and the building industry, and 

which at present appear intractable . 

The second observation is that these r eaction s appear to come often 

directly f r om the wor k and writings of archit ects themselves (35) . What 

happens is that in a given situation some architects try t o do something 

different . A Sullivan, a Wright, Le Corbusier in the 1920 t s . They appear 

no assumption of cause or effect here - as individuals dissatisfied with 

the r ole . The aim is now by actual works, writing and propaganda to put over 
a new idea of the r ole of the architect . He is artist, engineer , sociolo~fu 8t , 

businessman, utopianist . The architects create a new image or revive an old 
one with modifications . After a due lapse of time the public takes up the 
new image and perhaps adopts it . RS the architects in forming the new image 

intentionally cause the super seded image to become declasse the public is 
always apt to be carrying past images sullied by t he archit ects t own disappro~. 

In this may we have a possible explanation f or the disagreeable under tone of 
dissatisfaction which seems to haunt all the r oles of the archit ect as imaged 

by society today . 

Whilst this shift of r ole , constantly causing a change of emphasis , 
may be r egarded as a sign of l iveliness , it is nevertheless legitimate to 

enquire whether societyt s needs in bui ' ding , which are now highly complex, can 

be properly met by a leading group which is continually changing its r ole 

concepts f or no very clear r easons . 

The idea that shifts in r ole are connected with the spirit of the 

times also suggests itself . The pr esent emphasis on teaching science in 

schools is clearly reflected in the growing interest in science throughout the 
building industr y . It is not difficult t o see that change , particular ly tech 

nical change , in society will tend to redefine the architect t s role . He must 

move fr om tradition and rule of thumb t o science and resear ch . He must move 
f r om cr aft to anonymous mass- pr oduct; on . F ' t' t . ~ r om approXJ.ffia lon 0 preclsio~. 

(35) It can be claimed that the rebel makes the new form , but that the society makes the r ebel first . This line of discussion is not f r uitful . 
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These are not dif ficult t o understand and correlations could be found in the 

general trends of the society at large . What is hard to explain is the 

polarity or ambivalence of attitude which the variations of the architect's 

view of the r ole and t he various images of the public prove to exist . To say , 

as sometimes is said, that this may be explained by the gr eat complexity of 

the buil ding pr ocess as a whole is to beg t he question . . It is true that 

architecture is at one and the same time scientific and non-scientific, ration

al and i maginative , physical and aesthetic, pr i vate and public, traditional 

and entir ely new. But by what mechanism is it decided whi ch of these el ements 

ar e to dominate and which be played down or even ignored? And by what mech

ani&n does an old dominant become deposed? 

It would be interesting to go on to suggest by what means the archi

t ect may hope to e~ricate himself from the somewhat adverse societal situation 

in which he now is . Should he become specialist -expert in some r elatively 

narrow aspect of building? Should he project himself as the efficient bus

inessman? Justify himself as the creative artist? Or , like the architects 

of Byzant iu .. , should he be fixed hier archically in his place in society? 

Fascinating as are these lines of thought , they are speculations which are 

outside the terms of r eference of this study. 

12 . Conclusions . 

(1) In the pr esent cultural configur ation of the West status is often not 

well defined . 

(2) Role is the pr edictable body of behaviour expected of t he individual: it 

is the dynamic counterpart of status. 

(3) The closer the r ole played corresponds to the society's Dnage of the r ole 

the gr eater the appr oval accorded by society t o the r ole-player . 

(4) In a period of r apid change status and r ole l ose definition , and expec

tation and behaviour may fail to coincide . This means a loss of stability 

in the social structur e . 

(5) Ther e can be no advance without change, but change brings a detacrunent 

of r ole-performanc e from r ole-Dnage . We r equir e r apid advance on the 

one hand and slowness of change on t he other . The architect's present 

position is a particular case of this general societal dilemma. 

(6) The total status of the architect is notable for being between widely 

spaced upper and lower limits . This is not new. 
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(7) Traditionally, the architect's status has been based on his ability to 

provide a personal and disinterested service t o society . This service 

depended on a command of expert knowledge and high-grade skill . 

(8) The sociology of the architect - client r elationship is that the client 

expects a personal service based on knowledge-skill . This means that the 

architect must play t his r ole and that the client will play the r ole of 

one for whom such a ser vi ce is to be performed . The r eciprocal relation

shi p of the r ol es is essential a s a social factor: this is the very 

process of societ y holding itsel f t ogether . 

(9) Failure to play the r o18 adequately by architect or client will be fol

l owed by a f all in the perfor mance standard of t he building . 

(10 ) To be continuously effective the personal service must be independent . 

This is an important component of t he structure supporting the architect's 

status . This is particularly to be r emember ed in a period of rapid chan~ 

when status may easily be damaged through lack of understanding of its 

nature . 

(11) The salaried architect's independence , and therefor e his status , is im

paired . The fall in status of the architect in Britain has coincided with 

an increase in the pr oportion of salaried to independent architects . Re

search is r equir ed t o establish the extent to which the two facts may 

be connected . 

(12) The salar ied architect is in a special difficulty in r endering a perronal 

service , since he usually has no client with whom he can enter into a 

personal r elati onship. 

(13) This difficulty has an adver se influence on the decision-making process 

at archit ect-client l evel . The architect may be forced t o make client 

decisions himself . This is one of the causes of performance failure of 

so much state and municipal building . 

(14) Failur e of communication between client and architect is a cause of 

perfor mance failure . 

(15) Independence of judgment is impaired in the salaried architect because 

his economic security is in his employer's hands . 

(16) The adverse effects of these factor s on the salaried architect ' s status 

t end to lower t he status of independent architects also . The trend would 

appear t o be in t he direction of r educing the architect t o a mor e ex

clusively t echnical level . 
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(17) In Britain the salar ied architect earns less for the same work than 

the private architect . This , together with dir ect control by the em

ployer , constitutes a factor tending to l ower the status of the archi-

tect . 

(18) To some degree t he loss of status by salaried archit ects is compensated 

for by status conferred on an hierarchical basis . This may have relation 

to other trends in the society : e . g . the change in the position of 

general medical practitioners in Britain since 1947 . Res earch is 

~'equired . 

(19) In ilierarchical status there are traditional r easons why the lawyer 

and engineer rank higher t han the architect , but the reasons why a medi 

cal officer of health r anks higher than t he ar chitect in a municipal 

hierarchy would bear examination . Is this a r esult of conscious status 

elevation by physicians as a corpor ate body? 

(20) The marks of status of the private architect are differ ent f r om those 

of the salar ied architect . 

(21) The position of the salaried architect who vets the designs of other 

architects (pr ivat e) on behalf of a local authority r equires re'search . 

In the eyes of laymen this implies a judgment based on status . In 

fact it is not , but merely a fortuitous r esult of social change . 

(22) The r easons fo r the establishment of an architects ' department by a 

municipality can be shown to r est largely on opinion and not on fact . 

~hese organisation s are per haps not as permanent as they appear . 

(23) Rapid t echnical change must give increasing social value to knowledge

skill . Steadily impr oving performance in this direction is essential to 

t he architect if status is to be llaintained , let alone enhanced . 

Efficiency will become increasingly the test of status . His role must , 

therefor e, become increasingly that of expert . 

(24) It is the role of t he architect t o be knowledgeable in the purpose of 

buildings, in materials, techniques , and administration . His status 

depends on his capacity t o play the r ole of being knowledgeable in these 

things . Fr om this angle status becomes a question of efficiency . 

(25) The architect is failing in efficiency through not being educated 

appropriately t o the social situation . The adverse critici~n which is 

voiced by the world of action is evidence for this . 
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(26) The trends in the pr esent culture indicate that the architect must 

adopt an increasingly analytical appr oach to building . 

(27) The architect's pr esent positi on is that whilst being technologically 

backward he is in a situation where progressively greater effici ency in 

knowledge-skill will be demanded of him. The architect is in an un

satisfactor y position as far as t r ained capacity to play his role is 

concerned . 

(28) A lowering of status will continue until arrested by proved performance . 

( 29) Because of the difficulty of being an expert in all aspects of building 

the architect may fall back on the idea that his r ol e is essentially 

that of co-ordinator . He will t end to claim this increasingly as not 

only mast ery but even compr ehension of all the techniques of bui l ding 

becolI es mor e and mor e unattainable . 

(30) The architect's dilenuna is that knowledge- skill is increasingly the 

main support of status . This the architect cannot have in specialist 

degree . If, however, he pr ofesses to be an expert in co-ordination he 

foregoes the r eason f or his exist ~~ce : his position as master-designer . 

(31) There are signs that architects may be supplanted by others as the 

leaders of building . 

(32) Present pressures of speed and economy f orce t he architect pr ogr essively 

further away fr om t he creative and intellectual areas of his work and 

deeper i nto administration . 

tant t han creative ability . 

knowledge-skill . 

Prof essional expertise becomes mor e impor

This becon,es a substitute f or genuine 

(33) The architect's view of his own role i s variable in its emphasis on 

several different images . Of these, the r ol es of artist and businessman 

ar e diametrically opposed and society expects this opposition . Society 

has an image of the architect containing contradictions . This is ex

tren ely important because it is the likely cause of the ambivalences of 

t he architect ' s own attitudes . 

(34) The value of beauty i n buildings is structured into our cultural pattern . 

This justifies the architect ' s r ol e as creative artist . This is the 

essential r ole of the architect . 

(35) The trends in our society may cause an increasing number of architects 

t o lean toward the businessman r ole . 
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U6) The public has a variety of images of the architect, with various 

status-ratings . The precise relation between these images and the con

cepts of r ole held by the architect requires r esearch . 

(37) The swings of erilphasis in the concept the architect's r ole possibly 

bear close relation to some ·i rreconcilable characteristics in the values 

syst em of society . Research might illuminate both the architect ' s and 

the public's attitudes . 

(38) Constant shifts in the r ole of the architect weaken his status . This, 

however , must be seen on the background of the status instability 

general in our society . 

(39) The status and r ole of the architect are somewhat uncertain and ambiguous 

This affects adversely his perfor mance, frequently requiring him to act 

in a situation which is not adequately defined . The resultant doubtful 

performance is matched by an ambivalence of attitude to the architect 

on the part of the public, and this ambivalence tends further to obscure 

the architect ' s status rating in his own eyes . 

(40) The degree to which the architect is alienated from his work requires 

research . The myth is th~t he finds satisfaction in his work and 

theref ore he should be regarded as in a different category from many 

white collar workers who have clearly suffered job alienation . The 

facts of the architect ' s day-to -day life nmy not support the myth . 

(41) full sociological study of the architect iK required . 



CHAPTER Xli . 

CONCLUSIONS . 

The chapter-by-chapter conclusions have already been set down and these 

will not in general be repeated here. This chapter attempts to isolate con

clusions whi~h cut across the entire field of research, and therefore looks at 

the whole subject from a somewhat higher viewpoint than that adopted for the 

conclusions incorporated in the various chapters. 

In some aspects this chapter enters the sphere of value judgment. 

Some of these judgments are explicit but some are implicit. To some extent 

the chapter is geared to the world of action, an implicit value judgment being 

that the sociology of building is useful in its application to the problems 

daily presented to those involved in building. But only to some extent. The 

underlying basic intention of the research remains constant: to find out how 

the scientific methods developed by the social sciences can expose the nature 

of the building-process. Whilst the result of this may be useful in the prac

tical world. the motivation is disinterested. This disinterestedness is vital 

to a developnent of the subject along sound lines. 

The conclusions in this chapter do not in general go into detail for 

the very good reason that the subject is not adequately advanced for detail. 

It aims rather at this stage to record major ideas, leaving detail to later 

research. 

There is also a speculative element in this chapter. Speculation is 

not science, but it can provide points of departure for scientific exploration, 

and it can supply the imaginative impetus essential for any sustained research. 

It may be added that the questions of value judgment and speculation 

are matters which belong properly to this stage of the study, and to a stage 

which may follow, rather than to the earlier stages of data collection and 

classification. 

In carrying out the research for this study the order of work was 

first to set up a rough framework of theory and secondly to collect the data 

from actual buildings, organisations and individuals. This method was neces

sary because the framework was an essential analysis required to show where 

the data should be sought. The fortunate situation wherein the evidence can 

first be collected and classified, and then a theory formulated, proved un

satisfactory in building analysis because of the difficulty of determining 
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f d t . t b d d A structure of theory, of how-precisely what kind 0 a a ~s 0 e recor e • 

ever crude a kind, is therefore required before data-collecting can begin. 

The theory serves the purpose of priming the process. Once that has been 

done, however, there is no reason to maintain this order of procedure in the 

conclusions which follow. 

As a preliminary observation, it is necessary to record that through

out this study, in contact with all sorts of individuals in the building in

dustry, it has been repeatedly observed that there is an urgent need for 

greater precision of thought and expression. Many sections of the industry 

have no channels of communication with other sections, or if they have the 

channels, they are not articulate in the ways that are appropri~te . to their 

use. It is very difficult for an architect to communicate intelligently with 

a bricklayer, and it is no easier for the bricklayer to be sure that he can 

make his meanin~t~the architect (1). Failure of communication is not con-

fined to building but is present in many aspects of our culture, and there 

is evidence that it is increasing. This is mentioned not in adverse criticism, 

but as a warning that we shall meet difficulties in communication when we try 

to collect data about building. It is therefore desirable to state data in 

mathematical or other uneguivocal terms whenever possible. 

In order to understand the sociology of building we must use the 

building itself as evidence. This evidence we must be careful to look at 

objectively, factually and scientifically, taking precautions against the 

danger of accepting as data explanations which we may read into the situation 

from our own experience. This danger is ever present because of the extreme 

difficulty of getting accurate information about viaal decisions. It is a 

danger which has beset the study of buil ding for a very long time, often 

in concealed ways. Of these concealed ways a very common one is the mis-

reading of a simple institutional causation for an aesthetic intention. A 

safeguard against this is never to look for, much less accept, a psychological 

explanation until all efforts have failed to uncover a cultural explanation. 

This means we must not attribute a feature of a building to aesthetic intention 

(1) Mere talking to a.bri~klayer on t he site cannot be regarded as an adequate 
c~annel of commun~cat7on. But even this is not as satisfactory as it 
~ght be because of d~fferences of thought-habit, vocabulary and behaviour 
patterns. 
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until we are quite certain that it cannot be have been caused by the effects 

of legal controls, economics, convenience of erection etc., or a combination 

of these . By this technique the masklllg of objective fact by subjective 

response can largely be prevented. This does not imply the whittling away 

of the aesthetic content of a building: it merely means the accurate cir

cumscribing of its legitimate field. It is essential for the scientific 

analysis of building that aesthetic should be prevented from ramifying into 

areas of thinking where it has no place and where it can do positive harm by 

vitiating the thought-processes which are proper to these areas. 

In formulating a sociology of building a crucial difficulty is en

countered in the problems connected with collecting the basic data . The 

building itself is the visible evidence: our difficulty lies in reading this 

evidence. The question which we must ask continually is : why is this aspect 

of the building like this? Our problem is to answer this question without 

ambiguity or guess, but with precision and certainty . This search for firm-

ness leads us directly to the examination of the decision-making process , and 

it is a major conclusion that the essential data which we require will be 

found in this area . The decision-making process is cardinal in examining 

building sociologicallz. 

In the decision-making process it is the conditioning factors of the 

decision which are significant. It is precisely these which it is difficult 

to isolate and record accurately, because of the nature of building which 

requires the efforts of many different individuals, the passage of considerable 

lengths of time and which has multiple connections with society at large. In 

terms of sociological method the primary difficulty is to discover how to ob-

tain accurate information about the conditioning factors of any given decision . 

The technique of questionnaire, for example, is of little use because of 

difficulties such as the tendency to rationalise, desire to save face and the 

lapse of time between decision and questioning. At this present stage there 

appears no other solution to this problem other than the collection of 

decision data by the individuals who make the decisions . at the time they 

make them. This method, although presenting difficulties of training, 
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availability of time and capacity for discriminating between the significant 

and the unimportant, alone seems capable of providing data whose authenticity 

can be relied upon. As a practical matter, we need in~ividuals," architects', 

financiers, contractors~ who will set about systematically collecting records 

of decisions just as botanists collect plant specimens. 

FIVE. 

In recording a decision the decision-maker, or the observer, should 

use a technique to include the following. All known factors influencing the 

decision should be recorded in the order in which they oacurred to the de

cision-makers. This is important because of the light it may later shed on 

the reasons for the decision. These factors should be recorded as they 

appear and not later in the meeting or discussion when there may be a tewp

tation to edit them or put them in 'logical' sequence. All preliminary de

cisions must be recorded, although they may have been later abandoned. The 

final decision in which action will be taken should be recorded together with 

a comment as to which factors have been the major influences on the decision 

and which have had no influence. Any attempts at rationalisation after the 

decision has been taken should be recorded. Where a conditioning factor is 

latent only and not manifest, such as a factor lying in the education of the 

architect, this should be recorded and supported with whatever evidence may 

be available. 

SIX . 

The sociological study of building requires a framework of sociological 

theory in order to give assurance that the total picture, and not just a part, 

is brought into, and held in view. It is essential that the subject should be 

safeguarded against narrow interpretations which can easily occur 'if sociologi

cal method is applied intensively to a part of the subject such as the users' 

requirements of buildings without an adequate background of theory. Sections 

of the subject must be seen in their relation to the whole and it may be 

suspected that many sections cannot be adequately dealt with except in this 

way. The architect" s 'functional requirements of buildings' cannot in fact 

be taken very far without some concept of the total sociology of building 

for the very good reason that the building is in reciprocal relation with the 

culture as a whole. 
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s~. 

Any such framework is not to be regarded as absolute but only as a 

tool to be changed in the light of further knowledge. There are, no doubt, 

several ways of making a framework of this kind using the available concepts 

of the social sciences. The one used in this study, based on the idea of 

.groups of institutions, although having certain limitations which are dealt 

with later, does successfully ensure that all aspects of the building and the 

building process can be categorised. This allows building to be examined 

systematically without the danger of major aspects being overlooked. and per

mits a paradigm of buil ding to be formulated as a guide to decision-making 

on a rational basis. as a tool for seeing buil ding in a balanced way as a 

whole. and as a method of applying scientific criticism to existing buildings. 

EIGHT . -
The framework used, consisting of institutions, change, status and 

role, needs in the next stage of research to be amplified by: 

(1) A study of the interactions between the various institutional complexes. 

(2) An attempt to describe the configuration of our culture in its rele
vance to building. 

(3) A functional analysis of building in sociological terms. 

These are major pieces of r esearch required to refine the instrument. Their 

absence, however, at this stage does not in any way invalidate the effective-

ness of the framework that has been developed, but these additions would 

allow the subject to be penetrated furth er in depth. 

NI}jE. 

The methodological purpose of the theoretical framework is to allow 

the data to be classified so that the true nature of the items of data can 

be recognised in whatever form they may appear. This allows the participants 

in building to r ealise the institutional group to which any aspect of the build 

ing or the process belongs and the r efor e to know how to act. Accurate clas-

sification along these lines should make it possible to rationalise the decis~ 

making process and to construct logical procedures which rall render some 

decisions virtually automatic. This is in line with the trend in other subjects ) 

business. military studies and even politics, in which it seems likely that 

tha advances in cybernetics , communication theory. neurology and psychology 

will make formalised decision techniques common practice in the next twenty 
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or so years. 

T~. 

Many decision-processes in building are at present too expensive and 

too often repetition of decision occurs because of the absence of systema

tisation and lack of the equi~nent necessary for economical decision-making. 

Many decisions are not intrinsically as difficult to take as they appear 

because of defective methods . Simplification of decision-making techniques 

for certain kinds of decision will be increasingly forced upon all partici

pants in the building process by the rising cost of labour, whether that labour 

is high or low on the salary scale. What is operative as an economic pressure 

jn the relationship between a routinised decision which can be arrived at very 

quickly and a decision which is a 'one off' and takes much longer. 

Ern~. 

That part of the r esearch which dealt. with the collection of data 

from the decision-making process brings out very forcibly the fact that not 

only is this process the key to obtaining the basic material evidence for 

the sociology of building, but also that it is the decision-making which 

is the most expensive, complex, non-rational and obscure part of the entire 

building process. Specialised techniques have been applied for some time to 

the problems connected with getting decisions carried out: improved office 

routines, improved conlllunications, the standardisation of workshop practice, 

attention to managerial methods, work study and even techniques for psycho

logical welfar e . But no comparable advance has been made in the area of 

decision-making. which is now becoming disproportionate in cost. The question 

of the cost of decision-making is r elated closely to the time factor in 

building. AS the building process takes longer in the preparatory effort 

necessary before site work can start and as building projects get larger in 

scale there will be increasing pressure on all concerned to speed up the 

process. This pressure will work together with the high cost of decision

making and will be a further inducement to the routinisation of as many 

decisions as possible. 

Th~L~ . 

If decisions are to be increasingly taken over by formalised routines 

and electronic equipment such as computers, the question arises of how far 
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thesa techniques can penetrate into the design process in building . We can 

already syphon off the 'fixed' decisions. In the long run we must be prepared 

to face the question of whether those decisions - oft0n aesthetic - which 

are alleged to be taken intuitively can also be dealt with by some kind of 

machine . In support of thi s idea we have the views of some workers in 

cybernetics and other related fi elds that all processes of which the mind 

is capable can be r eproduced by a machine . ~Je do not reaily accept this idea 

because it is contrary to certain elements in the cultural configuration of 

our society. We have instit utionalised a diChotomy between the rational and 

the intuitive; betweon the scientific and the artistic; between the physical 

and the spiritual . But these dichotomies are cultural and can be explained 

by reference to the nature of our culture . There is no proof that they are 

psychological antitheses arising from the basic natura of man unconditioned 

by cultural factors . If this is true , there is no r eason to suppose that in 

theory a ' machine' cannot be made which would be capable of taking decisions 

in the aesthetic field of building . 

THIRTEEN . 

The use of computers is now conruon in scientific, military, business , 

engineering, accountancy and actuarial fi elds . An advantage of the computer 

is not onl y that it is fast er and th er ef ore allows calculations to be made 

which would have otherwise taken too long to be useful , but also that it 

all ows new refinements of r elationships to be stated mathematically. This 

will have an important bearing on t he financial aspects of building , since 

it will nlake possible a much closer analysis of the comparative costs of 

alternative methods of design . This is very difficult to do for a major 

building project at present because of the multiplicity of r elationships 

between the various possibilities of materials and methods etc . The conlputer 

is well suited to this kind of r efined calculation and can provide the answers 

quickly enough for them to be used. A trend in this direction appears in

evitable . 

FOURTEEN. 

Decisions can be divided into two classes : those that depend on 

fixed it~ils and which ar~ made outsi de the individuals and groups concerned 

with building, and those ~iCh &llow options to these individuals and groups 
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concerned with building, and those which allow options to these individuals 

and groups. The fixed decisions are those 'given' by laws. by-laws and other 

statutory enactr ents which permit of no variation. Decisions of this kind 

can be modified only thr ough the institutionalised machinery set up for change 

by the society. In practical life the time taken for such a' procedure _"llo\:, 

to operate is so lengthy that such decisions are are effectively 

regarded as fixed. Decisions which are 'open' concern such things as struc~ 

methods. materials . clients' re9uirements. choice of contractor or of method 

of selecting him. symbol . aesthetic . Both kinds of decision are important 

sociologically, the first kind because of their relation to the structure 

of society and the second because of their particular significance in regard 

to the behaviour of individuals when presented with alternative possibilities 

of decision. 

FIFTEEN 

Those decisions for which there are options may be graded according 

to th0 breadth of option pr esenting itself . The architect, faced with the 

problem of choosing a wall-cladding material for a block of flats, may 

appear to have many possibilities open to him. In fact, however, the economics 

of the situation, the availability of the various alternative materials, speed 

of erection and many other factors may lDnit his effective choice very 

severely. It is very important, therefore , when trying to understand how a 

building comes to be built as it is, to find the degrees of restriction on 

the optional decisions of the designer. These r estrictions, taken with those 

decisions which are outside the designer's power to change , may indicate that 

the designer has had very little scope indeed for choice. This may well be 

the case for such building-types as multi -story flats and offices built in 

high density city locations, and such a diagnosis would lead us to suspect 

that we cannot look for an improvenent in building through any single specific 

approach. such as a change in the education of the architect. but must have 

regard to the total sociological situation of the whole building process. 

SIXTEE 

The areas in which decisions have to be made in building are not con

stant. The Gothic architect had no problem of selecting a style for his 

building. The Roman architect had only two major structural systems from which 
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to choose. In many periods and places such things as style, materials, 

decoration, scale , finishes and colours have been largely fixed for architect, 

builder and craftsn an . -,'le may therefore conclude that. after allowing due 

latitude for the availability of materials and variations in physical conditions
l 

like clinillte . the areas of deci~ion in building are culturally determined . 

If the culture is not highly developed technologically we may expect decisions 

to be r equired only within narrow limits. If the culture is very highly 

developed in its technologies we may expect a corresponding widening of the 

field of decision . Because of the rapidlY accelerating pace of our technology 

it is predictable that thb field within which any building decision is to be 

taken will become progressively larger and the decision therefore more difficult 

and possibly slower. This may lead to the designer imposing self-limitation 

of choice upon himself. Such a solution cannot in the long run be satisfactory 

because of the many points of contact between building and the cultur e as a 

whole. It could lead. if generally practised by designers. to an ossification 

of building, and to the institutions and mores connected with it being con

verted into a sub-culture within the larger configuration. 

SEVENTEEN 

In collecting the data for the decision-making process it has been 

obe~rvable that confusion of thought and lack of understanding of the real 

nature of the conditioning factors of decision are often present. It is also 

observable that these characteristi cs are not necessarily due to a lack of 

intelligence on the part of the decision-makers. It rather appears that con

fusion in the process is to be laid at the door of a total social situation 

which, particularly in a time of rapid change, has in it many contradictory and 

even irreconcilable elements . Thus in a period of heavy emphasis on the legal 

control of the individual's actions we must inevitably find laws and by-laws 

which are incompatible in letter and intention; under conditions of rapid 

technical change we must encounter at the decision stage Cl situation of lag 

in sonle of the conditioning factors; we must expect to find different emphases 

in the interpretation of the individual's role in a culture in which status 

is achieved and not ascribed and therefore is in some of its aspects ambiguous. 

These difficulties, appearing as problems to the decision-maker, are integral 

parts of the decision situation, and they cannot be avoided. 'rhe decision

maker cannot put them aside as having no bearing on his subject without running 
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the risk of making a decision which will be inadequate to meet the cultural 

situation . Nor can the decision-maker 1 pUt society right 1 so that these 

difficulties do not constitute a part of his decision . The decision-maker 

t k t t comprehend the nature of these difficulties and to can, however, a e s eps 0 

understand the cultural and sociological reasons for their presence . Such 

knowledge would safeguard him against irrational r espon ses to stimuli he does 

not understand, and would allow him to direct his energies intelligently to 

specific goals, The conclusion seems inescapable that decisions taken on 

the basis of the hunch will give increasingly poor results in decision-making, 

and that, if it is therefore admitted that the decision-maker must approach 

the decision r ationally . ne must be equipped with an adequate knowledge of the 

sociology of the situation within which he must perform . This does not 

eliminate the need for good judgment; its purpose is to ensure that the 

material on which the good judgment must work is sound and complete . 

EIGHTEEN . 

Conscious comprehension of the nature and working of the institutional 

order is particularly significant for education in building. Architectural 

education has graduated from the simple inculcation of behaviour patterns to 

the so-called rational approach whereby the student is taught to review the 

facts available, to consider the options which present themselves and to select 

from the various possibiliti0s a solution which can be defended by rational 

argument . This is an advance on the older approach, but we must still remernber 

that this method is itself an institutional structure and that therefore the 

student is not consciously being informed about the institutional order as a 

whole . The educational approach remains largely locked 1 blind 1 in the insti-

tutional situation and in this respect it is just as 1 advanced 1 or 1retarded1 

as the society itself . It is not therefore to be expected th~t Ineaningful 

progress will be made in building.by way of architectural education until this , 
is reali sed and corrected . It ffiust al~o be said that if this is corrected 

a major change in the very nature of education will be involved, since edu-

cation, thus far, in our societal development, has served the essential pur

pose of conserving . 

NINETEm~. 

If we wish to break through this educational ceiling it is possible 

we might do so by basing architectural training on the sociology of building. 
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If this were done, it would mean that the st udent would have to be thoroughly 

exposed to the subject , particularly to th~ institutional side of it , and he 

would have to be trail ad to ap,-roach all action analytically . This means in 

educational matters a rigorous intellectual and scientific approach of a kind 

which would not fit into the present irrational mixture of science, tradition 

and professional expectise . The approach also has the difficulty that it 

would not produce the type of professional individual that has come to be 

expected ~d' therefore resistb.nce frolll the profession vlOuld be inevitable , 

since reality and image would not coincide . On the other hand the method 

might well open door s to new knowledge . As the idea that architectural 

education could be based on a sociology of building is only a by- product of 

this study, this is not the place to pursue the question of how it could be 

done in detail . But t he guess may be hazarded that it would revolutionise 

the general approach and would perhaps put some armour on the Achille s ' heel 

of architectural education: the theory of design . 

TWEl'JTY. 

There is much to be said for the view that the scientific institutional 

complex is more important to building in the present context of r apid technical 

and social change than is the educational complex. Rapid adjustment to change 

seems more likely to take place in the scientific institutions than in the 

educational , because the latter are very closely tied to the status quo by 

way of controll ing associations such as professional, political and business 

groups whose interests are entrenched and whose resistance may be the cause of 

serious lag in the institutional order . It therefore seems desirable that much 

more scientific work should be done in building and for this purpose we should 

greatly increase the amount of research work and , most important , should en 

courage a climate of opinion in which research has increasingly good standing . 

We should also consider whether post-graduate education for members of the 

building team should not be carried out in scientific rather than educational 

organisations ,. in order to obtain the benefits of a more favourable institu

tional situation . 

TIIENTY -ONE 

The f act that we have been able to show t hat the building has a 

separate and independent relationship with six different groups of institutions 
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(own complex, economic, governmental, scientific, educational and expressional) 

leads to the conclusion that building is more widely and deeply involved with 

the institutional structure of society than are some other activities , such 

as for exrunpla, th8 manufacture of motorcars or the distribution of food . 

It is not possible to measur e the degree of involvement mathematically, but it 

seems r easonable to say that building is one of the most deeply involved of 

all human activities with the institutional order, and to conclude from this 

than an appreciation of the nature and working of the institutions is of 

particular importance both to an understanding of building and to action in 

this context. In a homogeneous society with a slow rate of change such an 

understanding can be largely subconscious without loss of effectiveness . The 

institutional pattern is learned, as it wer e by rote , by the individual and 

he follows it implicitly . In a society in which change is rapid the pattern 

becomes blurred and definition must be given by specific , conscious compre

hension . The more complex the institutional situation the more important 

this is . In building it means that the individual must not be taught a 

beahviour pattern 'blind' - even the pattern of rational approach to his 

problems since this is also an institutional structurd - but he must be 

helped to understand how and why the pattern comes to be what it is and to 

learn how it int ersects with other pa.tternii. 

The building is institutionally definvd in its plan-form. The plan 

may be regarded as an institutiona.l pattern . We must note, however, that the 

patterns which the institutions give us do not exist for new bUilding-types. 

These new plan patterns are developed either on largely rational lines or by 

the process of modifying an existing and already known pattern . 

TWENTY - 'l'HREE • 

The building is institutionally defined in its appearance . This means 

that we have expectations of what a building's appearance should be . Even 

the expectation that it should be novel or original may be institutionally 

determined . The uses of materials are controlled largely by the institutional 

order both in respect of the purposes and methods of use and the combination 

of materials . Appearance covers both t he symbol and the aesthetic aspect of 

building . Symbol must be generally accepted by the society, and therefore 

institutionalised in its form, if it is to be r ecognisable . The aesthetic 
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content is perhaps the most highly institutionalised of all the elements in 

building . Failure in this direction Ineans that the aesthetic becomes esoteric 

and moves out of the orbit of the genera~ly acceptable . There can be aesthetic 

meaning only provided th r~ is firm societal agre~lent about the words of t he 

language used and about what is to be expr essed . 

TV~"Ei~TY-FOUR . 

Building procedures are institutionalised in the same way that are 

procedures in other departments of life . By this means the expectations of 

behaviour ar e met and permanence and stability are given to the behaviour 

patterns . One of our major problems is that in a period of r apid change these 

behaviour patterns have to be modified too hastily, with the r esult that the 

precise details of the new behaviour are not adequately diffused . This means 

that expectation is blurred and therefore performance is less certain . This 

difficulty militates against our constant need for ever mor e accurate and 

longer term prediction . For adequate prediction we need very precise behaviour 

patterns . Because of change thi s is difficult . ~fe have here a serious dilemma 

of our age . 

TNE1\jTY-FIVE . 

In the context of our society with its trend toward larger and larger 

economic, political and militar y blocks, its increasing scal~ of production 

and use of large units of capital , prediction of trends will become increasing

ly important . This pr i::diction must becolne mor e and mor e accurate and fast, 

and it must be effective over longer and longer periods into the future . This 

may tend to make building mor e predictably successful , but may also tend to 

eliminate the speculative element in building. The aim, from a business point 

of vi ew in our culture , is to find an area of profit whilst diminishing the 

risk to a minimum . If accurate prediction bec~ll es possible the tendency will 

be for risk to be r educed or virtually e~llinated . This may sound attractive , 
but it is risk which often makes profit possible . If the hope of profit is 

reduced , then so is the inducement to initiate and we are faced with a situation 

in which playing safe may lead to stagnation . And stagnation appears to be 

the death of our high-production, high-consumption kind of economy. 

Ti,JElIJTY-SIX . 

From the institutional analysis it emerges clearly that building is 
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involved with so many aspects of the total cultur e that it must be r egar ded 

as a product of the whol e society and not only of restricted parts of it . 

Building is not , like the atom bomb, overwhe~fiingly a product of our tech

nology . It is possible, however, that building will move incr easingly into 

the t echnological ar ea of our cultur e , and we may already be able to isolate 

f actors indicating a trend away from building r esting in the t otal culture 

to its being more narrowly based in t echnology . There are various pressures 

i n our society which would accelerate such a tr end if it became firmly enough 

established . Of these pressures not the least important is our high and 

r iling standard of living which is progressively pricing individual craft work 

out of the market . This IfiUSt force an increasing amount of all aspects of 

labour in the building process , from that of designer dovmward , first into 

the hands of the less skilled worker , and as he is progressively eliminated, 

into the automated f actory . \Vhen this stage is r eached we shall be producing 

new kinds of building and shall be developing new attitudes toward buil dings . 

Perhaps we shall come to regard buildings in very much the same way that we 

vieW motorc~rs : expendable , quickly dated , an linportant staple of the economy, 

of aesthetic inter est but not major works of art . 

TWE1~TY -SEVEN • 

This l eads to the question of v.hether the building, considered by 

itself , may be of declining i mportan ce as a work of art . The question of 

whether the building is to be viewed a s an opportunity for the ma jor artist 

is a matter of social decision . Th er e is some evidence that with the increase 

in mobility the building is diminishing in potential a 8sthetic appeal. Its 

place may be being taken by the aesthetic of motion (by whatever kind of 

vehicle ) through the landscape or towns cape . If this is a trend , and this 

idea is only t entative , it will be necessary for us to attach the aesthetic 

of building to t he l arger pr ospect: to the sweep of the vehicle moving at 

high speed across thu landscape . Cultures place t heir aesthetic emphases 

in differ ent areas : we still have to find the ar ea pr0ferr ~d by our culture . 

It is probably not in building, but it may prove to be an ar ea in which build_ 

ing can be of significance . 

T ·f.El~TY -EIGHT . 

Any culture in any age has certain nodal points around which its 
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psychological energies are nucleated . In our time and culture these are 
perhaps: space flight; atomic investigation and the application of the find

ings ; the r esearch in genetics; the r esearch into the nature of the brain, 

nervous system and thought itself by neurology, psychology , semantics and 

cybernetics ; and the developments in electronics - automation , computing 

equipment and thinking machines . These things will increasingly stir the 

imagina tions of the generations to come : these are the nodes of future 

psychological nucleation . The days in which the society at large can feel 
any thrill about buildings are ffioSt likely gone . The emphasis of the culture 

is in othet dir ections . This means , among other things, that the best brains 
will tend to be attracted into subjects other than those connected with build
ing . This t r end is already with us in the shape of tremendous competition 

by students to favour these subjects which are the darlings of the age . The 

only way of bringing building into the psychologically dominant sphere of our 

culture would appear to lie in the direction of a totally new approach to 

building. using all the potential of our culture to this end . 

TWEl'lTY -NHiE . 

In addition to the nodal points mentioned in the last section we must 

note the rising interest in the social ~ciences . As science and applied 

science advance with incr~asing r apidity , the lag which exists in the non
scientific sectors of the culture must become progressively obvious and in

creasingly embarrassing. The idea is already common that our political 

ability f alls far short of our technical skill in armament production . It 

is clear that we know a great deal J ore about the world of physical phenomena 

than we do about the nature and structur e of human society . The development 

of applied science in the technologi8s must increasingly force the attention 

of our society into the are,'.. s of knowledge in which lag exists - the sciences 
dealing with man himself - because it will be in these areas that our failures 
will multiplY. 

THIRTY . 

Institutionsdo not 'progress ' as does science . That is to say change 
in an instit'ltion is not of the same order as the change in scientific theory 

brought about by the discovery of a new fact . The new fact can be verified; 

it can be shown that it does not fit into the present theory, and the theory 
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can be modified, in a self-proving way, to accommodate the new fact . There 
does not seem any indication whatever that there is in the nature of the 
institutional structur e of society any similar self-proving system of advance . 
An institutional situation may be modified but ther e is nothing to compel 

iclprovement of a self-evident kind. For this reason it is very imp9rtant for 
building that scientific tools should be applied to the whole institutional 

structur e of society. Only by the acquisition of scientific knowledge about 
our institutional order can we hope to provide the essential data on which 
the value judgments necessary for meaningful societal improvement can be based . 

THIRTY -ONE . 

Equally with institutions . aesthetic standards do not ' progr ess' . 

It may be questioned whether in aesthet i c content our painting has advanced 
at all since palaeolithic man . This factor is very important when we r emember 

the heavy scientific emphasis of our culture . We ar e ready to accept a scien

tifically authenticated f act , but we find difficulty in understanding the 
aesthetic and can find no common ground in the culture for universal agreement . 

As a r esult , aesthetic expression is retreating into increasingly fragmented 
scc.tor s . 'which have meaning only for small groups and not for society as a 

whole . This very much wc:akens all those who are in any way involved with 

aesthetic , particularly vis-a-vis the self- proving progress of the scientists . 
In terms of building . the significance of this situation lies in the sphere of 

the architect . He seems only able to match the discoveries of science with the 
arbitrary swings of largely private aesthetic preference . In such a contest 
there is no doubt who will win . The sociology of the aesthetic in our time 
is a major subject for r esearch . 

THIRTY-TVW. 

In a 8li~ilar way it is doubtful whether there is very much progress 
in our general attitude toward design as [1. whole . We like to think that there 
is development in a dir ection vaguely hoped to be good . We must bear in mind 
in this connection the tendency toward illogical exaggeration which is a 

characteristic of human cultures . We sometimes develop fill idea reasonably up 
to a certain point and then encourage it to ramify into areas where it has 

no logical use . Glass facades to domestic buildings are perhaps of this kind . 

The light -weight all-glass facade is a very intelligent answer to the problem 
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of cladding the skyscraper, but when it appears in house design by a sort of 

process of infection we must look for explanations other than r eason . Ther e 

are those who think that in general our culture moves in the direction of 

increasing rationality . It would be diff icult to show t his in t erms of the 

building activity of, say, the last fifty years . The conclusion is forced 

on the observer that many element s of th E: building are the r esult not of 

rational analysis but of arbitrary preference based on little more than 

swings of fashion . 

THIRTY-THREE . 

The dichotomy between art and science is of diminishing meaning in a 

cultural configuration which is changing r apidly in the direction of accepting . 

the scientific world-theory . If, as the evidence strongly suggests, we ar e 

in the: process of abandoning the cultural patt ern which has been the shape 

of European culture since Graeco-Roman time s and the world view which is the 

charact eristic of that pattern, and in exchru1ge are putting in its place a 

hunlanist world view based on the validity of science, the dichotomy science

art will disappear and art will become both a product and an expression of 

the new world- theory . In cultural terms, t he history of the last f ew centuries 

certainly shows trends involving the captur e by the new world vi ew of an 

increasing number of areas of the old cultural patt ern . Incr easingly sections 

of the culture once dominated by intuition , hunch, precedent and custom have 

surrendered , and it seems likely that our culture is in the process of evolving 

a unitary world order based on science . I t goes without saying that we shall 

not li~e this change and that we shall r esist it . In building this r esistance 

may take the fornl of increasingly hectic plunges into esoteric aesthetic 

attempts to deny the validity of the new cultural pattern . Such attempts will 

be mere reactions , each a contra-oscillation t o the last . In the end th ere 

must emerge an aesthetic based in the new cultural pattern and of validity 

to the society as a whole . Reformulation may well take place on a very much 

lowered l evel, when regarded from certain viewpoints in our present culture . 

The need for a syst ematic aetiology of building form is brought out 

by the institutional analysis . Onl y if we understand exactly how a bUilding 

form has come to be , can we compr<.;hend buil ding i n a balanced way . The 

t:ecording of change as a method of approach to t he history of building is not 

therefore adequate by itself . ~'fe IflUSt s eek out all the factors that bring 
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a change about if we are to achieve a r eal understan, ~ ing of how building 

forms come into being, change and · finally disappear . Ne must recognise the 

symptoms and understand the causes . 

THIRTY-FOUR. 

Change , whet her ill the t echnical or the social sphere, r aises the 

question of desirability . Are W0 to r egard a given change as good and 

therefore assist It, or if we r egETd i t as bad, are we to resiEt it? This 

ia a very major question , having many aspect s . One aspect concerns our 

ability to arrive at an adequat e 0valuation . It is easy to have an opinion ; 

but th ere is no proof that the opinion h8ld is rblev~t to the change consider-

ed. For example, we might compare cities of today with towns of yester day 

and, bearing mind the change to rapid transport , suburban living , commuting , 

. might conclude 
civic consciousness , noise, boredom and juvenile dellnquency/that tne changes 

that have taken place in the urban environment in , say, the last hundred 

should have been r esisted . But such a point of view would be ridiculous . On 

the counts of health, longevity, education , conditions of work, opportunities 

for leisure , housing accommodation , wealth , reduction of destitution the city 

is an incomparably better place for far larger populations than it was . Yet 

many changes connected with these improvements were resisted for often what 

appeared to be good reasons . A ma,jor conclusion , therefore , in this matter 

of value judgments is to question our capacity , particularly in a time of 

rapid and widesprbad change , to arrive at value judgments that are sound . 

Obvious conclusions are especially likel y to be suspect . A second aspect 

concerns the goals of society.. V~nat are these? How can we understand them? 

How can we IIlodify them? And in what direction? It is a task of the social 

sciences to expose the goals e~d to bring to light trends, contr adictions and 

anomalies . 

THIRTY-FIVE. 

The tacit assumption in architecture that we are moving toward some

thing better needs examination . It is part of the ethos of the time.. The 

rapidity of change in other parts of the cultUre will tend to increase the 

speed of change in building mid we may already be in a situation where we are 

ready to encourage change for no better reason than that everything else is 

in flux . An impor tant piece of needed research in this regard is an exam-
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ination of t ho atti tudes t oward the various bui lding-types in differ ent 
cultur es, particul arly in r~ spect of the influences th~t t he se attitudes 

have on buil ding design . 

THIRTY-SI X. 

Ther e is a good deal of evidence of l ag and r esistance to change 

t hroughout the buil di ng industry . ~s l ags increas8 ~r ea s of pot entially 

gr eat er profit t han normal will appear and will at t r act attention . As such 

ar eas ar e increasingly \'ior ked in the l ags will bE: di lninished . The span in 
which t his situati on exists extends from the format i on of t he archit ect by 

his f orf.1al and i nf or mal educat i vn , t hr oue;h t he organi sation of t he construc
tion industry, to t he 0i;er ative on t he site . Th e ar ea which building occupies 

in the cul ture as a whol e i s so l arg8 that any elements i n building which show 

l ag for t oo long will run t he risk of loo sing their place and wil l find that 
their previously enjoyed monopoly of an i nstitutionally held position is not 

mer ely challenged but has actually disapPGar ed . The craft union which is too 
rigid in its at t itudes may l ose complet ely by indirectly forcing the emergence 

of alternative met hods which bypass the union altogether . The architect is 

also in t hi s posit i on. Excessive rigidity may l oose t he design of building 

to him and put it in the hands of other s vlho ar e better r el at ed to the actual 
institutional situati on . Change may be r esisted, but history is litt er ed 

with lost causes . 

THIRTY -SEVEt~ . 

The eff ect of per si st ence , r igi dity and l~g i n t he present cultural 
context is to protect t he exist i ng anachr onistic syst em of buil ding . The 

whole syst em is such a compl ex web of i nstitutional r el ation ships that the 
perpetuation of situation s which in ot her department s of l i f e have long since 

suffered change is made possible . It may be predict ed, perha ps , thr.t this 
situation will al t er wit h increasing r apidit y as change t akes place in mor e 

and more aspects of buil ding . Ther e will come a point in this process wher e 
t he balance of rigidity and l ag i s so dimi nished that the r enaining ar eas 

due for change succumb with even greater speed . This wi l l mean even great er 

strain will be placed on indi viduals sub,jE:ct ed t o t he i ncreasing pr~ ssure s . 

The sooner, t her efor e we can bui Ld i nto our educ.:.tional syst em a specific 
method of inculcating the idea t hat change is normal and must be adjust ed to 
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the sooner we shall have a building industry with a coherent institutional 

and attitudinal structur :: capable of matching the l evels r eached by other 

sections of the culture . ~v'e need not worry too much about th e problem 

of r esisting what we way r egurd as undesirable change . ~v'e find resistance 

to change relatively easy; this pr esent s little difficul ty . Ad,justn ent to 

change , however, we find di f f icul t and i t is i n thi s ai r ection that we have 

to bend our efforts . Many of our troubles clearly stem not from failing to 

r esist change but fron an i ncapacity to adjust t o change that has already 

happened and which '!,ve are power less to modify . 

THIRTY-EI GHT. 

A S far as tha archit ect is concer ned th er e emerges from the r esearch 

as a whole t he conclusion t hat it is no longer adequate for the architect 

to r espond in a routine and stereotyped way to any institutional situation . 

Responses that have been l earned by r ot e are lik0ly to be increasingly un

r el ated to the behaviour d~landed by the i nstitutional situation and theref or e 

to prove non-effective . The alternative open to the architect is the cons

cious comprehension of t he insti tutional situation . This means that he must 

be able to understand in specific t er ms what is happening, must be able to 

classify it anci r el at e it logically t o other simi lar situations . In 0 rder 

to do this the architect needs knowledge of the social sciences . He requires 

some aCquaintance with the m~thods of sociology , social anthropology and 

social psychology ,.if he is t o r eplace I i nt uitive' md l earn E-'<i responses which 

may be no longer apiJr opriato., by r esponses b!lso:)d on specific , conscious , 

analytical thinking . 

THIRTY-NIhE. 

The idea that t he architect needs sociology in order to understand 

how people act and how they Jr.ay be expected to behave in his buildings is 

sound provided it is understood th~t this aspect is only a very small and 

limited part of the total SOCiology of buil ding . Without the rest of the 

subj ect, this part has some but not very great , valu e and it has the diffi 

culty t hat those problems which unavoidably arise in this limited field 

cannot be fully comprehended without knowledge of th tl larger configuration 

to which they belong . We must not , therefore , think that we can advance 

on the basis of eX8.<'rlinin human behaviour in the narrow 
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context of what the architect sometinlOs terms the I functional requirements of 

buildings '. The present trend of r esearch in this dir~ction is wholly good 

a s a limited objective and provided that it does not engender disillusionnlent 

at a later stage when it is found that human behaviour cannot be confined to 

the way people act but is deeply involved in goals , value judgments, attitudes 

in short to the whole on-going process of society . Nothing less that a 

total sociology of building is adequate ~s a background for such r esearch , and 

it is highly doubtful in the long run whether such research can make a ver y 

significant contribution unless it is so based . 

FORT Y. 

Building is the only ma.ior industry in '."Ihich design and production 

ar\:;: cOJ1,pletely separat ed . In u society so heavily dependent on industry for 

its life , this is a very curious fact . It is still more remarkable when 

it is remembered that our industrial D.ctivity is based on economic competition 

that is to say t he units of production Bust be financially viable to continue 

their existence . This is in contrast with an economy in which financial 

viability is not the det~rmining f actor of continued activity . In reciprocal 

relation to this f act of separ ation of design and production is the fact that 

the architect stand s aluost entirely outside the production system of manu

facturing industry , does not underst~d it end in the main does not feel very 

much sympathy with it . It is f Clir to say, th er efore , that he is alienated 

froITl one of the great structur c.l featur~ s of his society. Yet in spite of 

this he is dealing with products of the systeni and is therefore dir ecting the 

dispos,-.l of a considerable part of t h0 national we~lth . The question to be 

answered is wheth er the archit ect can long survive in a situation of this 

kind without very drastic changes in his education , his attitude to industry 

and even in his aloof professional independence which , whi lst having cer tain 

mor al advantages , perpetuates dichotomies in t he industry which the trend of 

events Iiiay well render in possible to maintain . 

FORTY-OI E. 

The manager is one of the power nodes of our society . His ar e the 

day- to -day decisions which the vast mass of peopl e have to carry out in their 

daily work . This is a highly characteristic fact of our cultur al configuration . 

The managers have prestige , power nnd r easonabl e wealth . 'l'he role is well 
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defined as a major chennel along which economic and social power can be mani

festly seen to flm-i. Inasmuch as the architect confor ms to the same patt ern 

of behaviour and can be seen to perform the same function - the managerial 

function _ he will be comprehensible to his fellows and vull be accorded a 

similar status and prestige. In our culture her e lies an avenue of success 

for th e architect . As administrator and executive he can be understood , fitted 

in a niche and accepted as a r eliable player of the institutionally defined 

role . 

FOR'l'Y-Tv~O . 

The architect himself, however, is rarely able to accept this role 

whole-heartedly and with singleness of hind . He is educated not only to this 

role (not very well) , but also to the role of creative artist . This is Cl. 

role toward which society at large has an ambivalent attitude . On the one 

hand the culture approves the artist because of his aspir ations and his 

ability to move aesthetically . On the other hand it stereotypes hDn as 

erratic, unreliable, dr~any, unknowledgeable about the aftairs of the world . 

In brief it categorises him as the opposite of th e domin~t stereotype of our 

culture : the successful , the efficient , r eliable, the energetic and the 

businesslik~ . One feels, r ather thiJ.n defines,in tht,; opposition of th ese two 

stereotypes a n~jor structural characteristic of our society - an attribution 

to cultural r ather than psychological factor s . v~atever this rift, or contra

diction lfiay be , it is clear that the archit~ct is caught across it . Society 

casts hin. in the r ol e of manager and in t he role of creative artist . Society 

also puts the se two at opposite poles , with strong approval for the one and 

ambiguous approval-disapproval for the other. The individual architect is thus 

caught in an institutional situation which must inevitably dissipate his 

energies rather than focus them effectively on the attainment of a clearly 

defined position of acquirable status and prestige . 

FORTY-THllliE . 

The broad , over all question , tharefore , t hat the architect must ask 

hliaself is where does he fit in society? Creative artist , manager, engD1eer, 

industrial designer, co-ordirator of the work of others? Into what part of 

our cultural pattern can the architect I s inter st in bringing order and 

beauty to the physical environment be fitt ed so that he can be effective as an 
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individual in the institutional framework and so that society can ensure for 

itself that the most is made of the potential benefits that the architect 

could bring if the structural difficulties of his situation were corrected? 

That situation is now unquestionably deteriorating because of the pressure of 

technological and social change . Nor is there any indication that the mere 

passing of tin~ will improve matters . The architect is in very serious danger 

of progressive alienation fronl his society , and this in an economically com

petitive culture nleans extinction . Others will be seen to perform his roles 

mor e effectively; others will try to capture his roles from him. 

FORTY-FOUR. 

Clarification of the architect 's role could come from the architects 

themselves . But for this to happen the architects would first have to agree 

amongst themselves on the r ole to be nimed for and secondly they would have 

to stick to that role in practice . This would need enfOrCelllent by some kind 

of authority along lines nltogether mor e narrow probably than those at present 

followed by professional bodies in the western world . In spite of the pes-

sUlistic view that must be taken of the likelihood of anything of this sort 

actually happening , it is probable thnt a gr eat deal could be done by the 

architects agreeing on a clearly and precisely defined role for themselves 

and attempting consistently for a number 9f years to project themselves in the 

image of that role . 

FORTY-FIVE 

In the definition of his role the archit0ct faces in the present cult~ 

situation the difficulty thnt his work situ~tion is deteriorating . The rapid 

developments of technology present him with an increasingly large ar ray of new 

materials, and methods . With these he is ill-suited to deal either by 

education , or experience and his lack of contact with the realities of manu-

facture complicate matters furth er . The increasing speed of operations ~n our 

society is another f actor causing difficulty . Whilst the design of buildings 

gets more complicated and therefore takes longer we find an increasingly in

sistent demand for speed of preparation and er ection . This trend will forc e 

the architect toward greater emphasis on manag~nent and techniques of action , 

with possible detr iment of t he quality of the design of his buil dings . 
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FORTY -SIX . 

The body of knowledge being developed by soci ologists could be of 

ussistance to the architect in general by alerting him to situations wh er e 

he is in danger of making decision s which may prove socially disastrous . In 

particular it can provide him with tools for dealing with specific problems : 

systematic knowledge of how people behi..'..ve and why t hey act in the ways they 

do; techniques for examining situations methodically ; ways of identifying 

the general principles of a situation from the particular evidence. The use 

of such tools would allow the architect to r ecognise the r eal nature of a ' 

given situation and enable him to assess its value with a gr eat deal more 

accuracy than rule of thumb or hunch . 

FORTY-SEVEN . 

For this to be effective the architect must first of all acquire some 

knowledge of the body of t hought which he is going to use. In his formal 

education the architect r eceives no systematic training in the social sciences, 

but does have some contact with particular aspects of th em . If, however, he 

wishes to benefit seriously from thenl he must first learn . Secondly the 

architect cannot hope to fill both his own role and that of the sociologist 

especially as th re is evidence to suggest that the architect is trying to be 

too many things already . For the potentialities of sociology to building to 

be fully developed requires the services of the sociologist himself inside 

the building team. He must be present from the beginning of the pro.iect and 

he must continue his r esearch on it long after the architect has handed the 

building over and its occupants have well settled down to its use . It is 

doubtful whether the sociologist can make his weight adequately felt if he is 

solely used in an advisory capacity . The sociologist is not trained to action 

in the way that the architect is and is not accustomed to the same day- to-day 

pressure of action . This pressure is an undoubted major cause of hasty and 

wrong decision by the architect and it might th erefore be argued that what is 

want ed is a sociologist who is not subject to these pressures to redress the 

balance . The problem, however, lies in the fact that pressures and the un

avoidability of r esponsibility have a constantly moulding effect on the judgment , 

without which the judgment may be unable to operate in t er ms of the actual 

situation . A solution seems to be team work (not committee work) in which 

the sociologist might be given a clearly defined sector of r esponsibility in 
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the form of actual decision-making . Collective decision-making, as in the 

co~rattee , is no use fo r this purpose because the benefits of the decision-

n nking pressure playing upon the individual are lost . It would seem that the 

individual must be kept staadily under the pr essur e of decision-making, if 

his judgment is to r~nain in r easonable accord with the institutional situations 

in which he has to act . In practice this means that the ar chitect would have 

t o give up some of his authority to the sociologist . But is this any luor e 

difficult than his yielding to the str uctur al or heating engineer? In basic 

logic it is not . In the existing institutional situation, however, ther e is 

an important differ ence : if the structure of ~ building is seriously de

fective our values system looks f or someone to blaJil.e ,'md punish: if the 

failure, however, is of a sociological order such as inadequate planning for 

the use of the building, we tend not to take it so seriously and have no 

or ganised mcthod of dealing \vith the offender. This misvalue clearly needs 

correction and the sociologists can r ender an important service to society 

by continuing to point out , on the b""sis of scientific r esearch, failures 

in building and lay-out which may be categorised as sociological . To be 

fully effecti ve , however, in bringing their weight to bear on this lag in our 

values syst em they must ult imately ~lso enter the f ray of di r ect participation 

in the decision-making process of building and planning . 

FORTY - NIlIJE . 

In addition to his contribution to the building the sociologist could 

gr eatly assist the architect to an under standing of his own situation . It 

is perhaps not too soon to suggest that if the architect is serious in wishing 

to discover what r ole he can perform and how he can serve society effectively 

he should take advice from t he sociologist . He could analyse the architect's 

position in society with an unbiased view . On the basis of such a view a 

r ealisable r ole and status might be formulated for the archit ect and some of 

the contradictions and ambivalences of his posi tion eliminated . The benefits 

of a dispassionate invest igation into architectural education by SJciologists 

would appear to be enor mous . What is urgently needed is a study of the sociol

ogy of ar chitectural education as Cl. prelinunary to measur es for improving it . 

If the sociology of the architect ' s education is not understood it is impossible 

to achieve very rnuch in L~provement except fortuitously . Such a study would 

also bring to the surface iten,s of specific interest , such a s , for example , 
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the reasons why the ar chitect's intellectual contribution to his time is so 

poor, or why it is that th profession has developed no refined techniques 

for the selection of individuals for either private commissions or public 

appointments . 

FIFTY . --
The problems of the architect brought out by the r esearch lead to 

t.he question of how should the architect reorient himself? On the evidence 

presented , different views might be put forward . The following remarks are 

therefore of the or der of a personal value judgment . The most important 

points for reorientation are per haps towards greater integrity and a much 

great er emphasis on the intellectual content of the subj ect . These two are 

very closely connected since the intellectual interest is not in the long 

run .io be linproved unless it is disinterested . Intellectual interest directed 

to professional ends - increased practice or greater expertise - will be 

self-defeating both for the individual and the profession as a whole . 

Thirdly, the architect must take steps to prevent his further alienation 

from his society and to r educe the present gap . Fourthly he must use what 

the social sciences have to offer . Fifthly, he must find his role in the 

new cultural configuration . This may Illban an abandonment of his previous 

views on aesthetic and its purpose . 

FIFTY-ONE . 

The original terms of r eference of this research were somewhat dif-

ferent from those which have in f act been used . The study started with the 

intention of ' e~ning the sociological determinants of building and city 

planning' . After a certain amount of work had been done it was discovered 

that the aim could not be intelligently framed in those words or with that 

basic concept, and there was the problem of r eformulation in terms which 

would continue to be meaningful as the study unfolded (2) . At the completion 

of the study it is possible to say that the original intention is cover ed 

very simply by tthe sociology of building' . The need is to see in detail 

how the building is inunanent in the culture : how it serves society and is 

at the same time an indispensable product of it; how the nature of the on-

going social process influences the building and also how the bUilding helps 

to make that very process viable; how we build not necessarily what the society 

(2) I w indebt ed t~ R. Glass and J . Madge for assistance in helping to 
formulate the a1111 of the r esearch in mor e satisfactory terms . 
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needs for utility, but what the cultur al configuration permitsar demands; 

how we build not necessarily r ational ly in reference to what is convenient or 

useful, but logically in terms of the institutional apparatus of our society. 

There ar e no sociological determinants of building: the idea cannot be ex

pressed in this way . There is society and there is building . The yuestion 

may ther efore be rephrased : how are society and building related? This is 

the sociology of building and nothing less than this is required if we are 

to build effectively . The most important conclusion of this study is therefore 

that OUR URGENT NEED IS FOR h COMPREHENSIVE SOCIOLOGY OF BUILDING . 
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APPENDIX 1 . 

CASE STUDY PRELIMINARY DATA 

Recreational . A bar for public use on a county cricket ground 
in Britain . 

To replace dilapidated existing bar, which was a temporary wooden 
building . To provide an attraction which would enlarge attendances 
at fixtures and thereby increase t he club's r evenue . 

To provide alcoholic and non-alcoholic refreshment to members of 
the public watching the cricket matches. 

A sn~ll committee , but ef fectively the chairman of the club and 
the chairman of the supporters' club . Communication was by 
informal contact . 

To provide the largest covered space for the money available 
(initially £3 , 500, later increased to £4, 500) . The money to be 
provided from t he profits of a football club run by the supporters ' 
club . Very rapid completion f or the opening of the season was 
stipulated . 

The size of the building, its form and materials were left en
tirely to the architect . 

This was not asked for by the client but was used by the architect 
to keep reasonably within the budget and i n order to obtain the 
best appearance for the building that the money would allow. 

It will be noted that t he example chosen is a small and very simple 
building . The reason for this is the desire to achieve as brief 
a case study as possible . The case study for a major building 
would be very large and would not , because of mere size , be any 
more instructive as an illustration of the thesis, than that of 
a small building . 

The r eader will probably find the case study tedious to read be
cause of its detail . Unfortunately there is no escape from the 
f dct that the collecting of such data is a tedious process , and 
the pages which follow should be viewed in much the same light 
as a collection of ~pecimens in the natural sciences . 



CASE STUDY :. LOG OF JOB AND BRIEF COMMENT . 

(Each event was recorded immediately after 
t aking place . The events are logged in 

chronological order . ) 
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1 . Architect instructed to prepare plans for a building on a site separated 

from the cricket pitch by a service track . Architect decides to put the 

building up on stilts because he considers good vision essential . He 

thinks in terms of a prefabricated building to keep costs low, and pre-

pares the first sketch scheme: Fig . A. 

Architec t ' s choice of a certain kind of prefabricated concrete 
building determined by previous success that he had had with 
this type of building when used for a golf club house . This 
previous success, backed up by considerations of low cost and 
quick erection, was the essential point of departure in be
ginning the design of the cricket club bar . 

2 . The client changes the site and the need for stilts falls away. Architect 

further considers prefabricated buildings . He r ules out timber buildings 

because 'we don't wantE said that we have given them another hut : it 

must be a permanent-looking building.' 

Here th~re was an implied judgment that in the public's view 
timber prefabricated buildings are only huts . No doubt 
'timber building' does mean 'inferior substitute' to many 
people in Britain . 

3. Architect designs buil ding using only the prefabricated units manufactured 

by the concrete firm previously used . This is planned on a 9 ' -0' module 

and has a pitched asbestos roof: Fig . B. The drawing is sent to the 

concrete firm for detailed design and costing . The firm replies by send-

ing only their stock drawing for a sports pavilion . This is ~luite un-

suitable, largely on grounds of appearance . 

This highlights the problem of prefabrication of whole buildings . 
Any departure from the rigid st andard is discouraged, presumably 
because to depart is to put up costs without necessarily earning 
commensurate profits . In this case , however, serious departure 
was not intended since the proposal was to reassemble the standard 
parts into a non-standard whole . The failure of the firm to re
spond with some effort at costing the proposed design may per
haps, therefore , be attributable to business inertia . 

4 . Architect again attempt s to design to the standard units using a bay 

dimension of 6'-0' as this is stated by the concrete firm to be their 

economic limit . This module gives unsatisfactory elevational proportions 

and the cill height has to be 3'-3" which is too high to see out when 
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sitting in a chair . ' These difficulties are pointed out to the concrete 

firm , who make only the feeblest att empt to modify their standard parts •. 

The architect now abandons this system of prefabr ication . Fig . C. 

Poor salesmanship was a major factor here in the ultimate re 
jection of the prefabricated system . Had a reasonably help
ful response been forthcoming the building would probably have 
gone up in this system as the architect was familiar with it 
and well disposed towards it . Possibly an institutional 
rigidity is detectable in the firm~ It is clear that serial 
production of building parts imposes limitation on the number 
and variety of parts which can be offer ed , but failure to 
combine the available parts into new wholes is not prevented 
by the nature of serial production . This can only be inter 
preted as a rigidity of appr oach and lack of competition . 

Now f r eed f r om the shackles of a prefabricated building system the archi-• 
tect develops a building section with monopitch roof and purpose-made 

elements . The monopitch is selected on the grounds of aesthetic suit-

ability and the desire to put up an "interesting building" : Fig . D. 

Bitumetal (aluminium sheeting and bitumen roofing felt) selected as safe 

against cricket balls . The following roof support systems were examined 

for cost , speed of erection and appearance : Trofdek, Secodek , wire -weld 

beams and conventional steel sections . All left problems unsolved . 

Once having shaken off the idea of using a prefabricated building 
system, the architect's training allows him to see the pos
sibilities of the building and its site, and to approach t he 
problem on an altogether higher level . The advertisement value 
to the architect is also not missed . He does , however , miss 
the fact that the plan form could now be released from the 
straight jacket of the simple r ectangle. This idea remains as 
a hangover from the pr efabricated project ., What has happened 
is that the architect has approached structure and materials 
afresh , but he has not been able to be so sweeping with the 
plan form . 

6. Quantity Surveyor asked to estimate approximate cost of new scheme . The 

builder (already selected on the basis of his capacity to do a good job 

rapidly) also asked to estimate roughl y . As a result the architect is 

satisfied that the cost will not be ser iously greater than for the pre-

fabr icated building . Prefabrication is now finally abandoned because of 

poor salesmanship, low aesthetic value and no apparent advantages . 

The architect thinks he has now solved his three main problems : 
(1) good appearance (2) low cost and (3) speed of erection . In 
fact the last of these was not adequat .ely solved • 

. 7.. Architect now tackles the problem of how to support the roof sheeting . 

Timber ruled out because of cost , expensive maintenance and 'temporary' 

appearance . Final decision is for precast , post - tensioned reinforced 
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concrete columns and raked beams . These to be purpose-made by a firm 

well known to the architect. Detailed design and costs discussed with 

this supplier . Architect profiles the beam and the supplier proceeds to 

design typical beam and column • . Simultaneously architect works out 

the basic design of the building using precast reinforced concrete 

frames. 

The research for a structural system is not pushed as far as 
it might have been . Other factors , such as the need to make 
a decision and get the job moving enter in , preventing a 
really exhaustive analysis . It is noteworthy that even in 
the design of a small building the need for urgency is apt 
to rule out a thoroughly rational study of both materials 
and structure . 

8 . Architect discusses rough sketch scheme with the local authority officials . 

The official responsible for by-la\i control rules that the building 

should be classed as a "warehouse" and consequently the brick ends walls 

have to be increased from 11" to 14" in thickness •. 

This occurred because of the category into which the official 
arbitrarily thrust the building . Had the building been 
classed "domestic" t he 11" thickness would have been regarded 
as adequate for stability . · 

9. Architect now searches for t he precise dimensions of a typical bay. 

The ruling factor proves to be economy and the cheapest form of window 

is shown to be standard steel sashes grouped with steel mullions and 

transomes . In order to get the most favourable price it is assumed that 

all the sash components must be stock size . Architect carries out re-

search to get (1) good visibility of the cricket pitch for both sitting 

and standing, (2) good proportions and (3) adequate ventilation . Many 

combinations t ried before a satisfactory and economical solution reached . 

Architect also seeks for a way to avoid using the standard \dndows units , 

but fails . Architect modifies the standard french door by putting a 

solid steel panel in the lock panel , instead of glass. This has to be 

done not by the window supplier but by the general contractor because 

this is the more economical way . From this r esearch comes the height 

and width of a typical bay and the total length of the building. The 

total length is decided on as having an uneven number of bays because the 

architect prefers to have a bay rather than a column on the central axis . 

The building form is now crystallised . 

The detailed proportioning of the main elevation is here being 
determined by the limitations of standard parts . It is not 
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certain that the assumption that standard windows would prov~ 
the cheapest is correct . What is important is that.the arch1-
tect acted on that assumption . It is also interes~1ng that 
the architect wished to escape from the standard window type . 
This because the standard window has shape and proportions 
immediately recognisable, and therefore having no element of 
the novel about them . The architect' s traditional training 
comes out in his desi r e to avoid a central colunm in the main 
elevation . A younger architect might well have been glad to 
have it as showing a br eak with tradition . During this period 
of prep~ration t here was no comment from the client on the 
appearance of the building. 

10 . The local authority department of health is given access to t he plans 

and demands: staff lavatories for both sexes , staff rest room, food 

preparation room with r efrigerator, and l avatories for the public . A 

special deputation to the health inspector points out that the license 

will be on a daily basis only, for not more than 27 days in the year; 

that no food is prepared on the premises; that lavatories exist round 

the perimeter of the field and very near the bar; that the proposed 

building merely replaces an existing bar in which none of these features 

exist . 

The health inspector was clearly using the occasion of re
building to improve the general standard . The legal position 
is that so long as a building is not touched the provisions of 
the present law cannot usually be applied . Only on rebuilding 
or building anew can the full requirements of the law be in
sisted upon . This also applies to by-law provisions . 

11 . On the strength of a rather vague letter from the health inspector the 

architect decides to ignore all the demands except that for male staff 

lavatory accommodation on the grounds that this is probably the maximum 

which could be demanded . He adds a small annex to the back of the build-

ing , leaving the main rectangle of the plan intact . Subsequent events 

proved the architect's view to be correct and the health department in 

fact made no further demands . 

To some extent the architect took a r isk . It is t o be noted 
that the health department were trying to obtain a bett er stan
dard than they were legally entitled to require . The health 
inspector admitted that he had not visited the cri cket ground 
before making his demands . It is obviously important that 
standards of hygiene, structural stability and fire resistence 
shall be adequate , but it is equally important that the already 
high cost of building shall not be loaded with standards which 
are higher than strictly necessary . If each local government 
department - by-laws, planning, health etc . - increase their 
demands above the minimum the cumulative effect on total build
ing costs would be so high as to prevent some building alto
g~ther . When the demands of central government departments are 
added to those of local government a very serious increase in 
cost may r esult . This danger appears inherent in our bureau
cratic system of building control . 
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The cost of a building designed with precast pre-stressed concrete 

frame and aluminium-felt roof turns out about £300 more than expected. 

Architect calculates that the reduction of the length of the building 

by one bay would save about this amount . He refers this to the client 

who does not agree to this reduction. 

The architect was not in favour of reduction because of his 
preference for a central bay. La~er events ~ho~ed that the 
cost was to come higher than est1mated and 1t 1S therefore 
possible to say that at this stage the architect shoul~ have 
insisted on saving the bay cost of £300 . But the arch1tect 
was not at any time given an absolute ceiling for cost. 

13. A commercial firm offers to provide a flagstaff provided the gift is 

acknowledged with a small plaque. The gift is accepted. 

The familiar exchange of publicity opportunity for the pro
vision of some service or arnentity. 

14. Architect decides on bare facing brick for the inside surfaces of the 

end walls and exposed aggregate concrete slabs for the long back wall. 

All materials are now decided and the appearance of the building is 

determined: Fig. E. 

This i s partly to reduce capital costs and partly to keep 
maintenance expenditure to a minimum. The facing brick and 
the exposed aggregate also give a satisfactory aesthetic 
effect. It may be noted that this is a relatively new pos
sibility used first by the pioneers of the modern movement . 
Used by Le Corbusier and others in the 1930's, it is now, 
twenty years later, acceptable to ordinary architects and 
clients. This flag of descent' is a common phenomenon par
ticularly in aesthetic ideas. 

15. The contractor is finally decided upon by the architect and approved 

by the client, on the basis of speed of working and immediate starting. 

The price is arranged on agreed rates for the materials and labours. No 

written contract was asked for by either side. 

The architect's personal knowledge of firms, their capacities 
and personnel counted heavily here. No quantities were re
quir~d and in fact the job could not have carried the cost of 
a quantity surveyor's fees because the possible savings from 
competitive tendering could not have equalled the amount of 
the fees. This is particularly true of this job because of the 
high percentage of subcontractors' work. The method adopted 
was a quick way to a good job without undue fear of having 
unr easonable extras. A major benefit of the method was prior 
discussion between architect and contractor at the design stage. 

16. Work is begun. Before very long a hold up occurs because the precast 

concrete structural units are not ready. The foreman tells the client 

that he could have "built the columns quicker and cheaper in brick". 
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This pronouncement causes alarm in the client and the architect has to 

dispel it by explaining that the statement is not correct . 

The problem here is the passing of inaccurate information 
and uninformed opinion by lower levels in the building team. 
Some cl ients are r eady to listen to such opinion in the 
same way that sometimes more weight is given to the nursels 
opinion than to the doctor's statement . The impression often 
given to the client is that the lpractical l builder really 
knows bet ter than the l theoretical' architect . And in a 
great many matters he undoubtedly does - particularly in the 
field of the performance of materi<: ls . In matters of planning , 
appearance, choice of structural system and overall con
ception of the building he has no systematic training and no 
organised body of knowledge and his opinion can therefore be 
very misleading to a layman . This matter is an important 
one for the future of the bUilding industry as a whole . It 
appears at present to be r esolving itself substantially into 
the question of how to get all members of the team respon
sible for building to contribute their specialist skills in 
as economical a manner as possible . 

17. The steel windows, when brought on the site, do not fit in spite of 

meticulous dimensioning and adequate tolerances . 

The reasons: the steel frames varied as much as 1/2" in 
4' -0" • Inaccuracies of thi s sort in a standard product make 
nonsense of refined methods of job planning. This question 
of tolerances is of vi tal importance to the whole problem 
of the factory production of building parts . The old craft 
methods may be cheaper if factory-made parts lead to major 
adjustments on site . 

18 . The foreman bricklayer acts as general foreman. He is good at brick-

laying but not interested in joinery. 

This is one of the defects of the craft system now being 
superseded. The general foreman of the future may turn out 
to be a general mechanic rather than a tradesman having a 
smattering of a few other t rades . 

19. The building is completed. The foreman offers the opinion that he 

"didn't think much of it as a building from the drawings but now itls 

up, it isn't half bad" . 

20. The client holds a meeting with the future holder of the liquor license 

and the tea contractor . It quickly becomes clear that it is impossible 

for the two contractors to use the building simultaneously: neither will 

trust his stocks to the other . At this stage such ideas as making another 

door, dividing the bar into two parts, and making a separate counter for 

the tea contractor are discussed. Eventually the matter is settled by 

giving the tea contractor permission to bring up a trailer and place it 

next to the bar on a concrete platform to be constructed for the purpose . 
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Throughout the negotiations no mention had been made of this 
problem of the two contractors and the architect w~s quite . 
unaware of the situation . Had the facts come to llght earller 
it is certain that they would have had an important influence 
on the design of the building. Two separate rooms would have 
been required and design difficulties would have emerged. The 
client clearly failed to make his full requirements krown and 
the architect failed to draw out the information . 

2~. The client is surprised that the total cost is more than anticipated . 

It is forgotten that additions have been required by the local authority 

and additions have been requested by the clients themselves . The client 

also expresses the thought that he had hoped for a reduction in archi-

tect's fees. In fact he had not mentioned this matter.. The architect 

charged the rranimum fee permitted by the R. I .B.A.: 6%. 

Category of 
Building
Type . 

CASE STUDY A~ALYSIS BY INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXES . 

(Numbers refer to paragraphs in the log) . 

The building belongs to two institutional groups : the re-

creational and the economic . It belongs to the institutional 

group collectively known as cri cleet • It is also a commercial 

building inasmuch as it is involved in .the institutions con-

cerned with retail trade . 

It is interesting to note that when instructing the architect 

to design a 'bar and tearoom' the club committee had as back-

ground many years of having two separate rooms - one used as a 

bar, the other used as a tearoom . It appears that either no -

body drew the inference that there was more than mere chance in-

volved in this separation, or if they did see difficulty in com-

bining the two , the fact did not reach the architect . Presumably 

it did not occur to anybody that institutional difficulties 

would be met in combining the two. Nor did it occur to anybody 

to ask either the licensee or the tea contractor whether it 

would be acceptable . 

This appears to be an example of an institutional difficulty 

being missed by Joth the client and the architect , in spite of 

the evidence lying r eaily to hand during the design period. It 

is difficult to allot blame. It might be laid at the door of the 



club committee on the grounds that they should understand the 

difficulties of running the ancillary activities connected with 

cricket. Or it might be arguec that the architect should have 

brought it to light by his questioning . There was no failure 

of client _ architect relationship, but perhaps more detailed 

discussion in the early stages of the job would have been help

ful. The problem here, and this seems to apply to all building 

projects , is that of getting adequate sustained attention given 

by both client and architect at the right moment . Both are 

busy, interruptions are frequent and there is the problem of 

getting concentration from individuals who rr~y be little used 

to long sustained effort of this kind . The whole of this question 

is bound up with the difficulty of a client understanding what 

the drawings mean . He is untrained in reading drawings and may 

in fact understand a good deal less than the architect thinks . 

This may lead to the architect thinking he has client ' s approval 

when in fact the client imagines ha has given his consent to 

something quite different . 

Did this failure to understand the institutional situation 

influence the design of the building? Most probably it did . 

Had the situation been clearly grasped at the beginning the 

architect would have been r equired to produce a building having 

two separate cells , each lockable against the other . He might 

have solved this by planning a long rectangular building divided 

across the middle . :tv1ore probably he would have abandoned this 

clear prismatic form in favour of a plan shape of '1' or ' T' . 

Had this point been reached a quite different building in plan 

and elevation would have emerged . It is , therefore, reasonable 

to deduce that the failure to diagnos e the real institutional 
position involved in the future uses of th e building was most 

probably a major determinant of the plA~-form and therefore of 

the structural and expressional characteristics of the building. 

It seems clear from the foregoing that a close understanding 

of the institutions connected with the uses of a building must 

be reached by both client and architect early in the design stage ., 
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3i5 . 
This is not t he same as saying that both must understand the 

use of the building . To do that is not enough: it is also 

neces sary to relate those uses to the appropriat e institutions 

in t he society of which those uses ar e but an expression . In 

t he wor l d of reason, untrammelled by institutions , there is no 

difficulty in serving alcohol and tea together. The rational 

and the reasonable are not , however , adequate guides in them-

selves t o building use . They must be applied within the frame-

work of the institutional structure •.. 

The bui l ding dr ew on the following direct producers of 

building materials : cement manufacture, sand and gravel winning , 

stone quarrying and crushing, steel rod manufacture , brick making , 

quarry tile manufacture, precast concrete making, making of 
steel window fraJlies, glass manufacture , putty and mastic making 

tir ber f actoring, j6in'ery making, adhesives, steel cable making 
(f or post -t ensioning concrete) , making of aluminium sheeting , 

soft board and roofing felt marillfacture , refining of bitumen, 

making of screws and nails, making of asbestos rainwater goods , 

of earthenware pipes , gasketting material , making of polythene 

pipes, plasti c and porcelain sanitary goods, making of taps , 

metal pipes, manufacture of electrical material such as con-

duiting, swit ches, junction boxes, cable and holders, manufacture 

of chain to support light fittings , manufacture of wire-netting 

for reinforced glass, making of aluminium bar , of hinges , door 

furniture and locks , manufacture of sheet lead , making of doors , 

manufactur e of paints, st ain, varnish and polish . 

There are , t herefore, even in a small and simple building 

like this about f orty different contacts with manufacturing 

industry. If secondary and tertiary contacts were listed for 

manufacturing and extractive industry a much higher total would 

be reached . The observation may be made that if the building 

were much larger and more complex it would not involve many 

more sources of manufactured goods . Perhaps these would be 

added : manufacture of basic steel , ornamental metalwork, the 

preparation of special stones such as freestone , marble or slate, 

winning and refining of asphalt, winning and manufacture of 
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other metals such as zinc, brass, bronze, manufacture of floor 

materials like plastic sheet, thermo-plastic tiles, linoleum, 

manufacture of plaster, making of heating equipment such as 

boilers and piping and radiators. This makes about a further 

fifteen or so manufacturers giving a total of perhaps fifty-five 

very approximately serving the building industry_ 

A conclusion which may be drawn is that as far as the supply 

of materials is concerned even the simplest building in our 

society r equires a complex production organisation . For compari

son the construction of the traditional Zulu hut required : 

branches of trees, vine-cords, thatch, stones, earth, water and 

cow dung (for the floor) . All these materials were supplied by 

natur e , not industry, on or near the site . It is a neat demon

stration to reverse backgrounds . The Zulu could not call on 

our materials because his technology was very primitive: we 

cannot call on the Zulu ' s materials because our highly organised 

society does not allow the collecting of stones or trees and 

grass as a preliminary to building . Furthermore the Zulu's ways 

of using these basic materials would be forbidden in our context 

of rigid legal control over building. 

The contracting firm must also be considered under the heading 

of the econonuc complex . The firm was small and the team actually 

doing the building operation consisted of a manager who visited 

the site daily and at the end actually helped with urgent vlork , 

a foreman bricklayer who acted as general foreman , a foreman 

joiner present for the joinery only, a plumber and at most four 

labourers . At the end a foreman painter and a small gang of 

painters appeared . All other work , including roof construction 

and finish , floor tiling, post-tensioning of concrete beams , 

electrical work, making the bar counter, glazing and making the 

precast cor crete wall slabs was done by subcontractors . Thus 

the skilled crafts exercised by the general contractor were only 

four in number, whilst the specialists' or subcontractors' 

numbered seven . Other investigations show these r elative pro-

portions to be not unusual . We are faced with the general con-
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tractor being in theory the organiser of skilled labour , but in 

practice actually manipulating directly only basic tradesmen 

and allowing subcontractors to be responsible for nearly double 

the number of trades . 

Governmental. 

Thi s tendency to subcontract any but the basic trades is a 

common trend . There is, howev~r , the exactly opposite trend 

appearing : that of supplying the IIcomplete serv:i cell . Firms 

which supply this lIall-inll service provide all their own special

ist tradesmen . vJhy are there these two opposite trends simul-

taneously in the same industry? This question cannot be examined 

here , but the suggestion may be offered that the scale of the 

firm may have an important bearing . As far as the small con-

tractor is concerned, t he use of subcontractors avoids the locking 

up of capital in equipment and stock . If these two trends can-

not be explained satisfactor ily they lI,ust be taken together as 

evidence of a significant non-rational element in the structure 

of firms in the buil ding industry . A possible explanation is 

that the increasing use of subcontracting is an excessive de-

velopment of t he historical fact of ~ contracting . If ration-

alisation were applied to such an excessive growth would not the 

"all - inll service be one of the likely r esults? 

The following governmental institutions had their influence 

on the creation of the building : by-laws and the health acts 

and food and drugs acts . The law controlling the sale of alcoholic 

liquor should have had a bearing but in fact did not . It is to 

be noted that the building form was influenced remarkably little 

by legal institutions . There was no influence by planning law, 

land or financial law, labour or mercantile law, of any material 

significance . 

Educational The following institutionalised educational factors had an 
& Scientific. 

influence on the design of the building . First, the approach to 

the problem by way of precedent . This was th~ design approach 

favoured by the older system of architectural education . It is 

in sharp distinction to the mor e recent r ational and analytical 
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approach . The architect ' s developing desire t o put up an 

' inter esting ' building is a second educational factor . This is 

helped to r ealisation by the rational approach institutionalised 

in t he an~lytical eX8nlination of the various methods of structural 

support . 

Thir dly, t he architect' s educational background is visible 

in his desire to achieve ' good ' proportions . ' Good' can only 

mean those proportions vmich have been instituti onalised as ' good ' 

particularly in t he educational system to which the architect 

was exposed when a student . This is because ' good ' pr oportions 

ar e not absolutes , but variables dependent on other factors in 

the particular society. There have been various at tempts to 

establish univer sal good proportions , from the greek golden 

section to Le Corbusier' s modulor, but the claim to universality 

can never be substantiated . 

Fourthly, the desire to avoid a centr al column in the main 

elevation must be attributed to an institutionalised origin . 

This point is interesting , as opinion has shifted in t he last 

twenty year s or S0 . Then , it was quit e unthinkable to have an 

even number of bays in an elevation of this kind . NO\o,T , many 

architects would have no diffi culty in accepting an even number 

with the consequent centr al pier or column, and sone architects 

would actually prefer the central solid . The two attitudes may 

with benefit be r elated t o the pr eferences of the r enaissance 

and J; ediaeval designers . 

Fifthly, institutionalised pat terns of education are det ectable 

in the architect ' s unwillingness to accept at f ace value the 

health inspector' s demands . The architect r esisted the r equir e

ments and took a ri sk in building without fully complyin.g . This 

leads to the important question of what should the archit ect's 

attitude be toward authority? 

In gener al the emphasis in the approach to design was tradition

al rather than scientifi c . The possibilities of bay structure 

were investigated sci entifically up to the point where i t was 

decided to adopt a certain kind of construction made by a firm in 
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whose work the architects had had previous expetience. We have 

here brought out the fact that the results of scientific analysis 

may not necessarily be used . Reason, logic and efficiency are 

not the only criteria of judgment; we mus't also allow for the 

desire on the part of the designer to decid8 on the basis of 

his previous experience . This method can, however , lead to 

excessive conservatism. 

This aspect has been largely covered by the comments made 

under the 'Educational and Scientific' . Good appearance was r e-

garded by t he architect as essential both from the point of vi ew 

of the club and the architects . The aTowed aim was to achieve 

a building which was up-to-date in appearance and which would 

symbolise the vitality of the club . 

The most important factor perhaps emerging from this case 

study is the large number, and difficulty, of the decisions . 

Frequently decisions are made obscurely and often it is not 

certain whose responsibility it is to decide . From this evidence 

and from similar evidence from other case studies it may be con-

cluded : -

(1) That the decision-making process is very important as 

an area from which data must be obtained for stUdying 

the sociology of building. 

(2) That decision-making is often a very complicated and 

obscure process involving ambiguity of responsibility. 

(3) That it is in the area of decision-making that we urgent-

ly need scientific analysis to assist us in improving our 

building techniques . 
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APPENDIX 11 

(1) Definitions of Institution . 

" ... institutions consist of concepts , usages , associations and instr u
ments ; arise out of man1s basic needs and interaction with his environ
ment ; have long-time and wide reach, time and place variations; operate 
among all classes and in all stages of culture and function automatically , 
int erpenetratively and on three planes . 11 

C. Panunzio . Major Social Institutions . P.22 . 

" major institutions .. those complexes of thought and activity which 
are more or l ess timeless , universal and which are directed to the satis
f action of basic human needs . " 

P.3 .. . 

11 an institution is a configuration of cultur al patterns which , as a 
whole , has certain functions . " 

R. Linton . Cultur al Background of Personality . 

(2) Classification of Institutions . 

(a) Situation Institutions . 

(Kinship r ol es .. ) 

(b) Instrumental Institutions . 

P.36. 

(Technology like medicine is thin framework of 
institutionalised syst ems of r oles) . 

(c) Integrative Institutions . 

(Social Stratification. ) 

Talcott Parsons . 
and applied . 

Essays in Sociological TheDry pure 
P.46 . 

(a) Primary: Family, church , mutual aid organisations . 

(b) Secondary: Education , heal th , penal and correctional . 

P. V. Young . Scientific Social Surveys and Research . 

(a) Basic Cultural Institutions (fami y , church, school) . 

(b) Economic . 

(c) Recreational . 

P.452 . 

(d ) Instit utions of f or mal social control (governmental and social service 
agencies . 

E. W. Burgess in T.V. Smith & L. D. Whit e 
Chicago: An Experiment in Social Science Research . 

Middlet own was studied under the headings : 

(a) Earning a living . 
(b) Family. 

P.140 . 
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Training the young . 
Leisure . 
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(c) 
(d) 
( e) 
(f) 
(g) 

Religious life . 
Pr ocesses of cummunity life - government , hvalth, dependents . 
Making and unmaking of group solidarity . 

R. S . Lynd and H. M. Lynd . Middletown . P.4 . 

Hertzler gives the f ollowing viGwpoints f or classifi cation :-

(a ) Functions or obj ecti ves . 
(b) Organisation . 
(c) Scope . 
(d) Degree of importance or basic nature . 
(e) Development or formulation . 

J . O. Hertzler . Social Institutions . P. 5 . 

(3) The essential ideas charact~ristic of the institutional complexes are:-

Economic 

Familial 

- Pr oduction and consumptl0n , providing and service , earning 
a living . 

- J.I.-arried life, r earing of children . 

Governrnental - Control of the individual by the state . 

E:lucational - Inculcation of knowledge t o equip the child for life in 
the existing society . 

Scientific - Discovery and application of new knowledge . Invention . 

Health - Curative and preventive medicine . 

Recreational - Play . 

Religions - Relationship with t he supernatural, moral and ethic 
education . 

Ameliorative - R0clamation of the individual with deviational behaviour 
patterns . 

Expressional - Symbol, conunemoration and aesthetic . 

(4) Use Zones and Institutional Complexes . 

The f oll owing zoning schemes have been examined : 

Johannesburg . No . 1 
Pi et ermarit zburg , Ntl . 
Scottburgh, Ntl. 
Pretoria, Tvl. 
Bonnyville , Alberta 
Grande Prairie , Alberta 
Piet Retief , Ntl . 
Bristol , U.K. 

1946 
1954 
1954 
1949 
1953 
1953 
1954 
1951 

Differentiation is most marked in all schemes in the economic camplex . 

Piet Retief has 10 different zones in this class , Bristol 4 , Grande Prairie , 

Pretoria, Piet ermaritzburg and J ohannesburg 5 . 

Near ly all schemes t end t o use one zone t o cover education , r ecreation, 

religion and government, as does the liThe Devel opment of Central Areas", HMSO 

1947 (paras . 76 - 83) . The TCP Regulations 1948, circular 59 stipulating 
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r equirements to be shown on Comprehensive Development Plans in Britain puts 

all these intv one zone except education which it zones separately . 
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PPENDIX 111 

(1) Economic Syst~fi: 

Panunzio ( ~ aj or Social Institutions , p . 501) points out that in our society 

it is the econunuc , and not govermn ntal and r eligious institutions as in 

previous ages , which is the dominant of our time and which creates inter 

dependence . He estin~t e s t he average person1s time as 90% economic acti 

vity . 

Talcott Parsons (Essays in 00ciol ogica l Theory Pure and Applied) puts 

forward the idea that the acquisit iveness of modern business is not so 

much motivational as institutional. Our attitude might be contrasted 

with that of the Northwest Pacific coast Indians at whose potlatches the 

aim is to get blankets at the highest rate of interest , and among whom 

honour consists in publicly distributing , not hoarding, wealth (Goldenweiser 

Anthropology p .154) . This is akin to Veblen1s conspicuous wast e . It is 

quoted her e t o underline the institutional nature of our economic system . 

(2) Financing of Speculative Building in Durban . 

The method is roughly this : Buy the land . Design a scheme for develop

ment and cost at f ull price including full fees for architect etc . This 

is done by a t endering syst em , which is son- etimes rigged so that the low

est tender is a l ittle higher than it would normally be. The proposal 

is then put up to the financing company for a l oan . They agree to an 

advanCe of , say , 75% of the tender price on t he security of the land and 

the building as it goes up . The developer , ther ef ore , erects the build

ing by disbursing onl y the price of the land . The money may be borrowed 

at 6~% and the building may br ing in a very good pr ofit on borrowed money . 

Alter natively, a quick return on a &ilall capital outlay rr~y be achieved 

by selling immediat ely - s~ etime s as individual flats . A building so 

ci ety expects a building t o r eturn 9 - 10% . The immediate cause of such 

building se ems to be the profits obtainable, not the demands for ac com

modation , although the two ar e in reciprocal operation . 

(3) Building and the Economic 0ystem. 

See from the poi nt of vievJ of economics there are two important aspects 

of building to be stressed : -

(a) It constitutes , in the multiplicity of bUlldings , part of the physieal 
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equipment of the society . In this sense all buildings are productive -

even houses because worker s cannot work if not housed adequately. 

This is the prOp0rty aspect of building viewed from the standpoint of 

the cOlilITluni ty at large . 

Cb) The production of a building t ouches many branches of economic life . 

It , therefore, has a particular claim for att ~ntion if governmental 

action is r equired to get the economic machine running better in a 

time of depression . Vcrious economists have stressed the Ipump

priming I valuG of building : 

J . M. Keynes (Thb Gener al Theory of Employment , Interest and Mopey) , 

and 

R. G. Hawtry (Capital and Employment) . 

A notable eX8nlpl~ of this action is the Tenness0e Valley projoct 

carried out under the New Deal . 

(4) Standardisation . 

There is considerable activity in the direction of standardisation of 

dimensions , parts and standards. The simplest expressi on of this is the 

standard specifications for steel etc . (in Britain the British Standard 

Specifications and in South Africa the work of the South African Bureau 

of Standards) . Another expression is in the work being done towards the 

perfection of modular systems . This ranges between the gr oup efforts of 

the Modular Society t o th e individual work of LeCorbusier in cr eating 

the lViodulor. 

The O.E.E.C. r esearch "Ces t Savings through Standardisation , Simplifi 

cation and Specialisation in the Building Industr y" is notable . 

These things are not yet institutionalised. They may well be, but even 

if they are not they cannot avoid modifying existing institutions . Their 

influence may easily change the face of building completely. 

Historically, the Japanese tradition of planning the house on the basis 

of standardised mat sizes (tatami) : 

7 ft . X 3 . 5 ft ., 6 . 6 ft . X 3 .3 ft ., 6 .3 ft . X 3.15 ft ., 5.8 ft . X 2 .9 ft., 

(See J . Harada : The Lesson of Japanese Architectur , p.48) i s of com

parative interest . The mats are an institution . 
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(5) Social Organisation of Buildings. 

(a) Demerath and Baker (J . S.I .Vl l 1&2 p .$9 ) · list the following roles 

in house- building :-

l. Initi ator 7. Sub-contractor 

2 . Archit ect 8 . For eman 
3 . Land Devel oper 9 . Union Business Agent 

4. Financier 10 . Craft sman 

5. Gover nment Of ficia l l l. Materials Manufacturer 
6. Contr actor 12 . Mat er i al s Distributor 

(b) The f ollowing observat ions by J . A. C. Br own in Social Psychology 

of Industry are r el event :- "Pet er Drucker points out (that) 

mass pr oduction is to be r egarded not oLly as a mechanical but 

al so as a social principle, a prinCiple of human organisat i on , 

according t o whi ch human beings ar e organised f or a common task ••• 

It is t he organisation rather than t he individual worker which 

is productive under the new system . " p .38-39 . 

" ~I/hat has happened t o change an important , necessary and potentially 

pleasurable social activity (work), which is capable of satisfying 

both material and psychological human needs into a source of strife, 

r esentment and boredom?" p .190 . 
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APPENDIX lV 

(1) Bureaucratic Office Building . 

The increasing importance of this building type is interesting evidence 

of the dominance of governmental institutions . The first modern example 

of the type is Somerset House, London (1776) . Its design was essential

ly that of a country mansion of the period . 

Panunzio says of th·· state that it "has come to be r egarded as the agent 

that must guide society in all aspects ft • (Op . Cit . P.349) . The impli

cations of this idea for building ar e as yet only adumbrated . 

(2) By-laws . 

Attempts to produce 'mod61' and 'standard' by-laws are a feature of 

modern by-law practice . Th8 standard by-law work of the South African 

Bureau of Standards is a good example . This standardisation of contr ol 

is largely dependent on the fact that building materials and methods 

are in the process of being universalised . Standardisation has the 

great advantage of centralised amendment based on research and experience 

gathered from many different areas . 

(3) Exam~le of By-law Influence . 

The English 'by-law street', so characteristic of many square miles of 

English towns, provides an outstanding field for enquiry . These str eets 

appeared as a r esult of the Public Health Act of 1875 and no doubt as a 

r esult of the tremendous improvement they embodied were a pride to the 

promoters of the act . We deplore the visual effects and unfairly compare 

these r ows of dr eary houses with the palace facades of the Georgian and 

Regency terraces . The comparison is sterile . It would be more fruitful 

to exanline the significance of governmental (or legal) control as com

pared with social control . 

(4) Appea.r~mce of BUildings . 

Conservatism about the appearance of buildings and cities is pilloried in 

characteristic style by Le Corbusier : La Ville Radieuse (p .102) where 

he gives a series of sketches of Paris at various epochs . All different: 

all Paris . 
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APP&\JDIX V 

(1) Intuition . 

F. S . Chapin in tlEKperimental Designs in Sociological Research tl , 

pages 26 and 27, makes some observations which are appropriate . He points 

out that intuition has fallen into disrepute amongst scientists because it has 

been used without discr imination . He emphasises that it is not a form of 

scientific description . If it is used in this way it leads to clairvoyance 

and mystic insight etc . If, however , it is used as a process of thinking 

in which the purpose is explanation of dim memory it can be useful scienti-

fically . tiThe intuitive process consists of a convergence of as yet unver-

balised experience (because only organically recorded) into a patternof res-

ponse below the threshold of critical attention; this pattern may then 

emerge in part, and when verbalised, serves as a partial explanation of the 

probl~n which acted as t he original stimulus . Intuition is then a judgment 

based on the convergence and integration of former impressions of memory 

into a pattern of explanation in which the perceptual details are not at 

the threshold of critical attention . " 

This process is clearly proper material in itself for scientific 

research . 

(2) The following quotations from Bronowski I s "The COllnnon Sense of 

Science" are of inter est: 

"They (19th . century scientists) believed that in the end there is only 
one scientific method : to set up a system of causes and effects. This 
belief can no longer be sustained." P.80 . 

"Science is a process of creating new concepts which unify our understand
ing of the world, and the process is today bolder and more far-reaching, 
more triunlphant even than at the great threshold of the Scientific 
Revolution . " P .135 . 

"There is no gravitation; there is no force at all; the whole model was 
wrong . When Newton brought in force as a cause, he was giving to matter 
the hurr~ property of effort , as much as Aristotle once gave it human 
will . The true causes are now ~lbedded in the nature of space and the 
way in which rnatter distorts space; and they have no resemblance to the 
causes in which we believed for nearly three hundred years . " P.65 . 
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APPENDIX Vl 

(1) Building Craftsman . 

He is educated during his training not only to manipulate the tools and 

materials of his craft but also to play the r ole of trade union member . This 

keeps the various trades in watertight compartments and conditions members 

very effectively to this idea . 

In the Inedi eval period this da~arcation of spheres of craft~lan action 

was probably not harmful or at any rate did not seriously impede the slow rate 

of building development . In the present situation, however, when the crafts-

man ' s work is being increasingly machine-performed in the factory this con-

ditioning of the operative t o a narrow r ange of work and tool-use is against 

the trend . A new type of craftsman and therefore a new educational method is 

required . It is also a question whether something of t he same sort is not 

t o be f ound amongst professional groups ; individuals , whilst trained and 

job - designated as doctors , architects, engineers, planners etc . ar e in fact 

doing administrative work, for which they have had no adequate training . 

(2) Professional Delinquency . 

A serious r esult of having a wide gap between the standards inculcated 

by the educational system and those actually worked to in society, is to be 

found in the appear ance of delinquency . This may occur because the avowed 

goals are too high to be r eached in the r eal world . In architectural practice 

delinquency takes the f or m of such unprofessional conduct as fee-cutting, j ob-

fi l ching , forbidden forms of publicity and doing architectural work under some 

other name . The actual state of professional ethics at any time is the pro-

duct of the ethics taught by the educational system and the general ethical 

standard of the society at large . 

In Capetown (Sea Point) I saw a noticeboard outside a building under 

construction carrying t hese words :-

A. B. So-and-So, B. Arch . (U.C.T. ) 
For Building Plans . 

U. C.T. stands f or University of Capetown . Notice that this individual was 

actually qualified in architecture and , t herefore , had not the inducement , or 

necessity , to go outside the established professional code of behaviour . 

Professional codes are adopted by professional bodies to protect them

selves against those not qualified for admittance . But here is a case against 
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which no protection is possible . 

It is to be noted that the standard of behaviour demanded by an insti

tuion is not normally higher than individuals can reach without undue strain . 

What happens in delinquency situations is that the standard is felt by some 

individuals t o be unattainable . If many individuals come to feel this way, 

the institutions will cOlne under severe strain t o adjust t o a standard that 

the majority can hope to meet . 
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APPENDIX Vll 

(1) Symbol in Le Corbusier's Town Plans . 

The following r efer ences show how little sYll1bol is develo}3ed in his 

schemes :-

Le Corbusier 1910 - 1929 . P.36 , 37. 

La Ville Radieuse . P. 131, 141 (layout) 204 , 236 . 

It is this absence which has l ed to the change of inhumanity . The 

difficulty is t hat his schemes ar e a leap forward technically and therefor e 

sociologically . The sy~mbols cannot materialise, until the actual effor t to 

build a Corbusier city is attempted , although theoretical attempts at symbol 

might be made . Society at large will decide the symbols . The critic who 

thinks these futur e towns inhmnan is perhaps only registering the absence of 

accepted symbols . We should beware of uSlllg the word ' inhuman ' in such a 

context , since what we regard as inhuman is largely conditioned by our culture . 

Seen in this light the criticism becomes the same as saying that the new 

environment is differently conditioned from the present urban environment . 

Le Corbusier seems specifically to ignore the question of how we arr ive . 

culturally at the point where we can find his solutions acceptable and actually 

attempt them. Perhaps t hat problem is one for the social engineer rather than 

the planner and architect . 

That Le Corbusier has given attention to the question of symbol for 

dwelling units can be seen from Le Corbusier 1910 - 1929 p. 76 , 92 . 

(2) Quasi -Aesthetic Notions . 

Examples are :-

(a) The theory that some materailJ are 'inferior' in appearance : concrete 

cor rugated iron, corrugated and sheet asbestos . Such theor ies lead 

to the making of blocks of concrete so that they imitate the texture 

of rough- hewn stone . The question of appearance of materials is 

very l argely a matter of the overall design of the building . 

(b) The idea that a building must ' look solid ' - banks used to favour 

this idea - or should ' grow out of the ground '. 

(c) The notion that glazing bars after the 18th . century style ' give 

scale' . They only give scale under certain conditions . They cost 

money for material and labour in cutting up a large sheet of glass 
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only to fix the pieces together again with the bars . 

(d ) Stylistic treatment may be forced on a building without reference 

to the actual process of building and therefore without strict re

lation:to costs . Neo~eorgian office blocks with their massive 

walls hung on a steel frame are an example . Such attempts are not 

mer ely stupid in t hems~lves: they also retard the general progress 

of building . The measure of our progress, however, from such ideas , 

can be seen in the r eadiness with which we now accept brickwork as 

a cladding material freed from notions of support . 

( e) The habit of mind common to architects that only those buildings 

which are aesthetically 'inter esting' are worthy of at tention . From 

the point of view of the sociology of building all buildings, even 

the worst aesthetically, are worth examination . 
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APPENDIX Vlll 

(1) vvords Used to Describe Change. 

On page 523 of 'Society' Maclver and Page give the following chart : -

1 . Determinate continuous change 

11 . Determinate continuous change in a 
specific direction : -

(a) ~uantitatively defined with respect 
t o size . 

(b) ~lualitati vely defined with r espect 
t o structural or functi onal 
differ entiation . 

(c) ~ualitatively defined with respect 
to its conformity t o a standard 
of value . 

(d) Defined by r eference to some other 
object or system with reRpect to their 
compatibility within a common 
process . 

Process 

Growth 

Accumulation etc . 

Evolution 
Development 
Regression 
Retrogression 

Progress 
Decline 
Decay 
Decadence 
Degeneration 

Adaptation 
Adjustment 
Ac c omr.lOd at ion 
Assimilation 
Harmony and their 

contradictories . 

The word I change I therefore carries no implied judgment : it means 

merely I alteration I and is neutral. It is essential for clear analysis 1. 

to use the word in this basic sense, and t u avoid implied judgment which 

may inadvertantly creep in, particularly when dealing with the expression-

al complex. 

(2) Evolution . 

M.Ginsberg in 'Sociology' (p .234) says:-

"vle can point to no order of ideas or social institutions whose growth 

can be traced through a regular sequence of stages r epeated in the same 
order among different peoples . The most we can hope to do is to indicate 
a Inovement in humanity as a whol e , which despite actions and reactions, 

r eveals some persistent direction . 11 

This n. ' ans that no society is f orced inevitably to pass through a given 

sequence . The Zulu, when urbanised, has jumped without difficulty from the 
tribal hut to the ~vestern style minimum house . 

Similarly, the fact that one society has made a certain jump or achieved 
a certain stage is not evidence that others will . Change is very much 

dependent on diffusion and diffusion meets difficulties like geographical 
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isolation, climate, l ack of material resources , and different cultural 

emphases or equilibria . 

The diffusion of th e pneumatic drill into South Africa is very slow 

becau se r oad gangs have been trained t o work bringing their picks down 

in unison : a stage probably never r eached in Western Europe . There is 

no inevitability in the gener al adoption of the drill . 

(3) Lag. 

Ogburn and Nimkoff in "A Handb00k of Sociology', p. 598, quote the 

f ollowing developments and inventions as responsible f or cultural lags 

in our society : "Telephone , motorcar, wireless, cinema , power-driven 

agricultural machines , printing , photography, alloys, electric trans

mi ssion lines , electrical goods, welding, chen i cal uses of cellulose , 

coal-tar products, chemistry of foods , aeroplane , air-conditioning , 

artificial lighting, contraceptives, slot machines and television . The 

r esult is an enor mous accumulation of cultural lags ," The authors her e 

refer to the adaptive cultur e ~ The Lynds in 'Middletown ' (p .XV1) have 

commented that tolerance of disparities is a characteristic of such 

lags because of man 's tendency t o make only minimum adaptations, 

Lags in techniques esp~cially r equire study. It seems reasonable t o 

conclude that the l ong apprenticeshi p of the bricklayer is a failure 

t o r espond t o tho changed status of brickwork in building . It is very 

much simpler than it was and f or many uses (load-bearing, partitions , 

paving, arches etc . ) it has declined . 

An interesting successful response to the need for adaptation in brick

work is t o be f ound in the t a.sk system developed at Springs in the Trans

vaal for th0 erection of houses for Africans. Because of the extreme 

simplicity of much of the brickwork (the hardest tC!.sk is the quoin) it 

was discovered that fully trained bricklayers were largely unnecessary, 

and that unskilled men coul d be taught in a few days t o do the simpler 

tasks . This is an excellent eX3nlple of rational adaptation to a new 

situation; the essential adjustment nlade was from a craft to an operative 

basis . See C.S.I.R . 'Research Studies on the Costs of Urban Bantu Housing' , 

p.133 - 147 . 
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(1) Factory Pr(duction of Building . 

The full quot ativn fr vm Drucker is : 

lfManagement must demand t hat those responsible f or production know 
what system uf production is appr opriate , and apply the principles of that 
system consistently and t o the limit . These are the first and decisive steps 
in pushing back the limitations uf pr oducti0n un business performance . 

Only when those steps have been taken can the next one be made : 
the organisation of parts of pr oducti on on the basis of a m re advanced system. 

The r sult vf doing this without first analysing the production 
process and organising it properly is sh wn by the failure of the pr~fabricated 
house . It vwuld seem the most obvivus thing in the world t o build a house 
from prefabr icated, standar dised parts . Yet the attempt , made after W')rld 
War 11 , pr "ved aburtive . 

The r eason was that unifvrm, standardised parts - mass production 
in other words - were superimposed on Lt badly organised unique product system. 
Instead of homogeneous stages, the or ganising principle was craft organisation . 
The use of prefabricated parts in a craft system proved more expensive and 
slower than thcl old methods . \fuen , hcwever , the Levitts in Long Islcnd organisai 
home building by homogeneous stages , they could immediately use uniform stan
dar dised prefabricated parts with c nspicuous savings in time and moneyll . 

P. F. Drucker . The Practi ce vf Management . P. 88 . 

(2) Emphasis on Site Assembly . 

The Anglo-Junerican Council on Pr,;ductivity reported in their Report 

on Building , p.38 : 

"It has been clai med that a saving in cost of 25% could be 0b
tained if all materials used wer e desi gned according t o the principle of 
modular c00rdination and if plans wer e de signed on the same basis ll • 

B dies dealing with standards do nvt necessarily concern themselves 

with modular problems , although t hi s would appear t o be a natural development 

of work on minimum standards . The American Standard Association , f or example , 

works under these headings : 

(i) Coordinati Jll vf di mensions of buildi ng materials and equipment . 

(ii) Performance stand~rds of building materials . 

(iii) BUilding code r quirments . 

(3) v/orld Demand f :.Jr Energy . 

P. C. Putman , using aunit of enerey called Q (- one billion billion 

B. T.V. ), calculates we are neW using ener gy of 20 Q p~r century . This will 

r each 100 Q by 2000 A. D. By that time wor l d reserves will last about 80 years 

only . All the economically r ec0verable uranium and thorium in the world would 

provide about 1 , 700 Q of energy . 

G. Dean . Report on the Atom . P.160 . 
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l-iPFENDIX X. 

(1) Significance of the Machine . 

The following quotation shows how Mumford views the philosophical 

background of the machine : 

"Order had been sought before , again and again in other civilisations , 
in drill ' r egimentation inflexible social regulations , the dicipline 

" h· . of caste and custom: after t he 17th . century it was soug t ln a ser18S 
of external instruments and engines . The '~Je stern European concei ved 
of the machine because he wanted r egularity, order , certainty, because 
he wished to r educe the movement of his f ellows as well as the behaviour 
of the envi ronment to a more definite, calculable basis . " 

L. Mumfor d . Technics and Civilisation . P.364 . 

If this view is corr ect, it must be inferred that the machine is one of man ' s 

l ess harmful forms of tyranny : a hope, not a doom . Mumford's view has the 

great merit that it uses the machi ne creatively and does not set art and insti-

tion over against it . 

(2) Self-Service Departmental Stores . 

The Keduzal store, Memphis , Tennessee was the first fully automated 

supermar ket . It was a financial failure partly because the selection of goods 

was too limited . Diebold thinks that full automation of merchandising is un-

likely, but that partial automation may be applied successfully . ( J . Diebold . 

'Lutomation . p.146-7) . It certainly seems that automatic handling of r etail 

goods together with pr oper provision for the motorcar customer will bring 

considerable change to the r etail shop. Nor should the Qail order business, 

like Sear s, Roebuck in the U.S.n . , be forgotten when considering change. 

(3) Automation . 

The extent and speed of change likely to be caused by automation has 

been exaggerated by the popular press , whi ch has unfortunately made automation 

into a highly emoti ve word . Diebold (p .149) quotes R. L. Meier as saying t hat 

only the following industries are safe for automation : bakery products, 

beverages , confectionary, rayon , knit goods, paperboar d container s , printing 

chemicals , petroleum r efining , glass products , cenent , agricultural nachinery, 

miscellaneous machinery , communications and limited- price r etailing . These 

industries use only about 8% of the total U.S.h . labour force . Diebold com-

ments : "hlthough they will use automatic machines , agricultur e , trade , servi ce , 

construction (i . e . building) , rraning and th e self- employed and professional 
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fields will certainly not be automatized . In 1949 these fields accounted for 

over 56% of the total labor force, excluding the armed forces . " (p .148) . where, 

however, automation can be applied in effective form , for example in insurance 

for recording policy information, its effect on the building may be startling . 

Diebold calculates that whereas at present a company may use "ten or fifteen 

stories of its skyscraper headquarters merely to keep records •••• by the use 

of magnetic tapes the storage space can be r educed • .•• to 350 or 

400 spools which with control gear would occupy one medium-sized room . 

This illagnetic tape could be kept in a low rental area far from centr al head-

quarters ." 

J . Diebold. ftutomation . P.94 . 

hn almost certain change - r eduction - in office space for certain 

kinds of firm appears inevitable . 

. T.n terms of industry a r eduction in the number of workers per acre 

would seem likely. Diebold quotes the Rockford Ordinance Plant . This factory 

of about one million square feet floor ar ea will employ only about 140 persons 

all told , p . 74 . ftllowing 60% site coverage this gives 3 .7 persons per acre . 

(4) Performance Standards . 

In the South l'l.frican Bureau of Standards Nodel Building Regulations 

the following performance standards ar e laid down :-

2 .8 . 2 . New Methods of Design and Construction . 

(a) Where a person submits plans for a building based on a method of agri
cultural design, or incorporating a method of construction, not permitting or 
prescribed by these By-laws, then the Local .n.uthority shall approve such method 
of structural design or construction provided that it complies with the fol
lowing requir err,ents to the satisfaction of the Engineer:-

(i) a structural frame shall not, under the desigtled working loads show in 
any portion a crack or cracks visible to the naked eye , nor shall any portion of 
such a frame deflect from its unloaded position in such a manner as to suggest 
that the material of the frame had yielded in-elastically at any point, nor to 
an extent that in the opinion of the Engineer, endangers th stability of the 
f rame , not shall the frame when it is subsequently unloaded, fail to return to 
its unloaded position to an extent that is readily visible to the naked eye ' 
when viewed in elevation; 

(ii) Portions of a building, such as applied finishes,or fixings for the 
same, shall not show any cracks or visible signs of yielding under working 
loads; 

(iii) the r atio of the pr edicted collapse load of the building or any portion 
thereof to the load for which the building or portion is designed shall provide 
a margin of structural safety adequate , for the material and type of construction 
adopt ed, to provide against possible and likely eventualities such as :-

(1) accidental overloading. 
(2~ ~ariations in quality of materials and workmanship 
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(3) possible errors in the assumptions and calculations on which 
t he design is based . 

(4) possible deterioration of the structure as a result of wear 
and tear, corrosion , or any other cause . 

(iv) the construction shall be not less durable than th e least durable 
construction which is parmitt ed to be erected by these by-laws, for that 
purpose, for permanent buildings . 

(v) the construction shall have a r esistance to moisture penetration 
not less than the lowest moisture r esi stance permitted by these by-laws for 
a construction used for the same purpose; 

(vi) the constr uction shall comply with the requir~lients of these by-
laws for Fire Protection, Lighting, Ventilation and general health requirements . 

(b) Where in the opinion of the Local ~uthority doubt e~sts as to the 
acceptability of the method of construction or design proposed, suitable tests, 
if necessary on a full scale building or on a portion of such a building , shall 
be carri ed out at the expense of the owner , to demonstrate whether or not the 
proposed method of construction or design complies with the requirements set 
out i n Paragraph (a) of this by-law. 

(c) Where the Local Authority decides that the proposed method of design 
or of construction does not meet the r equirements set out in Para . (a) of this 
by-law, it may r equir e that a building or a portion of a buildIng which has 
been erected in accordance with the proposed method of design or construction 
for t he purpose of testing the same , shall be entirely demolished and recon
structed in accordance with these by-laws , or shall be so altered as to make 
it cOlliply with the r~quirements of these by-laws . 
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